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“For my mother, citizen of one world and many” 
 
Kwame Anthony Appiah. 2006, Cosmopolitanism. Ethics in a World of Strangers. 
 
 
 
 
God planted a rice field one year. “One day a message came to God saying, ‘God, the 
pintards are eating up all of your rice. If you don’t do something about it, there won’t be any 
rice to reap”. So God called the Angel Michael and told him “Here Michael, you take this 
gun and go down to my rice fields and kill those pintards. They are eating up all my rice and I 
did not plant rice for them”. Then Michael took the gun to shoot the pintards but when the 
pintards saw him they flew up into a tree and began to sing and clap their wings together in 
rhythm. Michael came up to the tree and “pointed the gun but the song and the rhythm were 
so compelling that he forgot to pull the trigger. With the gun still pointed he began to keep 
time with the wing clapping. Then he laid the gun down and danced until he was exhausted.” 
Then, he went back to God without accomplishing the mission. God called Gabriel to carry 
out the same mission. But it happened exactly the same as with Michael: Gabriel began to 
dance and forgot all about God’s rice field for a whole day. Too ashamed to go back to God, 
Gabriel gave the gun to Peter who was sent to perform the same action and he too came back 
without killing them.  
“So, God took the gun and went down to His rice fields Himself. The pintards flew up into 
the tree again. They saw it was God Himself, so they sang a new song and put on a double 
rhythm. God aimed the gun, but before He knew it He was dancing and because of the song 
He didn’t care whether he saved any rice or not. So, He said, ‘I can’t kill these pintards, […] 
but I do want my rice fields so I know what I will do. There is the world that I have made and 
so far, it is sad and nobody is happy there and nothing goes right. I’ll send these pintards 
down there to take music and laughter so the world can forget its troubles’.”  
 
Zora Neale Hurston. 1990, “God and the Pintards” 259-261.  
Tell my Horse. Voodoo and Life in Haiti and Jamaica.  
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Résumé 
 
Cette recherche traite de la forme la plus contemporaine de mascarade du carnaval de 
Trinidad (République de Trinidad-et-Tobago, Caraïbe Anglophone), connue sous 
l’appellation Pretty Mas’. Cette dernière s’imprègne d’une esthétique nommée Bikini & 
Beads, pratiquée en majorité par les femmes et de jeunes participants. C’est la forme de 
mascarade la plus commerciale du pays et le modèle de carnavals diasporiques à travers le 
monde.  
L’objet de cette recherche est d’expliquer comment l’aspect visuel de la mascarade tend à 
transformer cette performance carnavalesque en spectacle. 
Je montre que la valeur historique de la pratique du carnaval évolue dans la forme 
contemporaine Bikini & Beads, où les joueurs portent de simples bikinis en guise de 
costumes.  
Cette recherche aborde également la question de la représentation de soi à travers ce style de 
carnaval où le corps des participants se substitue au costume. Les joueurs y affirment leur 
individualité et leur volonté d’interpréter des histoires autoréférentielles. La visibilité du 
joueur et de la joueuse devient un moyen d’affirmation de soi, ce qui modifie la pratique 
performative de la mascarade.  
J’analyse ensuite l’impact du visuel sur le management de ce style de mascarade. La 
recherche de visibilité des joueurs et la nécessité d’impressionner les publics modifient 
l’organisation des groupes de carnaval et la création des costumes. Le désir de reconnaissance 
publique des participants influe sur la pratique performative et représentationnelle de la 
mascarade. En privilégiant l’aspect visuel de l’évènement, la performance carnavalesque 
devient prévisible et reproductible pour son exportation dans les festivals internationaux.  
 
Mots clés : Anthropologie Visuelle, Caraïbes, Carnaval, Genre, Performance, 
Postcolonialisme.  
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Abstract  
 
This research is about the most current form of carnival masquerade on the island of Trinidad 
(Republic of Trinidad and Tobago, West Indies), known as Pretty Mas'.  
Pretty Mas' is imbued with a masquerade style named Bikini & Beads, which is mostly 
practiced by women and young participants. It is the most commercial form of masquerade in 
the country and is the model for diaspora carnivals around the world.  
The object of this research is to explain how the visual aspect of this masquerade tends to 
transform the carnival performance into a spectacle. 
I show how the historical value of carnival practice has evolved into the contemporary form 
of Bikini & Beads, where players wear simple bikinis as costumes. This research deals with 
the question of self-representation through this masquerade style where the participants' 
bodies replace the costumes. In doing so players affirm their individuality and willingness to 
interpret self-referential stories. The player's visibility becomes a mean of asserting oneself, 
which modifies the performative practice of the masquerade.  
I then analyze the visual impact on the management of this form of performance and 
costuming. The players' search for visibility and their need to impress the public have 
changed the organization of carnival groups and the creation of costumes.  
The participants' desire for public recognition influences the performative and 
representational practice of the masquerade. I conclude by affirming that the emphasis on the 
visual aspect of the event makes the carnival performance more predictable and reproducible 
so it can be exported to the international festivals.  
 
Keywords: Carnival, Gender, Performance, Postcolonialism, Visual Anthropology, 
West Indies. 
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Résumé en français  
 
 
 
1. Introduction et méthodologie 
Premiers pas vers cette recherche doctorale 
 
Mon premier carnaval diasporique des Caraïbes s’est tenu à Londres en 2009, dans le quartier 
de Notting Hill. Ce fut au cours de ce défilé, composé de différents groupes de pays 
caribéens, d’Afrique et d’Amérique Latine, que mes échanges avec le public qui regardait la 
parade m’ont convaincue d’étudier le carnaval de l’île de Trinidad, afin de mieux en 
comprendre les dynamiques, et notamment celles des carnavals diasporiques anglophones 
que j’observais à l’époque. Cet échange est à l’origine de ma recherche de Master 2 à 
l’EHESS.  
Dans le cadre de ce master, pendant mon expérience de terrain, j’ai pris connaissance de 
certains détails, cependant non utilisables pour une recherche doctorale. Au cours de cette 
période, les discussions sur le carnaval étaient nombreuses mais se limitaient aux sujets déjà 
institutionnalisés, et il était impossible de les approfondir. En tant qu’étrangère ne résidant 
pas dans le pays, il était très difficile d’accéder aux informations liées au carnaval sans faire 
partie d’un milieu spécifique engagé dans la création de l’évènement. Même si j’avais pu 
collecter suffisamment de données pour mon master, cette démarche n’aurait pu aboutir à une 
recherche doctorale.  
Néanmoins, cette dernière a finalement vu le jour grâce à une collaboration inattendue en 
2013 avec un groupe de carnaval diasporique d’origine trinidadienne implanté au Canada. 
J’ai proposé à ce groupe de réaliser des photographies pour documenter la production des 
costumes et l’organisation du défilé, en échange de la possibilité d’observer, de participer à la 
confection des costumes, ainsi que de m’entretenir avec les managers, les créateurs et les 
participants. Cette expérience m’a permis de réaliser que nombre de créateurs de costumes et 
de joueurs1 prennent part, chaque année, à plusieurs carnavals diasporiques à travers le 
monde, y compris celui de Trinidad. Pendant mon séjour au Canada, j’ai tissé des liens de 
collaboration privilégiés avec un créateur de costumes Trinidadien, Masman F, qui travaille, 
comme la majorité des spécialistes des costumes de carnaval, une moitié de l’année à 
                                                        
1 J’utilise ici le terme anglais player, joueur en français, qui dérive du nom play et verbe to play désignant un 
concept fondamental des Performances Studies. Play répond à une variété de significations. Ce terme peut 
désigner un état d’esprit, un jeu, et peut aussi référer à une compétition, à l’imitation ou à l’interprétation d’un 
rôle (Schechner, 2002). J’opte pour l’utilisation de sa traduction littérale en faisant référence aux multiples 
significations du terme anglais, à savoir joueur pour le masculin et joueuse pour le féminin. 
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Trinidad, et l’autre au sein de plusieurs groupes dans les festivals diasporiques. Notre 
collaboration a marqué le début de ma participation à la confection des costumes et m’a 
permis d’accéder au management des groupes dès mon arrivée à Trinidad.  
Les relations croisées entre les Trinidadiens résidents sur l’île et ceux issus de la diaspora ont 
également influencé ma recherche. Bien que mon travail de terrain ait commencé au sein de 
la diaspora, j’ai choisi de me focaliser sur l’aspect insulaire du carnaval et sur ses influences 
diasporiques. J’ai ainsi pu analyser les effets de la diaspora trinidadienne sur les joueurs et les 
designers. 
 
La forme de carnaval qui fait l’objet d’analyse de cette thèse est la forme la plus populaire à 
Trinidad. C’est aussi le modèle des festivals diasporiques caribéens à travers le monde. Elle 
est appelée Bikini & Beads par les organisateurs des groupes, car les costumes sont 
principalement des bikinis perlés. Il s’agit d’une forme où les participants sont pour la 
majorité des femmes, notamment issues de la classe moyenne.  
 
Un résumé en français, une thèse en anglais : explications 
 
Cette thèse est constituée de sept chapitres.  
La rédaction a été réalisée en langue anglaise, à la suite de ma dernière expérience de terrain 
en 2015, au cours de laquelle j’ai ressenti le besoin d’adhérer aux théories postcoloniales, tout 
en suivant l’engagement de mes interlocuteurs. Ces derniers, à Trinidad, m’interrogeaient 
régulièrement sur l’avancement de ma recherche, et désiraient poursuivre nos échanges à 
distance durant la rédaction qui a eu lieu en France.  
Suite à cette requête, j’ai demandé à la Commission de la Scolarité de mon université 
l’autorisation d’écrire ma thèse en anglais, afin de faciliter le dialogue avec mes contacts à 
Trinidad et de pouvoir restituer mon travail le plus tôt possible, évitant ainsi les délais et les 
imprécisions dus à l’acte de traduction.  
 
Selon Gayatri Spivak (1990), il existe une collusion entre violence et discours. Bien que les 
structures de la violence ne soient pas imputables à la seule pratique de l’écriture, l’auteure 
affirme que l’écriture recèle une forme de violence par rapport aux échanges oraux. Ainsi, 
mon engagement dans l’écriture de cette thèse s’inscrit dans la politique du care adoptée par 
les chercheuses féministes (Moser 2008 ; Zielinski 2010/2012 ; Laugier 2011/2012 ; Dalssus 
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2012), qui consiste à garantir un positionnement respectueux et attentionné de la part du 
chercheur/de la chercheuse vis-à-vis de ses interlocuteurs.  
Si la plupart de mes interlocuteurs défendaient une rhétorique décoloniale consciente des 
limites propres à la pensée postcoloniale, d’autres soutenaient une posture opposée aux 
régimes de domination historique, avec toutefois une tendance à s’essentialiser en tant que 
sujets historiquement subalternes. Néanmoins, une partie de mes contacts n’adoptaient 
aucune de ces positions.  
 
Bien qu’à l’oral la collaboration entre chercheurs étrangers et locaux soit souhaitable, elle 
s’avère malaisée sur le terrain. Cette difficulté tient en partie à l’inquiétude d’être mal 
compris par les chercheurs étrangers, mais aussi d’un désir de transmission et de création 
locale du savoir.  
Écrire dans la langue employée sur le terrain de recherche m’a permis d’éviter d’éventuels 
malentendus linguistiques, ainsi qu’une possible appropriation lors de la traduction. De cette 
façon, j’ai pu conserver et analyser les expressions idiomatiques et les métaphores utilisées 
dans la langue locale.  
Dans le corpus, j’ai eu la possibilité de transcrire les discours directs échangés en anglais 
ainsi que dans la version vernaculaire propre à Trinidad. Mon but, lors de la rédaction de 
cette thèse, était de préserver à la fois les attributs d’une ethnographie collaborative et mon 
apport en tant qu’auteure (Clifford 1983).  
Afin de rendre exhaustives les descriptions ethnographiques, j’ai décrit dans les discours 
directs l’intonation de la voix, la gestuelle, l’âge et le genre de chaque interlocuteur et 
interlocutrice, me permettant d’aller au-delà de la dimension purement littéraire des 
témoignages. Les citations ont été transcrites telles que référencées et vérifiées lorsqu’elles 
sont partagées dans leur version vernaculaire. Pour cette raison, je n’ai jamais utilisé 
l’adverbe sic, car les expressions de mes interlocuteurs ne comportaient pas d’erreurs.  
 
En outre, pour garantir leur anonymat mais aussi pour maintenir leur subjectivité, j’ai 
employé deux manières différentes de les nommer. Pour les joueurs, j’ai choisi des 
pseudonymes qui respectent le genre et l’origine ethnique. En vue de faciliter la lecture du 
texte, chaque chapitre présente un nombre d’interlocuteurs différent. La question du nom est 
très importante à Trinidad, car elle évoque le fait que les immigrants au cours de la période 
coloniale avaient tendance à changer ou à subir un changement de nom et de religion. L’acte 
de changer ou de conserver son nom aujourd’hui, et donc lors de ma recherche de terrain, 
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renvoie à une pratique de refus du passé colonial. En revanche, pour mentionner les 
discussions des créateurs de costumes et des managers, j’ai choisi de ne pas employer de 
pseudonymes qui, au sein d’un milieu souvent familial ou d’un réseau très limité et 
compétitif, pourraient être reconnus. Au contraire, j’utilise les fonctions de ces professionnels 
comme des prénoms en les écrivant avec une majuscule, suivie d’une initiale distinctive – de 
la lettre A à la lettre W. (Par exemple : Masman A, où le terme de masman désigne la 
fonction de créateur de costumes de carnaval, l’initiale A le distingue en tant qu’interlocuteur 
spécifique - collaborant avec d’autres masmen). 
Dans mon corpus, j’indique toujours si les interlocuteurs sont des Trinidadiens résidents 
permanents sur l’île, s’ils sont issus de la diaspora ou s’il s’agit d’immigrés installés dans le 
pays.  
 
Dans ce résumé, je paraphrase les discours de mes interlocuteurs et je ne mentionne pas les 
parties des chansons, qui sont notamment expliquées et analysées dans le corpus. Ces 
dernières ont été citées par mes interlocuteurs. 
 
En rédigeant en anglais, j’ai pu utiliser le « double entendre » (Elder 1964 ; Best 1999) 
calypsonien, qui reflète la rhétorique orale quotidienne à Trinidad, dans la formulation de 
certains titres de chapitres et de certaines sous-parties, que je traduis et explique dans le 
présent résumé, lequel ne comporte pas d’images, celles-ci faisant partie intégrante de la 
rédaction de la thèse.  
 
Dans ce résumé, il s’est avéré difficile de traduire depuis la langue anglaise qui respecte la 
neutralité de genre grammatical, lorsque les sujets concernent les deux sexes, masculin et 
féminin. Aussi ai-je opté pour l’utilisation des termes masculins qui incluent les mots 
féminins dans le seul but de ne pas alourdir la phrase avec les nombreux accords de genre. 
Chaque fois que le texte le permettait, j’ai employé les deux termes : masculin et féminin. J’ai 
également décidé d’adopter, comme dans la thèse, les termes genrés au masculin pour les 
sujets au pluriel tels qu’ils sont utilisés localement, par exemple, le mot masmen (cf. infra) 
qui identifie l’ensemble des masmen (hommes créateurs de costumes) et des maswomen 
(femmes designers). Lorsque les termes au pluriel se réfèrent à un groupe non-mixte de 
personnes ou de professions, je spécifie s’ils sont composés exclusivement d’hommes ou de 
femmes.  
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Ainsi, la restitution de cette thèse s’opère en deux temps. L’un immédiat : j’ai toujours remis 
ma production photographique aux managers des groupes de carnaval après les parades ; 
l’autre plus tardif : la restitution du corpus écrit sera effectuée après la soutenance.  
 
Situer Trinidad au niveau historique et géographique  
 
Trinidad et Tobago constituent une République composée de deux îles qui accueillent un total 
de 1.3 million d’habitants. Celle-ci a obtenu son indépendance vis-à-vis de l’empire 
britannique en 1962. Sa superficie est d’environ 5000 km et elle est située à l’extrémité sud 
de l’archipel Caribéen. La côte est de l’île de Trinidad se trouve à 15 km du Venezuela.  
L’île de Trinidad est la plus peuplée et aussi la plus vaste. C’est la seule qui perpétue la 
tradition du carnaval présentant des caractéristiques démographiques et religieuses plus 
diversifiées que sa jumelle Tobago. Cette dernière se compose d’une population 
majoritairement afro-descendante de religion chrétienne, catholique et protestante (Franco 
2010). Tobago ne rejoignit Trinidad sous la couronne coloniale anglaise qu’à la fin du XIXe 
siècle (Brereton 2007).  
 
En ce qui concerne Trinidad, sa population indigène fut découverte en 1498. Elle resta une 
possession de l’Espagne catholique jusqu’à son occupation par les Anglais à la fin du XVIIIe 
siècle. Avant ce changement, la Couronne d’Espagne, à travers le décret Cedula of 
Population en 1783, transférait sur l’île la plantocratie française, provenant des Antilles 
françaises, avec ses esclaves pour les plantations de cacao et de canne à sucre. Depuis cette 
époque, l’implantation française est restée active, même après la domination anglaise, 
donnant lieu à la coprésence historique sur l’île de deux puissances coloniales. Ces dernières 
se disputaient la gouvernance du pays, y compris à travers la pratique du carnaval, 
encouragée par le pouvoir français et réprimée par les Anglais (cf. infra).  
À Trinidad, la traite esclavagiste et l’esclavage ont été abolis en 1834-1838. La main d’œuvre 
a été remplacée par le travail forcé d’immigrants venus d’Inde, de 1837 à 1917 (Hill 1997). 
En outre, de nombreuses vagues migratoires en provenance du Portugal, de la Chine, du 
Moyen-Orient et du continent africain durant l’époque coloniale, ont enrichi l’hétérogénéité 
démographique du pays.  
Aujourd’hui, le recensement de la population de Trinidad (2010) comptabilise environ 38% 
d’Afro-descendants, 39% de descendants d’Indiens d’Inde, 20% de personnes considérées 
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comme mixtes, 1% de population dite blanche et 1% de Chinois ; le pourcentage restant, sous 
la désignation « autre », se réfère à la population du Moyen-Orient et à celle des autochtones.  
Lorsque j’ai effectué ma recherche de terrain, l’immigration la plus récente était 
majoritairement issue du Venezuela, d’autres pays des Caraïbes anglophones, des 
Philippines, ainsi que de la Chine.  
 
La richesse économique de l’île de Trinidad dépend de la présence de pétrole et de gaz, tandis 
que celle de Tobago repose sur le tourisme. Aujourd’hui, les Trinidadiens et Tobagoniens se 
déplacent d’une île à l’autre pour des raisons professionnelles, mais les premiers perçoivent 
généralement l’île de Tobago comme une destination de vacances. Cette île n’a pas la 
tradition du carnaval, et nombre de Trinidadiens souhaitant éviter les festivités vont passer la 
dernière semaine du carnaval à Tobago.  
 
Il importe de souligner que le carnaval est un évènement nationalisé et politisé.  
La majorité de mes interlocuteurs ont partagé, implicitement et explicitement, leur 
positionnement politique à travers des commentaires qui adhèrent principalement aux deux 
dernières rhétoriques politiques identifiées par l’historienne Trinidadienne Bridget Brereton 
(2007).  
Selon l’auteure, il existe quatre types de discours nationaux dans l’histoire de Trinidad.  
Le premier propre au discours colonial, qui remonte à la double présence de la France et de 
l’Angleterre, avec leurs travailleurs forcés qui parlaient deux patois distincts – anglais et 
français.  
La deuxième narration est celle dite « afro-créole », ayant été institutionnalisée avec 
l’indépendance, et qui s’est mobilisée, avec un engagement décolonial, contre les élites 
d’origine coloniale. Même si cette rhétorique, appuyée par le parti politique qui a mené 
l’indépendance : le PNM (People National Movement), avait pour but la décolonisation en 
réunifiant les descendants des différents groupes ancestraux, il se focalisait sur la population 
afro-descendante qui formait la majorité du parti.   
La troisième rhétorique est nommée « afrocentriste ». Elle s’est formée suite à la période de 
mécontentement postindépendance dans les années 1970, avec l’impact du Black Power au 
niveau national. Elle est aujourd’hui encore soutenue par certains académiciens et activistes. 
En réaction à cette dernière rhétorique, s’est développé un quatrième mouvement composé 
d Indo-descendants, qui a pu élire, dans les années 1980, le premier Premier Ministre 
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d’origine indo-trinidadienne sous l’étiquette du parti politique UNC (United National 
Congress). 
Les rhétoriques afro-créole et indo-trinidadienne se sont alternées jusqu’aujourd’hui. Durant 
ma présence sur le terrain, des élections ont eu lieu et la direction politique du pays est ainsi 
passée de l’UNC au PNM à la fin de l’année 2015.  
 
Mon positionnement sur le terrain et vis-à-vis de la rédaction 
 
J’ai inscrit ma recherche dans le courant de la pensée postcoloniale, afin de pouvoir 
approfondir les échanges sur place plutôt que de simplement recueillir des données 
institutionnalisées sur le carnaval. J’ai utilisé les études de la performance, Performance 
Studies, pour analyser le carnaval, et en tant que féministe, j’ai adopté les outils des études de 
genre pour enquêter sur le rôle des joueurs qui, pour le style de mascarade des Bikini & 
Beads, sont principalement des femmes de tous âges, ainsi que de très jeunes hommes. J’ai 
basé ma recherche sur les savoirs situés (Haraway 1988) qui répondent à une condition 
relationnelle entre la position du chercheur/de la chercheuse et celle de l’enquêté(e), sans 
adhérer ni au relativisme ni à l’universalisme.  
 
Selon Spivak, afin de s’affranchir d’un possible positionnement de domination, le chercheur 
doit se questionner comme s’il était lui-même le sujet investigué, tout en conservant un 
regard et un discours critiques (1990).  
La question du positionnement, en tant que chercheuse étrangère, femme et européenne, a été 
soulevée pendant ma présence sur le terrain. Mon statut de chercheuse a été perçu de manière 
ambiguë : j’étais à la fois genrée, susceptible, en tant que femme étrangère, d’être à la 
recherche d’aventures sexuelles, mais dans le même temps, j’étais considérée comme une 
figure de genre neutre, autorisée à fréquenter, contrairement à mes amies locales, des lieux 
réputés comme étant réservés aux hommes. Ma discipline d’études a aussi été appréhendée de 
façon équivoque. La figure de l’anthropologue étranger adhère à l’imaginaire généralisant du 
colonialisme. Cependant, mes études en philosophie et en art m’ont ouvert l’accès à plusieurs 
débats locaux sur le carnaval, la performance artistique et carnavalesque, ainsi qu’à la pensée 
postcoloniale.   
 
Lors de ma recherche de terrain, on m’a tout d’abord surnommée « Frenchie », en raison de 
mon affiliation universitaire en France, puis j’ai été qualifiée de « Yankee », terme qui se 
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réfère plus simplement à un étranger blanc, pour finalement être désignée comme 
« Spanish », qui exprime une catégorie locale hétérogène de mixité (Khan 2010). Pendant 
mes séjours sur le terrain, je me suis toujours présentée comme une doctorante, et les chefs de 
groupes, costumiers et autres participants ont tous été informés de la raison de ma présence.   
 
J’ai passé 3 mois à étudier deux saisons du carnaval au Canada, entre l’été 2013 et juillet 
2014. Je suis restée au total 11 mois à Trinidad, soit de décembre 2013 à avril 2014, d’août à 
octobre 2014 et de janvier 2015 à la fin du mois de mars de la même année. Durant mes 
périodes d’absence, je suis restée en contact avec mes interlocuteurs dans les deux pays. 
Il est à noter que cette recherche est qualitative. Avant de partir à Trinidad en 2013, j’ai 
élaboré un questionnaire dans le but de pouvoir tisser de nouvelles relations avec les joueurs. 
J’ai demandé aux contacts rencontrés dans le cadre de mon master, ainsi qu’aux Trinidadiens 
qui fréquentent une association trinidadienne en France, de diffuser mon questionnaire au 
plus grand nombre de personnes possible. L’objectif n’était pas de collecter des données 
quantitatives, mais de pouvoir circonscrire les thématiques générales de ma recherche et 
d’établir plusieurs contacts une fois arrivée sur l’île. Grâce à l’effet boule de neige, ceux qui 
avaient répondu ont également accepté de me rencontrer à Trinidad.  
 
Les modalités d’entretien changeaient selon les désirs de mes interlocuteurs. Ainsi, pour 
certains, le dictaphone était un gage de professionnalisme, alors que pour d’autres, qui 
adhéraient généralement à la pensée postcoloniale, il symbolisait une domination 
néocoloniale. J’ai donc adapté l’usage de cet outil à la volonté de mes interlocuteurs, en 
prenant des notes ou en mémorisant les informations, si cela s’avérait nécessaire. J’ai essayé 
de rencontrer mes interlocuteurs à plusieurs reprises. Lors de la rédaction de ma thèse, chaque 
fois que j’utilisais des données non enregistrées, je leur demandais de vérifier si les 
expressions étaient correctes, afin d’éviter toute mauvaise compréhension.  
J’ai réuni 75 enregistrements dont la plupart étaient individuels. Néanmoins, j’ai également 
pu obtenir des entretiens collectifs, enregistrés et non enregistrés, le plus souvent lors de 
rencontres entre costumiers et pendant ma participation observante (cf. infra). 
Les premiers entretiens étaient non-directifs et libres. Ils commençaient souvent par les récits 
de vie de mes interlocuteurs et leurs souvenirs liés au carnaval. Après avoir recueilli un grand 
nombre de témoignages, j’ai pu continuer avec des entretiens directifs orientés sur des sujets 
ad hoc, qui m’ont aidée à reconsidérer certaines hypothèses et ont donné lieu à des 
questionnements ultérieurs.  
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En outre, j’ai poursuivi mes enquêtes en fréquentant des débats publics de certaines 
associations privées et gouvernementales liées au carnaval et à leur management, tout en 
prenant part à des débats plus théoriques et idéologiques. J’ai assisté aux débats des 
associations féministes qui traitaient des sujets de genre et de la performance carnavalesque. 
Concernant les débats esthétiques et postcoloniaux, j’ai participé à ceux organisés dans une 
résidence d’art contemporain de Trinidad. J’ai consulté les données publiques et privées dans 
les magazines, blogs, productions académiques, notes personnelles, littérature locale et 
production musicale.  
 
Comme mentionné précédemment, j’ai participé à la création de costumes du carnaval de 
Trinidad, d’un groupe dont le leader était un masman que j’avais connu au Canada. Cette 
collaboration m’a permis de développer mon expérience de participation observante (Tedlock 
1991 ; Guber 2001). Cette forme particulière de participation se différencie de la forme la 
plus connue, à savoir l’observation participante, en se focalisant sur la participation pendant 
l’observation et non l’inverse. Lorsque je confectionnais des costumes, je créais des 
portfolios de photographies sur la production de costumes dans le groupe et sur le défilé. Les 
photographies étaient toujours partagées et montrées aux membres du groupe ainsi qu’à 
certains joueurs. Les chefs de groupes ne manquaient jamais de me donner leur accord pour 
prendre ces photos. 
L’usage du matériel photographique a servi de médiation pour avoir accès à la production et 
au management de l’organisation des groupes de carnaval. J’ai toujours restitué les 
photographies en laissant toute liberté aux chefs de groupes de diffuser, d’imprimer ou de 
partager les images qu’ils considéraient comme étant les plus importantes. Les bénéficiaires 
des photos étaient avant tout les membres du groupe de carnaval et ses joueurs.  
Les images ont été intégrées au corpus écrit de cette thèse, mais ne figurent pas dans ce 
résumé. J’ai moi-même réalisé la plupart des illustrations ; lorsqu’elles sont l’œuvre d’autres 
auteurs, j’ai à chaque fois indiqué le copyright et renseigné les sources. Certaines images 
d’époque sont extraites de collections de magazines sur le carnaval qui m’ont été prêtés par 
des masmen avec lesquels je me suis entretenue. Le matériel visuel est considéré au même 
titre que les publications écrites (Colleyn 1990). Quand il s’agit de documentaires empruntés 
à des réalisateurs trinidadiens, ou dans le cas de productions de Trinidad ou de la diaspora, 
j’ai ajouté le terme DOC aux références.  
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La question de l’anonymat qui couvre la rédaction écrite de ma thèse touche également à 
l’utilisation du matériel photographique. Comme susmentionné, j’avais l’autorisation de 
« faire » (Becker en Dion et Ladwein 2005 ; Hagman 1996) des photos mais, en ce qui 
concerne la rédaction de la thèse, j’ai demandé aux sujets identifiables sur les images leur 
accord pour y figurer. Ceux qui ont accepté ont toutefois souhaité garder leur nom anonyme. 
J’ai donc décidé d’utiliser des pseudonymes dans le texte afin de ne pas désigner les sujets 
présents sur les photographies par leur vrai nom.  
 
Le carnaval dans cette thèse  
 
Le carnaval en tant que rite séculaire (Schechner 2002) à Trinidad a lieu durant les deux jours 
qui précèdent le Mercredi des Cendres, suivant le calendrier catholique. Selon Mikhail 
Bakhtine (1970), le carnaval est un moyen festif qui permet de renverser les mœurs qui 
renforcent la libération des corps contre le contrôle de l’église dans l’Europe du Moyen-Âge. 
Il exprime aussi l’hétéroglossie et l’hétérogénéité des hiérarchies permettant d’opposer des 
voix au discours dominant. En outre, la pratique du carnaval permet la prolifération d’une 
créativité sociale, des unions sexuelles, le renforcement d’un esprit communautaire et 
individualiste (Da Matta 1991). Il s’agit d’un exercice de coexistence et de négociation entre 
différents acteurs (Denis-Constant 1992). 
 
Je propose, dans cette thèse, de montrer que les forces en présence dans la forme de carnaval 
appelée Bikini & Beads ne s’opposent pas toujours, mais qu’elles sont parfois juxtaposées, 
superposées et combinées. 
À Trinidad, le terme de carnaval recouvre l’évènement en général, lequel comprend des 
mascarades, des compétitions musicales (principalement de soca, calypso et steelband), ainsi 
que la forme nocturne du carnaval qui ouvre les festivités entre la nuit du Dimanche Gras et 
le Lundi du carnaval (localement Carnival Monday). Cette dernière forme est localement 
appelée Jouvay, une évolution de l’expression française « Jour ouvert », désignant l’ouverture 
du carnaval. Celle-ci ne fait pas partie de ce que l’on appelle localement Mas’.  
La mascarade a lieu le lundi et le mardi précédant le Mercredi des Cendres. À Trinidad, elle 
est nommée Mas’ à partir du terme mascarade. Le fait d’utiliser le terme Mas’ plutôt que 
celui, plus générique, de carnaval est, pour les intellectuels trinidadiens, une façon de 
reconnaître la présence africaine et la traite des esclavisés, dans sa pratique d’origine, à 
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l’époque coloniale européenne et française (Henry 2008 ; Konisbruggen 1997 ; Liverpool 
1998).  
 
Dans cette thèse, j’étudie une forme de la Mas’ définie comme Pretty Mas’, en me 
concentrant sur son style le plus contemporain, nommé Bikini & Beads par les organisateurs 
et les créateurs de costumes. Dans cette forme, les joueurs portent des costumes minimalistes 
composés de bikinis perlés, qui garantissent, contrairement à ceux du carnaval traditionnel, 
une visibilité du corps. Dans cette forme du carnaval, l’inversion anonyme des rôles propres à 
la mascarade n’a pas toujours lieu.  
Je montre, dans tout mon corpus, en quoi l’exhibition du corps des participants fait partie 
intégrante de cette forme de mascarade et comment sa performance carnavalesque évolue 
progressivement.  
 
Selon mes interlocuteurs, la moitié seulement de la population de Trinidad prend part au 
festival, contrairement aux affirmations de la publicité et du discours nationaliste, qui 
prétendent qu’après l’indépendance, le carnaval est devenu une célébration nationale. Au sein 
de cette partie de la population, certains fréquentent uniquement les compétitions et les 
concerts de musique, les autres privilégiant les mascarades.  
À Trinidad, il existe également plusieurs typologies de mascarade : celle réservée aux 
enfants, celle qui met en scène des costumes traditionnels, d’autres encore qui proposent des 
concours spécifiques, comme la catégorie « Individual costumes », costumes individuels, par 
exemple. Toutes ces manifestations ont lieu à différents moments du calendrier de la saison 
carnavalesque, et la forme la plus fréquente est le Bikini & Beads.  
Cette forme est le modèle esthétique exporté dans tous les carnavals diasporiques. Elle est 
tout d’abord présente dans la diaspora anglophone, essentiellement aux USA, au Canada et en 
Angleterre. On la trouve également dans plusieurs pays européens comme l’Allemagne, mais 
aussi d’autres pays du continent africain comme le Nigeria ou encore en Extrême-Orient, 
comme à Hong Kong et en Corée du sud.  
Devenant une célébration nationale, le carnaval de Trinidad est interprété comme le symbole 
d’une communauté joyeuse, qui dépasse les différences et les problématiques locales de 
classe et d’origine ancestrale dans une expérience de collectivité (Poirier 1984 ; E. Turner 
2012). Cette unité ne se limite pas aux citoyens vivant sur l’île, elle tend également à produire 
une union nationale, qui dépasserait les tensions entre Trinidadiens et Tobagoniens, et 
transnationale : pan-caribéenne avec les autres pays de l’archipel qui partagent le même style 
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de mascarade et ceux de la diaspora caribéenne dispersée dans le monde. Dans cette thèse, 
j’ai montré les divergences exprimées à ce propos.  
 
Le déroulement du corpus 
 
Le Chapitre 1 est consacré à ma démarche méthodologique, lors de ma présence sur le terrain 
de recherche, et au cours de l’écriture de la thèse. Il se poursuit par la description de mon 
utilisation du matériel photographique et des choix théorétiques et stylistiques du corpus.  
Le Chapitre 2, intitulé « Watch meh nah, I is pretty » (littéralement : Regarde-moi, je suis 
joli-e), décrit la représentation de la forme générale de mascarade qui est traitée dans cette 
thèse, jusqu’à mon arrivée sur le terrain. Il présente ensuite une analyse de l’impact du 
cinéma et des changements socio-politiques sur la mascarade, et expose l’évolution des 
narrations des différentes histoires représentées par les costumes et les performances des 
joueurs.  
Le Chapitre 3, « To play yuhself » (« Jouer toi-même ») aborde l’expression utilisée par les 
joueurs pratiquant la forme de Bikini & Beads, qui permet de refuser de jouer un personnage 
déterminé par le thème du groupe de carnaval ou par les costumes, mais de se représenter soi-
même comme l’auteur et l’objet de ses propres représentations. Puis une analyse est aussi 
dédiée à cette mascarade, permettant aux joueurs d’être identifiés grâce à leur visibilité 
corporelle et médiatique, ce qui fait partie de la dynamique de s’interpréter soi-même et de la 
mascarade contemporaine.  
Le Chapitre 4, « Spectacle », traite de l’analyse du carnaval en tant que performance et 
spectacle. J’explique que la dimension du spectacle est déterminée par la question de la 
visibilité et que la performance de la Mas’ fait face à ce changement.  
Le Chapitre 5 porte le titre de « Show me your motion » (Montre-moi tes mouvements), 
expression qui dérive d’une chanson sur laquelle dansent les enfants dans les écoles primaires 
du pays. Il décrit le rôle de la danse dans le défilé de la mascarade Bikini & Beads. Dans ce 
style de Mas’, il n’y a pas de mouvements chorégraphiés. Je montre que la danse exécutée par 
les joueurs sert de moyen incorporé d’affirmation corporelle d’un espace, où l’on peut 
raconter (au niveau performatif) une histoire singulière pendant le carnaval.  
Dans le Chapitre 6, « The organization of mas’ » (L’organisation de la Mas’) je présente les 
relations transnationales qui existent dans cette forme de carnaval, ainsi que leur impact au 
niveau insulaire. Je détaille ensuite mon expérience de participation observante dans la 
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création des « Small costumes » et des « Big costumes », deux catégories du style Bikini & 
Beads.  
Je termine en expliquant que l’aspect visuel n’est pas une particularité propre au style de 
mascarade ici étudié, mais une caractéristique également présente dans d’autres formes de mascarade de 
Trinidad.  
 
 
2. « Watch meh nah. I is Pretty »  
 
Le titre du Chapitre 2 reprend une expression utilisée par les joueurs, communément 
entendue pendant la parade à Trinidad, signifiant en français : « Regarde-moi, je suis 
joli(e) ». Cette expression traduit une demande d’attention et de reconnaissance de la part du 
public et des médias présents dans les rues pendant le défilé.  
L’expression « regarde-moi » implique une relation entre les regards, entre l’action de 
regarder l’autre et le fait d’être observé.  
La deuxième partie de l’expression « je suis joli(e) » renvoie à la sensation d’être admiré(e) 
décrite par les joueurs et les créateurs de costumes. L’expression intégrale décrit le désir 
d’être regardé par celui qui l’énonce, au moment où il expérimente le fait d’incarner la 
beauté.  
 
 Ce chapitre traite des représentations par les costumes de la forme spécifique de mascarade 
appelée Pretty Mas’. Comme l’indique littéralement le titre même de cette mascarade, le 
critère commun à tous ses masques est celui de la beauté. 
 
Pendant ma présence sur le terrain, j’ai identifié les grandes lignes socio-historiques de 
l’embellissement des costumes et leur évolution jusqu’à la forme Bikini & Beads, qui était la 
plus visible. Je décris comment les costumes de Pretty Mas’, depuis une esthétique où ils 
couvraient entièrement les joueurs, a évolué vers une réduction progressive des tissus, jusqu’à 
être remplacés par les corps des participants eux-mêmes. Dans la version de la Pretty Mas’ 
Bikini & Beads, les joueurs ont assimilé l’embellissement historique des costumes à leur 
propre corps. Ce changement s’est opéré avec l’intérêt accru des médias pour le carnaval. 
J’explique de quelle manière le corps des joueurs s’est progressivement découvert, et 
comment cette visibilité fait désormais partie de la mascarade contemporaine.  
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À partir de l’époque coloniale, le fait de raconter une histoire à travers les costumes et la 
danse est à la base de la mascarade à Trinidad. Dans ce chapitre, j’affirme que la dynamique 
de la mascarade propre à la Pretty Mas’ historique n’a pas disparu, mais que ses registres de 
représentation ont changé.  
La majorité des données visuelles du chapitre est basée sur des archives tirées de magazines 
d’éditions spécialisées sur le carnaval depuis les années 1960 jusqu’au début des années 
2000.  
 
La Mas’ est définie par les chercheurs académiques (Henry 2008 ; Liverpool 2001 ; Crowley 
1956 ; Cowley 1996 ; Hill 1997 ; Riggio 2004) comme une stratégie ascendante de résistance 
et de rébellion contre l’autorité, dont celle de l’occupation coloniale (française et anglaise), la 
domination de classe, celle des groupes hégémoniques après l’indépendance du pays (1962). 
Au XIXe siècle, les élites françaises présentes à Trinidad encourageaient la pratique du 
carnaval, par opposition aux colonisateurs officiels anglais, qui étaient plutôt pour son 
interdiction. Le carnaval, à cette époque, était mis en scène par les colonisateurs dans des bals 
où ils représentaient et parodiaient la vie dans les plantations. Les esclavisés, à l’abri des 
regards des maîtres,  imitaient ces derniers (Hill 1997 ; Liverpool 2001 ; Aching 2002). Avec 
l’émancipation en 1834, le carnaval est passé de la pratique coloniale à celle des esclaves 
affranchis. La population indienne, introduite après l’abolition de l’esclavage, était exclue de 
cette pratique. À la fin du XIXe siècle, le carnaval était pratiqué par la classe 
populaire jusqu’au début du XXe siècle, quand la classe moyenne a commencé à prendre part 
à l’événement, pour finir par constituer la majorité des participants.  
 
J’ai pu observer dans les archives trois périodes marquantes de changement dans la Pretty 
Mas’, depuis l’indépendance du pays. 
Entre 1950 et 1970, la pratique du carnaval, localement définie par « to play Mas’ », se 
référait à l’action de jouer les thèmes et les rôles déterminés par les costumes portés par les 
participants.  
Ensuite, en 1980, la Mas’ qui était jusqu’alors une pratique majoritairement masculine, est 
devenue une performance presqu’exclusivement féminine.  
Troisièmement, entre 1990 et 2000, la pratique de la Mas’ s’est mise à exprimer un moment 
de célébration de soi, sous l’expression locale « to play yuhself ». C’est cette dernière 
connotation que j’ai observée pendant ma période de recherche sur le terrain.  
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La Mas’ ne se résume pas à une pratique de représentation costumée ; c’est une performance 
multiforme qui intègre différents modes d’expression créative : de la musique, des costumes, 
des récits à mettre en scène et à interpréter pendant le défilé.  
 
Dans ma thèse, je définis l’expression locale « to play Mas’ », jouer la Mas’, comme l’acte de 
raconter une histoire à travers la performance, en utilisant des costumes et la danse pour 
composer le récit. La Mas’ est une plateforme où les histoires individuelles des participants 
peuvent être racontées et mises en scène.  
Dans le chapitre, j’explique les termes techniques comme ceux de Mas’, de bande - qui se 
réfère aux groupes de carnaval, et de masque qui, dans le cas trinidadien, ne se limite pas à 
l’accessoire servant à dissimuler le visage, il définit aussi le performeur tout entier, avec sa 
coiffe, son costume, les expressions de son visage et son maquillage.  
 
Après la Seconde Guerre mondiale, de nouvelles esthétiques de costumes très élaborées ont 
été créées dans le but de remporter plus facilement les compétitions de carnaval organisées 
par l’État.  
Da Matta (1991) affirme que l’embellissement des costumes peut neutraliser la dimension 
satirique d’inversion des rôles propre au carnaval. La mascarade dans ce cas, ne met en scène 
que des rôles que les joueurs souhaiteraient obtenir, ou bien des statuts sociaux qu’ils 
occupent déjà dans la vie réelle. Dans ce dernier cas, la Pretty Mas’ opérerait comme un 
moyen de souligner leur richesse. 
Je souligne que sous sa forme contemporaine de Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads, la parade 
carnavalesque s’éloigne toujours plus de sa forme historique de mouvement de rébellion 
(Liverpool 2001) pour devenir une forme d’exhibition.  
Les médias présents pendant les défilés permettent de diffuser les performances 
carnavalesques au niveau mondial, devenant un moyen utilisé par les participants pour 
raconter leurs histoires. Je montre, dans le chapitre, que le cinéma et sa relation au visuel et 
au regard sont à l’origine historique de la Pretty Mas’. L’expression « watch me nah », 
répétée par les joueurs, rappelle la relation visuelle qui existe entre le personnage et le 
spectateur de cinéma.  
 
Développement de la Pretty Mas’ par décennies  
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Dans le Chapitre 2, j’analyse les représentations des costumes au cours des différentes 
décennies d’existence de la Mas’, afin de comprendre leur évolution jusqu’au phénomène 
Bikini & Beads pratiqué aujourd’hui. Avant les années 1980, la Pretty Mas’ n’était pas encore 
institutionnalisée sous le qualificatif de « joli ». Selon mes analyses des magazines d’édition 
spécialisée sur le carnaval, ce fut seulement dans les années 1980 que le terme de « Pretty 
Mas’ » a été officiellement établi pour définir le style de la Mas’ le plus courant des 
mascarades de Trinidad.  
 
Dans les années 1950-1960, il existait deux grandes esthétiques de costumes : la Fantasy 
Mas’, où les thèmes représentés étaient généralement basés sur des personnages ou des 
thématiques fictifs, et la catégorie Historical Mas’, dans laquelle les participants 
interprétaient leurs héros/héroïnes de cinéma préférés(es). Les costumes de cette époque, 
choisis par les groupes de carnaval, s’inspiraient de films européens ou hollywoodiens dans 
lesquels les héros/héroïnes étaient, pour la plupart, allocentriques.   
Dans les témoignages recueillis au cours de ma recherche, il semble, au contraire, que les 
joueurs ne se contentaient pas de reproduire fidèlement les thèmes proposés par les groupes 
de carnaval, ils ajoutaient également des détails issus de leur propre expérience dans la 
dramaturgie des histoires, apportant de cette manière une dimension personnelle aux 
personnages qu’ils interprétaient. Les joueurs ne se limitaient donc pas à une simple 
identification aux héros/héroïnes cinématographiques, ils y ajoutaient aussi des éléments de 
leur propre vécu. Ainsi, les personnages et thèmes de cinéma ont donné lieu à une 
appropriation par les joueurs des thèmes et figures représentés. 
 
Une décennie plus tard, dans les années 1970, la présence du Black Power et le discours 
afrocentriste au niveau politique ont aussi eu un impact sur la mascarade. Selon mes 
interlocuteurs, cette époque a marqué, pour de nombreux citoyens, le début de 
questionnements sur leur représentation et la construction de leur image. Dans la Mas’, les 
héros/héroïnes allocentriques, qui étaient pour la plupart d’origine caucasienne, ont été 
remplacés par une version orientaliste de héros/héroïnes issus du continent africain. En outre, 
les années 1970 ont assisté au plus important boom économique de l’histoire de Trinidad, 
provoqué par l’augmentation du prix du pétrole. Cette période de bien-être a duré jusqu’à la 
moitié des années 1980. Le consumérisme de l’époque de récession économique qui a suivi 
cet essor a également affecté la mascarade. L’embellissement des costumes a donné lieu à 
une surenchère d’accessoires et d’ornements afin d’impressionner les juges et de pouvoir 
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remporter plus facilement les compétitions. Durant le boom économique, les citoyens avaient 
plus de temps libre, et les personnes qui n’étaient pas liées à la pratique du carnaval ont alors 
commencé à participer aux festivités et à la création de costumes dans des ateliers appelés 
mascamps. Avant le développement économique, ces ateliers fonctionnaient dans le cadre de 
la famille ou de la communauté. Avec la récession, les joueurs, n’ayant plus le temps de se 
consacrer à la confection des costumes, ont commencé à les commander. C’est à cette époque 
que les masmen, les créateurs de costumes, sont devenus des managers.  
 
Dans les années 1980, pendant la récession économique, les femmes ont obtenu davantage 
d’autonomie financière et ont mis un terme à la monopolisation masculine de la pratique du 
carnaval. À partir de cette époque, la Mas’ se définit par l’expression « carnival is woman », 
le carnaval est femme, puisque le genre des participants, largement masculin dans le passé 
(Koningsbruggen 1997 ; Franco 2007), est devenu majoritairement féminin, avec 80% de 
joueuses. Depuis, les participantes revendiquent, et tel était encore le cas pendant ma 
présence sur le terrain, le fait de pouvoir « acheter » leur légitimité pour participer à la 
mascarade. Au cours de cette décennie, l’inversion du genre concernait surtout les 
participants et non le management, où les figures féminines restaient minoritaires.  
Durant cette même décennie, sur le plan médiatique, la télévision câblée s’est largement 
répandue. Selon les masmen, les costumes de carnaval ressemblaient de plus en plus à ceux 
des personnages de films qui dévoilaient les corps sculptés des acteurs/actrices.  
Je conclus en affirmant que le cinéma a modifié non seulement l’aspect des costumes des 
joueurs, mais aussi leurs modalités de représentation, à travers la modification de leur propre 
apparence physique. C’est à cette époque que le corps a commencé à se substituer aux 
costumes.  
Jusqu’aux années 1980, l’une des expressions qui décrivait le mieux ce que signifiait jouer la 
Mas’ était « you are what you wear », tu es ce que tu portes, renvoyant à l’état de 
transformation de la représentation du joueur qui devenait à la fois l’interprète et le sujet 
représenté par le costume qu’il portait. À travers cette modification du costume, la tendance 
consistait à devenir toujours plus minimaliste et à dévoiler le corps des participants. C’est 
depuis la fin des années 1980 que les joueurs de la Pretty Mas’ « portent », « interprètent » et 
« jouent » principalement leur propre corps. 
 
Dans les années 1990, une tentative de coup d’État a eu lieu, et le pays a dû faire face à une 
augmentation considérable de la violence sociale, qui affectait principalement le quotidien 
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des femmes. La Mas’, au cours de cette décennie, était aussi surnommée « Body Mas’ ». Les 
costumes des joueurs étaient assimilés à leur propre corps. L’apparence physique, la beauté et 
le soin corporel faisaient désormais partie intégrante de la préparation pour le défilé de la 
Pretty Mas’. Contrairement aux décennies précédentes, le joueur et la joueuse ne cherchaient 
plus à s’adapter au costume qu’ils portaient : c’était le costume qui était adapté afin de mettre 
en valeur les personnes. On peut observer que, depuis ce changement, certains groupes de 
carnaval, souvent les plus fréquentés, commencent à imposer des standards esthétiques 
comme éléments sélectifs pour participer à l’évènement.  
Le style Bikini & Beads est apparu à cette période.  
Les costumes se sont d’abord réduits à de simples t-shirts, puis apparentés de plus en plus à 
des maillots de bains, jusqu’à évoquer la tenue des danseuses de cabaret des shows de las 
Vegas et de celles du carnaval Carioca brésilien.  
 
Suite aux tensions consécutives à la tentative de coup d’État, les jeunes joueurs de la Pretty 
Mas’ ont peu à peu envisagé le carnaval comme un moyen d’évasion. Les organisateurs des 
groupes ont alors commencé à s’intéresser de près à cette nouvelle jeune génération dont la 
moyenne d’âge de vingt ans devenait prédominante parmi les participants. Les groupes 
d’esthétique Bikini & Beads étaient de plus en plus fréquentés ; ils se divisaient en sous-
groupes qui devenaient eux-mêmes de nouveaux groupes. Le prix des costumes a aussi 
continué à augmenter jusqu’à la mise en place dans les années 1990 de deux nouveaux 
systèmes d’organisation : un service de sécurité et la formule all-inclusive.  
Le premier est un service fourni par un personnel de sécurité embauché par chaque groupe de 
carnaval, qui contrôle et contient le public qui voudrait se mêler aux joueurs. Ce service de 
sécurité permet ainsi à ceux qui ont acheté leur costume de défiler à l’écart de ceux qui n’ont 
pas payé pour ce service.  
La pratique de la Mas’ est aussi interactionnelle, dans le sens où les participants interagissent 
avec les membres d’autres groupes et avec le public qui assiste au défilé. Cependant, la 
présence du service de sécurité réduit cette interaction et produit une dynamique plus 
spectaculaire et moins performative (cf. infra Chapitre 3).  
Le deuxième changement majeur, l’organisation selon le mode all-inclusive, est très proche 
de celle des structures d’hôtellerie. La tendance managériale se focalise sur les services de 
rafraîchissement, de restauration, de divertissement musical et non plus exclusivement sur les 
costumes. Chaque groupe dispose d’un certain nombre de camions dédiés au transport du 
matériel musical qui suit et accompagne les joueurs tout au long du défilé.  
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À la différence d’autres carnavals à travers le monde, celui de Trinidad ne comporte pas de 
chars allégoriques. À partir du XXe siècle, lorsque la classe moyenne a commencé à 
participer au carnaval, elle s’est mise à défiler sur des camions pour se distinguer de la classe 
populaire. Au contraire, à partir des années 1970, les camions portent le matériel de 
sonorisation et plus les costumes ni les participants. Avec le mode all-inclusive, les camions 
apportent la musique, ainsi que des toilettes ambulantes et un service de bar avec boissons à 
volonté.  
Avec ce système organisationnel, les participants sont devenus des clients des groupes de 
carnaval. Le sens de l’appartenance communautaire de chaque joueur et joueuse à son groupe 
se transforme ainsi en un service de fidélisation de clients.  
 
Depuis les années 2000, les magazines sur le carnaval ressemblent à des catalogues de 
promotion des groupes les plus renommés. Les joueurs, qui sont pour la majorité des femmes 
issues de la classe moyenne, incarnent l’image du carnaval tant par sa dénomination littérale 
« le carnaval est femme » qu’en termes de marketing. De plus, les corps, ayant remplacé les 
costumes, deviennent un objet de représentation nationale, car le carnaval s’exporte à 
l’étranger, dans les pays où les Trinidadiens issus de la diaspora se sont implantés. 
 
Do you p(l)ay Mas’ ? 
 
Dans la dernière partie du Chapitre 2, j’étudie l’aspect économique de la forme de Pretty 
Mas’, Bikini & Beads.  
Celle-ci est intitulée « Do you p(l)ay Mas’ ? » car j’ai voulu incorporer le double entendre de 
la question la plus entendue lorsque l’on se trouve à Trinidad pendant le carnaval ; « do you 
play Mas’ ? », est-ce que tu joues au carnaval ? En éliminant la lettre « l » du mot play, on 
obtient le verbe anglais pay, signifiant payer. Le jeu de mots créé pour le titre de cette partie 
peut aussi se traduire par : est-ce que tu paies la Mas’ ?  
 
Cette partie développe le lien entre l’action de prendre part au carnaval (to play Mas’) et celui 
de payer pour participer à certains groupes de cette esthétique.  
La Mas’ est un support qui met en valeur les histoires individuelles des joueurs, par 
l’embellissement des costumes, la position sociale des participants est également mise en 
scène.  
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S’offrir un costume de Bikini & Beads dans les groupes les plus réputés peut coûter jusqu’à 
2500 dollars américains. Le prix comprend une combinaison composée d’un t-shirt et d’un 
short pour la parade du Lundi, ainsi qu’un costume porté le Mardi qui précède le Mercredi 
des Cendres. Dans les principaux groupes du carnaval Bikini & Beads de la capitale, le mode 
de fonctionnement all inclusive est majoritaire ; le prix varie en fonction du placement des 
joueurs quand ils traversent la scène la plus importante du défilé, le Savannah. Les costumes, 
présentant différents ornements, sont plus élaborés et plus chers s’ils apparaissent au début de 
la parade de chaque groupe, et plus simples, moins détaillés et donc plus économiques quand 
ils se trouvent à la fin du cortège. Ce placement répond aussi à l’exposition des joueurs aux 
médias, les costumes les plus chers et les plus élaborés font l’objet d’une plus grande 
attention médiatique.  
 
Le prix des costumes et des services ne comprend pas celui de la participation aux divers 
évènements, fêtes et compétitions du carnaval. 
Pour jouer dans les groupes de Bikini & Beads, les participants doivent disposer d’une 
importante capacité financière ou d’un riche capital social. Avec la récente crise économique, 
certains des joueurs qui résident à Trinidad ne peuvent pas se permettre de participer à 
l’ensemble des fêtes du carnaval et de la Mas’.  
Des annonces pour des prêts par les banques locales commencent à être diffusées à la radio 
au début de la saison du carnaval, soit à partir du mois d’octobre. Certains joueurs 
soutiennent qu’ils/elles doivent chaque année réaliser des économies et souvent choisir entre 
partir en vacances à l’international ou prendre part au carnaval.  
Certains groupes de Bikini & Beads deviennent des lieux renommés où se rassemblent les 
médias nationaux et internationaux. Chaque groupe de carnaval devient un espace social qui 
concentre le capital économique et social de ses membres.  
Les participants qui ne possèdent pas de capital économique bénéficient souvent d’un capital 
social. Il existe un système de réseau népotiste permettant de fréquenter et d’être visible par 
les milieux souhaités. 
Ce problème concerne de nombreux Trinidadiens qui résident sur l’île. La moitié des 
participants des groupes majeurs de Bikini & Beads de la capitale sont ainsi fréquentés par 
des Trinidadiens et caribéens issus de la diaspora. Ces derniers sont avantagés par le taux de 
change favorable de leurs devises étrangères. 
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Les jeunes joueurs de la diaspora sont peu à peu devenus la cible principale du management 
des groupes de grande ampleur. L’organisation est cependant faite de manière à ce que tous 
les participants, y compris ceux issus de la diaspora, soient obligés de rester en contact avec 
le management des groupes au niveau insulaire. 
Les groupes peuvent se permettre, au moment de l’inscription, d’imposer aux joueurs des 
critères d’ordre physique, où de demander des candidatures avec photo, ou encore d’exiger 
que les candidats soient amis avec des membres du management.  
En outre, j’ai pu observer d’autres manières de participer au carnaval. Les mannequins qui 
assurent la promotion des costumes des groupes sont souvent payés avec les costumes. J’ai 
vu des joueurs qui, en tant que frères jumeaux ou sœurs jumelles homozygotes, échangeaient 
leurs costumes et jouaient en alternance. Ils/elles échangeaient également leur badge, élément 
le plus important pour participer au carnaval, car il définit le service que le client a payé. 
Enfin, j’ai aussi rencontré de jeunes joueurs portant des maillots de bain similaires aux 
costumes des sections spécifiques des groupes, qui récupéraient et portaient les éléments de 
costumes perdus par d’autres joueurs, pour pouvoir se dissimuler parmi les participants 
officiels.  
 
Jouer la Mas’ n’est pas un acte individuel, cela sert à renforcer les relations amicales déjà 
existantes ou souhaitées. Le plus souvent, les participants des groupes se connaissent ou 
partagent les mêmes aspirations sociales.  
Dans cette forme de carnaval, il n’y a pas d’inversion radicale des classes sociales, mais 
plutôt une aspiration ou une démonstration.  Posséder des ressources économiques ou un bon 
réseau social permet aux joueurs de fréquenter les groupes et les fêtes les plus renommés, où 
les médias les immortalisent dans les milieux de leur choix.  
J’ai aussi montré que la Mas’ est une célébration à la fois collective et individuelle.  
 
Depuis que le carnaval s’est fait connaître sous la devise « le carnaval est femme », à partir 
des années 1980, les joueuses ont déclaré ne plus souhaiter jouer un personnage imposé par le 
costume qu’elles portent, mais se mettre elles-mêmes en scène (de l’expression locale « to 
play yuhself »). Dès les années 1990, cette expression a été reprise par les jeunes participants 
-  hommes et femmes, et était encore très répandue pendant ma présence sur le terrain.  
 
Le chapitre suivant (3) analyse l’affirmation de s’interpréter soi-même au carnaval. 
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Conclusion 
 
Ce chapitre analyse la représentation des masques de la Pretty Mas’ depuis le début de sa 
formation, et montre les évolutions des costumes et leurs significations en lien avec les 
changements socio-économiques et politiques de la société trinidadienne.  
Jouer la Mas’ revient à raconter une histoire à travers la mascarade et son interprétation 
gestuelle et performative. 
Pour résumer brièvement, durant les années de formation de la Pretty Mas’, les joueurs 
interprétaient des personnages généralement allocentriques, inspirés de films de cinéma 
européen ou d’Hollywood.  
Dans les années 1970, les héros cinématographiques qui inspiraient la création des costumes 
ont cédé la place à un imaginaire allocentrique et exotisant du continent africain. Ce moment 
historique signait le début d’une pensée critique vis-à-vis de la représentation de soi traduite 
par un désir de raconter une histoire personnelle à travers la pratique de la mascarade. À 
partir des années 1990, les participants étaient de plus en plus jeunes et la pratique de la 
Pretty Mas’ était vécue comme un moyen d’évasion et de démonstration plutôt que comme 
un acte de rébellion. Pendant cette période, le costume a été remplacé par les corps des 
participants. Tout comme les costumes de la Pretty Mas’ ont été soignés et embellis au fil des 
décennies, les corps qui se sont substitués aux tenues sont devenus le moyen de raconter une 
histoire héroïque pendant la parade de la Mas’. Dans le même temps, les joueurs ont 
commencé à affirmer leur désir de s’affranchir des thématiques et des personnages choisis 
par les groupes de carnaval, en assumant le fait de jouer leur propre rôle pendant les défilés. 
Ce chapitre décrit également l’aspect économique des groupes les plus renommés de Bikini & 
Beads. 
 
 
3. « To play yuhself », se jouer soi-même   
 
Comme je l’ai abordé dans le chapitre précédent, les joueurs de la forme de mascarade Bikini 
& Beads affirment le désir de jouer leur propre rôle à travers leur participation à la Mas’. Les 
masmen issus de toutes les esthétiques de la mascarade discutaient régulièrement de 
l’expression « to play yuhself » et du rôle de ce désir affirmé par les joueurs dans la 
mascarade contemporaine.  
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Cette expression n’est pas un synonyme de « to play Mas’ » même si on l’entend dans le 
cadre du carnaval. Selon les joueurs du Bikini & Beads, ils/elles ne jouent pas toujours leurs 
propres rôles pendant leur participation à la Mas’ ; « se jouer soi-même » correspond au 
contraire à une action volontaire qui s’exprime pendant la mascarade.  
 
« To play yuhself » dérive du jargon utilisé dans la musique soca (cf. infra, Chapitre 5), qui 
est le genre musical prédominant du carnaval contemporain de Trinidad (Guilbault 2010). 
Cette expression est conçue comme un synonyme de libération, qui pourrait se référer à l’acte 
de se divertir par la pratique du carnaval (Seideman 2008).  
Il est à noter que « to play Mas’ » signifie raconter/performer et/ou interpréter une histoire 
illustrée par les costumes que portent les joueurs et les performances qu’ils assurent. Selon 
mes observations, la volonté affichée des participants de jouer leur propre rôle s’inspire des 
racines de la Mas’ mais diffère dans l’orientation donnée à leurs interprétations.  
J’ai interprété l’expression « to play yuhself » comme une demande de représentation 
d’histoires autoréférentielles. Il s’agit d’une prise de position qui refuse de suivre les 
narrations et les personnages imposés ou choisis par les groupes du carnaval comme c’était le 
cas à l’origine de la Pretty Mas’. 
 
Selon les masmen, à partir du moment où les joueurs ont renoncé à confectionner eux-mêmes 
leurs costumes, ils ont perdu la capacité de s’approprier le rôle à interpréter pendant le défilé. 
L’acte de réaliser son propre costume permettrait en effet de se sentir maître de son 
interprétation : en achetant leur tenue de carnaval, les performeurs perdraient cette phase 
d’appropriation, qui serait par la suite revendiquée dans l’expression « to play yuhself ».  
De plus, dans le Bikini & Beads, les costumes sont très similaires, car leur création repose sur 
la juxtaposition des couleurs plus que sur l’innovation formelle. Les joueurs se sentent donc 
relativement détachés des thèmes proposés par le groupe. Le fait de continuer à attribuer 
différentes thématiques à chaque groupe malgré la similitude esthétique des costumes, permet 
de garantir la perpétuation de la forme historique de la Pretty Mas’.  
 
Qui assume cette expression ? Origines et développement 
 
Dans les années 1980, lorsque la Pretty Mas’ a commencé à être désignée par l’expression 
« Carnival is woman », en raison du nombre toujours plus élevé de participantes, celles-ci ont 
commencé à affirmer leur volonté de jouer leur propre rôle, comme affirmation de leur 
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indépendance morale et économique vis-à-vis de leur partenaire masculin et des membres de 
leur famille. Cette expression s’oppose aussi à l’expression « to play Mas’ », qui impose 
d’interpréter des rôles choisis par les groupes de carnaval.  
Comme je l’ai mentionné précédemment, l’expression « To play yuhself » est également 
utilisée par les jeunes générations qui défilent à partir des années 1990. Ces jeunes 
participants sont nés entre la fin du boom économique et la récession et ont aussi vécu la 
tentative de coup d’État en 1990.  
La crise économique qui a suivi cet essor s’est manifestée durant une époque de 
consumérisme et d’importation depuis l’étranger. À la crise économique a succédé une crise 
de la sécurité, où la petite délinquance et la criminalité liée aux gangs de narcotrafiquants ont 
ajouté au sentiment général d’insécurité. La tentative de coup d’État et la période de couvre-
feu qui a suivi (lancé une vingtaine d’années auparavant avec le Black Power et réactivé en 
2012, lors de mon premier terrain de recherche), est évoquée par mes interlocuteurs comme 
un temps de répression sociale par l’État. Selon leurs récits, les jeunes joueurs ont commencé 
à percevoir les fêtes de carnaval et la Mas’ comme une démonstration de l’unité et du partage 
entre citoyens, en réponse aux restrictions du gouvernement. Dans ce contexte socio-
historique, les joueurs concevaient la Mas’ comme une plateforme où manifester leur 
euphorie et leur désir de liberté d’expression contre le sentiment d’incertitude et de répression 
sociale.  
 
L’expression « to play yuhself » a été contextualisée au niveau socio-économique. C’est un 
moyen d’exprimer le refus d’être soumis à un quelconque type de restriction, à des 
obligations sociales, professionnelles et morales.  
 
« To play yuhself » ne se limite cependant pas à la seule pratique des joueuses des années 
1980 et des jeunes des années 1990. Selon les témoignages recueillis, les joueuses relient 
cette expression à une figure historique du carnaval de Trinidad du XIXe siècle : la 
« Jamette ». Cette dernière est connue sur l’île comme une figure historique et carnavalesque 
qui défiait les autorités coloniales (Gilbert and Tompkins 1996). Selon mes interlocutrices, 
cette figure est aujourd’hui transposée dans l’affirmation « to play yuhself ».  
 
« To play yuhself » selon la figure de la « Jamette » et l’« esprit » du carnaval 
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À Trinidad les termes de Jamet au masculin, et de Jamette au féminin, sont apparus après 
l’émancipation (1834) des esclavisés. La société dite Jamet était principalement constituée 
d’esclaves affranchis venus des plantations anglaises et françaises, et d’autres immigrés de 
multiples provenances. Ils étaient en majorité des joueurs et des danseurs de calinda, habitant 
dans une zone populaire de la capitale considérée comme un espace insalubre et violent 
(Liverpool 2001). Avant l’émancipation, Trinidad se composait de deux catégories sociales 
principales : la classe haute, qui comptait la population blanche coloniale, et la classe 
inférieure des esclavisés noirs et des immigrés. Avec l’émancipation, une nouvelle classe 
moyenne « créole » (Powrie 1956) a émergé, aspirant aux privilèges des classes supérieures. 
Au cours du XIXe siècle, le carnaval était devenu une pratique propre à la classe inférieure, 
ou Jamet. Les joueurs définis comme Jamet parodiaient les colons, sans porter de costumes 
spécifiques mais ils utilisaient une gestuelle lascive pour les scandaliser (Brereton 2004 ; 
Liverpool 2001 ; Kempadoo 2004 ; Pearce 1956 ; Crowley 1956). Les joueurs des groupes 
Jamet accomplissaient une danse spécifique désignée aujourd’hui sous le terme de « winin’ », 
encore dansée par les participants au carnaval, tout particulièrement par les femmes (cf. infra, 
Chapitre 5). À la fin du XIXe siècle, la pratique des groupes Jamet était interdite par la 
législation coloniale.   
 
Aujourd’hui la figure de la Jamette est conservée sous sa désignation féminine. Pour certains 
intellectuels locaux, elle symbolise une attitude de rébellion, remise au goût du jour par les 
Trinidadiens qui se sentent marginalisés ou déconsidérés, comme les femmes, les 
homosexuels et les artistes. La figure de la Jamette selon cette interprétation est perçue 
comme une figure de force ascendante.  
 
Ce terme, dans son utilisation populaire, possède une autre signification : à partir des années 
1950, il se réfère aussi aux prostituées.  
Au cours de la réalisation de ma thèse, pour mes interlocuteurs qui connaissaient l’histoire du 
carnaval et les débats intellectuels locaux, la figure de la Jamette était connue comme une 
figure symbolique du contre-pouvoir. Au contraire, ceux qui ne connaissaient pas cette 
référence ont décrit la Jamette comme une prostituée de basse extraction et afro-descendante.  
À ces deux définitions, une autre interprétation apportée par les joueuses est venue s’ajouter 
au cours de ma recherche : celle de l’interprétation affirmée du « Jamette behavior », du 
comportement de la Jamette, afin de lutter contre les discriminations rencontrées au quotidien 
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et pendant le carnaval. Selon leurs témoignages, « to play the Jamette 
behavior » correspondrait à l’affirmation de vouloir « se jouer soi-même ».  
 
Dans cette thèse, je ne considère pas le fait de jouer, comme on le dit localement, « le 
comportement Jamette », d’après l’interprétation selon laquelle les femmes de classe 
moyenne, protagonistes de la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads, renversent leur réputation 
quotidienne en jouant des prostituées de classe populaire. Cette vision n’est partagée que par 
certains hommes du public et des joueurs. Les joueuses au contraire soutiennent que « to play 
le Jamette behavior » ne revêt aucun caractère parodique, mais qu’il définit une performance 
leur permettant de s’émanciper des obligations en tout genre qu’on leur impose.  
 
« To play le Jamette behavior », hors du contexte carnavalesque, décrit une attitude agressive 
face à différentes formes de discrimination et de conflits. Dans le cadre du carnaval, il 
exprime la volonté des joueurs de proposer des représentations autoréférentielles. Il s’agit 
d’une attitude qui, en rappelant le contre-pouvoir des classes ouvrières dans le carnaval du 
XIXe siècle, est interprétée par les joueuses comme un moyen quotidien et carnavalesque 
d’imposer une volonté personnelle, tel que l’affirmation de soi et le refus du compromis.  
Dans le cadre du carnaval, « to play le Jamette behavior » est synonyme de « to play yuhself 
», en ce qu’il exprime la volonté de refuser tout rôle ou personnage imposé.  
Adopter ou performer le comportement Jamette est décrit comme une contradiction : les 
joueurs des groupes du carnaval Jamet du XIXe siècle portaient des vêtements élégants mais 
leur interprétation satirique comportait de nombreuses allusions sexuelles ; il existait une 
discordance entre leur code vestimentaire et leur jeu.  
Aujourd’hui « To play le Jamette behavior », selon mes interlocuteurs, souligne l’écart 
existant entre la représentation et le rôle déterminés par les costumes, et les désirs de 
représentation propres à chaque participant. Dans le « Jamette behavior » les critères imposés 
par le rôle et l’interprétation personnelle des joueurs sont donc contradictoires.  
Selon cette interprétation, le « Jamette behavior » est décrit comme une performance du bluff, 
où les joueurs offrent des représentations de soi et des récits autoréférentiels multiples et 
incohérents.  
Cette connotation de variabilité et d’imprévisibilité est également propre à une autre figure du 
carnaval de Trinidad, définie comme l’« esprit du carnaval ». Si ce dernier n’est pas 
représenté par un masque en particulier, il est décrit comme la sensation d’une présence 
exprimant différents états, dont l’expérience du flow, ou la sensation d’épuisement physique 
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et émotionnel éprouvée pendant les parades, ou encore la sensation d’insatiabilité des joueurs 
qui ressentent l’urgence de participer au plus grand nombre possible d’évènements pendant la 
durée du carnaval.  « L’esprit du carnaval » est également décrit comme l’attitude farceuse et 
espiègle que les joueurs adoptent pendant toute la saison du carnaval.  
 
Le « Jamette behavior » décrit la discordance existante entre les représentations imposées par 
les costumes des joueurs et les différentes interprétations qu’ils choisissent d’en faire. Cette 
divergence offre la possibilité de créer de nouvelles formes de représentation qui ne soient 
pas associées à celles imposées par les costumes. Je montre tout au long du chapitre que cette 
performance du bluff est propre à la pratique du carnaval en général et qu’elle fait partie 
intégrante du concept de « se jouer soi-même ».  
 
« The ‘I’ narration ». « Play yuhself » comme exercice autoréférentiel   
 
La volonté affirmée de vouloir jouer son propre rôle, plutôt qu’un répertoire prédéterminé, à 
travers des histoires autoréférentielles interprétées à la première personne, dans lesquelles le 
joueur et la joueuse sont à la fois le sujet et l’objet de leur représentation pendant le carnaval, 
décrit bien l’acte de « se jouer soi-même ».   
J’affirme que « play yuhself » est un exercice autobiographique, à travers lequel le sujet crée 
à partir de son propre vécu des récits héroïques, semblables à ceux de la Pretty Mas’ à partir 
des années 1950 (cf. Chapitre 2). L’exercice exprimé dans cette affirmation est celui du désir 
d’autoproduction, où le sujet est à la fois auteur et objet de sa propre représentation.  
« To play yuhself » renvoie aux narrations à la première personne, dans lesquelles le 
narrateur est au centre de sa performance. Je considère cette narration à la première personne 
comme une pratique de réinvention (Munoz 1999).  
 
Dans le Bikini & Beads, les joueurs arborent et utilisent leur corps comme un costume. Le 
corps devient donc un moyen d’exercer sa propre autorité dans la performance carnavalesque. 
Dans cette forme, le joueur / la joueuse incarne son propre masque.  
Certaines des significations étymologiques du mot « personne » renvoient au personnage 
théâtral et au masque (Goffman 1969 ; Hollis 1985 ; Mauss 1985).  
Comme le joueur s’est mis à interpréter ses histoires au moyen de son propre corps, j’ai relié 
le concept de « play yuhself » avec celui de personne, c’est-à-dire que le joueur s’incarne lui-
même à travers son personnage de carnaval.   
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J’ai identifié deux grands pôles dans l’interprétation des multiples rôles qu’un joueur / une 
joueuse souhaiterait ou pourrait interpréter selon le concept de « play yuhself ».  
Le premier axe soutient que « to play yuhself » dans le sens de « se célébrer soi-même », est 
une expression qui renvoie aux multiples façons qu’un performeur pourrait utiliser pour 
s’adapter aux situations sociales spécifiques auxquelles chacun doit faire face 
quotidiennement. Comme le souligne Goffman (1969), chacun est amené à interpréter 
différents rôles pour répondre au mieux à des attentes contextualisées. Dans le cadre du 
carnaval, certains joueurs décrivent les événements spécifiques (musicaux et/ou mascarades) 
et les deux jours de défilé comme différents contextes où les multiples rôles de chaque 
personne/joueur peuvent se manifester et être visibles.   
La deuxième tendance est décrite comme la possibilité d’interpréter plusieurs récits et 
histoires en gardant le même costume.  
Dans cette optique, au cours du même défilé, le joueur/ la joueuse, peut choisir d’interpréter 
et de modifier au cours de la performance de multiples récits et histoires autofictionnels, ou 
bien respecter les thèmes imposés par les groupes de carnaval sans avoir à changer de 
costume. Les narrations ici ne sont pas singulières ou adaptées à chaque contexte et chaque 
forme de carnaval, mais elles sont toutes complémentaires et interchangeables.  
Cette dernière explication souligne le paradoxe entre représentation et narration propre de 
l’action de « play le Jamette behavior » et de l’esprit du carnaval. En fait, la variabilité des 
personnages ou des histoires performés par le même joueur déstabilise l’attente de cohérence 
du thème représenté par le costume et l’interprétation proposée. 
Ici, « to play yuhself » marque donc le refus par le joueur / la joueuse de se limiter à une 
seule représentation. 
 
De plus, je montre que les joueurs de Bikini & Beads, afin de pouvoir jouer leurs propres 
rôles dans des histoires autoréférentielles dont ils/elles sont les auteurs, doivent en tout cas 
commencer par la participation à la Mas’.  
En effet, c’est en prenant part à cette dernière, en effectuant les mêmes danses, en écoutant la 
même musique et en portant les mêmes costumes que d’autres participants, que les joueurs 
apprennent à définir et à affirmer leur individualité. Selon les joueurs, l’appartenance à un 
groupe de carnaval mais également l’uniformité des costumes procurent un sentiment de 
sécurité qui permettrait d’affirmer leur volonté de jouer leur propre rôle. 
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D’après mes recherches, les joueurs éprouvent un sentiment de dichotomie dans la pratique 
simultanée de la Mas’ et du « play yuhself », où coexistent les concepts de conformation et de 
confirmation. Ainsi, la confirmation de soi, de son individualité, qui découle de l’acte 
d’interpréter des histoires autoréférentielles, dérive d’une première expérience de 
conformation à un groupe.  
 
La Mas’ est décrite par les joueurs comme une plateforme de visibilité où le participant / la 
participante se montre tel qu’il/elle voudrait être représenté(e). Depuis que le corps s’est 
substitué au costume, les joueurs ne peuvent pas le « considérer » comme un costume 
ordinaire, dont l’utilisation se limiterait à la seule pratique du carnaval. Ils/elles se doivent de 
l’entretenir tout au long de l’année, transformant ainsi la pratique saisonnière du carnaval en 
une performance continuelle et illimitée.   
L’interprétation des histoires héroïques s’appuie à la fois sur l’apparence des joueurs et sur 
des récits imaginaires. Le luxe, le glamour et les dépenses excessives investis dans cette 
forme de carnaval sont mis au service d’histoires autoréférentielles et fictives.  
 
Selon les créateurs de costumes, le désir des joueurs de s’affirmer individuellement   par la 
pratique de cette forme de mascarade élitiste, leur permettrait de se représenter de manière 
avantageuse dans des milieux convoités. Jouer avec succès leur propre rôle au sein des 
groupes de carnaval les plus recherchés leur donne l’illusion d’accéder à un rang social 
supérieur.  
Il faut se rappeler que l’élément essentiel du carnaval (de l’esprit du carnaval) et du concept 
de « play yuhself » (depuis le « Jamette behavior ») est un effet de bluff et de dissonance. 
Selon les masmen, ces jeunes joueurs sont victimes de la performance du bluff propre à la 
pratique carnavalesque, lorsqu’ils/elles ne parviennent plus à faire la différence entre le rôle 
qu’ils jouent dans le cadre du carnaval et leur propre personnalité en dehors du festival. Leur 
performance s’étendrait ainsi dans le temps.   
 
Dans mon analyse, j’explique que le participant, dans sa volonté de jouer son propre rôle, se 
trouve confronté à une autre contradiction : l’affirmation de son individualité n’a de réelle 
valeur que si elle obtient une reconnaissance publique. Je démontre ensuite que cette 
validation extérieure dépend de la visibilité médiatique et performative du joueur / de la 
joueuse. 
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Dans le Bikini & Beads, le costume disparaît pour révéler les performeurs. Cette condition de 
visibilité du participant est transcendée par la présence des médias qui couvrent le carnaval. 
L’invisibilité des joueurs produite par le port d’un costume qui couvre entièrement les 
participants n’est pas souhaitée dans la version Bikini & Beads. La possibilité de se montrer 
et d’être immortalisé par les médias devient un aspect incontournable de la performance 
carnavalesque. La visibilité médiatique des joueurs est un moyen d’élargir la diffusion des 
narrations/interprétations et performances.  
De plus, la présence des joueurs sur les plateformes digitales augmente leur visibilité sur un 
plan transnational, prolongeant ainsi la dynamique performative des participants après la fin 
du carnaval.  
 
« I/eye » 
 
La dernière partie de ce chapitre est intitulée « I/eye ». Il s’agit une paronomase tirée d’un 
article de la revue du carnaval de l’année 1994. Ici, le pronom personnel anglais « I », soit 
« je » en français, et le mot « eye », œil, présentent dans leur homophonie la relation entre les 
deux concepts.  
Ainsi, « Play yuhself » valorise le fait d’être le sujet de ses propres narrations et l’objet de ses 
autoreprésentations.  
 
Pour exister, une performance qui est basée sur l’action doit être vue par un public 
(Schechner 2002). La visibilité du joueur / de la joueuse, en tant qu’interprète de son propre 
rôle, fait partie de la performance de « play yuhself ». Montrer publiquement cette 
performance explique l’expression du titre de cette partie : « I/eye ».  
La relation sujet/œil renvoie au rapport entre regarder et être regardé (mentionné dans le 
Chapitre 2). Le regard permet d’atteindre le sentiment de reconnaissance recherché par les 
joueurs, mais également celui d’être surveillé.  
En considérant la visibilité comme une condition essentielle à la réalisation de la 
performance, l’auto-narration dépend de sa validation par le regard d’un public. Ce regard, 
pour le Bikini & Beads, est extérieur lorsqu’il concerne le public présent sur les trottoirs de la 
capitale. Cependant, lorsqu’il s’agit de l’audience des médias au niveau transnational, la 
validation passe aussi par le regard que les joueurs portent sur eux/elles-mêmes grâce aux 
images postées sur les réseaux sociaux, dans les magazines et à la télévision. Dans ce cas, les 
médias fournissent une preuve de l’existence des histoires représentées pendant la Mas’.  
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Dans la mascarade Bikini & Beads, le public présent physiquement sur les trottoirs qui 
accueillent les défilés est de plus en plus minoritaire (cf. Chapitre 4). Je montre comment, 
avec les médias et les réseaux sociaux, les joueurs deviennent leur propre public.  
Les joueurs de la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads, deviennent à la fois les acteurs et les 
spectateurs de leur propre performance carnavalesque.  
La Mas’ est conçue comme une plateforme de visibilité qui permet une autoréférentialité 
dans la représentation des histoires des joueurs. La visibilité des participants devient donc un 
élément à part entière de la célébration de soi. Les joueurs sont à la fois les juges et l’objet 
d’examen de leurs performances. Dans ce sens, le public et les joueurs se confondent.  
Je conclus le chapitre et la partie « I/eye » en soulignant que le fait de pouvoir « play yuhself 
» dépend de la visibilité du sujet lorsqu’il/elle interprète l’image de soi qu’il/elle souhaite 
renvoyer.  
 
Dans le chapitre suivant (4) j’examine comment la performance de la Pretty Mas’, de 
l’esthétique Bikini & Beads et de ses joueurs prend la forme d’un spectacle.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Dans ce chapitre, j’ai avant tout décrit le phénomène socio-historique ayant donné lieu à 
l’expression « play yuhself », inventée par les femmes de classe moyenne qui constituaient la 
majorité des participants de la Mas’ à partir des années 1980.  
Une décennie plus tard, les jeunes joueurs des deux sexes se sont approprié l’expression. 
J’ai étudié une figure historique du carnaval du XIXe siècle, « Jamet(te) », qui selon mes 
interlocutrices est liée à l’expression « se jouer soi-même ». J’ai analysé les détails des 
comportements de cette figure, qui sont définis dans ma thèse comme le « Jamette 
behavior », le comportement de la Jamette.  
En outre, j’ai abordé la question du bluff et de la tromperie, qui seraient les attributs de la 
figure de la Jamette mais aussi ceux de la performance globale du carnaval. J’ai démontré que 
ces caractéristiques se développent dans la mascarade contemporaine.  
Pour finir, j’ai expliqué que l’affirmation « to play yuhself » devient l’expression par l’auteur 
de ses propres représentations et histoires personnelles.  
À la fin du chapitre, j’ai présenté les différentes façons d’interpréter les histoires des 
performeurs. J’ai également décrit leur multiplicité et indiqué qu’elles s’éloignent d’une 
narration linéaire et fidèle à la représentation imposée par les costumes de défilé.  
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J’ai conclu le chapitre en montrant que la visibilité du performeur / de la performeuse rend 
complexe la création d’une narration personnelle.   
 
 
4. « Spectacle »  
 
Ce chapitre se propose d’analyser la performance carnavalesque qui, selon moi, évolue pour 
devenir une forme de spectacle.  
J’explore comment les caractéristiques propres au spectacle de la Mas’ deviennent centrales 
dans sa performance. 
 
J’aborde ici deux aspects capitaux de la pratique carnavalesque : celui de la performance, qui 
dépend du contexte dans lequel elle a lieu, ce qui la rend impossible à reproduire, même 
lorsqu’elle est jouée par les mêmes performeurs (Schechner 2002 ; Paul 2003 ; Goldberg 
2013 ; Vladova 2007 ; Roux 2007). Dans cette pratique, le public est souvent impliqué et 
participe à la formation et à l’évolution de la performance. Toutefois, comme je l’explique 
dans le chapitre précédent (3), la performance (qui est carnavalesque dans ce cas) est validée 
par le regard de l’assistance (Schechner 2002). 
Au contraire, le spectacle donne la priorité à l’expérience visuelle ; dans ce cas, le public est 
réceptif mais ne modifie pas la représentation (MacAloon 1984).  
 
Le défilé du Bikini & Beads de Trinidad est considéré comme l’une des parades les plus 
importantes dans le monde, sur la base du nombre de participants. À l’inverse, le public qui 
assiste aux défilés est chaque année plus clairsemé.   
Dans ce chapitre, je montre que les spectateurs qui assistaient à la parade le long des trottoirs 
ont progressivement été remplacés par les médias qui couvrent l’intégralité du carnaval, sur 
scène et le long des rues de la capitale. L’audience devient majoritairement digitale et 
comprend même les joueurs, qui se regardent pendant et après leur performance.  
 
Dans la Mas’, le public n’observe pas seulement les défilés, il participe aussi aux 
commentaires. Malgré les efforts des responsables du système all-inclusive des groupes de 
Bikini & Beads les plus fréquentés du carnaval (cf. Chapitre 1), qui proposent un service de 
sécurité pour séparer les joueurs et le public, ce dernier interagit avec les joueurs en se 
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mettant ponctuellement à « sauter sur place », en anglais Trinidadien, « jump up », tout en se 
mêlant au défilé sans payer de participation ni porter de costumes.  
Dans ce chapitre, je démontre comment, sur le plan de la mise en place des costumes et de la 
parade elle-même, la performance Bikini & Beads rend floues les limites entre l’aspect 
participatif et multi-sensoriel de la performance et celui plus voyeuriste et essentiellement 
visuel du spectacle.  
 
La relation corps-médias. Le début de la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads 
 
Selon les souvenirs et les récits des masmen, le développement de la Pretty Mas’ et de son 
style Bikini & Beads, dans lequel les joueuses exposent leur corps aux médias, dériverait d’un 
concours de beauté qui comptait parmi les évènements du carnaval jusqu’aux années 1970. 
Cette compétition, appelée Jaycees, faisait partie intégrante du carnaval. Inspirée des 
spectacles des bals, elle était sponsorisée par les USA après la Deuxième Guerre mondiale. 
Cette compétition a été supprimée par le gouvernement, car jugée raciste : les gagnantes 
étaient principalement de jeunes femmes au teint clair.  
 
Selon les créateurs de costumes, il semble que les joueurs aient commencé, de façon 
inconsciente, à incorporer certains critères de la compétition, dont l’exhibition du corps, quasi 
exclusivement féminin, et la recherche d’une représentation de la beauté médiatisée.  
De plus, ce concours de beauté avait lieu sur la scène de la parade la plus importante de la 
capitale, le Savannah. Il s’agit de la scène la plus significative tant pour les masmen que pour 
les joueurs. Pour les masmen, le Savannah accueille le moment le plus important pour le 
jugement des costumes et des groupes ; pour les joueurs c’est le lieu le plus médiatisé aux 
niveaux national et international.  
C’est aussi sur cette scène que s’affrontent les Big costumes (cf. Chapitre 6), la compétition 
de tenues de carnaval qui a remplacé le concours de beauté Jaycees. 
 
La scène sur scène et hors-scène pendant la parade 
 
La structure de la scène du Savannah ne comporte pas de coulisses. Ce qui ne concerne pas le 
spectacle a lieu hors-scène.  
Aujourd’hui les juges du Savannah occupent un seul côté de la scène, tandis que le public, 
qui se fait toujours plus rare, est placé en face et derrière eux.  
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L’audience qui bénéficie de la meilleure vue est celle des médias, répartis tout autour de la 
scène et le long des passerelles d’entrée et de sortie des costumes.  
 
La scène, selon les témoignages des joueurs, représente une arène de visibilité médiatique 
maximale, où ils/elles peuvent vivre des moments de gloire temporaire, leur procurant ainsi 
une expérience d’affirmation de soi et d’existence publique.  
En effet, la performance au Savannah a lieu sur une scène surélevée. En raison de cette 
structure scénique, les joueurs se trouvent, pour la seule fois de la parade, séparés du public, 
lequel occupe des places assises (du côté sud de la scène) et d’autres emplacement plus libres, 
assis ou debout (du côté nord). Dans le cadre de la performance sur la scène du Savannah, le 
public ne peut ni participer ni créer une interaction spontanée avec les participants. 
Dans tous les autres évènements de la parade, les joueurs se trouvent au contraire au même 
niveau que le public, selon la démarche démocratique propre au carnaval, instituée après 
l’indépendance, qui octroie aux participants de toutes les classes sociales la liberté de défiler 
ensemble dans les mêmes rues.  
 
Comme je l’ai affirmé dans les chapitres précédents, la présence des médias légitime la 
déclaration d’estime de soi que traduit la devise « play yuhself ». 
À partir du moment où la parade et tous les autres évènements du carnaval ont commencé à 
être enregistrés, le public qui assistait encore à la Pretty Mas’, malgré l’homogénéisation des 
costumes due à la monopolisation de la forme de mascarade Bikini & Beads, préfère suivre le 
carnaval sur un écran de télévision ou d’ordinateur. Cette médiatisation apporte non 
seulement un confort aux spectateurs, mais elle permet aussi d’atteindre et d’élargir le public 
au sein des diasporas.  
J’affirme que cette intervention des médias transforme la pratique du carnaval, qui évolue 
d’une performance d’interaction entre performeurs et public, à une posture et une dynamique 
plus « spectaculaires » dignes d’un show.  
 
Selon les masmen, cette évolution serait une extension du concours de beauté, dans lequel le 
sort des candidates dépendait du regard des spectateurs. Ce spectacle était le plus médiatisé 
du carnaval –  les représentants de la presse y étaient plus nombreux que le public. 
Aujourd’hui, cette tendance se perpétue dans la parade de la Pretty Mas’, où les médias non 
seulement sont présents lors des performances scéniques, mais couvrent également tout le 
défilé et les festivités associées aux groupes de carnaval.  
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Le sentiment de gloire ressenti par les joueurs lors de la performance scénique, en raison de 
la présence médiatique tout au long de la parade, s’étend à toute l’expérience du carnaval. Si 
la prestation scénique a « physiquement » lieu au Savannah, elle se poursuit dans les rues des 
défilés et se prolonge dans les représentations des joueurs reproduites par les images des 
médias.  
De plus, comme dans le cas de la scène du Savannah qui ne possède qu’un espace scénique 
dépourvu de coulisses, les performeurs vivent une expérience d’exhibition permanente, non 
seulement pendant leur prestation, mais aussi après la fin du carnaval, en raison des médias 
qui publient leurs photos après les festivités et tout au long de l’année. Cette extension de la 
scène performative à la parade entière prolonge ainsi la performance des joueurs au 
quotidien.  
Ainsi, ces derniers ne distinguent plus les rôles qu’ils interprètent dans le cadre du carnaval 
de leur propre personnalité en dehors de la pratique carnavalesque.  
 
La Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads, est désormais considérée comme une plateforme de visibilité 
sociale plutôt qu’un espace de créativité.  
La question de la visibilité implique l’opportunité d’être vu sur des réseaux sociaux et à des 
évènements spécifiques. Cette extension de la performance de soi au sein de la parade et hors 
de celle-ci rappelle le concept clé de la façade analysé par Goffman (1969). À l’origine de la 
Pretty Mas’, la façade performée devait répondre à la thématique représentée par les 
costumes portés par les joueurs ; mais avec l’apparition de l’esthétique Bikini & Beads, les 
participants « se jouent eux/elles-mêmes » comme des personnages du carnaval, et la façade 
s’étend aux contextes de la vie quotidienne, elle se superpose à la scène dramaturgique propre 
à l’évènement carnavalesque.  
 
Mas’ et le b(l)ackstage ? 
 
Cette partie analyse la relation entre visibilité et utilisation du corps des joueurs comme 
costume. 
Le terme utilisé pour cette partie du chapitre est celui de b(l)ackstage. Là encore, j’ai utilisé le 
double entendre de la langue trinidadienne pour expliquer deux aspects opposés de la 
pratique de la Mas’ en lien avec les corps des participants.  
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J’ai créé le terme de « b(l)ackstage » suite à une conversation avec Yao Ramesar, un 
réalisateur de films de Trinidad, qui avait inventé le terme « blackground » à partir de la 
résonance entre les termes black et background. Par ce mot, il dénonçait la discrimination 
technologique des outils cinématographiques du balancement de la lumière. En effet, les 
exposimètres des caméras sont tarés sur la base d’une couleur de peau caucasienne ou de teint 
clair ; lorsqu’un cadrage comprend des acteurs au teint de peau plus sombre, les exposimètres 
de la lumière les sous-exposent. Selon notre conversation transposée à la société 
trinidadienne, le phénomène du blackground répondrait encore aujourd’hui aux traces 
coloniales de la classification de ses habitants. Cette discrimination était aussi évidente dans 
la détermination des standards du concours de beauté Jaycees décrit au début de ce chapitre. 
 
Je me suis inspirée de ce débat pour proposer le terme de « b(l)ackstage », qui rapproche 
deux aspects différents liés à la Mas’ : le premier se réfère au fait que l’évènement est 
composé de performeurs blacks : « black stage » ; le second, « b(l)ackstage », se rapporte au 
sentiment d’être relégué au backstage, arrière-plan en français, vécu par les joueurs à la 
couleur de peau plus foncée.   
 
- Le « Black stage »   
 
Comme je l’ai précédemment expliqué, ce terme, orthographié sans la lettre « l » entre 
parenthèses : « blackstage », considère la Mas’ comme une pratique où l’exhibition des corps 
est propre à une population non caucasienne. Ce concept s’assimile à un slogan d’estime de 
soi opposé à la structuration coloriste coloniale, qui discriminait la population non-blanche. 
Je l’ai interprété comme un moyen pour les femmes et les représentants de la classe moyenne 
non-blancs de s’octroyer le droit d’occuper le haut de l’échelle sociale.  
 
Je propose également des explications terminologiques in situ du statut de la population 
créole de Trinidad, se référant à la classe moyenne urbaine qui était au pouvoir politique au 
moment de l’indépendance.  
 
Depuis cette époque, le carnaval est perçu comme une pratique nationale représentant 
majoritairement cette catégorie sociale de la population appuyée par le mouvement 
nationaliste postindépendance. Même si la propagande nationaliste promouvait l’union des 
représentants de toutes les origines ethniques du pays pour former le contrepouvoir au 
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colonialisme, les électeurs majoritaires de ce parti politique étaient des Afro-descendants. La 
classe black-créole constitue, depuis l’indépendance, une nouvelle hégémonie socio-
politique.  
Depuis peu, le terme « créole » se réfère à l’acculturation des styles de vie de la classe 
moyenne afro-descendante qui habite la capitale et ses quartiers limitrophes. Avec le boom 
économique, ce terme s’est élargi à ceux qui, indépendamment de leur origine ancestrale, se 
sont enrichis en exploitant des entreprises et menant un style de vie propre à la classe 
moyenne urbaine (Brereton 1979, 2008 ; Reddock 1998a ; Neptune 2007 ; Miller et Sinanan 
2017).  
Aujourd’hui, cette classe créole s’auto-désigne comme « black » (Reddock 1998a). 
 
Depuis sa nationalisation, le carnaval est devenu une pratique qui s’appuie majoritairement 
sur cette catégorie de la population.  
Aujourd’hui, la Pretty Mas’ dans la capitale est surtout fréquentée par des participants issus 
de la classe moyenne. Le coût, l’esthétique et la qualité des costumes du Bikini & Beads sont 
les mêmes pour tous les groupes de carnaval.  Pour les joueurs de cette esthétique, la 
concurrence se situe désormais dans la recherche de visibilité, qui renvoie à des problèmes de 
discrimination et d’exclusion.  
 
- Le B(l)ackstage et la « Venezualisation » 
 
Lorsque j’utilise le terme « B(l)ackstage », le fait de placer la lettre « l » entre parenthèses 
permet d’accentuer le mot « backstage ».  
Ce jeu de mots illustre le fait que la promotion de la Mas’ en tant que pratique de la 
population « black » est en fait contestée par les joueurs à la peau sombre. Ces derniers 
soutiennent se sentir marginalisés et relégués à l’arrière-plan (au backstage), en raison de leur 
placement face aux médias au moment où les groupes exhibent leurs costumes. 
Chaque groupe de carnaval représente une affiliation basée sur un capital social (et 
économique), qui promeut une représentation visuelle homogène que les joueurs doivent 
financer pour y participer. L’exclusion ou l’inclusion des participants dépend non seulement 
des manageurs du carnaval, mais aussi des joueurs eux-mêmes qui décident, à travers un 
processus d’auto-sélection, d’adhérer à un groupe sur la base de critères physiques et de leur 
couleur de peau.  
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La forme Bikini & Beads, adoptée par des groupes reconnus de la capitale, reflète le désir des 
participants d’exhiber leur capital économique tout en affirmant avec fierté leur couleur de 
peau. Cependant, le sentiment des joueurs à la peau foncée d’être tenus à l’écart de l’attention 
médiatique évoquerait la crainte d’un retour du colorisme colonial, qui privilégierait les 
participants à la peau claire sans tenir compte de leur statut socio-économique, comme c’était 
le cas dans le concours de beauté Jaycees.  
 
L’autre terme que j’ai introduit dans cette partie est celui de « venezualisation ».  
Ce mot a été inventé au cours d’une discussion avec un groupe de Trinidadiennes qui 
débattaient de l’esthétique des corps/costumes popularisée aux niveaux national et 
international par les groupes de carnaval. 
Même si localement la Mas’ montre encore une pluralité esthétique et d’origine ancestrale, le 
style exoticisé utilisé pour promouvoir les costumes des groupes de carnaval évoque 
indéniablement les concours de beauté vénézuéliens.  
Ce choix de marketing soulève deux interrogations : l’une au niveau national, puisqu’il 
rappelle les discriminations coloristes de l’époque coloniale, l’autre au niveau transnational, 
où la représentation d’une femme latino-américaine à la peau claire, mais non 
« occidentale », serait utilisée comme exemple de beauté qui correspondrait et s’adresserait 
plutôt à une audience internationale.  
 
« She is the spectacle », elle est le spectacle 
 
Dans cette partie, j’analyse l’hyper-visibilité des femmes, ainsi que leur désir non seulement 
de participer à la performance de la Mas’, mais aussi de devenir elles-mêmes un spectacle.  
 
La question de l’esthétique du corps est source d’anxiété pour les joueurs, même s’ils sont 
supposés pouvoir participer librement au carnaval, quelle que soit leur condition physique. 
Chez les joueuses tout particulièrement et plus récemment les jeunes participants des deux 
sexes, la représentation corporelle, influencée par les standards esthétiques propres à chaque 
groupe, semble incorporer celle du spectacle. Les corps des participants, étant un outil 
d’affirmation de soi, sont aussi étroitement liés aux regards ; le corps de la joueuse devient 
ainsi le « spectacle » et l’« objet » du regard.  
Dans cette dynamique, la joueuse s’impose non seulement par sa performance et sa 
participation à la Mas’, mais aussi grâce à la présence des spectateurs.  
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Je rapproche cette relation des théories féministes des analyses cinématographiques de Laura 
Mulvey (1975), selon laquelle les actrices des films hollywoodiens des années 1970 sont les 
objets du spectacle et des rivales les unes pour les autres. Selon l’auteure, le regard du public 
et des réalisateurs est essentiellement masculin, et les actrices portent sur elles-mêmes un 
regard objectivant masculin.  
Pourtant, dans le cas de la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads, le public est à la fois digital, masculin 
et féminin. De plus, sachant que la majorité des spectateurs sont les joueurs eux-mêmes, 
l’assistance est donc majoritairement féminine. En outre, je souligne que même si la nature 
des regards évolue et se diversifie, l’origine de l’attirance, quant à elle, reste masculine.  
 
J’analyse ensuite la double motivation des joueurs à prendre part à la Mas’ : la recherche de 
visibilité et de reconnaissance, ainsi que le désir de libération cathartique, loin des regards 
panoptiques. La dernière partie du chapitre concerne l’étude d’une forme de compromis entre 
ces deux désirs. 
 
« From to chip to pose » 
 
Le titre de cette dernière partie reprend une discussion lancée par une femme trinidadienne 
d’une cinquantaine d’années, qui critiquait la nouvelle attitude propre aux joueurs du Bikini 
& Beads.  
Ces derniers ont en effet ajouté un nouveau pas aux deux mouvements élémentaires de la 
parade : le chip (qui décrit le pas traînant des performeurs lorsqu’ils suivent les chars des 
steelbands et les camions qui transportent la sono pendant la parade), et le winin’ (une danse 
qui sera analysée dans le prochain Chapitre - 5 -) auxquels vient s’ajouter celui de « poser » 
face aux caméras.  
 
Je décris ensuite l’évolution de la performance du carnaval pendant le spectacle et la façon 
dont les participants eux aussi ont modifié leurs mouvements pendant les défilés.  
 
Dans cette mascarade, les participants sont constamment exposés aux médias. Ceux-ci 
travaillent sous contrat pour les groupes de carnaval, ou en tant que travailleurs indépendants 
qui proposent leurs projets aux groupes pour être embauchés lors de la saison carnavalesque 
suivante. Les photographies et les images publiées dans les magazines et les blogs répondent 
donc aux conditions de marketing ou aux besoins des commissions.  
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Bien souvent, l’image du carnaval la plus commercialisée est celle de l’exubérance sexuelle, 
qui n’est pourtant qu’une connotation de la Mas’.  
Les joueurs du Bikini & Beads doivent faire un choix : ou bien accepter les conditions 
érotisantes des photographes pour pouvoir figurer sur leurs clichés, ou bien les refuser avec 
pour conséquence le fait de ne pas bénéficier de couverture médiatique.  
J’affirme au contraire que poser pour les caméras se situe entre le désir de visibilité et celui 
de libération cathartique.  
En effet, en posant pour les caméras le long des défilés, les joueurs maîtrisent les images 
diffusées par les médias. Ils s’arrêtent délibérément pendant les défilés, interrompent leur 
danse pour être immortalisés par les photographes sur une image contrôlée qu’ils ont choisi 
de représenter.  
L’acte de poser permet donc aux participants une appropriation et un contrôle de leur 
représentation lorsque les images ne sont pas prises par eux/elles-mêmes.  
De fait, participer au carnaval est synonyme de libération, mais aussi de consommation 
excessive d’alcool. L’hyper-visibilité panoptique des médias pourrait ainsi causer des 
problèmes de réputation à posteriori. Le fait d’alterner les poses et les performances 
permettrait donc aux joueurs de contrôler leurs représentations figées sur les photos sans 
limiter ni leur visibilité ni leur participation aux défilés.  
Ainsi, le fait de poser change l’un des attributs propres à la performance carnavalesque, dans 
laquelle les participants interagissent avec les spectateurs seulement à posteriori, en 
découvrant leurs photographies, similairement à la pratique cinématographique.  
 
Dans le Bikini & Beads, l’acte de poser devient un élément à part entière de la façon de 
raconter une histoire autoréférentielle par la pratique de la Mas’. Il peut donc être à la fois 
une conséquence du regard panoptique des médias et du public et un outil de contrôle par les 
joueurs de leurs propres représentations. 
 
Dans le prochain chapitre (5), j’analyse la pratique de la danse ayant lieu pendant le défilé.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Dans ce chapitre, j’ai montré que la performance Bikini & Beads tend à se focaliser sur 
l’aspect visuel de la mascarade, rendant la pratique du carnaval plus gérable et prévisible, et 
facilitant son organisation aux niveaux national et international.  
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J’ai également analysé le fonctionnement du lieu le plus important du défilé dans la capitale, 
qui est la scène du Savannah.  
J’ai montré que la parade toute entière se transforme peu à peu en une immense scène, plus 
proche d’une arène de spectacle que d’un espace performatif.  
J’ai décrit le désir de reconnaissance et de distinction qui pousse les joueurs à plébisciter la 
scène du Savannah, dont l’absence de coulisses permet d’étendre la performance 
carnavalesque à tout le défilé.  
De plus, j’ai analysé les corps/costumes des joueurs, en questionnant leur représentation sur 
la base du genre et du colorisme (post)colonial. 
Enfin, j’ai démontré que le regard panoptique des médias pourrait être interprété comme une 
objectivation et une discrimination du performeur, mais aussi comme une source de 
résistance.  
 
 
5. « Show me your motion », montre-moi tes mouvements  
 
Le titre de ce chapitre reprend le refrain de l’une des chansons pour enfants les plus connues 
à Trinidad : « Brown Girl in the Ring » (Elder 1961). Elle a été évoquée par l’un de mes 
interlocuteurs à propos des dynamiques de la danse à laquelle se livrent les participants 
adultes pendant les défilés de la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads.  
Dans cette chanson les enfants, en général les filles, forment un cercle dans lequel chacun 
entre et « montre ses meilleurs mouvements de danse » au groupe avant de réintégrer le 
cercle. Selon mes interlocuteurs, ce jeu est une façon d’apprendre à définir un espace 
personnel à travers le corps, à la manière des joueuses et des joueurs pendant le défilé du 
carnaval.  
 
La danse qui est performée durant les défilés n’est pas chorégraphiée. C’est une danse libre, 
basée sur des mouvements standardisés à partir desquels les joueurs improvisent et créent de 
nouvelles gestuelles. Cette danse est appelée « winin’ » et est exécutée sur de la musique soca 
(cf. infra).  
 
Tout comme le jeu mentionné au début de cette partie, cette danse, selon mes interlocuteurs, 
permet de créer et de définir un espace où les danseurs/joueurs, en faisant une démonstration 
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de leurs mouvements, s’auto-affirment corporellement sur une plateforme de visibilité et de 
reconnaissance propre à la Mas’.  
Dans le jeu auquel se livrent les enfants, les filles apprennent à occuper et montrer un espace 
performatif qui leur est propre, d’une façon similaire aux femmes qui dansent pendant la 
Mas’.  
Les joueurs de la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads, lorsque ils/elles « se jouent eux/elles-
mêmes », exécutent la danse du winin’, offrant au danseur la reconnaissance de l’affirmation 
de sa visibilité à travers les mouvements de son corps.  
 
Deux éléments principaux sont indispensables pour aboutir à la dynamique du carnaval : une 
plateforme de visibilité où les performeurs peuvent « montrer leurs mouvements » et le corps 
qui les exécute.   
 
Participer à la parade n’est pas seulement un moment d’exhibition, c’est aussi l’occasion de 
se libérer des tensions accumulées pendant l’année. Cette délivrance est possible grâce au 
winin’. Cette danse se base essentiellement sur le déhanchement ; lorsqu’elle est réalisée 
pendant le défilé, elle permet de créer et d’occuper un espace où les participants jouent leur 
propre rôle en se représentant eux/elles-mêmes. Cet espace devient relationnel lorsque les 
joueurs dansent en couple et en groupe.  
 
La parade est considérée comme un spectacle et une procession (Tancons n.d; 2009). Le 
caractère processionnel s’inscrit dans l’histoire de la Mas’ avec la pratique du Canboulay. Ce 
terme dérivé du créole français signifie « cannes brûlées », et se réfère à la méthode de 
fertilisation des plantations de canne à sucre. À partir du XIXe siècle ce même terme a été 
associé aux émeutes auxquelles se livraient les esclavisés jusqu’à leur émancipation (1834). 
La population esclavisée défilait en portant des flambeaux pour commémorer la fin de 
l’esclavage. Dès la fin de cette époque, cette pratique liée à l’ouverture du carnaval est 
devenue un élément à part entière de l’évènement. La marche et la danse font ainsi partie 
intégrante du défilé en costume. 
 
Définition et origines du terme winin’  
 
Le winin’ était originairement pratiqué par les participants masqués du carnaval Jamet au 
XIXe siècle (cf. Chapitre 3). Par ce rappel historique, les danseurs qui pratiquent le winin’ 
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aujourd’hui se moquent de leurs partenaires d’une façon joyeuse, ce qui leur permet en même 
temps de s’affirmer.  
Dans l’édition spéciale du journal du carnaval de l’année 1988, Woman in Mas’, qui se 
focalise sur la « monopolisation » par les femmes de l’ancienne pratique masculine du 
carnaval, les participantes étaient surnommées « winer women ». L’un des articles de la revue 
rapporte que les joueuses exagéraient le winin’ lorsque les caméras s’approchaient d’elles. 
Les joueuses de l’époque pratiquaient le winin’ pour pouvoir s’affirmer, et aujourd’hui 
encore elles poursuivent cet objectif en « se jouant elles-mêmes ». L’acte d’auto-affirmation 
exprimé par le fait de « se jouer soi-même » est lié à celui du winin’ – avec ou sans la 
présence des médias. 
 
Le terme de « wine », plus connu sous la forme winin’, dérive de l’adjectif winding (sinueux 
en français) issu du verbe to wind : tordre ou enrouler, qui décrit les torsions du bassin et des 
hanches des danseurs.  
Ce mouvement dériverait de la musique et de la danse Bèlè originaires d’Afrique de l’Ouest 
et liées au passé colonial des Antilles françaises. À la fin du XIXe siècle, quand les groupes 
de carnaval Jamet étaient interdits, les danses Bèlè étaient décrites comme obscènes par les 
autorités coloniales (Brereton 1979).  
 
Suite à mes conversations et observations, j’affirme que la pratique du winin’, tel qu’il est 
pratiqué dans la parade du carnaval, est l’expression de l’appropriation par les joueurs d’un 
espace relationnel où ils se disputent une domination temporaire.  
Même si la danse du winin’ est pratiquée tant par les hommes que par les femmes, les médias 
et les études académiques se focalisent spécifiquement sur la pratique féminine.  
 
Le winin’ est décrit comme un mouvement fonctionnel (Birth 2008) qui définit le sentiment 
d’appartenance à un groupe quand il n’est pas dansé individuellement.  
Cette danse peut être pratiquée en groupe, en couple et individuellement.  
Je continue ce chapitre par la contextualisation musicale du winin’ dans le genre musical 
carnavalesque soca, et je conclu par une description des dynamiques de sa performance dans 
les trois formes de danse précitées – individuelle, en couple et collective.  
 
La musique soca et le winin’ 
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La soca est la musique la plus populaire de Trinidad, elle a succédé au calypso. Cette 
musique consacre la majorité de ses chansons à la danse du winin’. Cette danse est donc liée 
à la musique carnavalesque pendant la saison du carnaval. Durant le reste de l’année on 
l’entend dans des soirées mixée par des DJ.  
La soca a évolué dans les années 1970-1980-1990, en même temps que le style de mascarade 
Bikini & Beads, en tant que musique festive destinée à faire danser et à s’amuser tant en 
célébrant un sentiment d’unité nationale.  
Les paroles traitent majoritairement du sentiment d’ivresse, de joie de vivre, du 
déhanchement des femmes et du sentiment de libération des restrictions de la vie quotidienne. 
Avec des rythmiques moins sophistiquées que celle du calypso, la soca se focalise sur les 
émotions des joueurs sans la critique politique et sociale propre au genre de son aîné. De plus, 
elle s’adresse aussi bien au réseau national qu’international : les paroles sont écrites en argot 
local mais, grâce à ses rythmiques festives, elle peut aisément s’exporter et séduire à 
l’international.  
 
Description des mouvements du winin’  
 
Le winin’ est une danse qui a besoin d’un espace fixe. Elle ne peut pas être pratiquée pendant 
la marche du défilé, à la différence du chipping (cf. Chapitre 4).  
 
Le mouvement ne se limite pas aux hanches, contrairement à la description qui est en 
généralement donnée. Le winin’ est le produit d’un assemblage de postures corporelles.  
Celui qui est dansé sur la musique soca (afro-descendante) est la version standardisée. Dans 
ce cas, les jambes sont écartées, la colonne vertébrale est verticale et le mouvement se base 
sur la fixité du buste, des bras et des épaules, les genoux étant pliés et les hanches mobiles.  
La version du winin’ dansé sur le genre musical appelé chutney soca, indo-descendant, est 
double : les danseurs, hommes et femmes mêlés, effectuent ensemble des ondulations des 
épaules et des hanches.  
 
Le jeu « show me your motion » mentionné au début de cette partie augmente le sens de 
l’autodiscipline et l’assurance des joueurs, car il les encourage à se représenter à travers leur 
corps dansant. La Mas’, tout comme le centre du cercle du jeu pour enfants, devient une 
scène où les participants peuvent exhiber leurs compétences cinétiques.  
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Le winin’ est interprété par les danseuses comme un moyen incorporé de s’attribuer un 
espace qui appartenait historiquement aux performeurs hommes. Déroger à ces normes était 
et est encore aujourd’hui très critiqué par les joueurs hommes et le public des deux sexes 
(physiquement présent et médiatique) (Young 1980 ; Bartky 1998). Les joueuses qui 
pratiquent le winin’ de façon appuyée sont souvent jugées obscènes et leur attitude est 
considérée comme inappropriée, en écho au jugement colonial des Jamettes.  
Au contraire, pour les joueuses qui pratiquent le winin’, c’est un outil pour définir leur espace 
personnel, qu’il soit dansé en groupe mixte ou dans les sections de groupes de carnaval à 
majorité féminine. Dans ce dernier cas cependant, le regard porté sur les joueuses est toujours 
mixte, car les images sont largement diffusées par les médias.  
 
L’espace créé par la danse peut être à la fois individuel (dansée seul-e) et collectif (quand le 
winin est pratiqué en groupe ou en couple).  
 
Le winin’ dansé individuellement 
 
Le winin’ dansé individuellement sert d’outil pour définir un espace personnel tout en 
conservant sa dimension cathartique.  
Pratiquer le winin’ pendant le carnaval permettrait de se créer une existence spectaculaire à 
travers l’utilisation de son corps. De plus, lorsqu’il est dansé individuellement, il offrirait aux 
joueuses l’occasion d’éprouver une sensation d’indépendance.  
Selon ces dernières, le winin’ est un moyen utilisé pour déterminer et définir un espace 
personnel dans la foule de la parade. Même si la Mas’ permet de créer de nouveaux espaces 
de définition et d’exhibition, les joueurs s’affrontent généralement pour le même espace et la 
même visibilité, dans le cas du winin’ à travers la démonstration de leurs mouvements les 
plus complexes.  
Cette forme de danse est décrite par les joueuses comme un jeu de contrôle et de direction des 
mouvements. Le plaisir de chaque joueuse se base sur sa capacité à apprécier 
individuellement cette sensation de liberté et d’autonomie. Lorsque le winin’ implique 
d’autres joueurs, le plaisir vient du fait de déterminer un espace pour soi et de pouvoir, si on 
le souhaite, le partager avec d’autres danseurs. 
 
Description du winin’ dansé en couple  
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Le winin’ est généralement une danse qui se pratique « on de back », par l’arrière, où le pubis 
d’un danseur se rapproche des fesses de l’autre. Même si les homosexuels dansent le winin’, 
cette posture répond souvent à une dynamique hétéronormative, dans laquelle l’homme se 
tient derrière la femme.  
Dans ce chapitre, j’étudie le changement historique du winin’, qui pour les générations plus 
âgées se dansait face à face, avant que la version « on de back » ne s’officialise dans les 
années 1970.  
 
J’affirme que dans le winin’ « on de back », la tête et l’expression du visage des danseurs 
sont des éléments essentiels de la danse. Je soutiens le fait que le regard des danseurs est 
crucial pour exprimer les émotions et les désirs des danseuses. Ces dernières, n’ayant pas de 
contact visuel avec le danseur qui se trouve derrière elles, utilisent le regard pour exprimer 
plusieurs messages.  
 
Dans le winin’ « on de back », différemment de la version plus ancienne où les danseurs se 
faisaient face, les performeurs hommes qui décident d’approcher une danseuse le font par 
derrière sans la consulter. Si la femme continue à se déhancher de manière fluide comme 
lorsqu’elle dansait individuellement, c’est le signe qu’elle accepte un partenaire de danse.  
Lorsqu’il est dansé en couple, le déhanchement, tant qu’il conserve un rythme fluide, n’a pas 
de connotation sexuelle ni sensuelle. Au contraire, selon mes interlocutrices, si un danseur ou 
une danseuse décide de défier ou de taquiner sa/son partenaire, il/elle interrompt l’ondulation 
pour se livrer à des mouvements saccadés, ou se met à bouger à contretemps, pour défier 
sa/son partenaire de le/la suivre. Souvent, c’est la femme qui lance ce défi, repris ensuite par 
l’homme puis alterné entre les deux partenaires. Cette dynamique de genre est moins fixe 
chez les jeunes joueurs. J’affirme tout de même que la présence d’un possible intérêt sexuel 
est liée à la proximité physique des danseurs : lorsqu’ils sont très proches l’un de l’autre, la 
danse pourrait évoquer des connotations sensuelles. Au contraire, si les partenaires sont 
éloignés, elle devient un acte de partage d’un espace individuel créé par la danse.  
 
Malgré la représentation tendancieuse de cette danse par les médias, qui lui prêtent un 
caractère érotique, constituant une source de malentendus par les touristes, la finalité du 
winin’ n’est pas d’ordre sexuel. Pour cette raison, la majorité des joueuses que j’ai 
rencontrées préfèrent éviter de le danser avec des touristes (non caribéens).   
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Tout au long du chapitre, je décris en détail les mouvements qui permettent de tester la 
souplesse et le rythme de sa/son partenaire. Le winin’ est décrit par les joueurs comme un jeu 
de suprématie où les genres des danseurs s’affrontent. Dans cette dynamique, le regard est 
très important car il permet à la danseuse de garder sa liberté de choix en termes de 
mouvements, même sans voir son partenaire.  
Si la femme trouve la danse suffisamment intéressante pour être poursuivie sur d’autres 
morceaux de musique, elle se tourne et continue de se déhancher, avec ou sans contact avec 
son partenaire. Si au contraire elle n’est pas satisfaite de la prestation du danseur, ou si celui-
ci se montre inexpert ou trop insistant, elle s’éloigne et se tourne en lui jetant un regard 
accablant d’insatisfaction. Ce regard est bien évidemment accentué afin que le danseur mais 
aussi tous ceux qui les entourent soient bien conscients de sa déception et de sa maladresse.  
Danser en couple est donc pour les danseurs hommes un challenge où leur masculinité et leur 
réputation sont validées par le plaisir de la femme. Lorsque sa prestation est jugée 
insuffisante, le joueur pourrait même se sentir « émasculé », pour reprendre le terme utilisé 
par les joueurs hommes, ou repoussé publiquement. 
Le regard de la joueuse pendant le winin’ est donc un outil pour exprimer son désir ou son 
refus de partager son espace performatif avec un partenaire.   
 
Le winin’ permet donc de contester des relations de pouvoir, comme à ses origines 
historiques au moment des danses de Jamettes, aux niveaux performatif et corporel. Il est 
décrit comme une forme de contrôle et de maîtrise des mouvements qui sont exhibés.  
 
Cette dynamique de danse en couple est opérée par des danseurs qui n’ont pas de lien 
amoureux. Ces derniers au contraire, quand ils dansent le winin’, même s’ils ne pratiquent 
généralement pas la Mas’ ensemble, utilisent le regard pour définir leur rapprochement aux 
autres danseurs et à l’entourage évitant ainsi d’éventuelles intrusions.  
 
J’interprète le winin’ comme une danse qui permet aux performeurs de définir un espace 
personnel et genré dans un jeu entre genres. Le winin’ pourrait être intime s’il est consenti 
mais aussi férocement public dans le cas d’un refus.  
 
La dynamique du winin’ en couple dépend de la volonté de la danseuse de partager un même 
espace corporel. Cette dynamique est toutefois en train de changer pour la nouvelle 
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génération de joueurs, avec l’arrivée du winin’ associé au genre musical du dancehall 
jamaïquain (cf. infra).  
 
Le Winin’ en groupe 
 
À Trinidad, les joueurs ne pratiquent pas la Mas’ individuellement, comme évoqué dans les 
précédents chapitres, il s’agit au contraire d’une expérience collective qui consolide des 
amitiés déjà affirmées.  
 
La pratique du winin’ en groupe représente aussi un contexte de partage et de protection pour 
les joueurs. Ces derniers dansent ensemble ou individuellement, mais toujours en groupe. Ils 
peuvent danser sur plusieurs morceaux de musique avec des personnes extérieures au groupe 
mais ils finissent toujours par rejoindre ce dernier. 
La joueuse, lorsqu’elle est approchée par un danseur qui l’intéresse, cherche son groupe du 
regard pour obtenir son avis, avant de se tourner vers son partenaire. Le groupe, s’il connaît 
la réputation ou des détails de la vie de l’éventuel partenaire, peut donner ou refuser son 
accord.  
Le groupe est aussi toujours prêt à porter assistance à la danseuse dans le cas d’une possible 
insistance du partenaire éconduit.  
 
La détermination individuelle d’un espace incorporé à travers la danse dépend donc du 
groupe. Cette relation se reflète dans la participation à la Mas’ : c’est en effet au sein de la 
collectivité que s’exprime le concept d’autodétermination propre à l’acte de « se jouer soi-
même ».  
 
À cette description vient s’ajouter une nouvelle forme plus récente du winin’ collectif, 
pratiquée par les femmes de classe moyenne. Ces dernières préfèrent danser uniquement 
entre elles, en imitant le plus souvent une sexualité hétérosexuelle. Cette forme est pratiquée 
par de jeunes joueuses/danseuses qui y trouvent un moyen de se protéger des intrus insistants 
qui, lorsqu’ils sont ivres, ignorent les codes liés au regard du refus précédemment expliqué.  
 
Le regard dans tous les cas peut être interprété comme une demande de sécurité et de soutien 
dans le cadre du groupe, ou comme l’expression du rejet ou de l’acceptation quand le winin’ 
est dansé en couple.  
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Les postures du winin’ ont commencé à changer à partir des années 1990, lorsque le 
phénomène de la musique dancehall jamaïquaine a commencé à intégrer la routine musicale 
de l’île.  
 
La « Jamaicanisation » 
 
Dans cette dernière partie, j’explique les décalages générationnels entre les jeunes danseurs et 
leurs aînés à propos du winin’ dansé en couple.  
 
On écoute de la musique jamaïcaine toute l’année à Trinidad. Au contraire, la soca locale 
s’écoute spécifiquement pendant la période du carnaval.  
 
Le mouvement des hanches sur la musique dancehall jamaïquaine est différent du 
déhanchement trinidadien. Dans la version de Trinidad, la danseuse garde le dos droit, ce qui 
lui permet de contrôler les ondulations de son bassin et d’indiquer son souhait de continuer 
ou non à danser avec ses partenaires.  
Au contraire, dans le winin’ jamaïcain, le buste de la danseuse (également dans la position 
« on de back ») est penché à angle droit et ses jambes restent tendues ; parfois, sa tête peut se 
trouver entre ses jambes. Dans cette position, la danseuse perd la capacité de contrôler et 
d’imposer ses mouvements à son partenaire.  
Ce changement de posture modifie la façon des danseuses de définir leur espace avant 
d’accepter de le partager pendant le défilé. Dans la version jamaïcaine, que se sont 
appropriées de jeunes danseuses, c’est l’homme qui obtient le pouvoir de définir l’espace et 
les mouvements dans le couple.  
 
L’introduction de la mouvance jamaïcaine ne change pas seulement l’esthétique et les 
mouvements du winin’ trinidadien, mais modifie également la construction de l’espace genré 
et la façon de se l’approprier. 
En se penchant, selon les danseurs hommes, la danseuse devient un objet de spectacle pour 
les hommes. Ici encore, la joueuse semble incorporer le spectacle par le regard, y compris sur 
le plan gestuel et corporel.  
 
Dans ces chapitres, j’ai analysé la Pretty Mas’, Bikini and Beads, du point de vue spécifique 
des joueurs.  
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Dans la prochaine et dernière partie, j’explique le management des groupes du carnaval et 
l’organisation controversée de la Mas’ perçue comme une attraction touristique. J’étudie 
également en détail la production des costumes et le fonctionnement des ateliers des stylistes.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Dans ce chapitre, j’ai décrit le concept de « montre-moi tes mouvements » reflété dans la 
danse appelée winin’ lors de la pratique de la Mas’ contemporaine.  
J’ai montré que le winin’, en tant que danse principale de la parade contemporaine, a la 
capacité de créer une configuration spatiale qui est un élément à part entière de la 
performance de la Mas’.  
J’ai détaillé les dynamiques du winin’ quand elle est dansée en couple, en groupe et 
individuellement ainsi que les différences entre la version du winin’ associée à la musique 
afro-descendante soca et la version indo-descendante qui se pratique sur le genre musical 
chutney soca, qui sont les deux types de soca joués pendant le carnaval.  
J’ai aussi examiné l’évolution dans le temps de cette danse et abordé les divergences qui 
pourraient surgir si des participants de différentes générations dansaient ensemble. Enfin, j’ai 
montré que ce décalage affecte aussi la compétition entre les genres et comment l’auto-
affirmation des joueuses risque d’être objectivée en devenant un spectacle (cf. Chapitre 4).  
 
 
6. L’organisation de la Mas’ 
 
Ce chapitre vise à combler un manque d’études au sujet du management et de la création des 
costumes au sein des groupes de taille moyenne et grande de la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads.  
Il traite de l’impact des stylistes et des joueurs de la diaspora sur la Mas’ au niveau insulaire 
et propose une documentation sur la création de costumes et les débats entre les stylistes et 
les managers des groupes de carnaval.  
Il s’agit d’une tentative d’explorer, ce qui n’a pas encore été décrit en détail dans les études 
académiques existantes, ce qui a constitué le cœur de mon expérience de participation 
observante, lors de ma collaboration avec un groupe de carnaval. 
 
La diaspora et la Mas’ à Trinidad  
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Les Caraïbes possèdent la plus large communauté diasporique dans le monde par rapport au 
nombre d’habitants (Nurse 2004a). Trinidad a ainsi accueilli plusieurs vagues migratoires, 
dont la plus grande est arrivée au XXe siècle.  
La présence des USA à Trinidad remonte au XIXe siècle, lorsque des compagnies 
d’exploitation de pétrole et d’asphalte se sont implantées sur le territoire. Pendant la 
Deuxième Guerre mondiale, l’île est devenue une base de l’armée Américaine tout en restant 
une colonie anglaise. Au cours de cette période, de nombreux Trinidadiens afro-descendants 
poussés par un anticolonialisme anglais ont émigré vers les USA. Après l’indépendance, les 
migrants se sont principalement dirigés vers l’Angleterre, puis vers l’Amérique du Nord. 
Pendant les années 1980-1990, un autre flux migratoire a eu lieu vers les USA et le Canada, 
incluant cette fois des Trinidadiens indo-descendants à la recherche d’une ascension socio-
professionnelle.  
À la même époque, comme je l’ai déjà mentionné, la Mas’ est devenue un véritable business 
au niveau mondial. Les festivals des diasporas caribéennes anglophones ont adopté 
l’esthétique de la Mas’ trinidadienne (Nurse 1999). Les carnavals des pays d’outre-mer 
dépendent de leur collaboration avec le festival trinidadien pour la promotion, l’organisation 
et le déroulement de leurs évènements (Rogers 1990). 
Dans ce chapitre, j’utilise le terme de « traveling players », joueurs itinérants en français, 
emprunté à l’expression « traveling cultures » de Clifford (1992). Je nomme « traveling 
players » et « traveling masmen » les joueurs de la diaspora et les créateurs de costumes qui 
travaillent chaque année à la fois dans les festivals diasporiques et dans le carnaval de 
Trinidad. Pour Clifford, le mot « traveling » possède deux acceptions contradictoires : il est 
synonyme de tourisme et il peut aussi se référer à l’expérience de découverte et de 
transformation qui résulte des rencontres ayant lieu au cours du voyage. Il insiste sur la 
condition genrée et raciale de la littérature du voyage, où le « traveler » est le plus souvent un 
homme et blanc.  
Pour le même auteur (1994), les déplacements diasporiques ne concernent cependant pas 
l’acte de voyager ; le « traveling », qui est temporaire, désigne le lien formé par les personnes 
déplacées qui gardent ou inventent une connexion avec leur précédente « demeure » dans 
leurs nouveaux lieux de résidence.  
J’utilise donc le terme « traveling player » pour décrire les joueurs diasporiques qui 
fréquentent la Mas’ issus de la classe moyenne, de la première et de la deuxième génération, 
qui viennent à Trinidad avec un sentiment de sécurité et de privilège propre aux voyageurs. À 
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travers leurs visites annuelles, ils entretiennent un attachement à leurs racines caribéennes, en 
tant qu’émigrés, conjuguant vacances et visites familiales.  
 
Localement, les « traveling players » sont appelés visiteurs locaux. Ils fréquentent le carnaval 
de Trinidad chaque année, ainsi que d’autres carnavals diasporiques dispersés à travers le 
monde. Sur l’île, le terme de touristes est généralement attribué aux visiteurs dont le 
comportement et l’apparence sont identifiés comme étant manifestement étrangers.  
 
70% des visiteurs du carnaval présents dans la capitale de Trinidad proviennent de la 
diaspora ; ils représentent environ la moitié des joueurs des grands groupes de carnaval. Les 
30% restants sont généralement des touristes non diasporiques, invités par les « traveling 
players ». Le plus souvent, les joueurs diasporiques ne connaissent de la Mas’ que le style 
Bikini & Beads, que l’on rencontre dans les festivals diasporiques et les Big costumes.  
 
L’excès, qui est une des caractéristiques du carnaval, est accentué pour les visiteurs 
diasporiques du fait qu’ils viennent pendant leurs vacances : la Mas’ devient pour eux 
l’occasion de se connecter avec le pays natal de leur famille dans un cadre festif. La Mas’ 
représente donc une occasion de célébrer à la fois un lien familial et une fête nationale. C’est 
pour cette raison que les joueurs itinérants sont prêts à dépenser beaucoup pour acheter les 
costumes de carnaval et participer à la parade. Cette catégorie de participants est la principale 
« cible » des groupes de carnaval Bikini & Beads, qui se permettent donc d’augmenter chaque 
année les prix des costumes.  
 
Les stylistes de la Mas’ de Trinidad et ceux des carnavals diasporiques entretiennent aussi des 
relations transnationales. Au contraire des band leaders, c’est-à-dire les chefs de groupes qui 
vivent généralement dans la ville qui accueille la parade, les stylistes (et les masmen - cf. 
infra) sont des figures itinérantes, qui travaillent sur commande avec différents groupes de 
carnaval dans le monde entier.  
 
Une attitude duale envers les visiteurs  
 
Au cours des discussions publiques animées par les organisations culturelles privées et 
gouvernementales sur le management du carnaval, une dichotomie est apparue entre un 
discours progressiste néolibéral et un propos conservateur et protectionniste.  
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Le premier point de vue conçoit le carnaval comme une opportunité commerciale et 
concentre les débats sur les stratégies d’exportation des éléments du carnaval ; le second au 
contraire se base sur un discours patriotique et nationaliste, qui perçoit le tourisme comme la 
continuation d’une servitude post(néo)coloniale.  
Ainsi, les débats s’efforcent simultanément de maintenir une politique d’exportation, tout en 
s’attachant à protéger et à conserver la propriété du carnaval. 
 
Afin de favoriser l’exportation du carnaval, le Bikini & Beads s’est bâti une image 
paradisiaque pour présenter la pratique de la Pretty Mas’ comme une occasion d’évasion 
festive. Les groupes exploitent le fantasme d’un paradis fictif qui promet aux joueurs un 
cadre de divertissement hors du commun.  
Cette représentation idyllique ne s’adresse pas au touriste étranger mais aux Trinidadiens 
résidant sur l’île, ainsi qu’aux visiteurs issus de la diaspora. De cette façon, les Trinidadiens 
se représentent « eux/elles-mêmes » en suivant les préceptes des discussions postcoloniales 
sur la réappropriation de leur image, s’opposant ainsi à la représentation tendancieuse qui est 
faite d’eux par les étrangers (Pearce 2008 DOC).  
 
Toutefois, le fait de vendre en tant que « paradis » des lieux qui se sont développés avec un 
système colonial, évoque la condition d’exploitation et de servitude de la population locale 
par les colons étrangers, argument que la critique contemporaine protectionniste ne manque 
pas de mettre en avant.  
Les Trinidadiens résidant sur l’île en permanence peuvent difficilement assumer les coûts des 
services et des costumes, qui sont établis à partir d’une devise étrangère. Le management 
local, qui privilégie le marché international le plus avantageux, fait écho au système 
d’exploitation de l’époque coloniale. Ce sentiment d’exploitation, pour reprendre le terme 
employé par mes interlocuteurs, est perçu non seulement par les joueurs, mais également par 
certains producteurs de costumes. Cela s’explique par le fait que le style Bikini & Beads est 
facile à reproduire. De nombreux grands groupes commandent les prototypes de leurs 
costumes à l’étranger et ne créent sur place que les « headpieces », les coiffes des joueurs. La 
crainte des producteurs locaux est d’être remplacés par une main d’œuvre étrangère plus 
économique et plus rapide.  
Les joueurs locaux quant à eux redoutent d’être lésés par l’organisation locale, qui contribue 
à leur discrimination économique pour augmenter ses bénéfices.   
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Au cours des discussions sur la Mas’, j’ai constaté que même s’il était toujours question de ce 
sentiment d’exploitation évoquant l’époque coloniale, jamais n’a été mentionnée l’influence 
décisive de l’esthétique de la Mas’ trinidadienne sur les carnavals des autres pays caribéens, 
qui adoptent toujours ce modèle plutôt que leurs représentations locales.  
 
Préparation d’un groupe de carnaval  
 
Chaque groupe de taille moyenne et importante compte généralement trois figures centrales : 
celle du band leader, le chef de groupe, qui s’occupe du management général, des finances et 
des parrainages.  
Vient ensuite le section leader, qui est le manager d’une section des costumes (il pourrait 
aussi être un masman -cf. infra-). Lorsqu’un groupe devient volumineux, il arrive souvent que 
les section leaders qui le composent prennent la tête de nouveaux groupes dont ils deviennent 
des band leaders. Les section leaders sont associés aux band leaders pour toute la  saison du 
carnaval ; une fois l’évènement terminé, ils sont libres de travailler pour d’autres groupes. 
Enfin viennent les masmen, ou les créateurs des costumes. Aujourd’hui, ce terme désigne 
souvent les créateurs des Big costumes ou des costumes plus créatifs (cf. infra).  
 
Les mascamps, les Small costumes et les Big costumes 
 
Les mascamps sont les lieux de production des costumes. Ce sont des ateliers où les masmen 
et les stylistes produisent les tenues de carnaval. Le mascamp peut être aménagé dans la 
maison des masmen, dans l’arrière-cour, sous les porches, dans les garages.  
Pour les groupes de grande dimension, les mascamps sont souvent des locaux loués, 
regroupant les bureaux du marketing, les lieux de collecte des costumes ainsi que les lieux de 
présentation officielle des costumes avant le début de la saison du carnaval.  
 
Le processus de confection des Small costumes est le même dans tous les groupes, 
indépendamment de leur taille. Les tissus sont collés, cousus et assemblés par des ouvriers 
qui reproduisent les prototypes inventés par les stylistes.  
Ces derniers sont les créateurs des Small costumes, dont la production est similaire à celle 
d’une fabrication industrielle. Le sens de la collaboration familiale et communautaire propre 
aux groupes de carnaval est ici remplacé par des transactions commerciales. 
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Certains stylistes (et masmen) des Small et Big costumes collaborent aux niveaux national et 
transnational.  
 
Pendant mon expérience de participation à la création des Small et Big costumes au sein d’un 
groupe de carnaval implanté au centre de l’île, l’objectif de Masman F, qui était aussi le chef 
du groupe, était de participer aux compétitions régionales pour les Small costumes et de 
concourir au niveau national dans la capitale dans la catégorie des Big costumes.  
Comme je l’ai déjà mentionné, Masman F, avec lequel j’ai collaboré, est un « traveling 
masman ». Il concentre son activité dans la production de Big costumes et dédie la production 
des Small costumes à la population de sa communauté, en proposant le Bikini & Beads (dans 
une version économique) à la population qui ne peut se permettre sur le plan financier de 
jouer dans la capitale, mais qui souhaite malgré tout expérimenter cette forme carnavalesque.  
 
Il n’existe pas de formation institutionnalisée pour apprendre à devenir masman. C’est 
généralement un savoir-faire qui se transmet dans le cadre familial ou en fréquentant des amis 
impliqués dans la création de costumes. Pour créer les Big costumes, il importe de maîtriser 
la technique du pliage du métal et l’art du papier mâché.  
 
Dans le groupe qui m’a accueillie, les travailleurs étaient divisés en deux catégories dédiées 
aux Big costumes et aux Small costumes. 
À la différence des carnavals de la diaspora, où les travailleurs sont bénévoles, ceux de 
Trinidad sont salariés. Ceux avec lesquels j’ai collaboré étaient issus de la classe moyenne et 
ouvrière.  
 
Les ouvriers qui confectionnent les Small costumes ne sont pas spécialisés. Ils reproduisent 
mécaniquement les prototypes, sans emploi du temps spécifique.  
Au contraire, les travailleurs des Big costumes sont des spécialistes indépendants. Ils peuvent 
travailler de façon autonome et maîtrisent des compétences dans le domaine de la production. 
Ils sont embauchés individuellement par les band leaders et travaillent sur commande.  
En ce qui me concerne, j’ai commencé par collaborer avec les travailleurs des Small 
costumes puis j’ai progressivement été amenée à collaborer avec ceux des Big costumes.  
 
Ces derniers sont divisés en deux catégories : le Roi et la Reine. 
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Comme je l’ai expliqué plus haut, le concours de beauté Jaycees a été remplacé par une 
compétition de tenues de carnaval spécifiques, appelées Big costumes par les masmen. Il ne 
s’agit pas de chars mais de costumes très volumineux, dans lesquels les performeurs sont un 
élément à part entière. Le terme « big » est localement utilisé pour désigner les dimensions 
des costumes ; il exprime également leur aspect impressionnant ou spectaculaire (cf. Chapitre 
4). Ils sont exhibés lors du concours qui se tient pendant la nuit du Dimanche Gras sur la 
scène du Savannah, et servent pour ouvrir la parade de chaque groupe.  
Les performeurs (hommes et femmes) sont parfois des investisseurs particuliers ou des 
partenaires des investisseurs qui subventionnent les masmen.  
 
En raison de leurs dimensions et de leur poids, la majorité des Big costumes sont accrochés et 
déplacés sur des portants à roulettes. La relation entre le performeur ou la performeuse et son 
costume devrait être fusionnelle. En effet, chaque mouvement est réalisé pour interpréter et 
valoriser le costume et non la personne qui le porte. Le performeur et la performeuse 
devraient donc connaitre en détail les moindres propriétés cinétiques du costume qu’ils 
portent. En réalité, de plus en plus de joueurs s’entraînent sans leurs costumes et bien souvent 
ils n’en maitrisent pas le maniement au moment de la compétition. L’expérience de la 
performance des Big costumes sur scène est par conséquent plus répétitive qu’innovatrice, 
ces derniers étant jugés davantage sur leur esthétique que sur la performance dans son entier.  
Les Big costumes, comme les Small costumes, s’éloignent de la pratique de la performance 
en devenant un élément spectaculaire du show.   
 
La Mas’ et le leadership  
 
Pendant mes conversations avec les masmen, il est ressorti une sensation d’ennui, sur le plan 
esthétique, dû au manque de créativité propre à la forme du Bikini & Beads.   
Selon eux, le problème viendrait d’un manque de leadership parmi les masmen, qui attendent 
l’avènement d’une figure charismatique susceptible de bouleverser l’homogénéisation et le 
caractère commercial du Bikini & Beads.  
Cette théorie évoque le travail de l’économiste et intellectuel trinidadien Lloyd Best, qui a 
étudié la notion de « maximum leadership » (2001). Selon Best, ce concept perpétué par les 
pays postcoloniaux puiserait ses origines dans l’économie de plantation coloniale. Il serait 
une conséquence historique du remplacement du pouvoir colonialiste par l’administration 
actuelle appuyée par des élites locales ayant souvent reçu une éducation européenne. Le 
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« maximum leadership » illustre la concentration du pouvoir dans une seule personne. Ce 
pouvoir centré contraint le reste de la population à le suivre. Selon l’auteur, cette structure est 
reproduite dans la politique locale de Trinidad ainsi que dans les activités des citoyens. Cette 
théorie pourrait être appliquée à l’attente commune des masmen de l’arrivée d’un leader pour 
accéder au changement esthétique souhaité.  
Pour les masmen résidant à Trinidad, cette figure pourrait être incarnée par un représentant de 
la diaspora, qui aurait une connexion créative transnationale.   
 
Il est à souligner que les masmen cherchent à obtenir la reconnaissance non pas par leur 
visibilité, comme c’est le cas des joueurs, mais par la possibilité de remporter les 
compétitions du carnaval sur le plan local, régional, national et international.  
 
Des esthétiques de costumes diverses mais une seule condition 
 
Si elle est la plus visible, la forme de mascarade Bikini & Beads n’est pas la seule représentée 
dans la parade du Lundi et du Mardi (localement Carnival Monday et Carnival Tuesday). 
Même si les joueurs sont libres de prendre part au défilé sans être affiliés à un groupe de 
carnaval, donc sans être enregistrés officiellement, ils choisissent de payer le prix de 
l’appartenance à un groupe spécifique, afin d’obtenir une reconnaissance sociale et 
médiatique.  
 
Nombre de créateurs de costumes et de joueurs des générations plus âgées espèrent un 
changement vers une esthétique plus élaborée.  
Je prends l’exemple d’un groupe qui propose des costumes traditionnels pour représenter une 
vision du carnaval qui diffère complètement de celle des bikinis.  
Dans ce groupe, bien que les costumes recouvrent complètement les corps des joueurs, 
s’exprime le même besoin de reconnaissance médiatique et publique, indissociable de la 
notion de spectacle.  
 
La différence majeure entre les groupes aux costumes couvrant le corps tout entier et ceux en 
bikinis est la provenance de leurs joueurs.  
Dans les groupes de mascarade traditionnelle, les joueurs sont souvent des Trinidadiens 
résidant sur l’île, tandis que dans le Bikini & Beads, ils viennent de la diaspora. Même si, à la 
fin de mon terrain de recherche, j’ai entendu plusieurs « traveling players » désireux de 
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découvrir d’autres formes de Mas’, la tendance qui domine est encore celle de l’esthétique en 
bikini.  
 
Je conclus le chapitre en indiquant qu’il existe une divergence entre la forme Bikini & Beads 
performée localement et au niveau transnational, et un désir récent de diversification 
esthétique des costumes. 
Le Bikini & Beads génère d’importants profits économiques qui impactent le management 
des carnavals, rendant difficile le maintien de l’équilibre entre la marchandisation de la 
performance et sa standardisation.   
J’affirme que ces éléments, même s’ils provoquent une certaine frustration chez les masmen, 
sont nécessaires pour formater et reproduire la Mas’ à travers le monde. La forme Bikini & 
Beads, dotée d’une esthétique homogénéisée, est identifiable et reproductible au niveau 
international, ce qui favorise l’exportation des carnavals au sein de la diaspora et ailleurs. 
Au contraire, la créativité qui intéresse les masmen concerne l’originalité et l’imprévisibilité 
des costumes, qui rendraient chacun d’eux ainsi que chaque performance unique et différent à 
la fois, à l’image de chaque participant.  
Ce changement d’esthétique des costumes remettrait en cause la possibilité d’établir un 
modèle fixe et spectaculaire qui pourrait être copié, promu et vendu partout dans le monde. 
  
Conclusion  
 
Ce dernier chapitre traite du management de la Mas’, de l’organisation du travail au sein d’un 
groupe de carnaval et de la création des costumes.  
 
J’ai abordé le débat local qui a lieu chaque année au moment du carnaval entre les créateurs 
de costumes, les chefs de groupes et de sections, auquel prennent aussi part les joueurs les 
plus passionnés, qui observent l’évolution de la Mas’ et participent activement aux 
discussions publiques animées par des organisations culturelles privées et gouvernementales.  
 
D’autre part, j’ai étudié la contribution des joueurs et des créateurs de costumes de la 
diaspora trinidadienne, qui font chaque année le voyage jusqu’à Trinidad pour participer au 
carnaval. J’ai montré que parmi les participants la moitié des joueurs des groupes de Bikini & 
Beads de la capitale venait des diasporas, ouvrant ainsi le débat sur l’organisation de la Mas’ 
du niveau national au niveau transnational.  
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J’ai continué en décrivant ma participation à la production des Small costumes au format 
bikini, et celle des Big costumes montés sur roulettes. Tout en m’appuyant sur mon 
expérience de participation observante, j’ai expliqué l’élaboration spécifique de ces derniers 
et leur performance sur scène.  
 
Enfin, j’ai évoqué les débats entre stylistes et managers de groupes à propos du changement 
espéré en termes d’innovation artistique et créative face à la monopolisation de la version 
Bikini & Beads. Pour conclure, en décrivant une proposition d’esthétique de la mascarade 
différente, j’affirme qu’au-delà de la diversité des costumes, la dynamique de dépendance 
entre les joueurs et leur désir de visibilité reste inchangée.  
 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
La thèse et ce résumé analysent les quatre grands axes présentés ci-dessous. 
 
« To play Mas’ », « to play yuhself » à travers la pratique de la mascarade 
 
La Mas’ sous toutes ses formes se réfère à l’acte de raconter une histoire par la représentation 
et la performance des joueurs à travers leurs costumes. La Pretty Mas’ est déterminée par 
l’adjectif « pretty », joli. La condition de représenter la beauté, ou d’être joli pendant la 
parade, est une priorité de cette forme de mascarade.  
Aux débuts de la Pretty Mas’, les joueurs interprétaient des personnages héroïques inspirés de 
films. Peu à peu, le corps des joueurs a remplacé les costumes, imposant alors un nouveau 
critère de beauté notamment assimilé aux émotions des joueurs et à leur corps.  
À partir des années 1980, la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads, est fréquentée par une majorité de 
femmes de la classe moyenne.  
J’ai analysé la déclaration des joueurs de la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads de vouloir « se jouer 
eux/elles-mêmes » plutôt qu’un personnage. Cette expression est apparue dans les années 
1980, inventée par les joueuses du carnaval, qui affirment pendant le défilé leur refus de toute 
répression familiale ou relationnelle par leur participation à la Mas’. À travers leur gain 
d’autonomie économique, les femmes de la classe moyenne ont commencé à « se jouer elles-
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mêmes » avec de plus en plus d’assurance, particulièrement face aux médias, exprimant ainsi 
une forme d’auto-affirmation publique.  
Une décennie plus tard, dans les années 1990, la même expression a été reprise par les jeunes 
performeurs des deux sexes, devenus les protagonistes de la forme Bikini & Beads jusqu’à 
aujourd’hui.  
À travers cette expression, ils affirment le désir de se jouer eux/elles-mêmes en tant que 
personnages autoréférentiels, qui perpétuent l’attitude héroïque d’insoumission propre à 
l’histoire de la Mas’.  
L’expression « to play yuhself » définit donc la représentation que les joueurs déterminent 
eux-mêmes et décident d’interpréter.  
Cette volonté déclarée de devenir les auteurs de leurs propres représentations 
autoréférentielles est liée à une autre expression : « to play the Jamette behaviour », laquelle 
décrit le comportement rebelle que les joueuses et autres participants défavorisés interprètent 
volontairement pour faire face aux discriminations. Dans le contexte du festival, cette attitude 
traduit la détermination de chacun des participants d’être l’auteur de ses propres 
représentations, sans suivre les thématiques imposées par les groupes de carnaval.   
De plus, « to play yuhself » permet une liberté d’interprétation basée sur la seule volonté des 
joueurs, devenus les créateurs de leurs histoires et les objets de leurs représentations. 
J’affirme que « to play yuhself » est un exercice d’auto-invention.  
Les grands groupes de carnaval portent des costumes similaires ; sans différence visible de 
l’esthétique ou de la qualité des tissus, la compétition entre joueurs se détache des 
affrontements entre groupes pour se situer au niveau de l’accès individuel à la visibilité.  
Lorsque les joueurs se jouent eux/elles-mêmes, la Mas’ est une célébration collective où les 
participants se permettent d’exprimer une histoire individuelle, qu’ils montrent au public.  
 
« To play yuhself » à travers le corps 
 
Les joueurs interprètent aussi leurs histoires en prenant part au défilé dansant. La danse qui 
est interprétée pendant la parade, nommée winin’, dérive du « Jamette behavior » utilisé par 
les joueuses pour affirmer leur refus de se soumettre à toute forme d’autorité extérieure.  
Cette danse du winin’ procure un sentiment d’auto-affirmation et de libération. 
Elle est utilisée spécifiquement par les joueuses pour s’octroyer un espace et s’exhiber 
comme un spectacle. Cette danse permet d’exprimer l’affirmation d’un espace de 
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performance. Cette auto-affirmation est directement liée à l’acte de « play yuhself » et à la 
présence des médias qui diffusent les représentations.  
 
Dans la mesure où la parade est « monopolisée » par les joueuses, les hommes adoptent peu à 
peu une position de public voyeuriste, susceptible de réduire la revendication féminine à un 
spectacle créé pour être regardé.  
Dans la pratique de la Mas’ contemporaine, la relation entre la recherche de visibilité et 
l’affirmation des joueuses devient ambiguë en termes de représentation : il en résulte 
simultanément de l’auto-affirmation et de l’objectivation.  
Jouer la Mas’ est pour les joueurs un moyen de se fabriquer une représentation spectaculaire 
à travers la corporalité. Prendre part au défilé dansant est une façon de raconter une histoire 
sur soi-même à travers le corps exposé.  
La volonté d’auto-affirmation revendiquée par les joueurs ne dépend pas seulement de l’acte 
de participer à la Mas’, mais aussi de la représentation visuelle des participants et de leur 
reconnaissance par un public.  
Là encore, la quête de visibilité modifie la façon de jouer la Mas’, à savoir de « se jouer soi-
même » pendant la parade.  
 
Montrer la Mas’ et « Yuhself » 
 
Les costumes du carnaval ont progressivement été remplacés par le corps des joueurs. Dans 
cette évolution, le joueur en tant qu’individu n’est pas détaché du personnage qu’il veut 
représenter, il continue de l’interpréter au quotidien. 
Les joueurs de la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads, ont transposé la mascarade à un spectacle 
qu’ils voudraient incorporer.   
La Mas’, depuis qu’elle s’est établie historiquement comme une forme de rébellion, est 
devenue aujourd’hui une forme de spectacle.  
À partir du moment où les carnavals ont été filmés et montrés à la télévision, les joueurs 
pendant les défilés ont cherché à se distinguer.  
Pour la forme Bikini & Beads, les médias sont plus nombreux que le public des défilés, 
permettant ainsi une spectacularisation maximale des joueurs à travers leur visibilité. La Mas’ 
peut donc être décrite comme une plateforme de visibilité.  
De plus, la Mas’ permet l’autoreprésentation des joueurs, qui ne racontent et montrent   que 
ce qu’ils veulent jouer.  
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La volonté d’auto-affirmation des joueuses qui déclarent publiquement se « jouer elles-
mêmes » est un exercice de liberté et de création de leurs propres histoires et représentations. 
Cette intention est paradoxalement liée à la possible objectivation résultant de l’exhibition 
des corps des joueurs.  
La visibilité des joueurs et des costumes peut devenir un outil de contrôle de leur image par 
les joueurs, mais elle peut aussi entraîner leur objectivation lorsqu’elle est utilisée par les 
représentations du marketing.  
 
Le management de la Pretty Mas’, Bikini & Beads et de ses Big costumes 
 
Le carnaval et ses mascarades sous toutes leurs formes ont été adoptés comme une expression 
d’unité nationale. Des institutions semi-autonomes ont institutionnalisé le carnaval de 
Trinidad comme l’image de la nation à diffuser à travers le monde.  
La circulation transnationale des joueurs de la diaspora et des créateurs de costumes modifie 
l’organisation et la performance du carnaval sur l’île.  
La moitié des joueurs des groupes du Bikini & Beads dans la capitale viennent de la diaspora. 
Ceux-ci voient l’évènement du carnaval comme une opportunité de concilier vacances et 
découverte du pays de leur famille. Ils connaissent et pratiquent la forme Bikini & Beads, car 
c’est celle qui est présentée et vendue comme l’esthétique nationale de Trinidad. 
Les groupes de Bikini & Beads établissent les prix de leurs costumes sur la base du taux de 
change des devises des clients de la diaspora, qui est plus avantageux mais qui défavorise une 
partie de la population trinidadienne vivant en permanence sur l’île. 
Cette forme de mascarade vante l’image d’un paradis fictif, qui attire les résidents en quête 
d’évasion et apporte un important prestige économique, tout en promouvant une marque 
nationale appropriée pour les joueurs de la diaspora.  
 
J’ai consacré une partie de ce chapitre à la description et à l’analyse de la structure des 
groupes de Bikini & Beads, ainsi qu’à la confection des Small et des Big costumes.  
L’organisation des Small costumes est la même dans tous les groupes de carnaval, quels que 
soient leurs dimensions et leur budget. Les Small costumes peuvent être produits à Trinidad 
ou à l’étranger où ils sont moins chers, tandis que les Big costumes doivent être réalisés sur 
place.  
L’évolution des costumes et de la performance des joueurs est directement liée aux médias 
qui les traitent comme un élément du spectacle.  
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Les résultats de mon étude montrent que dans les deux catégories de costumes, la recherche 
de visibilité transforme la performance carnavalesque en spectacle. De plus, ce changement 
n’est pas propre à la version Bikini & Beads, il concerne aussi d’autres esthétiques de la 
mascarade.  
 
La forme Bikini & Beads est considérée comme le modèle national dans le monde entier. Il 
s’agit d’une esthétique simple, facile à reproduire et à commercialiser dans les festivals de la 
diaspora. Ces derniers ont lieu tout au long de l’année, prolongeant ainsi la production des 
costumes et la pratique du carnaval. 
La Mas’ Bikini & Beads et sa propension à spectaculariser sa performance pourrait être un 
moyen d’établir une esthétique formatée, facilement identifiée comme une marque sur la 
scène internationale.  
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Glossary  
 
Calypso tents: Locations where calypsonians (singers of calypso music) compete. 
Panorama competition: Steelband competition.  
POS: Capital of the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago, Port-of-Spain. 
Savannah Stage: The most important stage of the parade’s route in POS. 
Stick fighting: Martial art included in carnival institutionalization. 
Soca music contests: Soca Monarch music contests can be divided into two categories: power 
soca, with a fast tempo, and groovy soca, with a slower one. In addition, there is 
another carnival music contest dedicated to chutney soca music. 
Mas’: Local abbreviation of ‘masquerade’. 
Mascamp: The workshop of each carnival group where costumes are designed and created. 
Masmen: Masquerade designers.  
To play Mas’: Local expression that means to take part in the masquerade.  
Player: Participant in Mas’. 
Big costumes: In technical Mas’ design jargon, big costumes are giant carnival costumes, and 
are usually located on wheels due to their dimensions and weight. They are the King 
and Queen of each carnival band; they compete at the King and Queen competition 
each year before the parade. 
Small costumes: Mas’ design jargon used by the masmen in order to identify the smaller 
costumes of the individual players in the band. These are divided into different 
categories according to their design complexity.  
Headpiece: Part of the small costume worn on the head. In the Bikini and Beads style, it is 
usually the most elaborate element. 
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Backpack: Part of the small costume worn like a backpack, usually by frontline players in 
bands or by players of individual costumes.  
Individual costumes: Mas’ design jargon used to define costumes with no relation to the 
sections, just to the main theme of the band. Usually, these are more complex 
costumes made by independent designers.  
Bikini and Beads: The most frequently seen aesthetic of Mas’, where players wear two-piece 
costumes similar to bikini swimsuits.  
Carnival bands: Groups of the masquerade. These are categorized by the number of their 
participants (NCBA 2015). Large band: over 601 players. Medium band: 251-600 
players. Small band: 51-250 players. Mini bands: 11-50 players.   
Bandleaders: Managers of the carnival bands. 
Sections: The large carnival bands are divided into parts called “sections”, which are 
differentiated by the color and design of their small costumes.  
Section-leader: Leader or director of a section of the large carnival bands.  
Frontline and backline: The front and back lines of masqueraders in a carnival band. 
Fetes: Carnival parties which run for 24 hours and start several weeks before Ash Wednesday. 
NCC: National Carnival Committee. 
NCBA: National Carnival Band Association. 
Last Lap: Final hours of carnival on Shrove Tuesday after the parade.  
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Chapter 1:  
Introduction 
 
 
1. How did I get here?  
 
My first West Indian carnival parade was in Notting Hill, London, UK, in 2009.  
I remember sitting on top of one of the columns that typically stand in front of the terraced 
houses of the Notting Hill area watching the parade. I remember I was intrigued by the way 
the players were dancing, their parodic dynamics between genders and the role of the small 
bikini costumes that, despite their similarities to the Carioca carnival in Brazil, are performed 
very differently. I was fascinated by the variety of women’s body shapes highlighted by their 
minimal carnival costumes, worn with pride and enjoyment. I was chatting with various 
members of the West Indian audience about the parade and with players who were having a 
break, when a lady I did not know said a phrase that struck me very forcefully and directed 
my future interest toward the topic of the MA I embarked on a few years later. She told me: 
“Sweetie?! If you do want to understand this [indicating the Notting Hill carnival] you have 
to go to Trinidad. You have to see the mother of all carnivals!”.  She referred to the Trinidad 
carnival as the mother of the West Indian festivals that take place all over the world. 
According to her, I could not understand “the children of carnival” of the West Indian 
Diaspora, as she called them, if I had not experienced their “mother”.  
This was the starting point for my interest in the carnival event on the island of Trinidad 
which formed the basis of my MA research in Anthropology in 2012.  
 
In continuing my studies to the doctorate program, I embarked on a somewhat twisted path to 
reach Trinidad again following my very first period of field research for the master's.  
I learnt from my initial experience in the field what to avoid in order to carry out research 
into carnival in Trinidad. As a young, female, white European foreigner, during my MA 
fieldwork I quickly realized that discussions about carnival and its management were 
welcomed if they related to superficial and nationalist topics, but that on the contrary, they 
were avoided by the most of the interlocutors when the questions became more detailed. 
Without openly refusing to meet, the interlocutors often deliberately delayed, postponed or 
canceled our meetings at the very last moment. Although I succeeded in obtaining enough 
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data for my master's, I understood that this approach would not work for the field research 
needed to complete a doctorate.  
After listening to the Trinidadian modern calypso group Kobo Town’s song about 
Trinidadian emigration:  
 
Half of the houses on the street are empty  
All gone away to the land of plenty […] 
Rosie runs a roti shack in Piccadilly  
Ramsingh driving a taxi in New York City 
Joe has a bar in downtown Chicago 
And I am here in Toronto […]              
 
 (Kobo Town, Half of the Houses, 2013) 
 
I decided to use the summer months of vacation in 2013 to go to Toronto, Canada, where the 
West Indian Diaspora carnival called Caribana takes place. Caribana is modeled after the 
carnival in Trinidad and as such, it attempts to recreate its atmosphere (Chmélova 2006). It is 
known as one of the most similar Diaspora events to the carnival on Trinidad island. I went 
there in order to improve my command of the language (as an Italian who lives in France, 
English was not a language that I used every day) and to study the copious visual and written 
archives about Trinidad that are available; at the same time, I decided to contact the carnival 
groups who were playing at the West Indian parade in order to carry out some interviews 
about the management of the carnival and the creation of the costumes. 
It was during these meetings that I discovered that in the West Indian diasporic locations, 
most of the carnival designers are Trinidadians, and that a lot of them live and work between 
Diaspora cities all over the world and Trinidad, creating carnival costumes seasonally. During 
one meeting with a band that allowed me to speak with its members before the parade, I 
asked to have a discussion with one of the designers of the most prestigious carnival 
costumes. He agreed, but then was a few hours late, without telling me if it was possible to 
postpone the discussion. As had happened during my experience in Trinidad one year before, 
I had the impression that he was procrastinating indirectly about our meeting in the hope I 
would give up. On the contrary, that day I waited for him at the carnival workshop where the 
costumes were produced and, after asking permission to help the other volunteer workers, I 
started to glue and attach parts of the carnival costumes with the rest of the team. That day 
the designer did not show up. Over the following days, I came back to the atelier, waiting for 
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the designer and continuing to help in the construction of the costumes. Talking to the leader 
of that carnival group I offered to use my training in photo documentary to create a portfolio 
about the process of construction of the carnival costumes and about the parade. He agreed, 
giving me direct access to the parade, belonging as a volunteer to the team that was taking 
care of the music and the players. In the subsequent meeting after the end of the parade I 
showed my photos to the organizers of the band, giving them the files, and the same costume 
designer who had “forgotten” our meeting asked me to help him with another small West 
Indian festival in Ontario state that was taking place a week later. I accepted and from that 
moment we began a friendship and a mutual collaboration, where I was learning and 
discussing about carnival with him and his colleagues, giving him back my photographs 
about the work he was doing, as I did previously with the Toronto carnival group.  
This costume designer too works seasonally, half the year for the Diaspora carnivals and the 
other half for the Trinidadian one.  
 
That long delay was the start of my field research in the participant observation methodology 
that allowed me to participate in the making of carnival costumes and introduce myself into 
the management of a carnival band. When I landed in Trinidad a few months after that West 
Indian/Canadian experience, I met up with the same costume designer, and we continued our 
collaboration. I was allowed to take part in the discussions of the costume designers and the 
organizers, extending my relationship with the managers and the participants in the carnival.  
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Photo 1: Two collaborators and myself creating carnival costumes in Trinidad in a carnival atelier, 2014. 
 
Despite the fact that I started my participation in the construction of carnival costumes in the 
festivals of Trinidad’s Diaspora, my doctoral research is focused on the carnival event on the 
island of Trinidad. 
The carnival I am focusing on in this thesis is the most popular form of masquerade of 
Trinidad’s parade, which is also the model followed by the carnival Diaspora festivals. This 
carnival model is called Bikini and Beads by the carnival groups’ managers because the 
players wear beaded bikinis.  
 
 
2. Historical context and population  
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Photo 2: Trinidad and Tobago map, Dudley 2004: 7. 
 
2.1 History and geography  
 
Trinidad and Tobago is a twin island country with about 1.3 million habitants. It gained 
independence from the British colonial empire in 1962. Trinidad consists of about 5000 Km2, 
and is situated in the south of the Caribbean archipelago. Its east coast is just 15 km from the 
coast of Venezuela. Tobago is much smaller, at about 300 Km2, and is located in the 
Caribbean to the north east of Trinidad.  
 
The island of Trinidad and its indigenous population of Tainos and Arawaks were discovered 
by Columbus in 1498. It remained a Spanish and Catholic possession for almost 300 years 
until it was occupied by the British from 1797 onward. Before the colonial power changed, in 
1783 the Spanish Crown issued the Cedula of Population which opened the borders to the 
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French plantocracy2 (who came from the French Antilles territories), to settle in the country 
mainly for the production of cocoa and sugar. The plan was to transfer as many Catholic 
planters as possible with their African enslaved (Hill 1997) to the country. In this historical 
period, the French planters formed an aristocratic elite population that controlled the 
economic base of the island (Besson 2010). The French settlements were maintained even 
when Trinidad became formally a British colony. The presence of multiple imperial forces in 
Trinidad does not end with the post-emancipation period of colonization (at the beginning of 
the XIX century), when the English and French plantocracies cohabited and competed for 
hegemony in the same country; from the end of the same century, the USA settled on the 
island with oil and asphalt companies and army bases, while Trinidad remained under the 
British colonial authority.  
 
The island of Tobago had a different colonial history, joining Trinidad under the British 
Crown Colony in 1888 (Brereton 2007).  
Until the XVIII century the island changed colonial hands so often that it was described as a 
"no man’s land" (Franco H. 2010: 299). England, France and Holland were the main formal 
colonizers of the territory of Tobago.  
Trinidadians and Tobagonians belong to the same country despite the general social hostility 
between the islanders. Even during my presence in the field in Trinidad, between 2013-2015, 
Tobagonians I met confided in me that they feel uninvolved with political and social 
discussions which, in their view, focus mainly on the island of Trinidad. Trinidad's wealth 
depends mainly on gas and oil, where the major exporting partner is USA, whereas Tobago's 
income comes mainly from tourism. I heard many times the nickname of Trinidad as “the Big 
Apple of the Caribbean”, translating the hectic life that Americans live in New York City to 
the West Indian island, whereas Tobago is appreciated by Trinidadians for the more 
stereotypical “laid back” atmosphere and coastal beauty. Although both Trinidadians and 
Tobagonians move from one island to the other for job opportunities, usually Trinidadians 
regard Tobago mainly as a vacation destination.  
                                                        
2 The term plantocracy refers to a ruling class formed of plantation owners. The plantation society is a system 
formed during the period of slavery and extended with the indentureship based on intensive agricultural 
production which used coerced and semi-coerced labor. It is a form of labor organization, an economic system, 
a migration settlement and a political institution with an authoritarian structure controlled by capital (Thompson 
E. 1935; Williams [1944] 2005). The plantation owners had the monopoly of violence, exerting control over the 
people who inhabited the plantations and tending to use racial and ethnic criteria in order to distinguish owners 
from workers (Thompson E. 1935; Trouillot 2013; Bonniol 2011). The plantation is at the base of a model of 
economy that encompasses colonial history up to contemporary societies (Best 1968; Sudama 1979).  
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Tobago does not embrace the carnival festivity, despite the recent surge in interest for 
tourism purposes. Trinidadians who do not appreciate carnival usually go to spend carnival 
week in Tobago or at the extreme eastern side of the island of Trinidad in towns like Toco, or 
Grand Riviere, where many of them have second homes.  
 
2.2 Political narratives  
 
I will summarize here very generally the political narratives embraced by the country and 
briefly describe its demography in order to better understand the further analysis of the 
contemporary masquerade in the remainder of the thesis. In the following chapters I will give 
more detailed explanations of salient socio-historical events related to the development of 
carnival, its performance and the representation of masquerade.  
 
The Trinidadian historian Bridget Brereton (2007) listed four different national narratives 
adopted politically by Trinidad from colonial times until today. According to the author, 
nationalism in Trinidad was founded on national narratives at their time based on ethnic, 
racial and regional origins; moreover, each of these narratives adopts specific local festivities, 
carnival included, into its political propaganda.  
 
- The colonial narrative-s  
As I previously noted, the island of Trinidad had two main colonial presences: the French and 
the British. Despite the fact that Trinidad was never formally a French colony, unlike Tobago 
(which was under the French colonial legacy for 12 years at the end of the XVIII century), 
the French settlers established the slave trade in Trinidad. The hegemonic tensions between 
these two imperialist presences in the same country were the object of political contention 
until the XIX century. This dual presence provokes a complex colonial history composed of 
enmities between the two European powers, and the relation between their English and 
French patois-speaking laborers. As I will describe later in the thesis, the slave trade and 
enslavement were abolished in 1834-1838 and forced labor was replaced by indentured labor 
from India which was maintained from 1837 to 1917 (Hill 1997).   
- The Afro-Creole narrative 
From the beginning of the XX century, the Pan-Africanism movement was active in the 
country (Aching 2002). The white population from the colonial elites was demonized and 
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pushed to the margins of society by the anti-colonial and pro-independence party PNM, 
People's National Movement, which gained Independence (1962) (De Verteuil 2003 DOC; 
Scher 2003). The economic elites consisting of the ex-colonizers were progressively replaced 
by new entrepreneurs of Syrian, Lebanese, Chinese and Indian origin (Brereton 2007). The 
narrative instituted from Independence was intended to unify the different ancestries of the 
population under a decolonial approach. However, as I will detail later on, despite this 
original plan of unity the political narrative focused mainly on Afro-descent Trinidadians 
who formed the majority of the supporters of the PNM.  
- The Afrocentric narrative and the Indo Trinidadian narrative  
About ten years after Independence, there was a general sense of dissatisfaction with the 
ruling powers. In the 1970s, with the Black Power movement active in the country, the 
Afrocentric narrative was created. Even though Trinidad does not have a significant history 
of marronage and violent slave rebellion, this political narrative, which is still held today by 
some scholars of the country as well as some activists, took the experience of slavery as the 
basis for the formative experience of nationhood.  
In parallel, an Indo-descent political narrative came into being in the same period. At the end 
of the 1980s, with the election of the first Hindu Trinidadian Prime Minister under the UNC 
(United National Congress) party, a counter narrative started that officially included the East 
Indian population into the national political narrative. 
 
The political legacies in Trinidad have generally alternated between the Afro-Creole and the 
Indo-descent narratives and their related political parties.  
When I was in the field for my doctorate research, Kamla Persad-Bissesar of the Indo-descent 
party UNC was Prime Minister. Her mandate came to an end during the final period of my 
field research in 2015, and the elections brought a political change with the Creole PNM 
party coming to power, with Keith Rowley as Prime Minister. 
The various political narratives were defended by all the interlocutors I met. Carnival is a 
national and politicized event, therefore political positionalities were declared directly or 
indirectly through comments and criticisms by the personalities involved in the management 
of carnival. While I was conducting my fieldwork, all the interlocutors generally tended to 
contextualize their comments and arguments by privileging one of the post-independence 
narratives, which was supported by their ethnic sense of belonging or their political opinions; 
however, most of them were aware of the general corruption that overcomes all parties, 
criticizing them for it. 
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2.3 Demography, religion and income levels 
 
The heterogeneity of the population is extremely peculiar to the island of Trinidad. The island 
of Tobago is composed mainly of people of Afro-descent, historically mainly from the slave 
trades (Franco H. 2010), who are generally either Roman Catholic or Protestant. In Trinidad, 
however, due to multiple colonial trades, the consequent indentured labor from India, and 
early immigrations from Venezuela, from China and Hong Kong that date back to the XIX 
century, the population has a varied and plural religious lineage. The waves of immigration 
continued in the XX century from Portugal, mainly from Madeira, from the Middle East, and 
from the African continent. The more recent immigration today, and during my presence in 
the field, is mainly from the other English-speaking Caribbean countries, as well as from 
China, the Philippines, Venezuela and Guyana.  
The Cuban novelist Antonio Benítez-Rojo calls the Caribbean population “People of the sea” 
(2001: 28). This term refers explicitly to the population of the Caribbean as having a 
polyrhythmic oneness that claims to overcome the focus on the separate geographical and 
ethnic origins of its citizens. Trinidadians too use the expression “People of the sea” to refer 
to the population of the island that includes European origins along with that of the Middle 
Passage (from the slave trade coming from the African continent) together with the Kala Pani 
origins (literally from the Hindi “dark waters”, identifying the East Indian population from 
indentured labor from India) and the other multiple immigrations.  
Today, the Trinidadian population is made up (CENSUS 2010) of about 38% of people of 
African descent and 39% East Indian, while about 20% of the population is categorized as 
mixed, including the 1% white population and 1% Chinese and including the category of 
“other” which refers to people of Middle Eastern origin. In addition, the island retains a small 
percentage of indigenous population, locally called First People.  
 
Although carnival is a festivity based on the Roman Catholic festival, as a national event it is 
frequented by followers of different religions. I have met carnival players of faiths ranging 
from Roman Catholicism, Hinduism and Islam to Orisha and Buddhist beliefs. Other 
religious groups such as Baptists, Protestants, Jews and Ethiopian Orthodox are also present 
in the country. 
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Finally, the 2010 Census, taken before the recent economic recession, shows that 21% of the 
population earn between US$ 400-900 per month, 22% between US$ 900-1500 and about 
20% earn more than US$ 1500 (CENSUS 2010: 89). 40% of the data is unknown. 
 
 
3. Situating the theoretical frame 
 
As I have already mentioned, since Independence the country of Trinidad has embarked on a 
political engagement with a decolonizing effort. During my fieldwork I encountered three 
different approaches supported by my interlocutors. The first sustains an anticolonial and 
decolonial3 rhetoric while being aware of the limits of the postcolonial critics. The second 
espouses this as an approach against historical dominations with, however, a tendency to 
obscure ascendancy on specific economic and social issues of the country under a generalized 
“ancestral agonies” rhetoric (Brerenton 2007: 189). This approach tends, under a sense of 
solidarity, to essentialize historical subalternities attending a sense of authority and leadership 
that aspires to a position of power (Giglioli 2014). The third approach, on the contrary, is 
completely unaware of any postcolonial or feminist narrative. There was, then, a chaotic 
alternation between equitable dialogism, xenophoby and xenophily. 
 
“I often have many criticisms with foreigners who write about local culture, the culture that I 
grew up in and with, and know and experience so intimately. I am an advocate for ‘we must 
write our own stories’,” wrote a friend in a digital exchange we had in 2016. What emerges 
from these words is not just the local fear of being misunderstood and misquoted by a foreign 
researcher; rather it is a claim of historical legitimacy and authority to be assigned to local 
researchers. When I was in the field, many of the interlocutors held this theory, emphasizing 
a dichotomy between local and foreign researchers, animating an ambiguous and polyvalent 
attitude where the exchanges between these two categories were verbally wished for but in 
practice challenged.  
 
                                                        
3 The term anticolonial refers to a reaction to subjugation by the colonizers; the second term indicates the shift 
of state sovereignty demanding the end of colonial relationships. This latter term was created with the French 
colonial relations in reference to Algeria in the XIX century (this topic is detailed by Shepard 2006). The 
concept of decolonization involves wider concepts of independence, transfer of power and a whole narrative of 
progress and national self-determination. It refers to a resistance to colonial rules by anti-colonial movements 
that reads colonization in a top-down interpretation (Cooper F.1996). 
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Postcolonialism is, according to Robert Young (1998: 4), an interdisciplinary political, 
theoretical, historical academic work for studies grounded in the historical context of 
colonialism. In the name of resistance against forms of oppressive power, it functions as a 
political agency (Young R. 2003). However, in the field, some of the interlocutors who 
espoused the theories of postcolonialism tended to essentialize the simplistic separation 
between what is and was historically conceived as dominant and dominated, confining the 
“West” as the matrix of domination and the “non-West” as the essentialization of subalternity 
(Bancel 2012; Sibeud 2004/5). Moreover, I had the impression, based on the comments of 
some interlocutors, that the perceived danger of a foreigner's gaze is not just about the risk of 
misunderstandings of the local issues but could imply the possibility of being exposed to 
criticism that might be perceived as unpatriotic by some of the islanders.  
 
Faced with provocative comments where I could have been criticized for appropriation in 
doing research on a postcolonized location, I fortunately found legitimacy for my presence as 
a foreign researcher in The Post-Colonial Critic by Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (1990). The 
author is against the marginalization of a researcher because of his/her chromaticism, and 
genitalism which bases the legitimacy of talking on skin color and sex. She argues that, in 
order to emerge from an a priori paradigm of domination, the researcher has to question 
her/his postionality as if it was the investigated subject, affirming that following this process 
the researcher has “earned” (1990: 62) the right to criticize, and to be heard.  
 
During my fieldwork, I therefore chose to study postcolonial thought, local narratives and 
literature in order to be able to get into a deep local discussion when trying to enable a 
dialogue about topics, lives and experiences of carnival, instead of simply receiving the 
already established and institutionalized information about it. As a foreign researcher who 
comes from a European country I decided to base my studies on the postcolonial critiques. 
Moreover, I use the theories of Performance Studies in order to analyze the spectacular 
modes of the masquerade, and as a feminist myself, I use Gender Studies critiques in order to 
research the role of the players who are, for the Bikini and Beads Mas’, mostly women. 
 
I see my research as based on a situated knowledge (Haraway 1988). Postcolonial studies and 
feminism criticize and question the elite’s historiographies, basing the research on situated 
knowledge and intersectionality (Collins 2000) between social relations of race, sex, and 
class. Donna Haraway (1988) went beyond the informants’ standpoint of Sandra Harding, 
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which insists on the shifting of positionality from that of the researcher to the standpoint of 
the interlocutors, stating that situated knowledge is the mediation through the relational 
postures between the two positions. Without subscribing to relativism or universalism, she 
argues that what is needed is a connection with different visions, each of them recognized as 
situated and partial.  
 
I propose in this thesis to show how the oppositional power-s in carnival are never clearly 
opposite and are in most cases juxtaposed, superposed, inverted, retroverted and combined. 
 
 
4. Carnival, what am I looking at? 
 
Carnival is a secular rite (Schechner 2002: 53), which takes place on the last two days before 
Ash Wednesday, the beginning of the period of Lent in the Roman Catholic calendar. 
Carnival historically derives from the fertile spring season and the winter festivities from 
ancient Celtic, Roman, Greek, Babylonian, Persian and Egyptian festivities (Kochtchouk 
2001; Fabre 1992). The term carnival etymologically comes from Latin, carnem levare, 
referring to abstinence from eating meat and from satisfying sexual appetites prescribed by 
the church authorities for the Lent period up to Easter. It is a festival of derision and inversion 
of gender and social hierarchy through its masquerade, before the religious observance.  
 
According to Mikhaïl Mikhailovich Bakhtin in his seminal work The Rabelais (1970), 
carnival, situated in Europe in the Middle Ages, was a festivity that inverted the official 
serious side related to the imagery of the church, emphasizing the underbelly where the main 
elements played out at the event were laughter, the lower status of the organicity of the body 
and the grotesque (Da Matta quoting Bakhtin, 1991: 86). Moreover, the author considers 
carnival as an expression of heteroglossia, multiplicity and heterogeneity where hierarchies, 
hegemonies and dominations are played with, adding new voices to the persisting social cores 
(Stam 1989). Carnival allows social creativity, sexual unions, collective membership and 
individualism all to be played together in the same festivity (Da Matta 1982-1983; 1991). It 
makes visible society’s paradoxes (ibid) and dramatizes social relations among citizens and 
their desires.  
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In Trinidad, the Eurocentric analysis of carnival’s form of inversion and heteroglossia is 
juxtaposed and integrated with the colonial and enslaved experience of the festivity that 
inscribes it as a ritual of ancestral African origins (Henry 2008, Konisbruggen 1997; 
Liverpool 1998) combining with the European one from the French plantocracy on the island 
(Hill 1997). The presence of the African origins to the festivity leads to the naming of the 
carnival masquerade in Trinidad as Mas’, from the abbreviation of the term masquerade (cf. 
Infra) (Liverpool 1998).  
 
Carnival in Trinidad was originally played by the French plantocracy; successively (cf. infra) 
it has been appropriated by the free people of color and by the enslaved. From this moment 
the masquerade became a space of subversion of social and political authorities (Spielmann F. 
2011) where the inversion of class and skin color alongside the derision of plantation life was 
provided through the masquerade. These original roots of inversion are still visible today in 
the Trinidadian Mas’ specifically with its traditional form of masquerades. However, 
according to the comments of the carnival costume designers I have met, the carnival 
subversion is ever more reduced due to the organization of carnival by the government which 
is not repressing the population (as in the colonial time) but attempting to control it. Some of 
them told me that paradoxically, in the few carnival seasons they decided to not to work, they 
preferred to visit the carnival in Grenada, where they could still see specific subversive and 
politically engaged characteristic of the masquerades which on the contrary, is increasingly 
rare in the carnival of the capital of Trinidad.  
 
The Bakhtinian role of carnival as a practice of subversion, of criticism of society and of 
explicit political derision or parody are enacted today by few small carnival groups in the 
capital and by some solitary masks that usually hold and parade with placards in the regional 
festivals. As I will detail in the course of the thesis, the carnival forms and music genres to 
protest are more related to the old generation of calypso music and performed by a few small 
carnival bands usually that do not apply for official carnival registrations. I will explain in the 
course of this research how, since the 1990s, the most contemporary form of carnival and the 
soca music that accompanies it became mainly a practice of joyful escape rather than a 
rebellious practice. 
 
The political criticism of the society that could be seen in other carnival scenes around the 
world, in Trinidad is translated into a national and transnational festive practice where the 
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extra-ordinary time of the festivity provides a peaceful and communitarian ambience that 
contrasts with the usual high level of daily crime in the country. Indeed in Trinidad, in 
keeping with the inversion of daily life during carnival, the problematic crime levels are 
drastically reduced (Mason 1999) during the carnival season only to return to their previous 
levels immediately afterwards, when ordinary life is restored at the end of the celebration.  
 
In the particular Mas’ form of Bikini and Beads, the anonymous inversion of roles achieved 
by the costuming typical of the origins of carnival is challenged by the question of 
representation of the players, their visibility and their performance. This specific form of 
carnival does not express clearly the elements of political contestation; it is more related to a 
form of demonstration, of assertion and of aspiration of social class through media visibility. I 
study this highly commercial form of masquerade from the perspectives of the creators of the 
masquerade and its players.  
 
The question of the impact of visuality in the Mas’ performance was originally intuited from 
an article about myself and my interest in Mas’, published by the Daily Express on February 
28th (Trinidad and Tobago) during my field research in 2014. The article reflects my 
conversation with the columnist about myself, as a foreign researcher who was coming to 
study Mas’ and its women players. It described how I found out about the Trinidad carnival, 
my family background and my relations with multiculturalism in my ordinary life far from 
the fieldwork. The feminist and geographer Kim England (1994) explains that the experience 
of field research is confrontational and personal, where the biography of the researcher is 
implied in the dynamic of dialogues with the interlocutors. This newspaper article was a 
publicly revealing biography that introduced my presence as a researcher about Mas’. What 
impressed me most were the reactions following the publication of that article, which made 
me start to think about the impact of visuality, in terms of media presence with the 
performance of Mas’. After this article, which made me visible on local media, I realized that 
my requests to meet some interlocutors became more easily accepted. From this experience, I 
noticed that visuality affects not just myself as a researcher about Mas’, but even Mas’ and its 
contemporary performance itself. 
In this thesis, I analyze how visuality is changing the performance of Bikini and Beads Mas’ 
alternating the event in the format of a spectacle with a cathartic performative one. I argue 
that the dualistic separation between dichotomies, such as dominators and dominated, 
spectacle and performance, spectator and performers are sometimes blurred in its practice.  
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5. Positionality and local perception of my presence in the field  
 
Fieldwork gives the opportunity for self-discovery through research of the other (England 
1994). In these years of doctorate research, I have recognized and rediscovered my unknown 
relationship with Trinidad since my childhood. While I was in the field, I realized that I knew 
some of the old-school Calypso songs, because my grandparents were listening to them on 
vinyl when I was a child. I discovered that in the 1950s when my great-uncles were migrating 
to Latin America, they stopped off in Trinidad and resided there temporarily. Moreover, I 
recognized that I already knew the musical instrument pan (a local term to refer to steel 
drums, the national instrument of Trinidad), thanks to my childhood weekends spent at the 
US army base in Italy, where my parents were hanging out with their African and African-
American friends who at the time had West Indian partners. In addition, I remembered having 
learned to dance to the international hit Hot Hot Hot, a soca song by Arrow (1986), in the 
1990s.  
 
The perception of my presence in the field was ambiguously received.  
I was, of course, categorized as a foreigner, white, European and female; but I am glad that 
during my field work I was able to temporarily waive those identities, both voluntarily and 
involuntarily.  
On some occasions, my company was “used” in order to have access to some specific 
environments. One of these situations was explained to me by a Trinidadian friend, who told 
me that we could get free entrance from the backyards of a carnival fete mainly because he 
was seen as having a possible relationship with a foreign white woman (myself). Conversely, 
my foreign origins at times provoked attitudes of rejection. For example, in one round table 
exchange about carnival organized by an association, my presence was not welcomed, even 
though it was tolerated on the tacit condition that I was not actively participating in the 
debates.  
My gender too was ambiguously perceived.  
I have been the object of stereotypes that expected me to be what is locally defined a “sugar 
mama”: a woman who would provide a local man, usually stereotyped as dark-skinned and 
dreaded, with money and food, in exchange for sex and company. In order to dismantle this 
stereotype, I wanted to create friendship relations mainly with women players, avoiding 
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possible rumors and therefore suspicion (Guber 2001). At other times, on the contrary, I 
realized that I was perceived as an un-gendered foreign researcher, who could frequent both 
feminine and masculine environments, differentiating myself from the local women.  
Moreover, unexpectedly, my background in philosophy disturbed the stereotypes that locally 
are linked to the figure of the anthropologist. This figure is greatly criticized in Trinidad 
because it is remembered almost exclusively under its colonial guise and for its positivistic 
analyses. More than once it happened that I was introduced in collective discussions, with 
bitter irony, as a European anthropologist who because of my philosophical training could be 
welcomed to the conversations that were taking place.  
Moreover, the fact that I was a student without a scholarship, which meant that I was 
investing personally in the research, sometimes provoked paternal attitudes and comments, 
where the interlocutors would support me emotionally and accommodate me by offering 
drinks and assistance.  
 
Another factor that disoriented the general stereotypes about foreigners in Trinidad were the 
locations where I lived. I have always shared apartments with Trinidadians of my generation 
or with Venezuelan women. I realized during my presence in the field how the unusual 
locations where I lived were source of questioning for many of my interlocutors. As a foreign 
person, I was generally expected to live in the West area of the island where the wealthy 
middle class is usually based; or as a student I was excepted to live near the UWI (University 
of West Indies) campus located in the east of the island. On the contrary, I was based in areas 
that were regarded as unusual and even uncomfortable. Most of the time I lived in a tiny town 
in the very north of the island named Santa Cruz, a town that is regarded by POS citizens as 
too far away and with too many with hairpin turns for daily trips. At other times, I stayed in 
Carenage, in the north west of the island, in a zone that was well known as an area with high 
crime rates.  
Lastly, the fact of being an Italian who studied in France and the fact that my first roommates 
were Venezuelan gave me a mixed accent that sometimes confused some of the interlocutors 
on the phone; some of them confessed to me afterwards that they agreed to the meetings 
specifically because they could not locate my origins. Having started out by being labeled 
“Frenchy”, because people thought that my university affiliation meant that I must be French, 
I then moved on to “Yankee”, the label that refers more generally to a white foreigner, and 
finally by the end of my presence in the field, I came into the category “Spanish,” which is a 
local subcategorization of the heterogeneous category of "mixed" that describes a relationship 
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between appearance, attitudes and ancestral lineage (Khan 2010). Moreover, unexpectedly, 
my nationality helped me in the primal relation of postcolonial imperialist powers, where I 
was not explicitly bearing the history of the English formal ex-colonizers, nor the French one; 
indeed after having scrupulously established that I was aware of my national colonial history, 
the superficial friendly stereotypes of Italians – shaking hands, football and pasta-pizza – 
helped to start a lot of informal conversations I had with strangers.  
 
As Sarah Moser (2008) explains, the relation between the researcher and the interlocutors 
entailed in fieldwork does depend on an aware positionality on the part of the researcher 
added to her/his personality that affects the situated knowledge (Haraway 1988) created in 
the discussions and participations. Positionality, biography and personality of both 
interlocutors affect the fieldwork (Moser 2008). Under this interpretation, I have realized that 
irony was a shared salient common point that helped the smooth running of the discussions. 
Some of the first meetings I had were focused on my personal, biographical story. Some of 
the early sessions were agreed to by the interlocutors in order to get to know me, to 
understand my position on politics, art and on postcolonial issues. I realized that the 
contextualized irony, which is displayed and engaged in as part of Trinidadian daily life, and 
which increases during carnival time, is very similar to mine. Moreover, I share with 
Trinidadian customs a pleasure in ludic festive meetings where important and serious 
discussions alternate with silly and ironic jokes, dancing and philosophizing, all together. 
Even though I do not drink, which makes the greatest difference in the pleasure of partying in 
Trinidad, these involuntary similarities made it possible not just to exchange opinions and 
discuss more freely with the interlocutors but even to forge deep friendships with carnival 
players and costume designers that are still part of my life today.  
 
In the next sections I will explain the methodologies adopted when I was carrying out the 
fieldwork, in the use of visual material and while writing this thesis. However, I will, when 
needed in each chapter, detail specific information on the methodology, introducing some 
cases and the topics discussed.  
 
 
6. Methodologies for the enquiry 
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According to Bernard Müller (2013), the anthropologist in the field shares with the figure of 
the dramaturge the common concern of knowing about the environment and understanding 
the social facts. The author therefore posits a collusion between the practices of spectacle and 
the experience of fieldwork. According to this vision, the anthropologist’s work in the field 
creates a performance, in terms of shaping and forming (Müller 2013: 77), of an ensemble of 
relations, of communication and interactions. 
In the last part of my stay in Trinidad I recognized that my conversations moved from being 
“tolerated” to gradually becoming a reciprocal source of exchange, where some of the 
carnival creators, certain artists and passionate players who loved discussing the relation 
between their society and carnival, wanted and even asked to continue our discussions, 
explaining it as a chance to increase critical questions and arguments that could benefit and 
advance their work, and of course mine as well.  
 
During the research, I always introduced myself as a social science doctorate student. All the 
interlocutors knew why I was in Trinidad. In this thesis, I refer to the term “field” meaning 
specifically my presence in the geographical locations of Trinidad and Canada and to the 
work itself of the research (Colleyn and Augé 2004: 79). The role of my fieldwork in Canada 
functioned as an introduction that permitted me to trace transnational flows between the 
Trinidad carnival and its Diaspora’s carnival festivals, in terms of transitional participants 
and costume designers. In my periods of absence which alternated with my periods of 
fieldwork, I continued the discussions and contacts with most of the interlocutors through 
email exchanges, multiple digital chats and Skype discussions in which we debated specific 
topics, keywords and local terminologies. 
 
For the doctorate research, I spent 3 months in two carnival seasons of the West Indian 
carnival in Canada, July-August 2013 and July 2014. I spent in total 11 months in Trinidad: 
from December 2013 to April 2014, and from August to October of the same year (2014) and 
from January to the end of March in 2015.  
  
In this qualitative research, I aimed to communicate with as many players, costumes creators 
and managers as possible.  
A few months before my first departure for Trinidad in December 2013 for the purpose of my 
doctoral research, I sent a general anonymous questionnaire on specific topics about the 
carnival masquerade. I asked the friends and contacts I had met during my MA research the 
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previous year to share it with as many people as possible who they knew and who would 
enjoy taking part. I asked the same of the members of the Trinidadian association Trinis in 
France, the organization that connects Trinidadians who are living in France and more widely 
in Europe in general with their homeland. The aim of the questionnaire was not to obtain a 
quantitative source of data, but rather to open the discussion about some of the topics I 
introduced, asking the respondents if I could meet them personally once I was in Trinidad. 
Most of the Trinidadian carnival players who agreed to fill in the questionnaire also agreed to 
meet me in person and to discuss the subject together both with formal recorded interviews 
and further unrecorded meetings. Thanks to this method, I was able to exchange and develop 
new links of friendships with different players of the Bikini and Beads Mas’ as soon I arrived 
in Trinidad.  
 
6.1 The interview methodology 
 
When I was in Canada the possibility of carrying out formal recorded interviews was variable 
depending on the person and on the relationship I had with them. Some of carnival designers 
who worked between Trinidad and Canada agreed to take part in recorded interviews straight 
away; whereas most of the Trinidadian carnival players who annually play carnival in 
Trinidad and in Canada preferred to share time, usually in activities linked to carnival with 
unrecorded discussions coming first, before the recorded ones. 
I met and discussed the subject with most of them when they were in Canada and again when 
they came to Trinidad for carnival the following year. The crisscrossing network of 
friendships and contacts literally overcame the geographical boundaries between Trinidadians 
who reside permanently in the country and those of the Diaspora. These relationships affected 
my research as well; in fact, I could discuss and establish new friendships between 
Trinidadian-Canadian carnival players and costume designers who introduced me to some 
local Trinidadians and vice versa, helping me to have the beginnings of a social network 
when I was physically present in both countries.  
 
When I was in Trinidad the relation with the interlocutors and the methodologies adopted for 
the discussions varied according to the interlocutor’s needs and comfort levels. Some of them 
agreed to be recorded at the very first meeting, but then asked to develop the discussions we 
had started in further exchanges with no recording. When the conversations were more 
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insightful, we continued the discussions several times throughout my stay. Some other 
interlocutors, who usually were politically engaged in a decolonial political discussion, 
agreed to meet me in person but refused to be recorded and only after several exchanges, and 
usually when a friendship had been established, was I able to record the most important 
discussions. Visual recording was almost always refused, whereas audio recording was 
accepted under individual conditions set by each interviewee. When recording was not 
welcomed, I took notes of keywords and afterwards I noted the salient points of the 
discussions. When using the unrecorded data I always asked the interlocutors to confirm the 
information in order to avoid any misunderstanding. This allowed me to frequent and visit 
different locations and activities on the island. 
 
Most of the interviews recorded were face to face; I was also able to record seven group 
interviews organized ad hoc for the discussions about some of the topics I introduced. In 
these, the groups consisted of people of different ages. Two of them were made up of mixed 
generations of women only, from their early twenties to their fifties, and one was of mixed 
gender but mainly of the same generation, about 60 and 70 years old. The others were 
collective recorded interviews with several costume designers and bandleaders who knew one 
another and agreed to converse together with me. The collective interviews were interesting 
and useful, both when they involved carnival players and when they were with carnival 
designers and managers, because I noticed that for some interlocutors, the emphasis on 
opinions about Mas’ differed when shared collectively from when they spoke individually.   
 
I was able to record 75 interviews in all. However, some of the information and the direct 
quotations shared in this thesis are taken from written exchanges and unrecorded meetings.  
Unlike for the visual material I created (cf. Infra), nobody asked me to return the recorded 
discussions to them, and when the recording was not desired I never insisted. Some of the 
interlocutors who agreed let me know subsequently that they had accepted simply in order to 
help me with my work, because I am not a native English speaker.  
 
Depending on need, some interviews were completely undirected in order to start the 
conversations or when they were taking place during participant observation (Becker and 
Geer 1957). In other cases they were semi-directed or directed when I asked to discuss 
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specific themes, following the rhythm of the conversation and adapting them based on the 
person and on the location where the discussion was taking place.  
I usually started by asking interviewees to share life stories as a way of getting to know each 
other and to find a polite and unaggressive way to discuss the topics detailed in this thesis, 
always respecting the development and the wishes of the interlocutors in the discussions. In 
these first meetings we talked about personal memories of the carnival masquerade, looking 
for salient moments and aspects of the changes in the masquerade. Moreover, we usually 
discussed the personal life and personal experiences and memories of the interviewees as 
they related to socio-historical issues, allowing a dialogic interaction in the narration that 
makes it different from the autobiography genre (Bertaux [1997] 2016).  
When it was possible and wished for, I met the same interlocutors on further occasions in 
order to be able to discuss with more semi-directed or directed questions specific points or 
questions that had been raised during the first encounters. The further discussions were 
mainly about critical observations of the society, the creative aspect of the masquerade, its 
management and the development of the festival. Afterwards, I compared and checked the 
multiple personal memories related to carnival masquerade that were shared with me with 
historical facts and with the memories of the other subjects in order to recognize if there were 
similarities or differences between the accounts.  
 
When the discussions were numerous, I shared and exchanged my hypotheses, raising 
questions and new debates or memories with the interlocutors. This helped me to re-consider 
some hypotheses that were maybe rejected or agreed to, increasing the number of further 
discussion points. When the interviews were with the carnival costume designers the 
exchanges were extended to topics such as visual art, performance and music, increasing the 
dialogues in a creative mode where new ideas about costumes, the parade, and new criticisms 
on the relationship between the masquerade and society could be expressed. Because of these 
exchanges, the researcher is not collecting data but is creating them in collaboration with the 
informants (Clifford 1980), where the fieldwork became an exercise in reciprocity (ibid). 
 
Once a solid basis of friendship had been created, most of the interlocutors invited their 
friends to discuss carnival, sharing their environment with me in order to have more points of 
view on the topics I was raising. A lot of collective debates followed the typical Trinidadian 
format of liming, a local term that indicates an action of hanging out in groups, 
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philosophizing, socializing, joking and sometimes dancing with music (Winer 2009: 532). 
The innumerable limes I was invited to were extremely precious in order to exchange views 
on the topic of Mas’. When the limes took place in loud locations with music from the sound 
system, I took the opportunity to exchange and observe the nonverbal communication, 
dances, jokes; moreover, these occasions were useful for introducing myself, asking 
afterward for longer, exhaustive and in-depth interviews during my stay. Limes and carnival 
parties were precious moments of observation and for the exchange of irony, conditions that 
were important for many of the interlocutors who shared with me their mistrust of individuals 
who, especially at carnival time, did not enjoy the festivities. 
 
At times, both the notebook and the audio recording were interpreted as professional tools but 
at other times, as some of the interlocutors told me, they were seen as a sign of the colonial 
traces that locally marked the discipline of anthropology. In most cases, the very salient 
information that enriched the debates was offered while doing other activities; for example, 
when I was taking some of the interlocutors home by car, while waiting in the long queues of 
traffic; or, as happened most of the time, during limes and informal discussions in the 
intervals between a dance and a drink; or in the case of my participant observation in the 
creation of carnival costumes, between the breaks and during the physical collaboration and 
process of learning the practice of costume making. 
 
6.2 Debates with local associations  
 
In addition to the recorded and unrecorded interviews, I attended most of the meetings and 
debates about carnival that were organized by private and governmental bodies that take 
place during the carnival season in some of the towns on the island.  
I also took part in public and private debates about Mas’ and women organized by several 
feminist associations and their members, and I participated in the Trinidad and Tobago 
Philosophical Association’s meetings and debates about carnival and postcoloniality. In 
addition, I had the opportunity to be part of several meetings with Trinidadian artists, and to 
participate in the debates organized by the Alice’s in Yard art and performance residency 
located in Woodbrook, Trinidad, where we discussed carnival costuming forms, creativity, 
postcoloniality in art and socio-political critical issues.   
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The community discussions were helpful for me in order to absorb the local and national 
debates and issues about carnival, identifying common subjects and the elements of Mas’ that 
were omitted or silenced on the topics between creators, managers, and players who take part 
enthusiastically and share their opinions publicly. In addition, I consulted local written data 
and scholarly productions, local newspapers and blogs.  
 
6.3 Participation  
 
Barbara Tedlock (1991) explains the differences between the use of the methodological term 
of observant participation and participation of observation as a different way of considering 
the dualist oxymoron of the combined terms. In fact, the term participation implies emotional 
involvement, while that of observing implies the opposite quality of detachment (ibid: 69). 
The author explains the differentiation on the terms between the expression of participant 
observation, where the emphasis is more on the act of observation and less on participation, 
affirming that the opposite formulation, participation of observation, implies a more 
interactive dialogic aspect where the emphasis is placed more on the action of participation 
while observing (ibid: 79) and not vice versa. Moreover, the ethnographer Rosana Guber 
(2001) differentiates three kind of participation and observation in the field: observant 
participation, participant observation and pure participation. She explains that the first refers 
to a technique where observation takes priority and participation is obligatory in order to 
achieve the observation; in the second case it is the opposite, where the researcher observes in 
order to participate (Soulé 2007); and in the third case the researcher is in full participation 
omitting the role of ethnographer. She defines the experience of participant observation as 
being “in the flesh” (Guber 2001: 22) where there is relational reciprocity and knowledge 
achieved while doing, combining observational knowledge with experiential knowledge. I 
explain my role in the participation, and my collaboration in the creation of carnival costumes 
mainly with one carnival designer according to the participant observation model. 
 
The specific experience of my collaboration in creating the carnival costumes, and life in a 
carnival atelier in Trinidad belonging to Masman F will be described in Chapter 6. My 
participation took two forms: I collaborated in the collective practice of creation of carnival 
costumes, and I produced photographic material for the group. Even though I developed a 
different creative and artistic interest during my experience in the field, where I preferred a 
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different costume style from the one used by the masman with whom I collaborated, I 
continued to participate in his carnival band for the carnival seasons of this research.  
 
 
7. Methodology for the visual material  
 
Photography was originally used in ethnography as mediation tool, as a vehicle of 
conviviality, between the researcher and the subjects; it was, moreover, the foundation of a 
reliable source of evidence and classification (Pinney 2011; Conord 2007). However, 
photography can be a mode of research and not just of testimony (Dion and Ladwein 2005); 
in fact, the act of making photographs -instead of just simply taking or capturing (Hagman 
1996: 26) them- is an exercise of interaction between the researcher and the subjects, 
eliminating the relationship of subjugating visual control and hierarchy that the presence of 
the camera could create (Becker quoted in Dion and Ladwein 2005: 7). The researcher when 
creating visual material, as happens with the observation and the describing, cannot and does 
not report the entire reality; the ethnographer has to choose its framing and photo 
composition, overcoming the pretentious ideal of omni-observation and neutrality, showing 
fragments of the reality that could be collected (Colleyn 1990). Moreover, photography refers 
to the image of the viewer and of the other, specifically showing the interactions between 
these two parts, and between the observer and her/his fieldwork (Conord 2007). 
 
As I previously mentioned, my participant observation in the field alternated between my 
participation in the construction of the carnival costumes and the production of photography 
for a carnival band. The photographic works showed the process of costume creation, and life 
in Masman F’s mascamp where I was collaborating. When I took photos of other carnival 
bands, I always offered my photographs to their bandleaders. During my fieldwork I 
therefore slightly changed and alternated my visual production with the participation in 
creating the carnival costumes. In the 2014 carnival venue, I was more engaged in creating 
photographs, whereas in 2015, I was more dedicated to the creation of costumes, focusing on 
the photography mainly during the carnival performances.  
 
During my field research, from the time I was in Canada photography functioned as a sort of 
counter-gift (Mauss [1925] 2006; Hardy 2011) and of exchange (Conord 2007). As Marcel 
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Mauss ([1925] 2006) argues, accepting a gift entails a mandatory duty, since the acceptance 
of the received gift includes the restitution of another gift. In my case, since Masman F   
suggested we collaborate together, allowing me access to the carnival bands' managers and 
enabling me to find out about the creation of the costumes, the creation of photo portfolios 
for the band functioned as a restitution of the gift. This exchange was tacitly stipulated on 
moral terms, with no financial transaction, between the carnival costume designer Masman F 
and myself. All the photographs were taken with natural light; I never used flash which 
disturbs the social actors and flattens the subjects in the images. I used the telephoto lens only 
rarely and mainly used the 50-mm lens which is a focal length closer to the human eye, 
allowing the images to be less distorted. I have never retouched the photographs. In Masman 
F’s mascamp I even used a fixed Gopro video camera, from which one frame was taken for 
Photo 1 in this chapter.  
 
When I was in the field, I always returned the images I produced to their subjects. Moreover, 
wishing to follow the path established by Jean Rouch with his “shared anthropology” 
(Colleyn 2004) where the ethnocineaste would show his collaborators and the “actors” he 
collaborated with the film that had been produced, after returning the images we (the carnival 
mangers, some of the coworkers, their families and myself) discussed the visual work I gave 
them. The carnival band already worked with other local photographers for launching and 
marketing their carnival costumes, and for the images designated to appear on regional 
television stations. My role was therefore free of those professional commitments, and I 
could alternate illustrative descriptive photography of the costumes and their players in a 
street-documentary photography mode, together with some more detailed frames and 
“artistic” photo-shoots during the masquerade performance. What surprised me most in the 
discussions about my photographs was that the subjects' appreciation focused not on the 
illustrative shots, but on the more artistic ones where I tried to catch the vibe of the 
performance, the movements of the players or the materials and the picturesque shadows and 
shapes of the costumes.   
 
Giving the files to Masman F gave him the authority and freedom to choose whether to share 
the photographs publicly or print them for the band members, and which ones. The 
beneficiaries of these photos were first of all the carnival band and its players. 
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Photo 3: Carnival players of Masman F’s band and myself, photographed while I was following the carnival 
group, 2014. Photo requested and taken by another carnival player. 
 
7.1 The use of photographs in the corpus 
 
In this thesis, the most of the photographs chosen were taken by myself. When the photos are 
by other photographers I always explicitly credit their copyright. There are also images taken 
from the web, and photographs of the history of carnival taken from the major Carnival 
magazines. In all cases the sources and, if noted in the archives, the authors of the photos are 
always mentioned. For this thesis, in addition to my own photographic production I analyzed 
the visual documents available in the Public Library of POS (Trinidad), and in the UWI (St 
Augustine, Trinidad) and York University (Ontario, Canada) media-libraries, NYU library 
and Schomburg Center for research in Black Cultures in New York. I also consulted video 
archives available online, and the private archives held by many carnival players and masmen 
who chose to share them during our meetings. A lot of the interlocutors I met for the research 
who became good friends, lent me published and unpublished books, personal writings, 
newspaper articles and documentaries about the topics we were discussing. 
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I consider visual documentaries as publications, quoting them in the text as if they were 
written bibliographical references (Colleyn 1990) and adding the term “DOC”, as an 
abbreviation of documentary, in order to recognize the different format of the sources. These 
are filmed documentaries about Trinidad, Trinidadian productions, or movies made by 
Trinidadians (or Trinidadian-descendent) film directors. As I have already said, I had the 
permission of the bandleaders to photograph the players; the latter and the coworkers of 
Masman F’s carnival band, knew that I was there for my university research. The players of 
the other carnival bands were always informed of my purposes as well.  
 
The issue of responsibility to protect the identities of those I photographed, even if they were 
aware of and agreed to be photographed when I was physically in the field, was raised mainly 
during the composition of the written element of this research. Care for safety through 
anonymity (Wiles et al. 2006; Maresca and Meyer 2013) raised for me the question of how to 
manage the confidentiality of the research with the visual identification of the players and 
coworkers during the performance of the masquerade in the written part of the thesis. I will 
explain how in some cases the undecided publication of the players’ photographs could have 
some repercussions on their lives. In name of the visual ethic (Maresca and Meyer 2013) I 
therefore asked the recognizable subjects of the photos used in the text for their agreement, 
showing them the images I attached. However, when accepting and agreeing to be in the 
written text of the research, they asked me to maintain their nominal anonymity. Under these 
terms, even though the visual element cannot provide the anonymity that I used in the text of 
the corpus, I decided to follow the example of the ethnographers Daniel Miller and Jolynna 
Sinanan in their book Visualizing Facebook. A Comparative Perspective (2017). This work 
deals with social network photos posted on line; even when they had clear consent from the 
authors of the individual posts and the subjects of the photos, the authors decided to not write 
any personal names either in the text or in the captions. I chose to use the same methodology. 
 
In conclusion, the work of the ethnologist considers the images in order to understand a social 
reality that is explained and decoded from the context in which the images were taken, 
making it different from the photo-essay and photojournalists' use of images (Becker 1974; 
1995). The latter in fact are usually shot from an implicit script and aim to provide a strong 
emotional response in viewers (Hagaman 1996). The portfolios given to Masman F and his 
carnival band are not visible in their entirety in the thesis; I have used just some of the photos 
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which were relevant and could supplement the topics discussed. For this reason, there is no 
separate annex dedicated to the visual material.  
 
 
8. Methodology in writing the corpus 
 
“Trinidad is a ‘small place’ and the words if published ‘could bring plenty troubles’ ” (De 
Freitas 2007: 55) wrote Patricia De Freitas, a Trinidadian anthropologist based in Germany. 
In De Freitas’s article from which this quotation is taken from, she assumed her position of 
“native scholar” (ibid: 58) describing how Trinidadian interlocutors, following the national 
discussion on postcolonialism and the deep interest in fighting neocolonialism even in the 
academic domain, are suspicious about the possible misunderstandings that could be made by 
foreign researchers. A similar issue was raised in comments during my fieldwork, where 
there was constant attention to and meticulous studies and criticisms of published works by 
anthropologists about Trinidadian society. According to Spivak there is a complicity between 
violence and discourse. Even though the structures of violence cannot be reduced just to the 
violence of writing, the author states that writing does entail a generalized system of violence 
compared to oral exchanges (1990: 36).  
My engagement against this possible perceived violence in the act of writing the thesis made 
me focus on the question of the politics of care discussed by feminist researchers (Moser 
2008; Zielinski 2010/12; Laugier 2011/12; Delassus 2012;). “Care” here refers to the act of 
taking care of the other (Delassus 2012) and it implies extreme attention in maintaining a 
respectful position regarding the interlocutors on the part of the researcher. The practice of 
care between the care receiver and the care giver are essential when engaging in dialogue in 
the field, where there is a relation of interdependence, and entails an exercise of alterity. I 
wanted very much to translate this even into the action of writing which was done in France, 
physically far from Trinidad. I consider the act of writing as another act of communication 
even if it differs from the form of verbal dialogism. 
 
During my final fieldwork in 2015, I had in depth discussions on notions and feelings about 
postcolonial issues, and my interlocutors shared with me the subject of the restitution of the 
research along with the desire to continue to converse and debate in different forms even 
when I moved back to Europe. I therefore asked the Commission de la Scolarité of my 
university, in the interests of the ethic of care, if I could write the thesis in English instead of 
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in French, in order to accelerate the timeline of the exchanges and the restitution of the work. 
Writing in the same language as the fieldwork has allowed me to avoid possible 
misunderstandings, which might have arisen in the process of dealing with three languages 
(English, French and my native Italian). In this way I have also been able to preserve the 
linguistic expressions, the metaphors and the uses of the local language, which are extremely 
precious and important in Trinidad. I have also been able, in the process of writing, to initiate 
specific discussions online in order to correct any possible incorrect or missing data.  
By working in this way, I hoped to maintain both the collaborative sense of ethnography with 
my sense of authorship in writing the thesis. 
 
Data are constructed in a discursive reciprocal and dialogic way and the writing is an exercise 
of authorship as soon the research is inscribed in a written corpus (Clifford 1983). In order to 
avoid a possible authoritative representation of the other and at the same time to avoid any 
possible desire of indulging the expectations of different national narratives, I decided to 
alternate, as Victor Turner does (ibid: 138), the multiple voices of the interlocutors that are 
expressed by the direct quotations with my personal interpretation. In the expository prose I 
ensure the anonymity of the subjects without objectifying them.  In addition to the dialogic 
sense of the quotations which preserve the colloquial and vernacular expressions, I describe 
the body language and the voice intonations of the interlocutors in order to exemplify the 
registers that go beyond the pure meaning of the words exchanged. The direct quotations are 
transcribed exactly as the interlocutors said them to me, using either standard English or its 
Trinidadian vernacular version; I therefore will not use the term “sic” because there are no 
errors or mistakes in the expressions used by the interlocutors.  
 
In this thesis I used two different ways of naming the interlocutors. 
When I refer to carnival players and individual professional workers who are engaged in the 
masquerade, I use pseudonyms respecting their gender and the ethnic sense of belonging. 
Every chapter has a different number of interlocutors, in order to make the reading easier. 
The question of naming is particularly important in Trinidad. I have met many interlocutors 
who confided in me that they have changed their names, or at least they have thought about 
it, and have planned to do it in order to respond to a political or religious sense of belonging 
that was more satisfying to their beliefs. This evokes a reactive attitude to the act of changing 
names during the colonial times when many immigrants, in order to be less discriminated 
against, often changed their religion and their first and family names (Fung 2012 DOC).  
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In contrast, I have not used pseudonyms for the category of professionals who work in the 
creation of carnival costumes and the management of the carnival bands. The relations 
between these subjects are usually tight, sometimes competitive and at others familiar. The 
managers and costume creators are few in number and usually they all know each other. In 
order to better preserve their anonymity, rather than using a pseudonym that could reveal 
some traces of their identity, I use the title of their role with a following capital letter as if it 
was their first name. When in the thesis I am writing about the group of professionals in 
general, I write their title in lower case, i.e. the masmen, and when I am referring to a specific 
professional person I use capital letters with an initial letter which goes from A to W: i.e. 
Masman A or Bandleader B and so on.  
 
The majority of the players of the carnival masquerade I am studying are from the middle 
class, and therefore my interlocutors are as well. I always specify in the text if they are 
Trinidadians, Trinidadians from the Diaspora or when they are immigrants who reside in the 
country. When I introduce them, I indicate their age range, in order to be able to situate them.  
 
In the references in the text, I mention the initials of the authors' names when the surnames 
are homonymous; when they are not, the references are maintained rigorously under the same 
format. Since during my presence in the field, many interlocutors quoted and sang parts of 
salient local songs in order to explain to me some details of the topics we discussed, I quote 
part of the lyrics as they belong to the historical data.  
 
The restitution of the research has two parts. The first was immediate, since I always returned 
and shared the photographs with the social actors I was collaborating with and with the 
carnival groups I was observing. The restitution of the finished thesis however, which was 
requested by some of the interlocutors and by the library of the university of UWI when I 
consulted their archives, will have to be delayed until the thesis is defended. 
 
 
9.  The structure of the thesis 
 
This thesis is divided into six chapters.  
 
In Chapter 2 entitled “Watch meh nah. I is Pretty”, I describe the visual representation of the 
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masquerade, analyzing the historical evolution of Mas’ to reach the costuming style that was 
present during my fieldwork. I introduce the elements of the performance and I investigate 
the factors that influenced the masquerade analyzing the impact of cinema and the socio-
political changes that have taken place in the masquerade. I describe the developments of 
players’ narration of different stories based on the costumes they wear and perform.  
 
In Chapter 3, “To play yuhself”, I consider the expression used by the players of the Bikini 
and Beads form who desire and decide, rather than playing an external character represented 
by the costume, to play and portray themselves as the author and the object of representation 
of the masquerade. I explore the players’ expression here paraphrased as to play themselves, 
exploring the different meanings it holds in terms of performance and of portrayal. Moreover, 
the Bikini and Beads style allows the players to be recognized. I show how the visibility of 
the players is part of the dynamic of playing “yuhself” and the contemporary Mas’.  
 
Chapter 4 “Spectacle”, treats the topic of carnival as a performance and as a spectacle. I show 
how contemporary Mas’, Bikini and Beads aesthetic, is at times a performance and a 
spectacle. I explain how the dimension of the spectacle deals with the question of visibility 
and how the performance of Mas’ is treating this subject. Moreover, I also show how the 
players try to find a balance between their desire to be visible while representing themselves 
and having fun while relaxing as a cathartic characteristic of carnival.  
 
In Chapter 5 “Show me your motion”, I analyze the dance that is the other main component 
after masquerading for the contemporary Mas’. I describe how the players employ a specific 
dance in order to affirm a space, which is at times relational and at others individual. Through 
the act of dancing while parading the players have the possibility to show and to portray the 
stories they want to represent. I observe the dance in detail and I explain the dynamic of when 
it is danced in groups, in couples and individually during the parade.  
 
Finally, Chapter 6, “The organization of Mas’. Carnival band, mascamp and creation of the 
costumes” explores the management of Mas’. I describe the transnational relationship that 
Mas’ in Trinidad has with its diasporic festivals and how the transnational carnival players 
and the Mas’ designers are related in the practice of Mas’ on the insular level. I then focus the 
chapter on my participant observation detailing the different techniques used in order to build 
the different carnival costumes, the roles of the professional figures that work in a carnival 
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band and I continue by describing the organization of the life in a carnival group’s atelier. I 
conclude the chapter by taking an example of Traditional carnival, which differs from the 
Bikini and Beads one, showing that in any case the relations between visibility of the players 
while they are parading is maintained unchanged despite the different costuming styles which 
more or less covers the performer's body. 
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Chapter 2:  
“Watch Meh Nah! I Is Pretty!”. Pretty Mas’ 
 
Photo 1: Front page of Trinidad Sunday Guardian, January 5th 2014. 
      
 
We feel beautiful in our costume! 
The streets of Port of Spain are mine. 
[…] Enjoy yourself – is to empower yourself and be free! 
If you feel beautiful you feel happy! 
 
Aletha D. McCullough, Bacchanal Lady DOC 2013. 
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1.         Introduction 
 
In this chapter I first present the carnival masquerade in Trinidad. I supplement the 
description with the debates on carnival in general and I introduce the different 
representations of Mas’ up to the moment of my presence in the field including a note on its 
managerial organization on a pan-Caribbean and international scale. This chapter functions as 
an introduction to the thesis; there will be references to the later chapters when specific topics 
will be discussed in more detail. Starting from the local expression I used as the title: “Watch 
Meh Nah! I Is Pretty!”, I analyze the Trinidadian contemporary masquerade form named 
Pretty Mas’, which leads me to examine first of all the adjective “pretty” and its use by the 
masqueraders and the masmen. 
 
“Carnival” in Trinidad is a broad term that encompasses all of the performances of the 
carnival season. It includes calypso tents, the Panorama competition, stick fighting and soca 
music contests, fetes,4 Jouvay (cf. infra) and Mas’. Mas’ is dedicated to the costume parade, 
which in “Town” (as Trinidadians call the capital, Port-of-Spain) takes place on Carnival 
Monday and Carnival Tuesday. The carnival parade has both a nocturnal and a diurnal 
element. The nocturnal festivity is named Jouvay, from the French “jour ouvert”. It 
symbolizes the beginning of carnival and occurs in the early hours before sunrise on Carnival 
Monday. Jouvay is part of carnival but does not belong to Mas’, which includes the 
masquerade that takes place during daylight on the last two days before Ash Wednesday. 
Players during Jouvay parade on mud, cocoa, molasses and pigmented powders used for the 
Hindu Holi Festival (locally named Pagwa). During Mas’, players wear carnival costumes. 
 
The entire population of Trinidad does not participate in carnival. According to my 
interlocutors about half the population takes part. Those I met who do not practice carnival 
were either highly devout Roman Catholics, Muslims and Spiritual Baptists; less devout 
worshipers do participate in Mas’, however. The Hindu players I have met usually play 
carnival, but for example in 2015, when the Hindu festivity of Shivaratri took place on the 
same dates as carnival, they opted for the Hindu festivity instead of Mas’. Moreover, some of 
                                                        
4 In Trinidad, this word does not have a circumflex accent. 
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the Trinidadians who frequent carnival do not always play Mas’ although it is the carnival 
form the government advertises most, but prefer its music concerts and fetes. The highly-
marketed emphasis on the masquerade creates uncertain data about its practice and levels of 
participation: the discussions I heard concerning the reliability of the available information 
about carnival on the island were animated by local citizens who criticize the discourse which 
supports the nationalist propaganda born from independence (1962). This propaganda 
presents carnival as a national practice of a joyful communitas (E. Turner 2012) which is 
shared by all citizens. Carnival in fact between the functions of inversion and 
subversion which create counter-models and overthrow the old ones, has the 
function of extraversion, where it fosters an experience of unity and a 
celebration of collectivity (Poirier 1984). In this perspective, in the name of 
“togetherness” (E. Turner 2012: 31), carnival, from the time of independence and onward, 
became a national symbol which aims to close the divide among Trinidad citizens, between 
Trinidad and its twin island Tobago, and, even further, with its diaspora(s) and the other pan-
Caribbean regions. It is an event that does not erase the differences and tensions between 
classes and communities but is an exercise of coexistence and negotiation between 
differences (Martin D.-C.1992). 
 
At one carnival meeting I attended in 2015, one of the most famous soca singers, Machel 
Montano, known nationally and internationally, discussed his desire to reformulate a 
statement he had made four years previously about the relation between national identity and 
carnival. His original statement: “I am sexual, I am African and I am Trinidadian” (Dowrich-
Phillips, Caribbean Beat 2011) was repeated and reformulated with a sense of national unity 
and a pan-Caribbean vision of a sense of belonging. He declared in the panel discussion I 
attended: “I don’t see myself as African now, I have Indian family too, I love curry ahahahah! 
I don’t like being separated by a flag and feel separated from my brothers and sisters from 
Saint Lucia, Grenada and so on”.5 This revision updates the national and ethnic divisions he 
felt in his first statement, where he identified himself as belonging to only one of the two 
major ethnic groupings in Trinidad (Afro- and Indo-Trinidadians) (Government Republic of 
Trinidad&Tobago 2011, Demography: 15). He extended his national identity during carnival 
to encompass the sense of belonging to a larger worldwide pan-Caribbean family. The issues 
                                                        
5 POS, 28th January 2015, panel discussion “33 years on stage” at Bossiere House, Queen’s Park West, POS. 
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around colorism and ethnic sense of belonging related to the participation at Mas’ introduced 
here will be analyzed in Chapter 4. 
  
However, on the island there is a counter discourse by citizens who deny the assertion that 
carnival is an event of multinational family reunification. Trinidadians who criticize the 
marketing of carnival conceive that the national discourse about carnival is an economic 
strategy designed to market the insular state on an international platform. They assert that the 
data provided by the Ministry of Tourism is uncertain and usually over-exaggerated; in fact, 
tourism constitutes only about 3% of the gross domestic product, and the island of Tobago is 
the main attraction (Puar 2005). As I will discuss later in the thesis, the main income of 
Trinidad and Tobago is from petrochemical industry, even if it provides just 4% of local 
employment (Government Republic of Trinidad&Tobago 2015: 80). It seems, in contrast, that 
10% of the local population is engaged in disparate carnival-season activities (Cunningham 
2008). It is always difficult to estimate the seasonal employment provided by carnival, as 
there is no official estimate and most of the collaborators are not declared workers. During 
my field research I asked for official data from the government, but I did not receive a clear 
response. While it is possible to count the number of participants based on the registration 
records of the bands, in order to compete for the masquerade contests, an estimate that 
includes the participants of unregistered bands and the audience could be used for a proposal 
to attract tourists. For instance, the problematic crime rates that affect the country are never 
mentioned in the carnival promotions, which focus on “tropical paradise” (Thompson K. 
2007: 4) imagery. This contributes to the position held by critics of the commercialization of 
carnival: selling an idealized version of Trinidad to the world is a higher priority for carnival 
now than promoting internal unity on the island and dealing with gang-related crime, on a 
national level. However, I have noticed that recently the tourist advice given to visitors by 
their own countries warns potential visitors about the issue (Trinidad Daily Express 23 11 
2016; TT Guardian 2 05 2016).   
   
Locally, data on the economic impact of carnival, participants’ affluence, changing events 
calendars and annual new carnival rules are shared by the two carnival organizations in 
Trinidad: the National Carnival Committee (NCC), and the National Carnival Bands 
Association (NCBA). However, during the time I was conducting my fieldwork, the 
information presented by these associations differed even during the carnival performances. 
Regionally and in the capital, they made discrepant last-minute program changes, and the 
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bandleaders of small and medium bands told me that they felt at the mercy of these 
incoherent and unpredictable managements. Two bands I was in close contact with, one small 
band from the Traditional carnival and one medium band from the regional organization, 
were given last-minute information on schedule variations only hours before their 
performances. The penalty for breaking the carnival rules is disqualification from the 
competition. The small-band participants shared their suspicions about the disorganization of 
the event with me. They interpreted the late updates and lack of information as a possible 
non-accidental action against the smaller carnival groups from the main parade competitions, 
allowing an implicit monopoly of the parade (in this case the parade in Town) by the large 
carnival bands.  
 
Nowadays, carnival is viewed by the government as an economic opportunity and “viable 
business” (TT Guardian 7 03 2011) for the hosting country. This encourages pluridisciplinary 
investment in carnival’s musical and masquerade performances, and in the visual arts, film 
festivals and entertainments associated with it. Pan-Caribbean, West Indian diasporic and 
foreign, pan-African contingents have increased their participation in recent years (Douglas, 
Newsday TT 7 02 2014). Trinidad is defined as the “Mecca” of West Indian Carnivals 
(Riggio 2004: 22; Ho and Nurse 2005). Its carnival is now the reference point for West Indian 
carnivals in the Caribbean Diaspora, particularly in Anglophone areas such as Canada, the 
USA and the UK. Specifically the Bikini and Beads form of masquerade is spreading: in 
recent years, non-English speaking European countries, such as the Netherlands and 
Germany, have adopted Trinidadian-style carnivals. Moreover, the latter has recently been the 
model for new projects in Africa and Asia. Three of the masmen I met during my fieldwork 
between Trinidad and Canada have participated in new carnival performances in the Nigerian 
city of Port Harcourt, (Abu, Leadership. Nigeria’s Newspaper 25 01 2014) in South Korea 
and in Hong Kong (Gugolati 2018 forthcoming). 
 
From a more local point of view, Trinidadian carnival, even before independence, was 
marketed as an international tourist destination. The visual archives of the 1950s show 
carnival as a spectacular attraction for locals and tourists, mainly from the United States and 
the United Kingdom (Visual Archives- Trinidad Carnival - Colour 1957; Carnival Story Aka 
Trinidad Carnival 1957). However, I noticed that during my presence in the field, the tourists, 
or carnival pilgrims, as some masmen define them, were, for the most part, West Indians, 
people from different Caribbean islands, and from the Diaspora. In the discussions I had with 
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carnival managers, the definitions of “tourists” and “visitors” were mainly divided into two 
categories. “local tourism” who are Trinidadians from the Diaspora and what I call “visible 
tourists”, referring mainly to the white European and North American tourists. This topic will 
be analyzed in Chapter 6.  
 
During my field research in 2014 the “Trinibagonian” government (this term refers to the 
whole population of the two-island state) started to advertise carnival as a touristic package 
where Trinidad (regarded as the non-touristic island of the Republic) was promoted for its 
carnival and Tobago (considered a national and international tourist destination) was 
presented as a relaxing location to “recover” in after the exhausting and intense carnival 
activities.  
 
Trinidad and Tobago authorities estimated that it received 100,000 visitors to carnival in the 
1990s (Mason 1998: 124) and about 50,000 (TDC 2015) visitors in the first decade of the 
2000s, more than double the population of the capital, POS (Census 2011). Trinidadians say 
sarcastically that “during carnival time the island sinks” due to the increased population. I 
argue that the island would lean to one side: although Mas’ is performed in different cities 
across Trinidad, with the regional competitions, the visitors and most Trinidadians frequent 
the same few zones, located in the north west of the island around the capital and its 
neighborhoods.  
 
Carnival season in Trinidad officially starts on the United Kingdom and Commonwealth’s 
“Boxing Day” (December 26th), when the carnival fetes begin. During one of my field trips in 
2013, the Triniscene Facebook page, one of the major accounts followed in Trinidad (with 
149,551 likes as of January 2017) posted this image (see Photo 2) on its wall in order to 
officially start the carnival season. 
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Photo 2: Facebook post, Triniscene, December 26th 2013. 
 
However, I noticed when I was present in the field from August to October of the next year, 
2014, that carnival soca music (cf. Chapter 5) begins to be broadcast on the radio straight 
after the nationally-celebrated Hindu festival Diwali, the festival of lights, which takes place 
between October and November every year. Carnival soca songs were therefore broadcast 
even during the month of December, juxtaposing them with the local Parang6 Christmas 
music which is dedicated strictly to the Christmas period. One factor contributing to this 
could be the Carnival bands who launch their new collection of costumes not just in 
summertime but even close to the months of October and November. 
 
Today, Trinidad Mas’ has two main forms: Pretty Mas’ and Traditional Mas’. The 
Traditional Mas’ parade takes place on a specific day, which is separate from the 
two last days of masquerade’s performance. Although all masquerade styles are 
present on the streets of Town during the last the two days of carnival, the most 
visible form of costume is Pretty Mas’ in the contemporary style defined as 
Bikini and Beads (cf. Infra).  
 
                                                        
6 Parang music is a traditional music of Venezuelan origin originally sung and played in private homes during 
the weeks of Christmas. Nowadays some Parang groups play in the cities during Christmas festivals.  
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1.1 What does “pretty” mean in “Pretty Mas’”? 
 
“Watch meh nah!” is a common expression in Trinidad. When it is used in carnival by 
masqueraders it is a demand for the attention of the audience and of the media present on the 
road during the carnival performances.  
 
Carnival players, parading on the streets of the main cities of Trinidad, verbally and 
gesturally express their desire to be noticed during carnival (cf. Chapter 4). My interest was 
increased by the emphasis in this local expression on the act of watching, which engages with 
the idea of the view and the relation of the gazes between the watched and the watcher. The 
presence of visual media in carnival adds another dimension to ‘watching’, and changes 
masqueraders’ position in the act of participating by increasing the need for public 
recognition during the parade. The dynamic between the act of watching and being watched 
evokes a dependency between the pleasure of looking at somebody and being looked at, and 
the sudden identification of that gaze by the watched, on a gender perspective (Mulvey 1975) 
and on a postcolonial one (Bhabha 1983).  
The other half of the local expression, which I have used as the title of this chapter, is the 
self-affirmation of being pretty (or beautiful): “I is pretty”. The complete statement, the 
demand to be watched during the experience of feeling pretty, is at the base of the 
contemporary carnival masquerade I have encountered during my field research.   
 
Looking pretty, and feeling beautiful, in the pretty masquerade (from which 
“Pretty Mas’” is derived) is an essential part of Mas’. Its identity as the daytime 
carnival, following the nighttime Jouvay celebrations, encourages the gaze of 
onlookers with bright costumes and dancing. During my observant participation 
(Tedlock 1991; Soulé 2007) of the construction of Big and Small costumes by Masman F’s, 
while I was attaching beads with hot glue, and embroiling the fabric of the costumes, workers 
told me about their feelings of satisfaction when making carnival costumes because they 
helped the players “to feel beautiful and pretty”.  
 
While in the field, I heard the adjective “pretty” used with different meanings.  
“Nobody is making you feel pretty” said Sasha, a Trinidadian woman in her twenties I met in 
the same Mascamp. She described how important it was for her to participate in Pretty Mas’; 
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that it was a way of feeling appreciated simply by taking part in a masquerade where beauty 
is the main aim. The adjective “pretty” as Sasha used it communicates the feeling of esteem 
desired by the players, and achieved through their costumes. For her, Pretty Mas’ provides an 
occasion to feel this aesthetic appreciation. However, the adjective “pretty” was used 
differently by Janette, another Trinidadian woman in her late twenties, in order to critique the 
Bikini and Beads parade of Town’s Pretty Mas’. “Girl!? The truth [of Pretty Mas’] is not so 
“pretty”!” she exclaimed, sharing her disapproval about the standardized costume style and 
the elitist economic discrimination which the most popular carnival bands of Town enforce 
on their participants (cf. Paragraph 4; Chapter 4). Here the adjective "pretty" is added to the 
local adjective “stoosh” or “stush” which refers to a beautiful appearance with a superior and 
snobbish attitude. 
 
Intrigued by the widespread and complex use of this adjective, I started to 
research the origins of the use of “pretty” in the history of Mas’. I identified the 
timeline of the embellishment of Mas’ from a decade before independence to its 
evolution within the changing contexts of the twentieth century, until it reached 
its contemporary form. 
 
The diversity of costumes in Pretty Mas’ started with a new economic wellbeing 
after the end of War World II. Progressively, the costumes became more 
homogenized until the recognizable form of carnival today became dominant.  
The Bikini and Beads style of carnival resembles and takes unofficial inspiration 
from the Brazilian Carioca style (Copeland and Hodges 2014), or that of Las 
Vegas showgirls, and it is mainly played by the “Young” (cf. Paragraph: 3.6 and 
Chapter 3), as Trinidadians name the generation of female and male players in 
their twenties and thirties.  
 
Bikini and Beads is the only carnival masquerade played by the large bands in 
Town and is the main one that features in the West Indian Diaspora carnivals.  
The majority of the young participants in Bikini and Beads in Trinidad regard 
this form as almost the only masquerade of Pretty Mas’, although, during my last 
year of presence in the field in 2015, there was a highly visible medium band of 
senior players performing other costuming aesthetics such as the “Fancy Sailors” 
on the streets of POS. In the picture below (see Photo 3), a fancy sailor 
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masquerader is reaching her carnival band’s meeting point, located near the 
Queen’s Park Savannah (north of Uptown POS). She crosses the path of a Bikini 
and Beads band that was parading in Piccadilly street, East Dry River, POS.  
 
Photo 3: Participants of Pretty Mas', Bikini and Bead form, and Sailor Mas', February 17th 2015, POS. 
 
This chapter aims to describe the development of the Mas’ costumes, which began to be 
defined officially as Pretty Mas’ from the 1980s (cf. infra). This excursus is indispensable in 
order to understand the dynamics of Mas’ during my presence in the field and the discussions 
I engage in when analyzing its topics. 
Using visual data, I analyze the changes in the masquerade’s representation and while 
contextualizing Mas’ historically, I explain the formation of Pretty Mas’ by describing the 
main changes in each decade until the 2000s. I focus on the historical use of the adjective 
“pretty” before and after its institutionalization. I show how the notion of the masquerade 
changed and how the meaning of masquing (cf. infra 2.2) evolved in the sociohistorical 
context of the country. 
 
First, I define the local meanings of the terms “Mas’”, “carnival bands”, “mask” and 
“masque”, situating them within their historical contexts and showing how they evolved to 
acquire the meanings I encountered at the time of my fieldwork. I describe how the mask and 
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the masque of the Pretty Mas’ masqueraders transform from covering and hiding the players 
to revealing them as the size of the costumes progressively reduces, in direct proportion to the 
increased presence of the media at Mas’ performances. I detail how the player gradually 
became visible, and how this visibility is part of the contemporary masquerade. I argue that 
the dynamic of masquing has not left the practice of Mas’, just its visual registers: Mas’ has 
embellished itself and embraced the meaning of a noteworthy spectacle. Ever since the 
adorned masques started to reduce their dimensions, the bodies of the players which replaced 
the costume became the part to be prettified and shown during Mas’.  
 
With independence in 1962, the newspapers and television became the main tools for 
disseminating carnival information (Mason 1998). I therefore found that the most accurate 
way to trace the evolution of Mas’, in terms of its masques’ representation, performance and 
management, is to analyze these media, and combine this research with the oral narratives 
(Portelli 2005) and memories of masmen I met during my fieldwork. Moreover, the images 
and the masmen’s accounts are contextualized within some significant historical moments in 
Trinidad.  
During the discussions, some masmen illustrated their narratives by showing me family 
photos that immortalized them in their work (see Photo 4), and others found photographs 
online in order to illustrate their words for me. Others described their memories and feelings. 
 
Photo 4: Sectionleader M’s private home. These are photos of her family members posing in their carnival 
costumes of the previous years, 2014. 
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In Photo 5, Maia, a Trinidadian woman in her thirties, shows me her family photos, which 
illustrate her carnival life. She is a nurse, and she lives in the home where her family 
mascamp is based. She has always been connected to Mas’ production because of her family, 
although she maintains a separate professional life. Every evening, after work, she helped and 
collaborated in the construction of carnival costumes.  
 
 Photo 5: Looking at a Mas’ family photo album after our working day, 2014. 
 
In one case, Masman A recounted his personal narrative while leafing through the carnival 
magazines he keeps in his office. The majority of the visual data in this chapter is based on 
his private archive of carnival magazines composed mainly of Carnival Editions by Key 
Caribbean Publications, the Trinidad Guardian, the Trinidad Express, Carnival Time 
Magazine and Trinidad and Tobago Carnival Magazine, which document Mas’ from the 
1960s throughout the beginning of the 2000s.  
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Published images present a dominant and marketed narrative (Campt 2012). They show us a 
captured fragment of reality, the historical visibility and invisibility of the subjects 
represented and the photographic conventions of a time and place. In order to better 
understand these published images and their contexts I read the articles attached to the 
photographs.  
 
Past studies and new directions  
 
There are numerous academic publications on Trinidad Mas’, by both national and 
international scholars. The majority of researchers focus on carnival in relation to its colonial 
post-emancipation period and discuss the traces of this time in Mas’, specifically in its 
traditional characters (Crowley 1956; Pearse 1956; Cowley 1996; Hill 1997; Burton 1997; 
Liverpool 2001; Henry 2008). Other scholars give attention to the modern Pretty Mas’, and 
have formulated a wide theoretical frame for Mas’ (Koningsburggen 1997; Ahye 2000; 
Riggio 2004; Mason 1998). There is also research that focuses specifically on the effect on 
Mas’ of the changing media presence (Aching 2002; Browne 2013). 
 
Consulting Michael Anthony’s (1989) encyclopedic description of the main events of Mas’ 
from 1889-1989, which saw it increase and transform each year, I felt the need to see visual 
representations of the data I was reading. Moreover, I realized that nowhere in the detailed 
theoretical and ethnographic writings I was reading was there an investigation into the visual 
element of Mas’. This gap in the available research is particularly noteworthy considering 
that the cinematographic influence was interwoven with the beginning of Pretty Mas’ in the 
1950s (Laughlin 2009-2010), and with the origins of the names of steelpan bands which took 
direct inspiration mainly from Hollywood movies (Munro 2010) (cf. infra). 
 
 
2.        Mas’: meaning and context. A brief history 
 
 
He literally loses himself. He is no longer the little boy. He is completely masked.  
He is without age. He is without race. He is without gender. […] His spirit is set free.  
[..] That little boy was me. 
 Peter Minshall, The Power of the Mask exhibition, 1993. 
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2.1 Mas’  
 
 Mas’ is defined by scholars (Henry 2008; Liverpool 2001; Crowley 1956; Cowley 1996; Hill 
1997; Riggio 2004) as a strategy of bottom-up resistance and rebellion against dominant 
powers. This has included the colonial power(s) (Trinidad and Tobago is an example of 
French and English legacies in the same country), class discrimination, and hegemonic 
groups which existed even after independence.  
 
In the colonial era, the many societal juxtapositions of the island were reflected during 
carnival. There were tensions between powers: on one hand, between the colonial powers, 
where the French Creole Catholic plantocracy supported the practice of carnival against the 
official British colonizers of the island. On the other hand, tensions existed within the 
hierarchy of the colonial systems, where masters used carnival as a tool of control and the 
enslaved used it as a means of rebellion. During the period of indentured labor (1845-1917), 
Indians were officially excluded from carnival practices. However, late nineteenth-century 
colonial testimonies suggest that in the urban area of the capital, East Indians participated in 
carnival alongside the Creole working class (Henry 2008; Liverpool 2001; Cowley 1996).  
 
According to Andrew Pearse (1956: 190) Trinidadian carnival has seen three main changes: 
• After emancipation in 1834, when carnival changed from an elite French-colonial 
practice to one embraced by freed slaves. 
• After the Canboulay riots of 1881 (cf. Chapter 5) when carnival was dominated by 
working-class people (cf. Chapter 3). 
• At the beginning of the twentieth century, when the middle classes started to take part 
in the event. 
 
To continue Pearse’s characterization of Mas’s evolution, I have identified further changes in 
the most commonly enacted form of Mas’, Pretty Mas’. I argue that Pretty Mas’ has changed 
formally three times since the mid-twentieth century:  
• Between the 1950s and 1970s, where Mas’ meant mainly to play the costume the 
participants were wearing. 
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• In the 1980s, where Mas’ shifted from being a male-dominated performance to a 
female one.  
• Between the 1990s and 2000s, where Mas’ became a moment for self-celebration. 
This condition has been maintained up to the period of my field research.   
 
2.2 Masque 
 
Daniel Crowley (1956), when analyzing Trinidad’s carnival, differentiates the word 
“masque” (the French form) from “mask” (the English form). He identifies the term 
“masque” as the player’s whole costume, which is based on a theme decided by the carnival 
band, whereas the “mask” is only the face covering (Winer 2009; Liverpool 2001). In this 
case the masque is not an isolated object, but as happens in rituals of the African continent 
(Colleyn 2011), it refers to the ensemble that includes a facial mask, the costumes, the 
hairstyle and the person who is performing the role. The origins of the term mask-masque in 
Latin etymology indicate the figure of the witch and the verb "mascarare" which means to 
black the face. In Arabic, the term "mask-hera" designates a jester (Colleyn 2011). In 
Trinidad, I noticed that when people speak the two spellings, mask-masque, are pronounced 
in the same way and so are differentiated by specifying “facial mask” when referring to the 
mask, and indiscriminately “masque” or simply "mask" when referring to the full costume. In 
order to avoid the ambiguity of the double entendre7 (Elder 1964, Best 1999), I use the term 
"masking" to denote the action of wearing a facial mask and “masquing” to denote wearing 
and performing a carnival costume.  
 
The acts of masking and masquing are tied to Trinidadian colonial legacies. In the nineteenth 
century, before emancipation, slaves could not take part in the practice of carnival, whereas 
free people of color could mask and masque, but were not permitted to interact with the 
masters (Hill 1997). Carnival in the pre-emancipation period was, on the whole, played by 
French colonizers and, conditionally, by free people of color. After emancipation, freed 
slaves could take part in carnival on the streets, but there was still a formal prohibition on 
masking. Facial masks were used for indoor balls, marking this practice as belonging 
                                                        
7 Double entendre is a lyrical tool used in calypso music (Elder 1964 quoted by Winer 2009: 157). Using 
specific ambiguous words calypsonians invoke other meanings often with ironic sexual innuendo. It is related to 
picoing, a local term that refers to a teasing and ironic semiformal insult that calypsonians do in their 
performances. This is enacted in regular discussions among Trinidadians (Winer 2009: 692). 
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exclusively to the elite (Pearse 1956; Hill 1997; Cowley 1996). However, despite this, the 
practice of masking/masquing was partially maintained even on the streets, providing a 
strategic anonymity between the masqueraders of the working and the upper classes 
(Liverpool 2001).  
 
Before slavery was abolished in 1833, the plantation elites performed short songs, and 
masked and danced in stage spectacles at balls during the masquerade (Hill 1997), where they 
narrated and parodied stories about the plantation. Separately, and far from the colonizers' 
gazes, the enslaved imitated them back (Hill 1997; Liverpool 2001; Aching 2002). The 
narration of a story through costume and dance (Hill 1997; Henry 2008) became the basis of 
the Trinidadian masquerade. It combined European plantocracy narratives with those of the 
Middle Passage, from the slave trades (Liverpool 2001). The masque therefore expresses 
stories which are enacted during carnival.  
 
The practice of narrating stories through masquerade led to the definition of Mas’ as a 
“theater on the street” (Anthony 1997; Minshall 1993, 1997; T. Hall 2013, Hill 1997, Henry 
2008). “Mas’ depends on the people's needs”, stated Masman A. (2014). He argued that 
carnival masquerade, as a popular bottom-up practice, changes its costuming representation 
and its means of enactment according to the evolution of society. I assert that Mas’ today 
retains its narrative origins, but that the stories narrated, the masks and the masques have 
evolved new styles which will be examined in the following paragraphs. 
 
During my fieldwork, I perceived a discrepancy in the interpretation of Mas’ between the 
masmen I interviewed. Those who were involved in Mas’ in the 1970s insisted on the value 
of Mas’ as “theater on the street”, where to play Mas’ means “to play something other than 
yourself”, as Masman B emphasized (2014). He valued the feeling of separation between the 
player and the character enacted, whereas more recent bandleaders, especially of the 
contemporary Bikini and Beads form in Town, focus more on the entrepreneurial aspect 
without observing its theatrical form.   
 
2.3 Carnival bands  
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Carnival groups are locally known as “bands”. This term, with the French 
spelling “bande”, was used in French colonial accounts in reference to groups of 
enslaved people who worked at night on the sugar plantations, and who used 
torches and drums to create rhythmic accompaniments to their work. The same 
term is used in the British colonial records to describe the violent gangs of 
working-class people who fought each other during carnival after emancipation 
(Brereton 1979; Cowley 1996). I assume, therefore, that the term "band" is 
polysemous, just as Trinidadian English Creole is: it can refer simultaneously to 
a group of people, in this case the competing carnival groups; a criminal gang, as 
in French in association to the violence between masqueraders during the post-
emancipation period; and to a music group, in mention to the original practice of 
carnival groups being accompanied by musicians during the parade. I argue 
therefore that there is an evident connection between the colonial use of the term 
“band” and its contemporary use to denote the carnival groups is evident.  
 
The working-class citizens of the urban areas of Town were named “Jamette 
society” (cf. Chapter 3). It was defined as “a dancing society” (Cowley 1996: 13) 
at the end of the nineteenth century. In my opinion, this last appellative 
foreshadows today’s expression, “to dance Mas’”, as used by the masmen during 
my fieldwork as a synonym of “to play Mas’”. Through the language used, the colonial 
working-class way of participating in carnival resonates with today’s Mas’ jargon. The 
expression “to dance Mas’”, in this specific case, means to emotionally and physically 
interpret a character through body movement. To play Mas’, to narrate a character’s story, is 
achieved through the masqueraded dance of the player.  
 
I argue that to play, to narrate and to dance Mas’ are today synonymous in the masmen’s 
jargon. Mas’ is therefore not just a representational practice, but is a multiform performance 
that engages and integrates other creative forms, such as design knowledge for costumes, 
choreography for the Big costumes, dances, music and script writing for the carnival 
competitions. This evolution of the Mas’ “band”, linguistically and socially, affirms that the 
historical characteristic of Mas’ as a narration of bottom-up stories through danced 
masquerades on stage is maintained in the contemporary practice of Mas’, despite a move 
among younger Mas’ players and bandleaders toward the entrepreneurial and financial 
aspects.  
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2.4 The use of the term “Mas’” inside and outside carnival  
 
 
The term Mas’ is part of Trinidad’s vernacular linguistic use. It is a polysemous word, and is 
used even outside the carnival context.  
The expression “to make Mas’” during carnival time refers to the action of creating the 
costumes of the masqueraders and managing the performance, which is composed of the 
costume, the music and the services. However, to “make a Mas”, with the addition of the 
indefinite article, means to take advantage of a situation, or to create disorder. It could also 
refer to the action of successfully accomplishing a social role or a social expectation. An 
example I was given is: “that macho man made a Mas’ in a village: he screw [copulated with] 
all the females”. 
 
The inclusion of the indefinite article also changes the meaning of the expression “to play 
Mas’”. “To play Mas’” defines the action of participating in carnival and interpreting the 
character chosen for the carnival performance. The same words outside the carnival context 
refer to an inappropriate action: “you are playing Mas’!” On the contrary, “to play a Mas’” 
means to excel or perform an action (anything from delivering a speech to doing a job) 
brilliantly. Used in the carnival context, it means to excel at portraying a character by 
combining the costuming, the interpretation, and its enactment. In both cases, it means that 
the person totally owned and controlled the situation or the action s/he was doing. 
Moreover, it was recalled by senior interlocutors in their fifties that the term Mas’ was evoked 
when the carnival costumes were prevalently fully covering during the parade. There are 
similar expressions that the audience told the masqueraders while they paraded: “Mas’ mas’ I 
know you”, “Mas’ I know your face” or “Mas’ I see you” were used as a way to declare 
recognition of the person behind the costume. With mainly the advent of the Pretty Mas’, 
Bikini and Beads, where the identity of the performers is unveiled these expressions are now 
more seldom heard. 
 
 
3.        How did Mas’ become “Pretty”? 
 
At the end of the nineteenth century, the adjective “pretty” was used to define “a 
decorative Mas’ of pretty bands in fancy clothes”, as Masman B told me (2014). 
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For example, the masques of Fancy Indians, Clowns and Dragons, which today 
form part of the Traditional Mas’, and the Jamette bands, were in the 1960s all included 
in this categorization (Crowley 1956).  
 
In the carnival parade, the urban working classes were often involved in fights between rival 
bands (Cowley 1996). At the beginning of the twentieth century the elites began to leave their 
indoor balls to play carnival on trucks on the streets, which allowed them to 
distance themselves from the working class who paraded on the walking route.  
 
Mas’ was suspended during World War II because it was considered unpatriotic to play while 
the colonizing country was engaged in battle. When carnival came back to the streets, bands 
with African iconography were no longer present; moreover, a new middle-class form of 
Mas’, defined as “Historical Mas’” and “Fantasy Mas’” (cf. infra) (Henry 2008), appeared on 
the walking routes of the capital. Both forms of Mas’ were characterized by expensive 
costumes that symbolized prosperity instead of rebellion.  
In the same period, carnival competitions were established as part of the carnival 
performance. The more elaborate the costume, the easier it was to win prizes (Hill 1997). 
This meant that all costumes were embellished more, and the new middle-class masquerade 
form moved from uptown to the working-class downtown of POS (Liverpool 2001; Aching 
2002). Moreover, thanks to the postwar economic wellbeing of the 1950s, many from the 
African and East Indian-descended populations who were considered to be lower class started 
to move into the middle class (Liverpool 2001). Carnival gentrification (MacDonald 1986; 
Koninsburgen 1997) started to “sanitize”8 (Liverpool 2001: 344) the popular working-
class carnival practices. In the period of independence, carnival was politicized and 
became part of the national cultural heritage; it was, and is still, used as a 
vehicle of political patronage and national pride (Crowley 1956; Brerenton 
2010a). In the same period the carnival management institutionalized a national 
“Traditional Mas’”. This has been recently renamed “Nostalgia Parade”. This 
appellation refers to a national preservation which aims to commemorate, in 
name of the politics of memory, an institutionalized history of the carnival 
masquerade (Green 2007).  
 
                                                        
8 With the term “sanitize” the author intended to explain the process of censuring the more grotesque and 
sexually provocative masques played by the working-class.  
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From the period when the middle classes started to form the majority of the participants, the 
costumes of Mas’ which was subsequently renamed “Pretty Mas’” were taking inspiration 
mainly from movies.  
 
3.1 The impact of cinema in Pretty Mas’. 
 
 I argue in this thesis that Mas’ means principally to tell a story through performance, using 
costume and dance to enhance the storytelling. The act of telling personal stories that have 
intimate significance and that communicate personal experiences, feelings and desires, allows 
narrators to recognize how relevant these stories are (Portelli 2005). I consider Mas’ as a 
platform where these individual stories can be narrated, and as a performative practice 
through which a narrative could be “told” through words, costuming and dance. Moreover, 
mass media (including television and the internet) present in the parade does not just allow 
the spread of the costumed narratives worldwide, but has become an integral tool used by the 
players in order to tell their stories (cf. Chapter 3- 4).  
 
Cinema, as one of the main national forms of entertainment, was the most influential source 
of inspiration for Mas’ costumes at the beginning of the twentieth century. The first movies 
projected in Trinidad were distributed by the British Colonial Film Exchange and by the 
Hollywood studios (Macedo 2003: 22). The first-world cinema (Shohat and Stam 1994; 
Pantin 2010 DOC), which was available in Trinidad from the beginning of Pretty Mas’ 
formation, represented a fictional realism from a largely Euro-American point of view. There 
was a boom in numbers of local movie theaters from the 1950s, and in the 1960s movie 
theater attendance was rated at ten visits per head of the population per year (Macedo 2003: 
16-17). Although moviegoing collapsed from the 1980s with the spread of home televisions, 
movies were accessible through other formats such as videocassettes, and eventually through 
satellite and cable TV (Warner 1999).  
 
Cinema and famous figures from the entertainment industry still influence Mas’ in its 
contemporary forms: the dynamic between the watcher and the watched that is embedded in 
the title of this chapter, “Watch meh nah”, is reflected in the cinematographic representation 
of a character and the spectator. All along the thesis, I treat in different details the relation 
between visuality and the performance of Mas’.  
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As happens with the cinematographic identification (Morin 1956) that allows the spectators 
to identify with their resemblances to the movies’ characters or even dissimilarities to them, 
carnival players chose the theme of the masques based on their preferred s-heroes9. Masman 
B described his memories, from his childhood in the 1960s, of masqueraders inventing the 
stories their costumes represented and narrating them verbally and gesturally to the audience. 
What he argued is that players were not simply reproducing the cinematographic stories by 
which the themes of costumes were inspired, but were adding to them a personal 
dramatization. Players use their initial identification with the cinematographic s-heroes to 
invent a personal narrative. This relationship with cinema becomes more complex as soon as 
I consider the (post)colonial nature of any discussion about cinematography in relation to 
Trinidad. The relationship of identification between a first-world producer and a 
third-world viewer is not complete (Stam 2003); the watcher in fact takes a 
distance from the representations watched. Still following Masman B’s 
memories, the players, as third-world spectators of first-world cinema negotiate, 
identify and disidentify (Muñoz 1999) themselves, inventing new stories based 
on an initial movie heroes’ identification and a subsequent counter-
identification. I use the term disidentification coined by Esteban Muñoz (1999) 
in order to explain the capacity of dealing with dominant ideology without either 
fully assimilating it, through complete identification, or rejecting it. I argue that 
through Pretty Mas’, players who want to tell and to show heroic stories use characters from 
cinema as a starting point from which personal narratives emerge: the players’ narrative is 
then a different enactment. By the end of the twentieth century and the start of the twenty-
first, the direct references to movies were modified, and players desired to narrate their own 
stories through a self-representing character, a self-defined hero (or “s-hero”) (cf. Chapter 4).  
 
The cinematographic carnival reenactments, together with the media present at the street 
parades, formed a visual representation of Mas’ which is a component of the national 
iconographic history of carnival since independence (Liverpool 2007).  
 
 
                                                        
9I use the term “s-heroes” as it is indicated in the Trinidadian choreographer Pearl Primus’ biography (Schwartz 
2011: 156). The term refers to the female gender of the generalized dominant masculine hero. In this thesis, I 
use the form: s-heroes, in order to specify that the heroes from the movies’ characters were both male and 
female. 
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4.        Changes of Pretty Mas’ representations  
 
4.1 Mas’: “the act of becoming the costume” 
      1960s: Pretty Mas’ 
 
 
To portray a costume, you have to become that costume.  
 
Masman M, Trinidad, 2014. 
 
 
 
Photo 6: Bands of the year: “Historical Mas’”, Trinidad Carnival Magazine, 1968. 
 
As mentioned above, in the 1960s the Trinidadian carnival embraced the middle-class styles 
created in the 1950s. The formal title of Pretty Mas’ was not yet institutionalized, and 
“pretty” was used as an adjective to describe the embellished carnival costumes. It was not 
yet the defining characteristic of Mas’: “Not a single costume of mine is made to look simply 
pretty” exclaimed the masman George Bailey in Carnival Guardian Souvenir 1968.  
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However, a change was occurring. Masman B described his memories of the 1960s to me: 
 
That was the moment where players wanted ‘to play big stories’; a 
celebration of royalty! Kings and queens through their pretty costuming, 
right? So, very costuming, that’s why ‘pretty’, as opposed to the devils’ 
characters of carnival who have mainly painted bodies.  
 
(Masman B 2014) 
 
He suggests that the sense of prettiness felt through the act of playing “big 
stories” creates a feeling of royalty for the wearer. The hierarchical inversion of 
roles (Bakhtin 1970; Cowley 1996) is a common feature of carnivals across 
history and geographic locations; but, in this case, players are not looking 
simply at a satirical carnival inversion. It has to be remembered that Trinidad 
carnival does not just present a bottom-up role inversion. The carnival event has 
the capacity to combine different registers of invention of the identity through 
the imagination that deforms reality rather than inverting it (Agier 2000).  
Umberto Eco (1984) for example, criticized the view of carnival as a revolution. 
He argues that it is mainly based on the restoration of norms. In his view, 
carnival represents an authorized transgression of rules. Since the transgression 
is authorized, it mainly reinforces the laws. Carnival in Trinidad, as I said 
before, is a deeply institutionalized performance, and is symbolic of the nation’s 
heritage and social order. The bottom-up inversions cohabit in space with 
hierarchical, top-down regulation through the governmental carnival 
competitions and the expensive large carnival bands (Schechner 2004). Some 
masqueraders may satirically play at royalty to subvert hierarchies; others may 
transform into “kings and queens through their pretty costuming” (repeating 
Masman B words) to underline their own wealth. 
 
Historical Mas’ in particular used cinema as its main inspiration for costumes. “The 
[carnival] player had to choose the ‘hero’ he [the player] wanted to be” Masman C stated 
(2014), explaining to me that the masqueraders chose their preferred character to interpret 
based on what the carnival bands offered. I asked another band leader, Masman F, who I was 
collaborating with at his mascamp, for his thoughts about his Bikini and Beads players’ 
desires while playing Mas’. I evoked the Trinidadian writer Earl Lovelace’s quotation about 
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carnival and choosing the costume to play: “You is a princess already,’ […] ‘Play a slave 
girl'”10 (Lovelace 1979: 26). I asked him if he believed that his players felt they were 
“princesses” in their lives and therefore would want to play, in the name of carnival 
inversion, “the slaves” in Mas’. Masman F rejected my supposition, exclaiming: “Nobody 
wants to play a slave anymore… they want to forget that time ... they want a movie life!” 
(2014).  
 
I started therefore to research the impact of cinema and its relation to Mas’. I asked the senior 
masmen and mas-collaborators I met which films, in their opinion had had the greatest social 
impact in Trinidad. The most commonly mentioned movies of the 1960s included westerns 
from the USA, such as El Dorado (Hawks 1966) and The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (Leone 
1966), war films such as Back to Bataan (Dmytryk 1945) and Hollywood blockbusters like 
The Ten Commandments (De Mille 1956). The non-North American films included a few 
Chinese martial arts films, for example One-Armed Swordsman (Cheh 1968). 
 
Popular movie heroes portrayed during this period were mainly masculine protagonists who 
usually deal with violence in their stories (Macedo 2003). “I remember my father going to a 
carnival fete with my mother; I asked them what they played. And it was Tarzan and Jane!” 
from the movie Tarzan the Magnificent (Day 1960), Masman B told me. His parents were in 
their thirties in the 1960s. He continued sharing his memory: “You know?! My dad was a 
black man playing a white man!”. One Tarzan movie Masman B remembered is mentioned 
by Franz Fanon in his seminal Black Skin, White Mask (1952: 124). Fanon references this 
movie when writing on the impact of the dispositifs of colonial power embodied by the local 
education system and the media (radio, newspapers and cinema) that, with a European 
matrix, induce the Antillais citizens to identify themselves with the character of Tarzan, 
a white hero. Linking this to the couple playing Tarzan and Jane in Mas’, it is 
possible to see the influences which led Masman B’s father to identify with and 
enact a hero story that cinematographically was personified and enacted by white 
actors.  
 
                                                        
10 The phrase I evoked is the answer of Aldrik (the protagonist of the novel) who is attracted to Sylvia (a very 
attractive 17-year-old of working-class origins). Sylvia has asked him to advise her which carnival costume to 
wear, as she is undecided between the princess costume and a slave-girl one. “You feel I should play a princess 
or a slave girl?” she asks. Aldrik responds that she is a princess in her ordinary life without the need for extra 
embellishments. For this reason, he suggests, in the name of carnival inversion, that she should play the “slave 
girl” character.  
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However, even if the cinematographic impact was explicit in the themes of the costumes, I 
state that in Mas’, there was (and still is) not a simple projection from the 
audience to the character as happens in cinema. Players expand upon their movie 
s-heroes’ narratives with personal and imaginary plots, varying the 
cinematographic character.  
 
Masman E affirmed that players want to play the heroes they would love to be: 
“The carnival costume represents an affinity to the player” (2014). Da Matta 
(1991: 37-42) stated that the fancy and embellished carnival costumes, which 
give a sense of nobility, neutralize the satirical carnival inversion. Nobility, for 
him, does not allow a proper contrast of oppositions. Satire is therefore 
abandoned. In the case of Trinidadian Pretty Mas’, mostly middle-class players 
in fancy costumes synthesize the imagined embellished character expressed by 
the masque with the role they play in ordinary life, or the role they would love to 
fill. The sense of embodying a desired role comes not just from the act of 
wearing the costume, but is amplified by the presence of the media. From a form 
of rebellion (Liverpool 2001), (Pretty) Mas’ became mainly a form of exhibition.  
 
The same masmen recalled that the Saldenah Band was one of the first carnival groups to 
play Historical Mas’ with players who revealed their identities as cinema actors do. Sally 
Saldenah’s son Louis Saldenah, whom I met in Toronto (2013), showed me this image of his 
father’s carnival band in Trinidad, in 1964 (see Photo 7). One of his collaborators joined the 
conversation to tell me about the costume’s headpiece. He wanted to legitimize the evolution 
of the costuming form of Bikini and Beads costumes by emphasizing the fact that the use and 
the construction of the headpiece of the past is still maintained in today’s two-piece costumes. 
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Photo 7: Harold “Sally” Saldenah’s costume “Mexico”11, Trinidad, 1964. 
 
Another Trinidadian masman and bandleader who is considered a founder of the 
Pretty Mas’ costuming style is George Bailey (professionally active in the 1960s 
and 1970s). He was one of the creators of Fantasy Mas’ form (cf. infra Photo 11), which 
presents embellished carnival costumes without making a historic reference (Bailey 2015 
DOC.).  
 
Historical and Fantasy Mas’ were not the only forms present in Mas’ during the 1960s. 
Traditional costumes and other small carnival costuming styles were performed in the same 
location. “There were little groups of women parading in very short pants and t-shirts” 
Masman B remembered an alternative form of masquerade present in the 1960s. He 
continued: “[they were] African women competing and winin’ [cf. Chapter 5] on men and on 
other women spectators”. The Guardian Carnival Souvenir of 1968 (see Photo 8) dedicated a 
two-page spread to this different way of playing Mas’, which was enacted mainly by women.  
                                                        
11 From: http://www.bestoftrinidad.com/profiles/saldenah.html 
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Photo 8: Guardian Carnival Souvenir, 1968. 
 
This masquing style links to today’s parade during carnival Monday Mas’ in Town, where 
players, who are mostly women, play in short pants and t-shirts, leaving the costumed parade 
for the next day. The behavior of the female players, previously described by Masman B, 
evokes the “Jamette behavior” (cf. Chapter 3) and their dance – winin’- (cf. Chapter 5) is 
enacted even today by certain women in the carnival parade.  
 
Another example of different costuming forms present in Mas’, despite the large bands’ 
limited representations, was provided by Rose, a Trinidadian immigrant who was 70 years 
old when we spoke in 2014, while I was collaborating in the creation of Trinidadian Mas’ 
costumes in a small event in Ontario, Canada. Before she left Trinidad at the end of the 
1960s, she remembered wearing real flowers as her headpiece while her body was covered by 
large jute bags. 
 
 
4.2 “Becoming” a different costume 
      The 1970s        
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Photo 9: Trinidad Carnival, Issue number 1, 1973. Players perform on the Savannah Stage. 
 
 
What you dress is a statement  
Alpharita, Trinidad, 2014. 
 
 
During the 1970s, Black Power ideology spread in Trinidad. This destabilized the post-
independence Creole government (cf. Chapter 4), which led to the declaration of a State of 
Emergency in April 1970 (Brereton 2010a; Gosine 1986; De Verteuil 2012 DOC; Trinidad 
Daily Express 1 09 2012). Locally, the Black Power movement had originally aimed to create 
an inter-ethnic national character that aimed to reunite the Afro-Creole working-class and the 
Indo-descent citizens against a white imperialist ideology, to throw off the shadow of colonial 
oppression (Mohammed 2010 DOC). However, it had emphasized a homogenous African 
traditional past, which created distance between the Afro-descent and the Indo-descent ethnic 
groups (Gosine 1986). At this time, the concepts of masculinity and femininity were 
redefined in Afrocentric terms (Pasley 2013). Trinidad was rediscovering the roots of 
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blackness from “the continent”, as Trinidadians informally call the continent of Africa, 
creating a collective image of transatlantic ancestral affirmation (Sankeralli 2012). 
 
In 1976, more than half of television programming in Trinidad was foreign (Skinner 1990: 
48) and endogenous creation of television was rare (Laird 2010). Twenty years later, it was 
over 95% foreign, and cinema programming reached up to 99% foreign-made (Laird and T. 
Hall 1992 DOC). The Hindi film imports that were common from the 1930s started to decline 
from this decade onward (Niranjana 2006; Macedo 2003). “What happens when you have to 
dream other people’s dreams?” (2016) Christian, a Trinidadian documentarist, asked me 
rhetorically while we were debating the cinematographic “hero” effect on the daily life of 
Trinidad. Through it he affirmed that players’ s-heroes depend on allocentric representations. 
  
According to my interlocutors, Trinidadians started to question how their image was 
constructed during this period. Some of the “pretty” carnival bands substituted the white 
North American movie s-heroes of the 1960s for romanticized orientalist representations of 
the African continent. Some themes of the bands were entitled: “Feast of Mansa Musa” a 
sultan from the ancient kingdom of Mali, “Back to Africa” and “Relics of Egypt” by George 
Bailey. In Photo 10, Saldenah’s band in 1975 took the theme “Cult of the Leopard”. 
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Photo 10: Trinidad Carnival Magazine, 1977. 
 
“How we see ourselves is what people have told us and perceive us” stated Adam (2014), a 
Trinidadian man in his forties. His statement was implicitly referring to colonized subjects 
who assimilate the objectifying and stereotyping colonial gaze, and appropriate 
it by excessively enacting it (Ferguson 2002), and simultaneously distancing 
themselves from it. This relationship of identification and distance also takes 
place in the cinematographic gaze between a first-world producer and a third-
world watcher (Stam 2003). 
 
While many carnival bands explored ideas of Trinidadian identity during the 1970s, the large 
Mas’ bands maintained a parallel costuming form of Fantasy Mas’ with fantastic topics such 
as “Secrets of the Sky” (Berkeley 1973), shown here in Photo 11 below. 
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Photo 11: Trinidad Carnival Magazine, Berkeley’s band: Secrets of the Sky, 1973. 
 
From a Mas’ perspective, carnival was established from the time of independence as an Afro-
Creole nationalist practice (cf. Chapter 4). Continuing my analysis, I noticed that the carnival 
of the Trinidadian city Couva gradually disappeared from the carnival reports. Couva is 
located in the middle of the island, and the majority of its population is of East Indian 
descent. Players of East Indian descent regained media visibility from the 1990s with the first 
Prime Minister of the same origin (cf. infra).  
 
4.3 The evolution of the mascamps 
            1970 – 1980: From leisure to business 
 
According to the masmen I encountered, the most radical transformation of Mas’ happened 
during the oil boom (cf. Chapter 3) between 1973 and 1981. A local expression from the era 
exemplifies the economic wealth and confidence of Trinidad during this time: “money is no 
problem”. My interlocutors remember that this was a phrase published by a national 
magazine, paraphrasing the Prime Minister Eric Williams’ words while he was talking about 
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sporting facilities for an event in 1977. Decontextualized from its specific background, it 
became a motto for the oil boom lifestyle (MacDonald 1986: 191). However, criticisms of the 
phrase reveal the problems extant in Trinidadian society despite the boom. The soca singer 
Lord Shorty, for example, sang a song entitled Money Eh No Problem in 1978. It lists some 
of the problems that the country was facing in the late seventies, and juxtaposes them with 
the famous phrase:  
 
[…] black dirty water we have to drink,  
WASA12 say it safe clean but is smelling stink.  
But my friend, money ah no problem.  
 
The increased consumerism in Trinidad was reflected in Mas’. The aesthetic of the Big 
costumes, for example, started to change: from light and lively costumes they became 
“imprisoned in their glitters” (Trinidad Carnival 1977). Masmen began designing 
voluminous, over-embellished and static Big costumes supported on wheels in order to 
impress the judges of the carnival competitions, instead of privileging flexibility and 
practicality to dance in (cf. Chapter 6). The mascamp, the atelier of creation of the costumes, 
before the economic boom was family or community centered, and members would make 
costume together. With the sudden growth of the economy Trinidadians were able to work 
less and spend more time pursuing leisure activities such as the mascamps during the carnival 
seasons. There was an increased interest in the carnival parade even from people who were 
not accustomed to Mas’, who decided to attend the mascamps and collaborate in the creation 
of their costumes to play Mas’. The number of players increased and with them, and the 
commission they brought, the mascamps' dimensions and managements grew. 
  
With the economic recession of the 1980s Trinidadians no longer had so much free time. The 
popular saying “money is no problem” was replaced by “Fete Over – Back to Work” (Gail 
PNM 2015), in reference to an announcement by Prime Minister George Chambers after the 
death of Eric Williams in 1981. The players’ decision to buy instead of make started with the 
economic recession of the 1980s (Shah 2015). “Oh Lord, I have job all day long, I am not too 
good in that [making carnival costumes], I don’t like glue, I would give you 50 dollars!” a 
masquerader Masman B knew had complained. Players started to pay for carnival costumes 
instead of creating them.  
                                                        
12 WASA: Water and Sewerage Authority. 
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“The family structure [of the mascamp] fell down into a factory: you would have a table 
where something was made in a way and then you would pass it to the next person who sticks 
it off” stated Masman D (2014). The role of the masman shifted from that of a craftsman to a 
businessman: “Till the 1980s Mas’ wasn’t something you bought, Mas’ was something you 
made!” stated Masman C in 2015, describing, and complaining about, the consumerist 
evolution of Mas’. Mas’ became a spectacle produced en masse, and all the correlated 
services were presented by the players, such as music and drinks which were provided by the 
carnival bands.  
 
“You know, when things get hard, party and alcohol get better; when people see hard time, 
they want more escapism” affirmed Bandleader and Masman E (2014). From the economic 
recession, Mas’ began to be conceived as a form of escapism. The same bandleader continued 
his statement: “when I watch a movie I can be sucked out of my reality even if it is just for an 
hour and a half, whenever I am stressed I go for movies every time… and for people carnival 
is the same!”. Interestingly, in his observation, Masman E draws a parallel between the 
escapism of cinema and the pervasive power of carnival, which provides a new sense of 
evasion in the participation in Mas’.  
 
4.4 “You are what you wear”13 
      The 1980s 
 
The 1980s were the years of the most brutal economic crisis in Trinidad’s history. During the 
economic recession, there was an indirect correlation between economic discontent and loss 
of jobs, and an increase of (formal and informal) engagement in professional activities by 
women (Yelvington 1995). Women started to be present and active in all carnival 
performances from the 1970s (Rohlher 1996). The “male-centered” (Franco P. 2007: 27) 
carnival evolved into a new female-led event. This was perceived as a form of 
“emasculation” (Franco P. 2007: 41; Trinidad Express Newspapers, Limited Edition, 1988), 
where men felt protective of their past monopoly on performance. The song Yes Darling 
(1987), performed by the calypso singer Charlie’s Roots, was mentioned by my male 
                                                        
13 Title of an article in Trinidad Carnival Magazine in 1982.  
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interlocutors as an example of the men’s feelings about the shifting gender roles of men and 
women during that period. Tommy, the protagonist of this song, is a man who lives with his 
female partner, and at one time imposed his domestic rules on her because he provided their 
income. As soon as he loses his job and she becomes the “breadwinner”, she engages in 
similar behavior:  
 
[…] when Tommy was breadwinner 
He used to go ’bout boasting  
How hard he have she14 working 
One day tables turn he lose he wuk15 and end up home 
Now she was breadwinner and he became housemaker […] 
Now she have him working the way he was doing 
Yuh mop mih house? Yes darling 
Yuh dust mih house? Yes darling  
Yuh make mih bed? Yes darling 
[…] Everybody watch de way she have he. 
 
They affirmed that this loss of possibilities for working-class men and youth probably 
contributed to the atmosphere in which the attempted coup d’état of 1990 arose (cf. next 
paragraph; Chapter 3). 
 
At the end of the 1980s, women occupied 50% of the places at the Trinidadian University of 
the West Indies (UWI) (McMahon 1991). In 1980 the Caribbean Association for Feminist 
Research and Action (CAFRA) was established in order to combat sexual abuse and domestic 
violence in the country. Six years later the Rape Crisis Center sought legal advice to develop 
the organization. In the 1990s, the Centre still had no operations at night because it was “too 
dangerous” (Human Rights Briefs 1993). This climate of insecurity remains present in the 
country today, where Alice, one of the managers of a feminist organization against the abuse 
of girls, told me she could not take part in a national meeting in December 2016 because she 
felt it was too dangerous to move at night without personal transportation. 
 
The 1980s also signaled a change within the international flow of the media. Only a few 
years later, satellite TV became available, mainly showing programs from the United States 
(Skinner 1990: 49). The consumerism of the oil boom was maintained even with the 
recession.  
                                                        
14 To have somebody working means: they are not in a position to refuse.  
15 English Creole word, wuk: work 
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Photo 12: Deposited old televisions and Bikini and Beads’ masqueraders of a medium band waiting in the 
shade on Piccadilly Street, East Drive River. Carnival Tuesday POS 2015. 
 
I was told that the most remembered TV programs and films of the 1970s, such as The Bionic 
Woman (1976-1978) and Wonder Woman (1974-1979) on television, and the movie The Way 
of the Dragon (Lee 1972), were popular among audiences in the 1980s. Moreover, female 
interlocutors mentioned pornographic productions from the US, which were largely viewed in 
VHS format by people over 21, although there was a high level of illegal consumption of 
pornography by teenagers. Another 1980s movie remembered by my interviewees was Conan 
(Milius 1982). Masman A opened his laptop to show me images of popular protagonists from 
the 1980s. He pointed out the similarities between the style of the costumes worn in these 
films and shows, the body shapes of the actors, and the costumes and physiques of the 
carnival players (see photos 13-16, below). The cinematographic representation shaped not 
just the carnival costumes but even different rules and modes portrayed by players and their 
physical appearance. 
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Photo 13: Wonder Woman,16 1975. 
 
 
Photo 14: Trinidad Carnival, Key Caribbean Publication, 
1982. 
 
 
 
Photo 15: Conan the Barbarian17, 1982. 
 
 
 
 
Photo 16: Trinidad Carnival, Key Caribbean Publication, 
1982. 
 
 
Reading the carnival editions of Masman A’s personal archives, I noticed that “pretty” 
stopped being used as an adjective and became a noun denoting a formal characteristic 
related to Mas’ during the 1980s (Trinidad Carnival 1980: 9): Pretty Mas’ was established. 
The nouveau riche18 middle class, enriched by the oil boom new economy, were the main 
participants in Mas’. Mas’ developed from being a platform which showcased individuals’ s-
                                                        
16 From: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0074074/mediaindex?page=2&ref_=ttmi_mi_sm 
17 From: http://classicblanca.blogspot.fr/2012/09/conan-barbarian-1982-vs-conan-destroyer.html 
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hero stories, to one which showcased their social position (Aching 2002). Carnival bands 
vertiginously increased the numbers of participants; large bands therefore started to split and 
form other bands. This new generation of carnival players paraded in search of “‘Kodak’ 
visibility” (Trinidad Carnival 1980). The “Kodak players are still present in Mas’ today, 
known by critics as “posers”: players who aim to get media visibility (cf. Chapter 4).  
 
If “you are what you wear”, the Mas’ statement of the 1980s, is true, then what were players 
wearing? The small costumes of the players radically diminished their dimensions, making 
their bodies visible and showable: if players’ identity was connected with what they wore, 
they “wore” their own body. The costumes shifted from t-shirts and shorts to bras and tops. 
This style of costume continued to reduce in size, evolving, one decade later, into the Bikini 
and Beads style. “I remember Lil Hart19 saying: Listen, I don’t know what to do. I design 
costumes and they just take them off!” Masman A and Masman B told me. This statement 
emphasizes that the desire to be visible during carnival was chosen by the players and not 
imposed by the bandleaders. 
 
In the 1980s, the concept of self-care was incorporated in Mas’. William, a Trinidadian in his 
late fifties, told me (2015) that he clearly remembered the LUX soap advertisement which 
was very popular at the time. It starred the Italian actress Ornella Muti,20 emphasizing again 
the impact of white Euro-American media, this time in the formation of the local sense of 
self-care. The carnival players, embellishing their own bodies and revealing their faces, 
started “to play themselves”. This became the carnival motto from the nineties until the 
present day (cf. Chapter 3).  
 
According to evidence found in the visual archives online,21 there was a difference in the 
behavior of the audience in the 1980s. The unmasqued audience does not just observe the 
parade (as can be seen in the carnival archives) but “jump up”, as Trinidadians say, along the 
entire route. To “jump up” in the parade means to literally jump into a carnival band with the 
costumed players and play carnival. Since carnival costumes became ever more expensive 
and non-registered players were “jumping up” with the registered masqueraders, from the 
                                                                                                                                                                            
18 Trinidad Express Newspapers, Limited Edition, 1988 
19 Lil Hart was one of the first maswomen in the history of Mas’. 
20 The only online version available is in German, but it shows the same advertisement from 1986: this was 
shown in Trinidad during the same decade. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15GSofdVDio 
21 (G.B.T.V. Culture Share ARCHIVES 1995: TRINIDAD & TOBAGO CARNIVAL ..#2 of 5-Visual Archives, 
Trinidad Carnival. 1957 and Carnival Story Aka Trinidad Carnival 1957 -Visual Archives; Henle 1953 DOC). 
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1990s a form of indiscreet separation between players and the audience emerged: a “security 
system” (cf. Paragraph 4.6) was imposed by the large bands. This service is still practiced and 
is included in the all-inclusive system of large bands (cf. Paragraph 5; Chapter 4; Chapter 6).  
 
4.5 The “Carnival is Woman” 
            The end of the 1980s 
 
 
Photo 17: Trinidad Express Newspapers, Limited Edition, 1988. 
 
Because we women have changed the course, without remorse woman is boss! 
Denyse Plummer, Woman is Boss, 1988. 
 
From the end of the 1980s onward, Mas’ was reframed with the motto “carnival is woman”, 
thanks to the increased participation of female masqueraders who overturned the previous 
masculine hegemony (Koningsbruggen 1997; Franco P. 2007) of participants.  
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 “Mas’ was a male-dominated arena [in the production and its performance]. And as soon as it 
became more ‘acceptable’ by the middle class it became a women thing” Masman A told me 
(2014). The female players of this decade were using Mas’ as a space to enact social and 
gender inversions, where finally they, and not the men, were “the boss” in the carnival 
performances, (here, I paraphrase Denyse Plummers’s song Woman is Boss- see Photo 18). 
They were assuming a particular critical posture in Mas’ which was dubbed by men, and 
eventually broader society, as “Jamette behavior” which recalls the working-class participants 
in nineteenth-century Mas’ (Chapter 3). Controversially, during my fieldwork, only women in 
their fifties recalled Plummer’s song as the origin of the gender revolution in Mas’, maybe 
due to the fact that the singer is a Calypsonian. The majority of young women masqueraders 
in their twenties instead link this feminine claim to the new generation of female soca singers 
of the 2000s, who proposed a similar attitude toward men in Mas’.   
 
Photo 18: Trinidad Express Newspapers, Limited Edition, 1988. 
 
The gender inversion of the 1980s occurred mainly among carnival players: the producers 
and the designers were still mainly men, on the whole. Middle-class women, thanks to their 
economic independence, started to “buy” the possibility of having fun and participating in a 
previously exclusively male platform (cf. Paragraph 5). The word “buy” in this context was 
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often used during my field research by women masqueraders to indicate that, thanks to their 
economic stability and professional careers, they feel able to pay for an expensive costume, 
which is a source of empowerment (Cornwall 2016). They used (and still use today) their 
economic capacity in order to access a leisure space which was originally framed almost 
exclusively for men.  
 
The representation of the expression “Carnival is woman” responded in a similar way to the 
classic Hollywood movies and TV series of the same period. The female characters moved 
from playing supportive roles as partners of the male protagonists to starting to represent 
women seeking independence and valuing their own sexual satisfaction (Zeisler 2008). The 
expression “Carnival is woman” was intended to represent a similar inversion of the feminine 
role in Mas’ where female players detach themselves from the male ones gaining their 
autonomy in the parade. 
 
4.6 Body Mas’22 
            1990s: A social change 
 
People see what they mean and they mean what they see  
 
Caribbean Eye, 9, 1991 DOC.  
 
 
In this decade consumerism and materialism were embraced, even against the backdrop of the 
recession and social unrest. In July 1990, an attempted coup d’état occurred (cf. Chapter 3). 
One area of violent crime which noticeably became more severe during this period was 
violence against women and girls (Mohammed 1991). The rhetoric of “state of siege” in 
reference to the attempted coup d’état in 1990 was repeated in the context of violence against 
women one year after (see Photos 19 and 20, below). 
                                                        
22 Carnival magazine 1993. 
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Photo 19: Sunday Express, July 29th, 1990. Photo 20: Sunday Express, August 11th, 1991 
 
On the front pages of the local newspapers of the 1990s, the number of rapes in the country 
began to be reported: the frequency of rape had doubled from the 1980s to the 1990s 
(Theodore et al. 2008). In 1991, through the “Domestic Sexual Violence Act”, rape and 
sexual violence were accepted as “serious” criminal offenses (Human Rights 1993), even if 
they were not (and still are not) considered so by the police. In more recent data, in 1996 the 
country reported 106 murders (TT crime 2017), whereas in 2015 there were 420 due to drug 
trafficking and armed violence (TT Police Service 2016).  
 
According to the Trinidad and Tobago Network (TT Crime 2017) violence increased 
dramatically in this period. Criminality was affecting the entire population, but it had the 
greatest impact on women’s daily life (Yelvingon 1995). According to players who were in 
their twenties in this decade, the more restrictions women had to accept for safety reasons, 
the more they wanted to occupy a visible position by playing Mas’.  
 
In terms of changes directly affecting the carnival in the 1990s, the NCC established Trinidad 
carnival as “the authentic one” (Burke 2008: 80), and actively started exchanges of 
performance experience and knowledge with the West Indian Diaspora. For the masmen 
carnival moved from being a leisure activity in the 1950s, to a seasonal job in the 1970s 
becoming an international career in the 1990s.  
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While the coup d’état of July 1990 was not mentioned in the carnival magazines, this event 
signaled a cultural change led by a young generation. These young people, in their twenties, 
claimed to be the “defenders of freedom” (Birth 2008: 179; Ahye 2000) (cf. Chapter 3). The 
lack of reference to the tense politics of the era could certainly be behind the recent Mas’ 
tendency to be interpreted as a form of entertainment and source of escapism. Pretty Mas’, in 
its form of Bikini and Beads, focuses on the younger generation.   
 
Photo 21: Sunday Express, 1993. 
  
In the 1990s the body established itself as the main spectacle of Mas’. As is detailed by the 
Carnival Magazine (1993), players adapted slightly the 1980s tradition of “playing 
themselves”, and started to “play their bodies” (see Photo 21) during the carnival parade. 
They “are conscious of their physical appearance. [In the past a] player would be a suitcase of 
the costume, now the costume has to be designed to highlight them” (Sunday Express, 1993) 
the bandleader of the Barbarossa23 band stated in 1993.                            
 
                                                        
23 Barbarossa was a very well-known Pretty Mas’ large band of Town.  
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In this period, the “body mas’” started to require physical training in order to achieve the 
carnival physique, and fitness exercises were marketed in the carnival magazines (see Photo 
22).  
 
Photo 22: Free Carnival Pullout Guide Feb/March 1998. 
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At that period, physical appearance became a factor which could exclude or include the 
player in carnival in Town; it is added to the economic factor, which is the most selective 
component of playing Mas’. “What I remember: all the bodybuilders of the time were 
positioned on the front line of the band. And they were practicing for at least six months 
before the parade!” (2014) said Masman B, reflecting the changing standards which must be 
met to play Mas’. Masman B’s memories seem to have been frozen by the published image 
of Mas’ in 1999 (see Photo 23). 
 
Photo 23: Trinidad Carnival, 1999. 
 
Masman H, who was with Masman B during one of our conversations (2014), added that 
nowadays he has to reduce the sizes of female costumes every year: “women call telling me 
an inferior size they have because they will work on it along the year to fit a smaller 
costume!” The costumes, once made “to highlight” the players, to repeat the words of 
Barbarossa bandleader, began to create standards of physical appearance which had to be met 
in order to play in specific carnival bands and fit certain carnival costume styles, as still 
happens in Mas’ today (cf. Chapter 4).  
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The costume as “the primal role” of Mas’, as the masman Peter Minshall wrote in his 
application for the Guggenheim fellowship in 1982 (Minshall 1982), starts to merge itself 
into the body of the players. These players are still masquing, but do not wear a covering 
masque to portray the carnival characters.  
 
4.7 The 2000s 
 
 
Carnival is a true popular art form and reflects what is going on in the society.  
Therefore, I am not choked that now playing Mas’ means being beautiful and rich.  
 
Masman A, Trinidad, 2014.  
  
  
Photo 24: Carnival Time, 2000. Photo 25: TT Carnival Magazine, 2009. 
 
In this decade, there was a second oil boom between 2002 and 2005. However, during my 
final field visit in 2015, a new economic recession had started to hit the country 
(StabroekNews, 10 01 2015). Despite the briefly renewed prosperity, crime has increased in 
the 2000s (Mohammed et al. 2009 quoted in Sookram et al. 2009). In 2005, The Sunday 
Guardian explicitly warns women of the potential dangers and suggests some practical 
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advice (which was still being recommended during my presence in the field) in order to enjoy 
carnival and to feel secure.  
 
Masman Peter Minshall declared in 2010 that “What you wear is what you want to say!” 
(Narine 2010 DOC.). If costuming tells the story of the masqueraders, as it has from the 
carnival’s origins, what do players of this generation want to tell us?  
The masque of Pretty Mas’ is reduced to minimal costuming in the established Bikini and 
Beads style, where the facial identity is visible, and the player’s body replaces their costume. 
With the unmasking and unmasquing of Pretty Mas’, the distance between the player and the 
role enacted is reduced. Moreover, the democratic experience of collectivity (Minshall 1997) 
provided by the anonymity of masqueraders with the use of masks, is challenged by the new 
aspect of Mas’ as a platform of public visibility and social affirmation (cf. Paragraph 5; 
Chapter 4). 
 
Carnival large bands that produced the Bikini and Beads style started to offer what is called 
an all-inclusive service. It moved attention from the costume to the services provided by the 
bands: “You pay one fee for the full package: you will be fed, you are welcome, you get your 
costume, you get a lunch stop and you can rest, you get music and free drinks. You get 
everything you want!” Maswoman I told me, in reference to the all-inclusive system of her 
large band. Players are therefore essentially customers, and the original communitarian sense 
of belonging is replaced by a carnival customer-loyalty program: “I can give the most 
beautiful costume but if you don’t have a good time you won’t come back! I give you a 
mediocre costume, but you have a blast then you will come back next year! […] party is 
maybe more important than the costume” Masman E explained to me, as we discussed the 
model of supply and demand in contemporary Mas’.  
 
From the 1980s, the main characters to portray in carnival became the players themselves. 
The goal became “to enjoy yourself”, and to show it through Mas’. During my field research 
in 2014, the soca singer Machel Montano sang H.M.A. (Happiest Man Alive). This song was 
repeated, by heart, by most of the players during that carnival season. The lyrics of the song 
declare “Happiness is the measure of success / I always happy once money in me hand.” 
Economic capital is connected with the joy and happiness represented through carnival. 
Playing Mas’, in its contemporary meaning of “playing yourself”, translates this visually and 
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aesthetically into a healthy, wealthy, beautiful and happy participant. In Photo 26 here below 
can be seen the tickets for his concert with a hashtag saying: “Happy Nation”.  
 
Photo 26: Posted on Facebook, March 23rd, 2014. Machel Montano concert advertisement. 
 
The carnival magazines from the 2000s resemble advertising magazines for carnival bands. 
Further, the internet began to be used by both carnival players and bandleaders. Blogs, 
Facebook pages and other social network platforms are used to share and advertise Mas’ on a 
worldwide platform. 
 
Aesthetically, till the 1970s when players were wearing full costumes, photographs were 
taken on a wide angle and with whole-body frames. As is shown in Photo 25, since the player 
became the costume, photographs have started to immortalize Pretty Mas’ from a micro 
perspective, focusing on close-up details of the players and their body-masques.  
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The decorative aspect which is the basis of Pretty Mas’ costuming was linked to a sexualized 
and marketed feminine body as soon as the costume became the body (cf. Chapter 4). The 
picturesque, which is synonymous with the concept of beauty and which determines what is 
pleasing (Mohammed 2007 and 2009), is translated into the figure of the “carnival woman” 
and used to market products to the population (see Photo 27). 
 
Photo 27: Advertisement in a grocery store, Trinidad 2012. 
 
 
5. “Do you p(l)ay Mas’?” 
           The economics of large and medium bands in Town 
 
 
Though Carnival is of the people,  
I’m not sure if it is still for the people.  
Rudra, Trinidad 2015. 
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Photo 28: Trinidad Guardian, January 30th 1998. 
 
“Do you play Mas’?” is a question asked by all Trinidadians to find out if you participate at 
the carnival masquerade. I used the Trinidadian double entendre “do you p(l)ay Mas’?” in the 
title of this paragraph in order to highlight the dependency of Pretty Mas’ on people being 
willing to pay in order to play in specific carnival bands.  
 
Alock, a Trinidadian man in his fifties, confided to me his opinion about the 
increasing restoration of the ancient colonial class divides and discrimination in 
contemporary Mas’ organization, due to the charge for participating in carnival: 
“They [the elite class] got off the trucks and took the streets” (2015). In order to 
play Mas’, at least for the large and medium sized Mas’, players have to pay for 
their costumes. This sarcastic image (see Photo 29 below) was shared on my 
Facebook wall in the autumn of 2015. It shows that the freedom of choice to play 
carnival (in Town) is an illusion. The image implies that the entity that is calling 
is not carnival (in reference to a similar post which was shared in the same 
period), but the bills accrued for the entertainments. The player who receives the 
“bills call” has no choice: whether s/he chooses to hang up the phone or respond 
to the “call”, s/he has to accept paying.  
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Photo 29: Facebook, October 2015. Starting the countdown for carnival 2016. 
 
Having a costume in a large band in Town can cost up to TT$ 15,000 (US$ 2,400) (The New 
Local Mag 2015); some masqueraders add to the cost of the costume with extra services, such 
as makeup artists, professional photographers, or decorated accessories to personalize their 
costume (Gordon, Trinidad Guardian 2 04 2013; Kerringan, Trinidad Guardian 2 04 2013). 
Large bands usually organize an all-inclusive service, in which the player can pay for a whole 
package of services when they pay for their “costume”: “When you buy a costume you don’t 
pay for the costume” (2014) Maswoman I told me, describing the service her large band 
provides annually. The goal of the all-inclusive management is to provide an “experience of 
Mas’”, as the masmen told me. The average price for a player in this all-inclusive large-band 
system in Town is roughly US$ 1,700 for male players US$ 2,500 for female players (in 
2015). For visitors, prices are around US$ 4,000 for men and US$ 4,900 for women (along 
with flights, car rental, food and drink outside Mas’ and a hotel) (The New Local Mag 2015).  
Large and medium bands are divided into sections, and the price of a costume varies 
depending on the position of each section as the band crosses the Savannah Stage (cf. infra). 
The frontline is more expensive than the backline.  
As is exemplified on the front page of the national Daily Express newspaper’s business 
section (see Photo 30), even with these costs, the costumes of these large bands are usually 
sold six months in advance every year.  
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Photo 30: Daily Express, Business Express, February 11th 2015. 
 
This “costume” budget, even if it covers all-inclusive services, does not include the fees for 
participation at fetes (Ali TT Guardian 29 01 2015), which are organized separately from the 
costume parade. In 2015, fetes reached the price of TT$ 1200 (US$ 200) for a VVIP ticket 
(Daily Express 11 02 2015).  
 
The economic capital of the players is added to their social one. I mention here two of the 
elements Bourdieu (1980) defines as the basis for class domination. In Mas’, the p(l)ayers of 
large bands in Town need either financial capacity, the economic capital, or a fruitful social 
network, the social capital, in order to perform in the bands or participate in esteemed fetes. 
Mas’ and its correlated entertainments, provide a way to be socially recognized. “We are all 
lined up for favors” (2015) said Peter, a Mas’ collaborator who was involved in Mas’ design 
until the 1990s. His statement reflects the complex dynamic of the carnival elite, who 
embrace nepotistic relationships and favoritism in order to be able to frequent specific 
carnival fetes. A number of tickets to the most prestigious fetes are donated to the main 
companies and institutions of the island; the remainder are sold to the willing participants 
who can afford to join the party, and who will often invite someone they hope to become 
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better acquainted with, whether for personal or business reasons. This mechanism increases 
the value of each ticket and creates exclusive networks among the island’s social and 
economic elites. This dynamic is common in the large carnival bands of Town, in which each 
large band becomes a social space that combines economic and social capital (Bourdieu 
1984) on a national and international platform. 
 
Personally, the price of participating in carnival gave me a “headache”, to paraphrase the 
article on the cost of costumes in the Business Express article, here below (Sorias, Business 
Express 2015, see Photo 31). 
 
Photo 31: Business Express, February 11th 2015. 
 
The first and only time I played Pretty Mas’ was in 2012, during my first Trinidadian visit for 
my MA research. I played in a large band in Town thanks to my Trinidadian roommates, who 
knew a manager of the band they were participating in. I bought a backline costume (the last 
and the cheapest section of the band); it was twice the monthly price of the room I was 
renting at about US$600. It was a simple orange bikini without added fabric with a little 
plastic crown, a few glued gems and an iron bracelet. Along with the costume, the band 
provided wet wipes, a bag of mineral salt supplements and a badge, which is the most 
important element in the booking of this carnival experience because it indicates the category 
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of service the player has paid for. During my doctoral field research, I worked as 
photographer for a carnival band, and I was able to move through the different bands and 
their truck management without p(l)aying anymore.  
 
With a new economic recession (Singh, TT Guardian 5 12 2015; Stabroeknews 2015) starting 
during the last year of my field research in 2015, some of the local Trinidadians could not 
afford to p(l)ay carnival or to attend some of the elite fetes. Advertisements for bank loans to 
fund carnival expenses can usually be heard on the radio stations from the beginning of the 
carnival season. Moreover, most of the Trinidadian carnival players I met told me that they 
have to choose their holidays based on their participation in Mas’ each year: most could not 
afford to play Mas’ and to travel internationally during the rest of the year. Every carnival 
season, they have to make a choice for their annual budget. One of the major critiques I heard 
during my last year of fieldwork (2015) was about the discrepancy between the international 
Diaspora's economic capacity to p(l)ay Mas’ by coming to Trinidad with another currency, 
and the difficulty for the majority of national players who depend on the local currency (cf. 
Chapter 6).  
 
However, the international relationships of the bands are based on local organization. In order 
to book their carnival costume, international and Diaspora customers are required to have 
direct contact with the local management. Online subscription is provided by just a few large 
bands. This system allows for the management of the international and national carnival 
market, which can remain under local control. Visitors are therefore obliged to nurture local 
contacts. Moreover, the procedure to join the most renowned large carnival bands is highly 
selective. During the period of my research, some bands introduced physical appearance as 
one of the main criteria for selection, asking applicants to include a picture with their dossier. 
Others prioritized past masqueraders or privileged customers connected with the committee 
members. Even with all these difficulties, each large band usually has a (formal or informal) 
waiting list of willing players (The New York Times 9 3 2011). Moreover, in case of players 
being unable to attend, masqueraders use social networks as platforms to sell their costumes.  
However, I have observed several wiles that are used in order to take part in some of the large 
bands even when the economic capacity to join them is lacking. The models of the costumes, 
who are immortalized in the bands’ portfolios, could have a carnival costume as form of 
payment. I have met homozygote twins, male and female, who share their costumes in order 
to play one day each at the parade, attaching their badges on the arms in order to be able to 
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exchange them and enter to the parade. Moreover, I have met young men who simulated their 
male costume wearing swimsuit pants with a similar color of the section they wished to play 
and at the moment of the parade attached pieces of the other players’ costumes that had fallen 
onto the streets.  
 
The band in which a carnival participant takes part, represents the exhibition of the milieu 
each player wishes to display. In 2014, one of my roommates implored me to play Mas’ with 
her in a new cheap Bikini and Beads band of Port-of-Spain because none of her “Trini 
friends,” as she called them, wanted to play in it, as it was unknown and therefore, for them, 
not appealing. The media presence is concentrated on the most expensive bands, which 
allows the propagation of a restricted set of elite narratives. Cameras, video, televisions and 
social media are tools that expand the possibility of narrating the enacted story “to the 
world”, as most Trinidadians said as they pointed at my camera when I photographed Mas’ in 
2014.  
 
Mas’ is a collective celebration. The contemporary carnival motto “to play yourself” is 
related to the notion of freedom to express a story of your own within the group a player 
participates in. “It’s very hard to go and play carnival when you don’t know anybody; so yes, 
carnival is more about celebrating with your peers! Carnival is celebrated in public with your 
friends!” Masman E stated (2014). One year after Masman E's statement reproduced here, 
one of the sponsors of the carnival festival, the local phone company B-Mobile, suggested the 
creation of a phone app that through real-time GPS location allowed the players to find out 
where their carnival section and other friends were if they got lost in the flood of the parade 
in Town (Newsday Newspaper TT 17 02 2018). This app has been available since carnival 
season 2016. 
All the carnival bands, because they can afford to offer all-inclusive services, or thanks to 
their relational networks, form distinct social groups. The act of grouping in “peers” 
referenced by Masman E denies the carnival unification of hierarchical class (Da Matta 1991; 
Green 1983-1984) and reaffirms and flaunts normal social relations also during carnival.  
 
In this paragraph, I have outlined the importance of having a good income, or social relations, 
in order to play Mas’ in the most famous bands of Town. Participating in these bands allows 
participants the opportunity to frequent and be immortalized by the media, in a specific 
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carnival group where players meet with their peers, or with a social group they aspire to 
belong to. 
 
This chapter aimed to present a visual and historic excursus of Pretty Mas’ in Trinidad where 
I showed the evolutions of the costuming forms up to the major and more contemporary form 
of Pretty Mas’, Bikini and Beads, which was the predominant form when I was in the field. 
This chapter is an introduction to understanding the intersections and the different meanings 
of the costumes’ representations in Mas’ during the parade, and their players.  
In the next chapter, I will focus directly on the contemporary form, Bikini and Beads, and its 
new object of representation proclaimed by the players which is “to play themselves” rather 
than an external character.  
 
 
6.        Conclusion  
 
In this chapter, I summarized the history of Mas’ in Trinidad. I outlined how the costuming 
form of Pretty Mas’, which is now the prevalent masquerade form enacted and advertised 
nationally and internationally, came to dominate the carnival. By examining some articles of 
the Carnival Edition magazines from independence through to the beginning of the 2000s, I 
have analyzed the evolution of the word “pretty” from an adjective applied to elements of 
Mas’, through to its adoption in the term “Pretty Mas’”.  
I have focused my analysis on the visual representation of the masquerade and on its 
managerial organization. Moreover, I have investigated the influence of cinema on the 
costuming of Mas’ and its evolutions.  
 
Throughout this chapter, I have examined the main socio-political changes surrounding the 
large and medium Pretty Mas’ carnival bands which parade in Town, and which determine 
the main representation and costuming style of Mas’. I discussed the main modifications of 
Pretty Mas’ in each decade in terms of performance and costuming. I summarized them into 
three broad periods. 
 
In the 1960s and 1970s carnival was established as a national symbol of unity for the newly 
independent country. With the impact of the oil boom, middle-class Creole Trinidadians, who 
benefitted the most, became the principal participants of Mas’.  
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The 1980s were a decade of economic depression. Criminality started to impact the daily life 
of the country. The practice of Mas’ was enjoyed as a form of escapism and its management 
was able to maintain the same style which developed during the economic prosperity of the 
previous decades. Mas’ underwent a radical gender inversion: women, previously marginal to 
the carnival performance, became the majority of the masqueraders. From this period, Pretty 
Mas’ adopted the motto “Carnival is Woman”. Playing Mas’ shifted from being a practice of 
portraying a character into a performance of self-celebration. 
 
The 1990s opened with the attempted coup d’état, in July 1990. The Trinidad carnival was 
established as the main masquerade style for the festivals of the West Indian Diaspora, 
mainly in North America and the UK. The media (television and the press, joined by digital 
media from the 2000s) became an integral part of the carnival performance, and spread the 
national festival on an international scale. The carnival costumes reduced in size, until they 
resembled swimsuits. The corporeality of the players and their visibility became the priorities 
of the carnival performance. Between the 1990s and the 2000s the major costume style of 
Pretty Mas’, known today as Bikini and Beads, was formed. Large Pretty Mas’ bands became 
enterprises that marketed their services under the notion of selling a “carnival experience.” 
  
At the beginning of the 2000s, Trinidad experienced a smaller economic boom. The prices of 
the Pretty Mas’ bands increased, and the Bikini and Beads Mas’ exhibited the participants’ 
bodies as their costumes. Players affirmed through Mas’ their desire “to play themselves”; 
my paraphrase of the local expression “play yuhself”. To “play yuhself” summarizes the 
contemporary Pretty Mas’ parade as a platform of visibility where the player can show, on a 
local and global scale, her/himself as the embodiment of the story s/he wants to represent 
through the masquerade.   
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Chapter 3: 
 
“To play yuhself” 
 
 
People write new stories by themselves. 
 
By Chatterjee, Pure Chutney, DOC 1999. 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, in contemporary Pretty Mas’, most Bikini and Beads players 
claim to “play themselves” in masquerade, following the local expression “to play yuhself”. 
On the contrary, this is never mentioned by the masqueraders who prefer full carnival 
costumes or participate in the Traditional Mas’. Rather, they interpret and display the 
character that is represented by the costume they wear.  
 
In this chapter I will further analyze the motto “to play yuhself”. This expression is not a 
synonym of “to play Mas’”, although it is stated by players while they are playing Mas’ and 
is derived from the experience of playing Mas’. According to the Bikini and Beads players I 
have talked to, they are not playing themselves at every moment during the carnival parade; 
rather, it is a specific and voluntary enactment that takes place during the Mas’ performance.  
 
This concept is under-researched in academia. “To play yuhself” is defined as a local phrase 
expressing the capacity and the desire to enjoy “yourself to the fullest, or to express yourself 
to the extreme as only you are able to do” (Martin C. 1998; Guilbault 2010). It is an 
expression which is documented as having its origins in soca music (cf. Chapter 5) as one 
action repeated by soca singers in their songs (Guilbault 2010). It is also conceived as 
synonymous with the action of letting go and of liberation; this indicates the player’s interest 
in having a pleasant time while taking part in the parade (Seidman 2008). The two-piece 
costumes, in this last interpretation, serve simply as a tool to gain access to the parade, 
without any consideration of the themes of the bands.   
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These interpretations of the expression “to play yuhself” are related to the commercial 
component of contemporary Mas’ production. In contrast, during my time in the field I found 
that the expression was repeated by bandleaders of both the Traditional Mas’ and Pretty Mas’ 
Bikini and Beads, and by the players of the latter form.  
  
To claim to “play yuhself” reveals a claim of self-ownership and a public self-imposition, 
where the player voluntarily enacts a self-represented character and does not necessarily 
follow the prescribed narratives provided by the carnival bands. For example, Bikini and 
Beads players wear a two-piece costume that does not visibly represent the theme suggested 
by the carnival bands. In Photo 1, the two-piece costume has the theme “the Middle-Eastern 
women of the Sultan”.  
 
Photo 1: Dec 2013, carnival season 2014, Mas’ Camp of a section in a large band in Town. 
 
Photo 2 presents three different fantasy themes: “love is from d’ heart”, “diamonds are 
forever” and “birds of a feather flock together”.  
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Photo 2: On the Capirichaima promotion of carnival costumes, 2014. 
 
As can be seen in both photos (1 and 2), and as stated by the Bikini and Beads designers, 
Bikini and Beads designs focus on assembling colors and not on the reproduction of the 
theme. Themes are maintained by the bands in order to respect the historical formation of 
Pretty Mas’, although they are no longer the driving force in Mas’ design. All of the two-
piece costumes have similar patterns, even between different sections and different carnival 
bands. Players are therefore free from costumes that impose the portrayal of an external 
character which they must embody. They are free to play themselves and to decide how to 
represent the story they want to tell.  
 
In this chapter, I first describe the socio-historical phenomena from which the term “to play 
yuhself” emerged. I remind readers that it was coined by middle-class women when they 
became the majority of Mas’ players in the 1980s and how, while female players maintain 
their majority today, young masqueraders of both genders appropriated this term one decade 
later. Secondly, I make a jump back in time in order to explain the historical figures known as 
Jamet(te) (cf. infra), expanding on a discussion with the players about the meaning of “to 
play yuhself” and its performative forms of representation. I detail the mannerisms of these 
historical figures, which are defined as “Jamette behavior”, and show how this phrase is now 
used in order to describe the feelings of masqueraders when they play themselves. Thirdly, I 
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examine the “bluff” and the “trick” as the main axes of the performance of playing Mas’, and 
how these are translated into the contemporary masquerade. 
  
Finally, I explain how the claim “to play yuhself” reacts to the enactment of a labeled 
representation of the costumes, and becomes a claim of self-authorship and the self-narration 
of a personal story. At the end of the chapter, I present the ways in which the representations 
of self-narrated stories are multiple, and detached from a linear and coherent story enacted 
during the parade. Lastly, I discuss how the visibility of the performer complicates the 
creation of the self-narrative.  
 
 
2.        The “Young” 
 
 
Boom generation, this power is in your own,  
Don’t stand up and wonder, time to claim the throne,  
This is the oil spill session, So free up your heart,  
[…] So generation enjoy yuh boom, Brother and sister,  
This rounds no jumbie cah stop we  
Cuz we taking the lead. 
      
Home Front, Free Yuhself (Give Yuhself Ah Chance), 1992.  
 
 
As I mentioned in Chapter 2, from the end of the 1980s middle-class female players started to 
openly state their desire to “play themselves” during Mas’. This desire is intertwined with 
rebellion against the patriarchal structures of their society, and against economic and moral 
dependency on male partners or family members. In 1993, the Trinidad Guardian explained 
the women’s claim, stating: “They do not wish to exchange roles with any other gender or 
thing. They don’t play mas’. They play themselves.” (Trinidad Guardian, Pat Bishop, 1993). 
Simultaneously, the expression was a reaction against the established meaning of to Play 
Mas’ as synonymous with “play an external character proposed by the carnival bands” (cf. 
Chapter 2_ 3.5). The Bikini and Beads style of Pretty Mas’ from the 1990s is the most 
popular and visible form of Mas’ in Town. 
 
As I stated in the previous chapter, on July 27th 1990 Trinidad faced an attempted coup 
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d’état. This was perceived by Trinidadians as a violation of the ideas of peace, democracy 
and freedom passed down from the time of independence (Ragoonath 1998; Birth 2008; 
Koningsbruggen 1997). The generation of carnival players who were teenagers and young 
adults in this period shifted the focus of carnival from their elders to themselves; a 
modification which resonates today in the inclination of the carnival performance to focus on 
youth. This last category of players was named, during my presence in the field, by masmen 
more simply as the “Young”, which could be derived from a USA soap opera that was 
famous in Trinidad between the end of the 1980s-1990s: “The Young and the Restless” 
(Miller 2005). 
 
Yasin Abu Bakr, the leader of the Jamaat al Muslimeen, attempted a coup d’état against, as 
he put it, the corruption of the state (Ragoonath 1998). He announced the coup at the Trinidad 
Tobago Television (TTT) headquarters while occupying the seat of the national parliament, 
the Red House. The Trinidadian artist Christopher Cozier described his memories of the coup 
as he showed me one of his sketches of Bakr on television (see Photo 3). 
 
Photo 3: By Christopher Cozier personal notes and sketches, 1990, St Ann’s, Trinidad. 
 
Our discussion, and Cozier’s choice to capture the televised announcement in his artwork, 
emphasized the importance of the media in Trinidad. Television, rather than radio, was the 
tool chosen to communicate with the population of Trinidad and Tobago throughout the 
attempted coup: the day after the occupation, the government declared that the coup had 
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failed using the same television studios as Yasin Abu Bakr (Ragoonath 1998). Television and 
cinema did not just make an impact on Mas’ performances, as I explained in Chapter 2. The 
media became an integral part of the discursive and narrative expression of Trinidadians in 
and out of carnival (cf. paragraph 5.4).  
 
The attempted coup happened during a period of economic recession which saw decreasing 
levels of social services, high unemployment and the first change of political party since the 
independence of the country (from PNM to NAR).24 Regarding Mas’ and the impact of the 
coup, feteing and taking part in the carnival parade were conceived as visible expressions of 
united action (Birth 2008; Ragoonath 1998) against Abu Bakr’s symbolic destabilizing of the 
national image.  
 
As a consequence of the attempted coup, a state of emergency was announced. This had 
happened 20 years previously with the Black Power Revolution of April 1970 (Lopez, 
Sunday Express July 29th 1990), and the most recent occurrence was in 2012 during my M.A. 
fieldwork. The motto “play yuhself” was embraced by the younger generation of players 
who, after the experience of the coup, considered Mas’ as a platform from which to manifest 
an euphoric freedom and to create a space for personal expression against the backdrop of 
emergency and uncertainty (cf. Chapter 2). 
 
During my presence in the field, I came across a striking epithet for the generation who were 
teenagers in the 1990s: “I am an OBG!” Devin, a Trinidadian man in his early forties, said. 
Devin explained that the acronym OBG stands for “Oil Boom Generation”, and refers to 
those who were born in the economic boom of the 1970s, experienced the attempted coup of 
the 1990s, and grew up in the deepest economic recession in Trinidadian history. The OBG 
were the first “Young” players of Mas’, and in response to this “Young” phenomenon, Pretty 
Mas’ bands started to be organized by age. This is the case to this day for the large and most 
of the medium bands in Town.  
 
                                                        
24 The party People’s National Movement (PNM) was the first to hold power in independent Trinidad under 
Prime Minister Eric Williams. The PNM stayed in power until 1986 when the National Alliance for 
Reconstruction (NAR) took a majority at the elections and stayed in power from 1986-1991. PNM was known 
as a Creole party made by majority Afro-descent Trinidadians, the NAR was known as an Indian party, 
supported by mainly Indo-descent population (cf. Chapter 4). 
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2.1 The OBG  
 
There were discrepancies in the way people remembered the oil boom when I conducted my 
fieldwork. The generation that was in its twenties during the oil boom had different memories 
to the OBG (who are in their early forties today). The older generation regard the oil boom as 
having been highly regulated by the national market. It was not described as a moment of 
sumptuous luxury. They saw the economic recession which followed, on the contrary, as the 
creation of the illusory image of consumeristic prosperity which is still perpetuated today. 
Laurence, a Trinidadian in his fifties, told me his memories of the oil boom: 
 
What arrived with the oil boom were the parallel black markets, the boom was mainly 
people going to Miami and bringing things back to their relatives […] I remember as a 
teenager, I wanted a specific pair of jeans and I had to wait for a cousin from 
Brooklyn. Or like the latest album of James Brown or some movies. 
(2015)  
 
He continued, describing his memories of the economic recession which followed:  
 
In the 1980s everything collapsed. People started losing their houses, the society fell 
in unemployment. The supermarkets were empty, you had one brand at the borders of 
the shelves to make it look full; if you knew the owner of the supermarket you had a 
bag of rice or sugar. You could not even make a black cake.25 In the 1990s we started 
with this import era where the supermarkets started to fill up again.  
(2015)  
 
The trade restrictions of the oil boom period were opened to international imports with the 
recession. The OBG view this moment of openness as the boom time, rather than the oil 
boom itself. It was described to me by Jokotola, a Trinidadian of the OBG, as a consumerist 
era, where “children were happy with a lot of toys” (2014).  
 
At the time of the economic boom, Trinidad had one of the highest GDPs among the nations 
of the Western Hemisphere, and one of the highest standards of living in the developing 
world, leading Trinidadians to achieve the nickname: the “Arabs of the Caribbean” (TT 
Economy 1987). However, the country’s dependence on oil exports led to a decline in other 
sectors (Miller 1997; BBC 30 03 2016). From 1983, the country fell into a deep economic 
depression while maintaining boom-era levels of energy consumption, pollution and 
                                                        
25 The black cake is a local rum fruitcake made of prunes, currants and raisins and usually eaten for 
Christmas. 
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consumerism. Today, Trinidad is the 9th most consumerist country in the world (BBC 16 06 
2015). Laurence finished his description of Trinidad’s boom and bust by telling me that “here 
[in the 1990s] is when people started to confuse consumption with production and vice 
versa.” (2015). He suggested that this confusion has continued into today’s society, which 
maintains similar levels of consumerism despite the fact that Trinidad was sinking into a new 
economic recession at the end of my time in the field in 2015. 
 
Today, merchants and carnival bandleaders know that the best moment to sell any product, 
from daily necessities to fete tickets, is the second day after salaries are received. For the 
carnival business, a successful carnival season can be predicted when carnival dates are far 
from Christmas, because the two expensive festivities will be paid for from different 
paychecks.   
 
Maalik, a Trinidadian man in his late fifties, described the fast-growing oil industry Trinidad 
experienced after its biggest oil boom in the 1970s:  
 
All these civil services were kind of poor until the oil boom. My dad, at that time I 
was a baby, worked as a teacher for 100$ [TT$] per month; in the 1970s it was 120$ a 
month and after in 1976 it was like 2000$ a month. My dad had a bicycle and, 
abracadabra! He bought a new first car in 1975 with the same job! 
 (2014).  
 
The word “abracadabra” links perfectly with the description of the “money-magic” epithet 
used by Andrew Apter (1996: 452) when he describes the spectacularization of oil wealth in 
Nigeria. Exaggerated national investments (Scotland s.d.), consumption, nepotism and 
anticolonial nationalism arose with the new oil wealth flowing into the country. As soon as 
the oil recession started, the privatization of the management of carnival was an attempt to 
maintain the same image as could be presented during boom-time.  
 
The OBG is the generation that experienced the coup and a radical social change in terms of 
security: “My mom never locked the door when I was a baby. That was sweet Trinidad! [my 
italic] Whereas now people live behind walls and barbed wires” (2015). Devin’s use of the 
expression “sweet Trinidad” evokes the song by Lord Funny, Sweet Trinidad (1966). It is a 
phrase often repeated by Trinidadians with a melancholic and ironic intonation when they 
acknowledge the violent crime present in the country.  
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The song describes Trinidad as a dreamlike place where there is no crime and the population 
is always wealthy, even if they are not working. This song is described by Trinidadians as 
semi-sarcastic because it, ironically, describes the lifestyle of some Trinidadians who are 
enriched by the oil industry:  
 
Foreigners always asking me 
Why in Trinidad people so happy 
What to do, man I have to tell them de truth 
Ah say, a man could sleep until 10 o’clock 
Get up and still he eh late for wuk 
 
[…] So ah tell dem, sweet, sweet Trinidad 
Fus ah love dis country bad […] 
 
In Trinidad, crime doh pay 
No, it cyah happen down here no day 
[…] Man dey liming and feting ‘round de clock 
And yes friend, dey always have money to spend. 
 
(Lord Funny, Sweet Trinidad, 1966)  
 
 
Following this sense of social insecurity, Devin described the urban and architectural changes 
in the main towns of POS and San Fernando where he lived, at the beginning of the economic 
recession: when he was a teenager, neighbors started to talk to each other through gates 
which reached as high as the houses’ roofs. Even during my time in Trinidad, new houses are 
encircled by high walls with barbed wire or broken glass along the edges, and owners use 
security cameras to control their property, similarly to the shops. However, the architectural 
arrangement described is usually only seen in urban areas, and in specific locations within the 
main cities. In the countryside and in the less populated villages properties are mainly 
separated by low walls, flowerbeds, simple gates, or just by dirt roads.  
 
In this section, I have explored how “to play yuhself” is an expression of recent socio-
economic circumstances. This expression is characterized by the refusal to submit to any kind 
of restrictions, by claiming independence against social duties, social categorizations and 
professional obligations. For today’s Young players, this is enriched by a desire for self-
evaluation and social recognition, which is demanded through the visibility of players when 
performing Mas’ (cf. paragraph 5.4). 
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However, while many players described to me the modalities they were representing in their 
versions of “yuhself” in the carnival parade, they did not just recall memories of women in 
Mas’ from the 1980s and the Young of the 1990s. The detailed descriptions given recalled a 
socio-historical carnival figure named Jamette, who emerged from the Jamet carnival of the 
nineteenth century. Jamet carnival challenged the British colonial authority (Gilbert 
and Tompkins 1996); today’s claim of playing yuhself seems to have similar 
rebellious roots. In the next paragraph, I analyze Jamette’s historical role and its 
correlation with the current generational claim.  
 
 
3.        The Jamette 
 
 
3.1 The Jamet carnival 
            From a community to an attitude 
 
 
 
We do not have the maroons here, we have the Jamets!  
The rejected.  
We stayed in the cities and not in the forest.  
 
Ray, 2014, TT.   
 
 
 
 
At the end of the carnival season in 2015, I had a conversation with Masman F about the 
theme for his band the following year. The topic he proposed was “Almost Traditional”. He 
wanted to integrate the main characteristics of traditional carnival characters into the Bikini 
and Beads style of his band. Each traditional carnival character would be used as inspiration 
for one of the sections of the band. As he spoke of the characters he wanted to use, I realized 
that the historical “Jamette” figure was not mentioned in the “Almost Traditional” 
proposition. When I asked him why the character was omitted, he laughed as he answered: 
“because Jamettes are everywhere! Carnival is woman!” (2015). I examine here the meaning 
of “Jamette”, and how it is related to carnival today.  
 
Jamet (with a masculine ending) or Jamette (with a feminine one) is a Trinidadian term that 
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began to be used by the colonial elites after the Emancipation (1834) to define the urban 
laborers of the nineteenth century. The “Jamette society” (Bessons 2011; Brereton 2004: 62) 
consisted mainly of ex-enslaved from both French and British plantations, immigrants from 
other English-speaking islands, a few African descendants of non-slaves, free Africans, and 
Spanish-speaking peons (Pearse 1956). They were Kalendas26 dancers, drums musicians and 
stick-fighting players. They lived in the barrack yards (Green 2007) that surrounded the 
perimeters of the blocks belonging to POS’s upper classes. Those spaces were (and still are) 
associated with a concentration of poor-quality housing, rough language and violent behavior 
(Liverpool 2001). Before the Emancipation, society on Trinidad was divided into two 
classes: the upper class of white masters and the lower class of black enslaved. The term 
“Jamette” derives from the French word diamètre, meaning ‘diameter’, and it symbolized the 
segmentation between the upper class and the working class (Pearse 1956, Liverpool 2001; 
Cowley 1996). An additional etymological suggestion from the Dictionary of the 
English/Creole of Trinidad and Tobago is that “Jamette” could come from the Wolof 
language with a French feminine suffix: “jam” meaning “slave” and “-ette” (Winer 2009: 
460). As soon as the Emancipation took place, East Indian indentured labor replaced forced 
labor, and a new Creole urban middle class was formed (Powrie 1956). This new class 
aspired (and still aspires) to upper-class standards.  
 
In the nineteenth century, the upper-class carnival was played in balls and the “Jamette 
carnival” (Liverpool 2001: 253; Cowley 1996: 131; Pearse 1956: 188) was played on the 
street. Most of today’s traditional carnival characters belonged to Jamette society (Crowley 
1956: 196).27 A reenactment of the nineteenth-century Jamet carnival can be observed in 
Photo 4. The masque named Pissenlit, featuring men dressed as women with menstruated-
upon clothing, is seen at the front and left of the image. Other masques absent from today’s 
parade are the Negre Jardin which is seen on the right of the same image. 
                                                        
26 Kalenda or Calinda are originally dances from West Africa that were present with the Bélé dances (cf. 
Chapter 5). In Trinidad, it has become associated with the practice of stickfighting. A musical and gestural duel 
between the drummers and the dancers is common. Moreover, Calinda has been observed as a funeral dance as 
well as a fertility dance (Winer 2009: 484)  
27 Today, these masques are visible during the “Ole Yard” event at Saint Augustine University 
Campus and during the reenactment of Canboulay in Piccadilly Street, Down Town, POS (cf. 
Chapter 5). The Dame Lorraine masques are present even in the Kiddies Carnival.  
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Photo 4: Ole yard, Saint Augustine, Trinidad. Pissenlit and Negres Jardin 2015. 
 
Another example of nineteenth-century Jamet carnival is shown in Photo 5. Here, players 
present a contemporary version of the Dame Lorraine masque. It originated as a parody of 
the French planters and was performed by the Jamet bands. It is still performed in the 
Traditional and Kiddies parades today.  
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Photo 5: Traditional carnival, Dame Lorraine-s, POS, 2012. 
 
The Jamettes, or “people of the street” (Cowley 1996: 60), used their low social position at 
the “margins, as a site of resistance” (bell hooks 1989: 206). Historically, Jamette carnival 
bands did not masquerade specific characters; they parodied the plantocracy by engaging 
in dance and sexual gestures (Brereton 2004; Liverpool 2001; Kempadoo 2004) in 
order to shock and scandalize the upper classes (Pearce 1956: 197; Liverpool 
2001: 260; Crowley 1956). In the same century, the Jamette bands’ cross-dressing 
practices, engaged in by both genders, were banned by the colonial legislation and the 
Jamettes formally disappeared from the carnival’s masquerade (Liverpool 2001).  
 
The figure of the Jamette has been studied by many activists and academics. In 
the 2000s a group of Trinidadian artists developed the concept of “Jamette 
consciousness” (T. Hall 2013a; 2013b: 2014b) through music and theater 
performances, defining it as an embodied symbol of a subversive action that 
manifests through participation in carnival.  Jamette consciousness associates the 
subjugated state of the historic Jamettes and their rebellion with contemporary 
marginalized and subaltern citizens, such as women, homosexuals, artists and 
other discriminated-against individuals. “The Jamet is a power. The Jamet is a 
people. Show them yuh JAM-IT! Power!” the Trinidadian rapso group 3Canal 
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sang in 2010, characterizing Jamet as a bottom-up source of strength. Other 
scholars have defined Jamette as a subversive practice: “jametteness” (Noel 
2010: 61) is achieved by Afro-Creole women while they are “winin’” (cf.  
Chapter 5) to the rhythm of carnival music (Noel 2010; Carey 2011). The 
movements of the winin’ dance were first seen in the satirical and provocative Jamette 
carnival bands (Crowley 1956). Since women first became the majority of participants in the 
current carnival, they have "wined" during carnival on the streets (cf. Chapter 5).  
 
The word Jamette is now used almost exclusively in its female form, and it refers most often 
to women. 
From the 1950s, Jamette was used as a pejorative term synonymous with prostitute (T. Hall 
[2009] 2011: 2). The term has almost completely vanished in Town, where it has 
been replaced with the Jamaican term “skettle” (cf. Chapter 5), or sometimes 
with the US term “ho” used by the younger generation. On the contrary, in the 
regional carnivals where I collaborated at the mascamp, the term is still  
frequently used.   
 
During my dialogues about Jamette with players and masmen, two main meanings emerged. 
For players who were interested in national carnival history Jamette was described faithfully 
as a rebellious figure who faced the colonial powers, as the local historian and 
ethnomusicologist Hollis Liverpool (2001) reported. On the contrary, for the players who 
were not aware of national academic studies, and for some sexist masmen, Jamette is 
described simply as a working-class prostitute. During my field research these two 
understandings persisted, but were juxtaposed with a newer sense which described a woman 
who claims her independence in the face of discrimination. The modality of claiming 
it was described as “Jamette behavior”. In Section 3.2, I will analyze the performance 
of Jamette behavior in relation to the masqueraders’ goal of “playing yuhself”.  
 
 
3.2 Jamette behavior 
 
 
He use to feel I was his property.  
But I was to get my freedom somehow,  
Carnival time is a time when I use to go on my own.  
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Nobody could own me.  
Nobody could tie my foot that time. 
 
T. Hall, Jean and Dinah, 2001. 
 
 
 
3.2.1 Claiming authorship 
 
 
An article in the Special Edition 1988, Woman in Mas’, linked the “woman is boss” (cf. 
Chapter 2) claim of female players with the Jamettes of the nineteenth century: “Vulgarity in 
carnival […] way back to the 19th century! […] La plus ca change plus c est la meme 
chose28”. The accusation of “vulgarity” is a moral judgement of these new female players, 
who were further described as “aggressive” and “extroverted”; characteristics that are 
traditionally associated with male street culture (Burton 1997) and do not represent the 
expected respectability (Wilson 2013) of middle-class women.  
 
I do not however propose to study the question of class inversion and mimicry by women in 
Mas’. During my presence in the field, only male players and audience members described 
this trend as an inversion of feminine middle-class morals in which middle-class women 
played and parodied the stereotype of the working-class prostitute. The female masqueraders, 
on the contrary, claimed that Jamette behavior is not a state of being or a parody, 
but a performed attitude that is enacted in specific moments of their lives in 
order to claim autonomy and authority. Contemporary middle-class players 
adopted the mannerisms of the historical Jamet society, originally enacted during 
carnival against the colonial powers, as a tool for claiming independence in and 
out of Mas’. Jamette behavior outside the context of the carnival parade describes an 
aggressive attitude that is enacted in moments of emergency. In carnival, I interpret it as a 
claim of authorship, as the capacity to speak, to be heard and to assert its 
legitimacy (Bronwyn 1991).  
 
Cloe, a Trinidadian woman in her fifties, described how any woman who 
complains loudly about the status quo or who engages her body in her protest 
could be defined as “Jamette”: 
                                                        
28 In the article the accents, apostrophes and the c-cedilla were not present. 
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Any woman who speaks out too much or is too loud is called Jamette! She 
is bold and a leader. All I knew is that my mother was telling me to not 
carry on my Jamette behavior! 
(2014) 
 
In Cloe’s recollection, the label “Jamette” is given to her by others, including 
her mother, who reprimanded her when she was too rebellious against the adults 
of the family. “Jamette” is never a self-referential adjective or a noun that 
women would apply to themselves (with the exception of the theoretical notions 
discussed above). As in the nineteenth century, when the term Jamette was 
imposed on the working class by the elites, today this appellation is assigned to 
women by their communities or social groups. “Nobody wants to be a Jamette!” 
Sarah, a Trinidadian woman in her forties, explained. She went on to tell me that 
this term, despite being deconstructed by scholars and analyzed in the kind of 
conversations we were having, is still perceived as pejorative by both middle- 
and working-class women.  
 
Jamette behavior is defined explicitly as a performance: “Is like a show. The 
Jamette is a performer” Cloe repeated to me (2014). Jamette behavior is 
described as an attitude that women and subalterns (homosexuals are included in 
this category) strike in the face of discrimination or conflict. The examples given 
were mothers who scream at somebody in order to protect their children; women 
in “skimpy Bikinis” Pretty Mas’ costumes (as they are locally named) daring the 
drunk men who harass them; or women whose partners have cheated on them 
urinating on the betraying partners’ clothes. 
 
The term “Jamette” has therefore passed on some of its traits and maintained 
much of its historic ambiguity. It is a double entendre: on one hand, it has 
retained the judgmental element imposed by the colonial elites looking down on 
the working classes. On the other hand, it has kept its meaning of bottom-up 
rebellion, and signifies freedom of speech and bodily action as it did during the 
“Jamette carnival” of the nineteenth century. This can be seen in the examples 
given by two Trinidadian women, who showed me how Jamette behavior is 
exhibited through mannerisms, postures, the intonation of the voice, and the use 
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of the gaze. Cloe’s example was of the postures associated with everyday 
defensive Jamette behavior:  
 
A Jamette would be looking at you like this. 
[Cloe stands up and looks me up and down, using movement in her eyes and 
her head] 
And opening her legs. 
[She opens them]  
She frees her mouth.  
[Cloe started to talk with a louder voice, almost a scream of anger]  
(2014) 
 
Càtia, a Trinidadian woman in her fifties, was similarly expressive in her example of the 
Jamette behavior she uses when playing Mas’. She gestures to her body with her index finger, 
indicating her costume and dance in Mas’: “If you doh want this, leave me alone! I can find 
you if I want, leave me alone!” (2015). The Jamette behavior shared with me by both women 
were brazen and self-assertive attitudes of independence and refusal to compromise. Female 
players described it as an emergency posture against discrimination, as a daily tool in order to 
impose personal will.  
 
It is exactly this will that defines the approach players take when they claim to play 
themselves to the audience and to the masmen during the parade. As Càtia told me, following 
her display, “Now you are playing yourself, and before that same attitude would have been 
considered playing a Jamette behavior” (2014). Today’s female players’ testimonies, in which 
they speak of performing self-referential stories in Mas’ independent of any imposed rules or 
characters, follows the defensive behavior that women need to enact in their daily life.  
 
In the next section, I describe the other main characteristics of Jamette behavior.  
 
3.2.2 Change-ability 
 
At the annual traditional carnival exhibition, based at the National Museum and Art Gallery 
of POS, the Jamet(te) is the only carnival character to be represented without a specific 
carnival outfit. I argue that even in the official national portrayal of the Jamet(te), this 
character does not have a detailed and set representation. It was free from a link with the 
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specific costumed narration of a specific character.  
 
The Jamet bands of the mid-nineteenth century were categorized as “fancy bands” (Pearce 
1956: 198). Players, while parodying the upper-class, simultaneously displayed the elegance 
of their outfits (Franco P. 1998; 2004; Brereton 1979). Middle-class players from the French 
Antillean plantocracy, named “matadore” (Dauphite 1990; Scher 2003), also played Jamet 
carnival, and were usually masked (Crowley 1956). Crowley (1956) describes the masked 
Jamette women as wearing traditional douillettes and feathered and flowered head 
ties in carnival. The historical use of feathers on the head brings to mind the most 
important element of the Bikini and Beads masque today: the feathered or pearled headpiece. 
Photo 6 features the crown head pieces of a section of a medium-size band. The mascamp is 
located in the section leader’s home, and the pictured headpieces are made by hand. They are 
hung in the garage, waiting for clients to come by and collect them. 
 
Photo 6: 2013- 2014 season, mascamp of a section of large band. 
 
The elegance of the female Jamette characters was extended to the Jamet men, locally known 
as “sweet men” or “jacket men”. They were well-dressed pimps and swindlers in fedoras and 
jackets (Crowley 1956) who engaged liaisons with the people of the backyards 
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(Koningsbruggen 1997; Ho 2000); their dress influences calypsonians today. Their behavior, 
too, has survived through the centuries: “the sweet man is, even today, a pretty-trouble guy: a 
nice guy but not a nice guy” (Ray, 2014). Ray, a Trinidadian stickfighter in his forties, 
continued to explain that Jamette behavior expresses a general incoherence between 
appearance and manners, a juxtaposition known as a “bluff”: “The Jamette behavior is tricky. 
It means: today I am a sailor, tomorrow I am other thing! You know?!” (2014). The trickiness, 
adopted by the player in carnival, allows them to assume more characters and voices, and 
perform a constant oscillation between them. It can be interpreted as a refusal to adopt just 
one fixed character.  
 
Jamette behavior is described by my interlocutors as a performance of bluff where the player 
adopts multiple discrepant and incoherent representations that destabilize the audience’s 
expectations: the audience will expect the player to represent the theme displayed by the 
costume, but the trickiness and the changeability of the role represented challenges this 
expectation and leaves the audience bewildered. I suggest that this performance can be 
compared to the queer performance described by Judith Butler (1999; 2005). She argues that 
drag performance, in imitating gender, reveals the fictitious categorization of gender itself. 
According to my interlocutors, Jamette behavior has the capacity to perform changeable 
representations that deceive the audience and at the same time reveal their fictional 
construction. In the era of the Jamet carnival, the elegance of the dresses displayed in Jamet 
masques was in contrast with their attitudes as they enacted behaviors that were judged 
typical of a working-class subject. Jamette behavior allows this dissonant bluff.  
 
This act of deception is explicit in the Trinidadian way of facing antagonistic power relations: 
in the next paragraph I will examine this topic in more detail by analyzing the archetypes of 
the trick and the bluff, as displayed in carnival performance.  
 
 
4. The Carnival Jumbie29 
 
 
Carnival is like playing different games.  
 
Keyshia, Trinidad, 2014.  
                                                        
29 Jumbie, in English-creole, means “spirit” or “ghost”. 
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Trinidadians are nicknamed “Trini-trickers” or “Trickydadians” by the other Caribbean 
nations, due to their ability to adopt the accents and mannerisms of any linguistic group they 
come into contact with.  While taking part in discussions, carnival players who are familiar 
with the Yorùbà Òrìsà devotion evoke a divinity named Èṣù, represented by the same red, 
white and black color combination that is found on the Trinidadian national flag. Èṣù is 
known as the “Trickster” and is the messenger from earth to the gods (Ahye 2002; Harris 
1995). It is a troublemaker that creates conflicts, in order to be able to step in and mediate 
(Harris 1995; Henry 2008: 47; Cooper C. 1995; Lawal 1996).  
  
Those who are not Òrìsà sympathizers use a different term to describe an equivalent to Èṣù’s 
mischievousness and changeable feeling: “carnival jumbie”. The term “jumbie” locally refers 
to a ghost or to a supernatural spirit (Winer 2009: 474); it is part of the local vernacular 
language. There is a local expression “doh jumbie meh” that means “don’t bother or hassle 
me”, as a spirit or jumbie would do. The term jumbie also refers to a hyperactive person who 
keeps taking on new activities in order to be constantly busy and unrested. Further, Jumbie 
recalls the name of a Traditional Mas’ character: Moko Jumbie, shown here in Photo 7.  It 
represents the spirit of Moko, an Òrìsà deity that walked across the Atlantic Ocean (Martin C. 
2004: 290) and it dances in carnival on stilts (NALIS 2014). However, the Moko Jumbie is 
separate from the concept of the carnival jumbie. The carnival jumbie does not have a 
specific representation but is described as a “vibe” or a “presence” perceived by the players.  
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Photo 7: Carapichaima Traditional carnival 2014. 
 
I have noticed that the term “carnival jumbie” is used in multiple contexts and differs 
depending upon the person who describes it.  
 
During my presence in the field, I traced other definitions:  
 
• Most simply, the sensation of drunkenness felt while masqueraders play together 
• The gleeful, jocular attitude of players within their group during carnival  
• The experience of flow, where the player becomes one with the playing 
(Csikszentmihalyi quoted in Beeman 1993: 374; V. Turner 1977; E. Turner 2012 :50). 
This experience has been shared by the players while playing Mas’ and while playing 
Jouvay.  
• The feelings of family, union and collaboration at the mascamp. This declaration has been 
shared by masmen while they are working in a frenzy and at the last minute in order to be 
ready for the competitions.  
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• The sensation of physical exhaustion during and after the parade. Here the carnival 
jumbie is connected with another local term: carnival tabanca, which refers to the specific 
emotion of loss that happens when love relationships end, and it takes place right after the 
end of carnival. All my interlocutors confess that they “suffer” from it. 
• The feeling of insatiability, an irresistible players’ urgency to participate in as many 
carnival forms of celebration as is possible. It is emphasized by the carnival soca music 
tempo. This creates what is defined locally as “carnival fever” caused by the constant 
repeated broadcasting of most famous soca songs, in almost all private and public places 
and contexts, communicating a sense of restlessness to the players. “Carnival fever is a 
state of mind for me. It came when you are too tired to think anymore, is the jumbie that 
moves your feet while following the Pan, or that permit you to play Jouvay, Monday and 
Tuesday Mas’. Is the moment where you don’t feel your feet anymore and you just go, 
meeting people you know, they come and go and then to keep going,” (2015) Sarah 
stated. For her the sensation defined as “carnival fever” is provided by a jumbie, a spirit 
that guides the exhausted players. This last value is mentioned as source of anxiety by 
devout Roman Catholics who see this sensation as devilish and criticize carnival for it. 
 
Victor Turner evokes the Òrìsà Èṣù, which he studied in the Brazilian and West Indian 
carnivals of North America (1986: 142), when he discusses the liminal phase, or the 
interstitial “betwixt and between” phase, in ritual and ceremonial performances (V. Turner 
1988; 1986; 1977). Moreover, the Trinidadians who mentioned Èṣù in relation to carnival 
often used the term “liminality”, describing Èṣù as the divinity of crossroads between the 
earth and the sky. They describe it as a divine messenger that acts as a spy and intermediary 
between opposing forces (Lawal 1996: 23).  
 
Turner (1988) defines play as a bricoleur of transient constructions (ibid: 168). He associates 
the Latin verb ludere, to play, with the verb eludere, to cheat, to deceive and bamboozle; he 
describes it as an interstitial mode that destabilizes oppositional categories. Like the trickster 
Èṣù, it deceives, it betrays and it beguiles (ibid: 169). Play is a liminal mode which 
destabilizes and combines familiar elements with unfamiliar patterns (ibid: 170). The carnival 
jumbie expresses both the elements of playfulness and trickiness.  
 
Zion, a Trinidadian stickfighter in his forties, defined the unexpected and sudden tricky 
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Jamette behavior as “in-between” (2014). Connecting this to the concept of the in-between 
(Bhabha 1996) Third Space defined by Bhabha (Rutherford 1990) is unavoidable. Bhabha 
states that the colonizer, in the system of power, frames the colonized in a contradictory 
dimension: as similar to him, for the project of civilization, and as different, in order to 
maintain their subjugated position. The colonized reflects these contradictions, and 
simultaneously mocks and mimics the colonizer (Bhabha 1984). To be colonized is to be in 
an in-between position, as both the familiar and the different, and as both rejecting and 
aspiring to the condition of the colonizer. This in-between space, however, refuses these 
binary representations (1996): rather than being purely oppositional, the Third Space for 
Bhabha is an interstitial space, suited to interaction and negotiation that creates new 
possibilities (Rutherford 1990). As was mentioned in the previous paragraph, Jamette 
behavior displays a discrepancy between the player’s costuming presentation and their 
attitudes. It could be described as a tricky behavior that exists in between the expected roles 
represented by the costumes of the players and the different roles they enact. Mas’, as Lloyd 
Best defines it, is “a meaning of possibility” (1999: 297) for the players. Thanks to the 
trickiness of what is named the carnival jumbie, they are able to create alternative spaces in 
playing Mas’.  
 
In the next paragraph I develop the meaning of “to play yuhself” by investigating how the 
player tries to escape from an imposed character, instead engendering tricky, interchangeable, 
multiple roles.  
 
 
5. “I” Narration 
 
 You have constantly to recreate yourself in this society!  
Trinis are in perpetual change. 
 
Justin, Trinidad, 2014.  
 
 
“Play yuhself” was the motto of the Pretty Mas’ Bikini and Beads players during my presence 
in the field. As I pointed out in Chapter 2, I interpret the term to “play Mas’” as a reference to 
the performance of narratives during carnival. When middle-class women became the main 
players in Mas’ in Town, their preference for telling first-person narratives, rather than 
embodying the characters and themes chosen by the carnival bands, changed the meaning of 
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“playing Mas’” to encompass self-narrative. To play a self-narrated story with yourself as the 
protagonist is “to play yuhself”. 
 
I link the demand “Watch Meh Nah! I Is Pretty”, analyzed in Chapter 2, with the claim of 
“playing yuhself”, in the personal and direct sight of the player. The bold claims “I is pretty” 
and “I play myself” have in common their connection to the practice of Mas’. I argue that to 
“play yuhself” is an exercise in narrative autobiography, a continuation of the traditional 
narration of a glorious heroic story on which Pretty Mas’ was historically formed. The 
autobiography for the scholar Esteban Muñoz (1999) is a rehearsal of fiction and it could 
become a field of self-production. The “I” defines the subject, the player, as the main source 
of narrative. As Diawara (2003) affirms for the first-person narratives in Black Diaspora 
documentaries, the narrator who plays themselves is central to the performance and is the 
subject and the object of her or his enactment. 
 
I link the use of the term “ ‘I’ narration” to the analysis of slave narratives. James Olney 
(1984) states that slave-narrative writings have, as autobiographies, the titular tag “Written by 
Himself”. Olney referres specifically to Douglass’s Narrative of the Life of Frederick 
Douglass, an American Slave. Written by Himself (1845). I would add a feminine version, 
“Written by Herself” (Yellin 1981), taking as my example Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the 
Life of a Slave Girl. Written by Herself (1861); both tell the stories of black Americans in the 
pre-American Civil War era. 
 
Both books start with “I was born”. The first-person narrative and the inclusion of 
photographs, portraits and signatures in the corpus make the claim that the authors are telling 
stories about themselves (Olney 1984; Yellin 1981). In this chapter, I define “I” narrations as 
the enactments of narrators who are displaying their existence through their performance in 
Mas’. Participation in Mas’ is an act of embodied storytelling where imagination, recitation 
and improvisation are used. Storytelling, according to Helen Gilbert and Joanne Tompkins 
(1996), is a form of reconstructed fiction; in a postcolonial context, it serves to reposition 
history within and alongside settlers’ stories. The act of remembering and re-enacting the 
stories are part of the process of reinvention of the subject (Muñoz 1999). In the historic 
Pretty Mas’, masqueraders played and enacted fantastic and cinematographic heroic stories. 
In today’s claim of “to play yuhself” within Mas’, the first-person storytelling at times 
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describes an autobiography superposed with the author’s imagination, forming the roots of 
Pretty Mas’. 
 
At a conference I attended in 201430, the Trinidadian playwright Tony Hall considered the 
Latin word “persona”, from which the words “person” and “personhood” are derived, in 
connection with the motto “to play yuhself”. The verb “personare” means to masquerade; 
etymologically, it is composed from “per” and “sonare”. Per-sonare means, always from 
Latin, “to sound through”, in reference to the sound made through the masks used in ancient 
Greek and Italian plays (Goffman [1959] 1969: 31; Hollis 1985; Mauss 1985). Personae and 
persona have multiple meanings: it could refer to the mask and its trickery, to the role a 
character (personnage) has to play out and it refers to the social role of each person. 
Moreover, historically it represents a subject of law (for Romans the slaves were excluded 
from it) and with Christianity persona started to be assimilated with a moral entity, with 
consciousness, named the self, and as a rational substance in modernity (Mauss 1985).  
T. Hall argued that the expression “to play yuhself” evokes the ambiguity of the word 
“person” as soon as a person claims to play her/himself as a carnival character. The subject 
plays her/himself as her/his role. In my interpretation, the “yuhself” disguises a multiplicity 
of selves that form the person which I call the “I”. During Mas’, players embed multi- voiced 
“I” narrations. 
 
The mask, for the players who are claiming to play themselves, is not an artifact. According 
to Masman and contemporary artist N, “when you build it [the costume], when you make it; it 
means ‘ownership’” (2015). He stated that the act of creating and crafting a costume gives 
him a sense of authorship. I link this sense of authorship-through-creation to the “I narration” 
of the players. In creating the costume, the artist can state their existence publicly through 
invention and the inclusion of their personal aesthetic in their craft; in just buying a costume, 
the player loses the chance to exercise the creative “I”. 
  
However, as I already suggested in Chapter 2, with the transformation of the costume from an 
elaborate, masking outfit to the decorated body of the player, the character began to be 
superposed with the performers themselves. In the case of the Bikini and Beads Pretty Mas’, 
                                                        
30 “Mas Aesthetics: Exploring the Art of Mas - UWI St. Augustine” - Panel 1: Mas and Community - UWI- 2014 
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the body becomes the “I” narration of the players.  
 
During my conversations about the meaning of “to play yuhself” with masqueraders, more 
complex tropes were discussed. When players play themselves, the masque from the 
audience’s point of view never changes: the body, as the costume of the player, does not 
transform and therefore looks the same during the parade. On the contrary, from the 
performer’s point of view there is a cross-identification (Butler and Biddy1994) between 
multiple roles the player chooses to portray during the same performance.  
 
Zion, while talking to me about the multiple social roles Trinidadians play in their lives (for 
example, Zion is a Baptist and Òrìsà believer and simultaneously a Rastafarian man), 
affirmed that this is reflected during Mas’: “anything here [in Trinidad] just have a double 
dimension, but more!” (2014). In section 5.1, I examine the question of multiplicity in the 
individual player’s claim of playing her or himself.  
 
5.1 “I” - multiple roles 
 
 
We play ourselves […]  
In many incarnations, not fewer than those in which we also play the Other.  
 
Lloyd Best 1999: 296. 
 
 
“You can narrate whatever you want! That is Mas’ ” (2014). Hayley, a Trinidadian woman in 
her forties, briefly and concisely summarized to me the meaning of Mas’. Mas’ provides the 
possibility for her to invent a role to enact, either a fantastical imaginative role or more 
simply a character that she would have loved to be. For Hayley, Mas’ guarantees a level of 
expressive freedom where she can play everything she loves, whether an external character or 
a personal story. 
 
However, for Suzette, another Trinidadian woman in her forties who plays carnival every 
year and who is involved in the management of a section of a large Bikini and Beads band, 
the skill of enacting different characters based on personal will is more complex.  
 
Me: Suzette, just to summarize what you told me: does it mean that when you are in 
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carnival you are a masquerader, whereas when you are here [at her place of work, a 
national bank office] you are yourself, and … 
Suzette interrupted: That’s me too you know?! That’s me too! When you see me on 
the road on [carnival] Monday and [carnival] Tuesday, it is another part of me that 
comes out. There are three roles, the one on [carnival] Monday and [carnival] Tuesday 
and then on Wednesday in this other role [she signaled her office with her long-nailed 
finger].  
(2014) 
 
During our conversation, she repeated several times the statement “I am a masquerader and I 
am a mother, I am a manager, a wife, and so on”. Suzette explained that the “yuhself” 
celebrated in Mas’ is the expression of the ways in which players respond and adapt to 
functional roles and manners in order to accomplish each specific situation faced in daily life. 
In Mas’, she just enacts another role that is appropriate to the carnival parade. Moreover, she 
refers to two “yuhselves” she plays during the carnival parade following the recent tendency 
of the Bikini and Beads bands in Town. The one on carnival Monday (Photo 8), when she 
plays in just informal t-shirts and shorts, and one on carnival Tuesday (Photo 9) where she 
plays in her two-piece costume. 
 
 
 
Photo 8: Carnival Monday, players in 
informal tops and t-shirts outfit,2012 POS.  
Photo 9: From Carnival Diary 2015, Bikini and Beads 
costume-players of a large band First section, Carnival 
Tuesday, 2015 POS ©Devi Noth. 
 
According to Goffman ([1959] 1969), each person enacts different roles in order to better 
respond to different contexts and to their social interactions in any given situation. In the case 
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of Suzette, each of her “selves”, as she named them, is an element of her whole “yuhself”. 
Each one of them, the wife, the masquerader, the mother, etc. is performed differently based 
on the context she is responding with and to.  
 
Mbembe (1992b) defines “postcolony” as a chaotic plurality which is internally incoherent 
(ibid: 2): 
 
“[Postcolony] is a plurality of arenas, each having its own separate logic, yet 
nonetheless liable to be entangled with other logics […] hence the postcolonial 
‘subject’ has had to learn to continuously bargain and improvise” (ibid: 5).  
 
He states that post-colonized subjects, due to this plurality, “mobilize several identities which 
[…] must be constantly ‘revised’ in order to achieve maximum instrumentality and efficacy 
as and when required” (ibid). Mas’ is often defined by the masmen I have interviewed as one 
of the Trinidadians’ arenas of visibility. Suzette’s testimony reflects the multiplicity of roles 
Mbembe suggests are inherent in the state of being of the post-colonized subject.   
 
Troy, a Trinidadian man in his fifties who has played both Bikini and Beads and full costume 
Mas’, further complicates Suzette’s picture of Trinidadian life as a series of context-bound 
performances, of which Mas’ is just one. He stated: “Wid Mas’, yuh play what yuh need to 
play. When I walking in St James,31 is one ting, when I reach a next place, is a whole next 
other ting” (2015). Troy affirmed that within one Mas’ performance he enacts a plurality of 
interchangeable characters; wearing the same costume, he is able to enact all of them. In his 
case, the costume does not shape the player’s character, but it allows the player to narrate her 
or his plural stories. Players are able to narrate their own individual stories and characters, as 
well as the story or character provided by the carnival band, under the same guise. This may 
be possible because all of the Bikini and Beads costumes resemble each other, and the theme 
of the bands usually only loosely influences the costuming representation and performance. 
For Troy, no single narrative he chooses to portray subverts the others; they are all 
complementary.  
 
The descriptions the players give of their perceptions as they play themselves displays the 
trickiness and plurality of the characters they present. When you play yourself “is like you 
                                                        
31 St James is a district located in the west of POS. The carnival parade in Town crosses St James and other POS 
neighborhoods. 
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and not like you”, Hayley stated (2014), sharing her feelings about portraying multiple 
potentially dissonant characters. Capturing a similar description, John Picton (1990: 188) 
describes how, in the Nigerian Ebira masked performance, the performer is “still himself yet 
not himself”: he is not experiencing a possession, but his everyday self is different from his 
performed masked self. Hayley’s description of the feeling of “playing herself” recalls 
Picton’s description of feeling different during the carnival performance but not completely 
estranged from the subject itself. Not one player I have met talked about a sense of trance or 
possession during their participation in carnival and their relation with the masques they 
wear. Furthermore, Hayley's statement contains echoes of the Jamet man defined by Ray in 
paragraph 3.2.2: “a nice guy but not nice guy”. The representational oxymoron expressed in 
these cases is reflected by many players in their awareness of the coexistence of the multiple, 
tricky and shifting characters that are enacted in Mas’.  
 
The players are able to portray their characters thanks to the performance of Mas’. Butler 
(2005) conceives gender as a performative construction, which can therefore only exist in the 
act of performing; I follow her strategy and argue that the different and mutable roles of the 
players are generated and exist only through the act of performing them. The carnival 
performance is formed by restored behaviors, and it is always different from every other 
instance of performance (Schechner 2002). To play carnival is an action that is repeated 
(mostly) every year by the players, but “to play yuhself” implies constant difference and 
change of the characters enacted. 
 
Tony Hall when explaining the Trinidadian Mas’, did not employ the term performance as 
“par-furnir” (etymologically to accomplish or to execute a project), as the anthropologist 
Victor Turner (1986: 145; 166) does, but claims that: “Mas’/mask/masquerade is a creative, 
imaginative mechanism of per-form-ance derived from this impulse” (Hall T. 2014a). The 
author splits the word performance into syllables: the preposition “per”, which 
etymologically means “through”, and “form”, which denotes an external appearance. He 
states that to perform Mas’ is an act of “going through forms […]. You move from one form 
to another” (Hall T. 2012). The shifting “forms” Tony Hall describes can be conceived as the 
different self-narrated roles that a player enacts.  
 
“What happens to you when you play Mas’? You disappear!” Càtia (2014) described her 
experience of playing Mas’ in a full costume. In Bikini and Beads Mas’, on the contrary, the 
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costume is mainly the body of the player and so disappearance is not possible and nor 
desired. I argue that the Bikini and Beads form inverts Càtia’s testimony: it renders the 
costume invisible in order to let the player be visible. Moreover, the media, which facilitates 
a far-reaching shared narrative during Mas’, provides enhanced tools for this visibility. The 
claim of “opacity” (Glissant 2009: 69) as the right to obscurity in the face of the panoptical 
transparency of the subject is indirectly affirmed by the full-costume experience described by 
Càtia. However, in the case of Bikini and Beads, the players achieve “opacity” not by being 
covered by costumes, but through their unpredictable and tricky changes of character as they 
play themselves.  
  
This treacherous changeability of the players’ roles destabilizes the expected coherence 
between costumes and the character portrayed or the story narrated during Mas’. In doing 
that, each player rejects the limitation of the performer to just one character. However, this 
bold claim of agency by the players is not achievable without compromises. The next 
paragraph analyzes the tensions each player struggles with in order to claim their self-
determination. 
 
5.2 Conformation- Confirmation  
 
Eugene, a player from the Traditional Mas’ Blue Devils band (an example of this style can be seen in Photo 10), 
defined his conception of Mas’ when we met in 2014: “You do what you feel, when you feel it.” Eugene 
describes a feeling of freedom connected to improvisation which allows a reinvention of the action and the role 
based on the interaction with space, time and other individuals; this is a peculiarity of all the characters of Mas’.  
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Photo 10: Carapichaima Traditional Mas’ 2014. A non-masquerader is challenging a Blue Devil masquerader. 
 
Freedom of expression in Mas’ is related to the act of indulging whims and feelings. A 
similar sentiment is repeated by Bikini and Beads players. Bandleader A, who stopped 
working on Mas’ in the early 2000s, noticed that players today make a unique request: “There 
is a recurring theme in the songs [today]: I stand up on the road and you can’t tell me what to 
do” (2014). 
  
During carnival season 2014, one of the most popular soca songs of the year was Come Out 
To Play by Benjai: 
 
Ah fed up ah dis ting […]  
yuh telling meh no hat, yuh tell meh no slippah, yuh tell meh no short pants […]  
I come out to play […] leave meh let me do it  
[Refrain]: Freedom.  
(2014) 
 
The song’s narrator is desperate to throw off the norms that regulate social life and carnival. 
The refrain, “freedom”, sung by the backing choir, rejects social obligations and wills 
listeners to transcend limitations – at least during carnival time. According to my 
interlocutors, carnival regulations especially impacted Pretty Mas’ and fetes since all-
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inclusive service was part of the large bands (cf. Chapter 2). Players, both female and male, 
view the stringent physical aesthetic as a challenge and a possible deterrent to participating at 
Mas’ each year. This urge for freedom is against what Mbembe defines as the grotesque 
“banality of power” (1992b: 1) of the colonial governments: the bureaucratic postcolonial 
formalities that become normalized in their repetition of social rules that post-colonized 
citizens have to follow (Mbembe 1992b). The doggedness of control, discipline and proper 
dress code in almost all social contexts are some of the topics denounced ironically by the 
song. Locally, this rule-making is defined as the “boxed-in society”, where Trinidadians feel 
obligated to adhere to one social category, or “box”, made up of class, profession, gender and 
ethnic stereotypes that are expected to be rigidly respected. These “boxes” are fixed 
collective representations where the individuals have to respect their roles (Goffman [1959] 
1969). Players denounce the presence of power inflicted on them, feeling the “weight”32, as 
the interlocutors told me, of the social categorizations that are perpetuated even during 
carnival. The feeling of weight they shared with me was metaphorically referring to the 
Marcus Garvey quotation “A people without the knowledge of their past history […] is like a 
tree without roots”, often heard during my presence in the field, mainly from Afro-descent 
interlocutors, where he meant eradication due to the colonial forced displacements. They 
declare their need for self-creation and claim to negotiate it between stereotypes and fixed 
identity disposition and the encoded social roles. 
 
Mbembe (1992b) quotes the Bhaktinian notion of the grotesque, dissociating it from the body 
(the “low”) as the vulgus, the people. In postcolonial societies, the body (human and politic) 
is post-colonized, sexualized and racialized (Butler 1992). The grotesque in this case takes 
the form of postcolonial spectacularization of an institutional self-narrative, which enhances 
institutional power by manifesting national pride around this constructed narrative. It repeats 
it in order to affirm its presence. In Trinidad for example, the national anthem, where people 
stand in obligatory silence with their hands on their bodies, is sung before every kind of 
performance, even at the carnival school recitals. As Mbembe argues (1992a;1992b), the 
post-colonized nations are at the mercy of a “zombification” process (ibid.), where the 
dominated and the dominators cease to be distinct. According to this interpretation, the 
annual overthrowing of roles in the carnival of Trinidad, as a postcolonial country, is 
                                                        
32 Jokotola, in order to help me understand metaphorically the “weight” in terms of sensation of power’s 
subjection, placed three books he had in his bag on my hand. He referred to it as the weight citizens of a post-
colonized society constantly feel.  
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therefore chaotic. 
 
In a reflection of the zombification process on a national level, the players, as they claim their 
independence and agency, simultaneously express a sense of conformity and difference. It is 
possible to see the elements of conformity in the masqueraders’ performances: they share the 
same gestures and dances in the parade, on the road and on the stage (cf. Chapter 5). They 
sing the same songs and wear very similar costumes, even if they are participating in different 
sections and bands (in the case of Bikini and Beads Mas’).  
 
According to Masman P, the homogenization of postures, actions and costumes offers a sense 
of security to players, which allows them to express their own singular narrative: “When a 
player is worried to wear a costume [in the Bikini and Beads parade] I tell her: 
‘remember, you are among 2000 people’ ” (2013). The conformation of players in the Bikini 
and Beads parade creates a safe space in which players can feel comfortable to express 
narratives which distinguish them from the group and confirm their personal uniqueness. To 
play Mas’ at times allows people to create and display collective narratives in conformity 
within the group, and at other times allows individuals to affirm their differences.  
 
For the Bikini and Beads players, it is only possible to play “yuhself” once a sense of 
belonging has been established in the group or the band they participate with. “Trinis are 
constantly struggling in finding a group with which to assimilate themselves. Is like an 
interior jumbie” Sandy (2014) a Trinidadian woman in her twenties told me, describing how 
Trinidadians, herself included, need a sense of inclusivity and community to replicate an 
ancient sense of geographical community or neighborhood environment. However, the sense 
of belonging to a group is not fixed: according to all my interlocutors, Trinidadians feel free 
to change social groups based on different needs during their lives. In Mas’, after conforming 
to the group, the masqueraders can confirm their diversity. “When you don’t conform, people 
don’t trust you” Laurence (2015) declared, talking about the uncomfortable sense of 
alienation felt by those who do not conform to the attitudes and even dress codes of different 
social groups. The trust built within a group by playing together in a band allows Bikini and 
Beads players the security to display, and to show off, differences, even in terms of 
costuming.  
 
All Bikini and Beads costumes are slightly different from one another, despite the overall 
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effect of conformity. The players personalize them by adding or removing fabric, beads and 
accessories. The small costumes are carefully modified by the players, while retaining the 
common traits necessary for participation in the parade. This personalization of the bought 
costumes could relate to the sense of ownership which comes from making costumes, as I 
discussed earlier. The attention to small details, which can be customized while maintaining 
the homogeneity of the overall style, is akin to detail added by individuals to working 
“uniforms”. The term “uniform” has been used by masmen who oppose the Bikini and Beads 
approach to production and marketing. In a Trinidad Guardian article from 1994 (Trinidad 
Guardian 29 03 1994), an ambiguous element of independence was mentioned, in which 
Trinidadian official uniforms changed from the colonial white elite to the local black one: 
“[the] change of uniform was entirely superficial: white to black “massa” [masters] and blue 
blazer to maroon shirt-jack”. Here, Mbembe’s process of zombification is evident: the 
masters (massa) transform from white to black, and the uniforms change just their color, not 
their meaning. The word “uniform”, as used by the masmen, relates directly to this socio-
historical critique, defining the two-piece carnival costumes as indistinct, uncreative, and 
today dependent on marketing, the new “massa”.  
The debate on uniforms evokes Da Matta’s ([1979] 1991) study on carnival and military 
parades. He differentiated carnival from the latter because conceived as a festival that belongs 
to the folk with no demonstrative national heroes. However, since independence in Trinidad, 
carnival, understood as a national festival intrinsic with political manifestation, plays 
simultaneously a reaffirmation of social hierarchy, of the national parades highlighted by 
uniforms, and the dissolution of the inversion of social roles. I argue that these “uniforms” 
are a vital part of the complex individuality-within-conformity which allows players to 
express their multiple individual narratives.  
 
Pretty Mas’, paradoxically, in its shared costuming and gestures, provides a feeling of social 
recognition, which implicitly depends on individuals’ need for validation (Naipaul 
2011; Juneja 1996) (cf. Paragraph 5.4). Players are therefore trapped in a 
duality: a sense of self-contempt (Naipaul 2011 pos. 996), but also a sense of self-
gratification (Membe 1992a: 21). The term self-contempt was used by many of my 
interlocutors, quoting explicitly the Trinidadian writer V. S. Naipaul (2011). Naipaul (ibid.) 
maintains that self-contempt is a postcolonial attitude with roots in the Middle Passage; the 
slave trade. For him, the Middle Passage summarizes the postcolonial tendency to feel 
inferior and irrelevant. 
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Unlike Naipaul (2011), my interlocutors did not distinguish between citizens descended from 
the Middle Passage and those descended from the Kala Pani; they hold that all Trinidadians 
have a feeling of self-contempt as post-colonized citizens. “Who she think she is?!” (Shaw 
1998) is an expression I heard regularly, usually directed towards a person attempting to 
evade the “boxed-in” standards of self-presentation during carnival and in daily life. Here 
again, the attempt to escape from “boxed-in” conformity is perceived as a pretentious desire 
to be superior. The costuming conformation of Bikini and Beads style in carnival can be 
linked with the need of aggregation and the sense of self-contempt described by Naipaul. 
This self-contempt, in particular, is fulfilled by the use of carnival as a nationwide ceremony 
of unity and international pride that gives rise to a simultaneous sense of self-adulation 
(Mbembe 1992a: 19). Mbembe argues that self-adulation is a tool used to legitimize 
postcolonial power (1992a; 1992b) and that it unveils a sense of subordination (Mbembe 
1992b). I argue that self-adulation is expressed in the simultaneous need to conform and 
remain individual of each player in their participation in Mas’. 
 
The dichotomies of conformation and confirmation, and of self-contempt and 
self-adulation, coexist in the act of playing Mas’ and in the maxim “play 
yuhself”. To “play yuhself”, in its pluralist irreproducibility and unpredictability, contrasts 
with the pretense of normalizing and fixing the subject in Mas’. However, the player is 
trapped between the need for external validation and the act of self-proclamation. This 
tension is discussed in the next section.  
 
5.3 To show success  
 
No one exists for even an instant  
Without performing action  
 
Bhagavad Gita 3:5, quoted by Sankeralli 2013. 
 
 
The masmen who do not follow the Bikini and Beads form shared their observation that the 
Pretty Mas’ players display an excessively strong message, “to show how comfortable I am, 
and who I am” (Masman J, 2015). Masman J continued this statement by telling me that the 
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“more mature” players of Town, as he defines masqueraders in their forties, come to his band 
because it provides a less revealing costume style. Players tell him: “I can’t play that skimpy 
Mas’ anymore. I have children and I married” (2015). He implies that Bikini and Beads Mas’ 
and its correlated motto “to play yuhself” is a generational phenomenon: “When people are 
more mature, they have confidence in their profession, in their lives, in their capabilities,” 
Masman J continues, “when you get that difference you don’t need to play yourself anymore 
but you want to be back to play a character”. His sentiment is shared by all non-Bikini and 
Beads masmen, whose players tend not to be considered “young,” which extends to players in 
their thirties, anymore.  
 
The body, which is the principal costume of the Bikini and Beads players, is usually 
substituted by a less revealing carnival costume as soon as it does not conform to the physical 
aesthetic of the main Pretty Mas’ large bands’ standards (cf. Chapter 4). However, this is a 
peculiarity of Mas’ in Town: in the other cities of Trinidad, Bikini and Beads players are of all 
ages and do not have strict aesthetic standards to follow.  
 
Most masqueraders play Mas’ from childhood. Traditional Mas’ and fantastic characters in 
full costumes are played in schools where miniature costumes are created and worn, 
alongside steelpan and calypso competitions. According to Masman J, Trinidadian players 
pass through three phases of Mas’ participation and costuming in their lives. When they are 
children, they play in the kiddies’ carnival bands, with their own separate competition in 
Town or in their regional carnivals. They experience Mas’ in full costume, as shown in Photo 
11, or as individual big-costume performers. 
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Photo 11: Kiddies carnival 2012 Down-Town, POS. 
 
As teenagers, only one costuming choice is provided by the carnival bands: the Bikini and 
Beads form. For the next 20 to 25 years, they experience Mas’ mainly as “Body Mas’” (cf. 
Chapter 2) and wear small two-piece costumes. In their forties, they begin to play Mas’ under 
the more classic bands who espouse the masquerade made by full, or partial-full, costumes 
(Photo 12).  
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Photo 12: Carnival Tuesday 2014, Piccadilly Street, East Dry River- POS. 
 
This pattern is recognizable for Trinidadians who reside in the country. The experience of the 
carnival masquerade for the Trinidadians in the Diaspora is more limited to the Bikini and 
Beads style, which is the main form available in the overseas carnivals for all generations (cf. 
Chapter 6). 
 
According to this generational interpretation, young players, on the whole, conceive of Mas’ 
as a platform to show their heroic figures, creating a connection to the origins of Pretty Mas’, 
which featured performances of the s-heroes of cinema. 
 
Chester, a Trinidadian in his thirties, described Mas’ as: 
 
[An] arena for visibility of each other. Carnival is really about showing yourself; and 
people can push it at the extremes. It is about the presentation of who you are, what 
you think you represent. It is both liberating and a function of connecting what it is 
outside, who is looking at you and who is seeing that.  
(2014)  
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Based on Chester's words, (Pretty) Mas’ could be interpreted as an exercise of representation 
where visibility and an audience are present. With the representation, or the showing off 
“yourself”, each player is at times actor and at others its own character. This representation is 
based on the interactions within the other participants of the carnival groups and with the 
audience (Goffman [1959] 1969) (cf. Chapter 4).  
To “play yuhself”, in the Bikini and Beads Pretty Mas’, allows participants to display the 
sense of belonging to a specific carnival band and physical aesthetic, showing off an athletic 
and “pretty” young body as a costume.  
 
Masman E believes that the Bikini and Beads Mas’ is a way to celebrate the physical efforts 
players (the majority of whom are women) engage in during the year in order to play: 
 
Damn they deserve to work they ass off to get their body looking like that, so if they 
want the skimpy costumes and look hot… sffff, they deserve it!... if they want to look 
great they have all the right to show it off! 
(Masman E 2014) 
 
According to Masman E, the appearance of the players, as their own costume, is a 
combination of their carnival role and the daily life representation of themselves. At the 
beginning of carnival season, the people of POS can see masqueraders start their compulsive 
jogging around the Savannah Park and up Lady Chancellor hill, or at the Bamboo Cathedral 
in Chaguaramas, in the north of the island. Since the costume became the player’s body, the 
masquerader cannot wear and interpret her/his “costume” (her/his body) just for the carnival 
season but has to train and embody it all year long, extending the repetitive cyclical pattern of 
carnival’s secular ritual (Schechener 2002; V. Turner 1977) to an unlimited performance.  
 
With the Bikini and Beads Mas’, the heroic stories of success are represented in terms of 
aesthetic body appearance and dressing-up as part of the self-imagined narratives. Clothing in 
Trinidad is a public statement. Historically it has symbolized the autonomous choice to reject 
colonial standardization. This trend can be seen in the Martincaise dress invented by the 
French-Creole women in the nineteenth century to oppose British colonial power (Franco P. 
1998; 2004), and in the formation of the figure of the “Saga Boy”, the Caribbean dandy. The 
Saga Boy presented an alternative style of dress in the first decade of the twentieth century, 
which rejected British colonial style and was inspired by the American presence on the island 
(Neptune 2007). In the Bikini and Beads style, the mixture of fantasy, glamour, wealth and 
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extravagant consumption paraded in the luxurious aesthetic of the costumes are the tools for 
enacting the players’ heroic contemporary narrations.  
 
However, this successful narration could be considered part of the carnival bluff (Newell 
2012), characteristic of the tricky carnival jumbie. The appearance of the Bikini and Beads 
players is part of the bluff; a mere presentation of the image of success. This analysis makes 
the assertion of many of my interlocutors who had stopped playing Mas’ more 
understandable: they argue that, as a result of the evolution of “to play Mas’” into “to play 
yuhself”, the player is not distant from the role s/he is enacting. “They are playing something 
but they don’t know what! And they call it yuhself!” (2016) Maalik stated, his tone dripping 
with irony and criticism. According to him, players who claim to play themselves confuse the 
successful roles they play with the reality of their life outside carnival. The carnival 
superposition of imaginative roles could be extended to the rest of the year. 
 
The act of explicitly mimicking identifiable characters or stereotypes was never mentioned by 
Pretty Mas’ players when they spoke of playing themselves. It seems that the trickster game 
of representing and narrating stories in carnival has become a self-deception, in which Bikini 
and Beads players are betrayed by their own tricks. The show of wealth and beauty is a 
cipher for success, and players’ successful presentation of themselves as part of this elite can 
be used to climb in the social hierarchy, even if temporarily. Moreover, these narratives of 
personal success are performed in an expanded arena of visibility, on a national and 
international scale, thanks to the presence of the global and social media. To “play yuhself” 
transforms into playing aspirational versions of yourself, and in so doing tricking the world 
into believing the players’ heroic self-narrative of success – and, according to the full-
costumed players, they trick themselves, for two days.  
 
However, this high degree of visibility also carries a self-reflexive element. The self-
evaluation which arises from the act of narrating and performing the stories depends on the 
players’ visibility. This last relationship is developed in the next and last section of this 
chapter. 
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5.4 I/eye33 
 
 
If people don’t see you,  
It’s almost that you don’t exist and it’s almost that your experiences are not there.  
 
Fung, My mother’s place, 1990, DOC. 
 
 
 
The title of this section is taken from the Trinidad Guardian Carnival Souvenir newspaper 
1994.34 The journalist observing the carnival that year declares:  
 
At carnival, it seems we like to be watched almost as much as we like to watch others. 
It is a shifting ‘I’ game/eye game in which we move from actor to viewer as the mood - 
or the performance - takes us. […] The media, of course, is the major spectator of the 
masquerade.  
 
The “I/eye game” described by the journalist was still being played during my presence in the 
field. 
 
“If you are looking for a Trini35, just follow the camera” (2015) Miguel, a Venezuelan 
immigrant who had resided in the country since the 1980s, told me. He referenced, ironically, 
the issue of visibility felt by Trinidadians in their daily lives.  
 
Carnival is organized under a competition system. When I was helping to create the costumes 
with Masman F (cf. Chapter 6), and during my discussions with bandleaders and players in 
Town, I recognized that the Mas’ competition is more important for bandleaders than for the 
small-costumed players. Discussing this with the Bikini and Beads players, I realized that, on 
the contrary, they are more interested in competing to outdo each other in order to gain 
visibility and recognition without caring about official prizes. According to Masman B, 
players competed to outperform each other in the 1960s even in the absence of formal judges. 
Masqueraders playing the same character would compete face-to-face, basing the challenge 
on who was better dressed and letting them take pictures in order to fix the detailing of the 
differences between their costumes.  
                                                        
33 Trinidad Guardian Carnival Souvenir, on Wednesday, February 16th 1994 (Shereen Ali). 
34 (ibid). 
35 Local nickname for Trinidadians. 
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 “Long ago before carnival groups stopped to a studio to have photos in their costumes. To 
take a pose and show as a record, you know, and they were going to the albums and the scrub 
books. That’s why we know a lot about old costumes, because of photography in the studio. 
Now, camera is so easy with the cell phones. It changed the meaning of Spectacle [cf. 
Chapter 4]. To play Mas’ was originally not about the person. The audience was watching 
carnival in the sense of watching the costumes which were alive. They were not watching you 
[the player].”  
 
(Masman B 2014) 
 
 
However, as players began to want to play themselves, they started to desire “to be the 
show”, as he stated (2014). The desire to “play yuhself” discussed earlier in this chapter 
shows players’ desire to be the authors of their own representations in Mas’. Masman B’s 
testimony adds another element to the act of playing “Yuhself”: the desire to be the object of 
your self-representation as a form of spectacular “show”, as well as the subject of it.  
 
The crisscrossing gazes of the watched and the watchers reveal simultaneously the desire for 
recognition and the desire for scrutiny. Dora, a British-Nigerian carnival player and 
individual costume designer who has played Mas’ in Trinidad every year since the early 
2000s, stated 
 
Carnival is about being centered with attention. You feel like at the center for one 
entire day; and carnival is about that! It is your day! You wanna feel special. And 
again, ‘Look at me! I look gorgeous!’ You want that attention, and you want to feel 
special.  
 
(Dora 2013)  
 
For Dora, the I-narrator is used to prove visually, and not just through participation at the 
parade, her existence and value. The dependency on this recognition from her observers 
evokes the colonial dependency established between the colonizer and the colonized gaze, as 
Fanon states (1952: 176), where the colonized depends on the recognition of the other: the 
colonizer. For Dora, the desired validation comes from the direct gaze of the carnival 
participants, the audience, and the media. 
The artist Christopher Cozier denounced the dependency of Trinidadians on the recognition 
which comes from the other in the form of the media in his sketch from the 1990s (Photos 13-
14); a reminder of Fanon’s description of colonial dependency mentioned above. 
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Photo 13: Christopher Cozier’s drawing, presented in 
his personal artistic journals, 1992-1996. St. Ann’s, 
Trinidad.  
Photo 14: Frame of a diagram of slave ship from the 
artist’s notes 1992-1996. St. Ann’s, Trinidad.  
 
 
Apter (1996) mentions the same homophone, “I/eye”, to explain the colonial relationship 
between the looker and the looked-at in the world’s fairs, or universal expositions, of colonial 
times. The orientalist and pictorial gaze originated at these events, as the metropolitan 
audience looked at the “primitive” (Apter 1996: 460) as the object of the fairs’ spectacle. The 
“I”, or the subject, in this scenario was formed through the representation of the exotic 
looker’s gaze (Erlmann 1999). Bhabha (1983), explicates it as a system of “othering”, where 
the colonized belongs to the colonial discourse through images and stereotypes and employs 
a system of representation where the colonized is looking for the identification with the 
object of desire of the colonizer’s stereotype. According to this point of view, the “I” is 
shaped and exists by the representational gaze that looks; the looked at is formed by the 
looker. However, the Bikini and Beads I/eye case is not entirely the same. The sharp 
difference between the so-called “dominated” and “dominators” are confused and unfixed. 
There is a mutual plurality of discursive elements of domination and dominated while players 
play Mas’. The I/eye relation is pertinent, but the fixed construction and definition of whose 
“eye” is not.  
The audience, as will be detailed in the next chapter, is at times external and is at other times 
also the players themselves, who watch their own representation through social media. The 
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players are therefore at the same time the performers and the audience, and they commodify 
themselves. Moreover, the author of the self-narration is the judge of their own narrations. 
Visibility is inherently participatory: an image must be seeable by someone (Cozier 2013). 
This, for the Bikini and Beads Mas’, is the producer of the image as they look at themselves. 
Masqueraders are both entertainers and entertained.  
 
Photo 15 shows two Bikini and Beads players parading for a screen held by another player as 
they cross the judging point of the Savannah Stage (cf. Chapter 4). In the same photo, the 
players, despite performing on a stage in front of the judges, are exhibiting themselves for the 
camera phone of a fellow player of the same band. The scrutiny they care about is not the 
official one of the judges, but that provided by the players themselves, who are the main 
consumers of the videos and photos posted on social media.  
 
Photo 15: Screenshot of Carnival Tuesday POS 2015, Large Band video, Bikini and Beads. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aywcdWkoXXE 29:30 min. 
 
Since the lookers are the subjects and the objects of their carnival self-representation, the “I” 
does not just look for recognition from an external scrutinizing “eye” as Dora stated above, 
but is the same entity and chooses its own image to represent. Mas’, as a platform for 
visibility, allows self-representation of the players. The eye-setting, looker/looked at element 
of representations, is part of the “I” self-narration. The visual becomes a pervasive tool of 
glorification, and celebration of the self. However, this still depends on the complexity of the 
crisscrossing of the scrutinizer’s gaze and the commodified object of the spectacle.  
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Since media is no longer the monopoly of private enterprises but can be created with cell 
phone cameras and published on social media, the player is also the creator of their own “I” 
narration in visual terms (Colleyn and Augé 2004: 70). The player taking pictures of 
her/himself and choosing her/his representation to post publicly, claims a desire of visual 
affirmation (Tsinhnahjinnie [1998] 2003). 
The audience is the players themselves; they therefore look for recognition from themselves. 
Here, again, a paradox is present: players are presenting themselves as scrutinizers and to 
scrutiny, however, they are constantly seeking self-acceptance. The media acts as the proof of 
public existence on a worldwide scale.  
Mas’ as spectacle, the dimension of the stage and the position of the media as the audience, 
will be analyzed and detailed in the next chapter.  
 
 
6.        Conclusion  
 
This chapter considered the motto to “play yuhself”, as claimed by the Bikini and Beads 
players, and its meaning in the context of the contemporary Pretty Mas’ point of view. I have 
charted interpretations of the term and explored its rebellious beginnings through to its 
problematic contemporary existence in tension between conformity and individuality, 
between the author–subject and the character–object of carnival narratives.  
 
In Chapter 2, I interpreted playing Mas’ as a modality by which players narrate a story 
displayed and represented by the costumes they wear during the carnival parade. In this 
chapter, I have developed the definition of the act of playing Mas’ to encompass the self-
narration of a personal story, and I have explained how the affirmation of playing yuhself at 
Mas’ is a tentative claim to and display of ownership of one’s own histories.  
 
I explained the evolving meaning of “to play yuhself”. I detail the origin of the motto “play 
yuhself”, which was used first by middle-class women who became the majority of Pretty 
Mas’ players in the 1980s, and how, one decade later, both young male and female players 
appropriated this term. The idea of playing yuhself during this period became ingrained with 
a desire to reject restrictions in life and in carnival, and to make a claim of independence. I 
show, based on the accounts of masmen and players, the socio-economic circumstances at the 
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base of this claim, and the existence of the motto as a request for freedom from social and 
political obligations. I describe how this feeling is translated into Mas’ and how the Pretty 
Mas’ Bikini and Beads performance started to be used by young players who claim to play 
themselves during the masquerade. 
  
I explore the relation between this rebelliousness, which originated with women, and the 
local expression “Jamette behavior”, described by my interlocutors as a historical, bottom-up 
attitude which maintains an element of ambiguity around its acceptability in society. The 
“Jamette behavior” expressed by the young, mainly female players, is described as a 
performed attitude; an occasional trickiness that aims to counter the audience’s expectations, 
thus destabilizing them and their power. The element of unpredictability and changeability in 
Jamette behavior further empowers the performer of the behavior. 
 
The expression to “play yuhself” becomes synonymous with this changeable, unnerving 
declaration of independence and authority. In this chapter I relate the characteristics of 
playing yuhself with the Jamette behavior described to me: the playfulness and the 
mischievousness which characterize the attitude of players in carnival. I further relate how 
this Jamette trickiness relates to the concept at the core of playing yuhself; how it enables 
players to counter the audience’s expectation that they will conform to the band’s 
representative and aesthetic restrictions in favor of a self-referential expression.  
 
The trickiness at the heart of playing yuhself allows the players, while they claim to play the 
seemingly static character of the self, to embrace changeability. I show how the characters 
adopted by players as facets of playing themselves are described as multiple and incoherent 
in relation to the costumed theme. Under the same, standardized guise provided by the band, 
multiple interchangeable enacted stories escape from beneath the veneer of an imposed 
character. I therefore describe “to play yuhself” as an “I” narration that players wish to enact, 
through the representation and performance of first-person stories. This narrative is 
complicated by the dualistic relation between a player’s need to conform within the carnival 
group, and to display the confirmation of each singular player's uniqueness.  
 
To play Pretty Mas’ historically has been to play heroic stories. In this chapter, I state that to 
play yuhself follows the same structure. However, the contemporary player of Bikini and 
Beads Mas’ has no desire to play someone else’s narrative: they instead represent 
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contemporary success in terms of economic capacity, social capital and physical beauty. They 
then make themselves the subjects of their heroic success narratives. 
  
I conclude the chapter with an analysis of the players’ dependency on recognition, and how 
the visual representation of themselves through the media creates the possibility of being the 
entertained and the entertainer as the author and the object of their personal spectacles. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Spectacle 
 
 
 
 
1.        Introduction 
 
 
Carnival is like showing us what we are doing and who we are.  
You create a space where people can express themselves.  
 
Chester (2014). 
 
 
Performance is described by Schechner (2002: 28) as “doing” or displaying something for the 
benefit of those who are watching. The focus is on the action, the “doing”, and on the 
reception of this action which, because it is watched by an audience, gains the recognition 
which permits its existence. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, “to show”, among 
its several meanings, means to present, or to show off. In this chapter, I will weave an 
additional element of meaning into the term “show” by combining it with the term 
“spectacle”; two words that are used by Trinidadians interchangeably in the carnival context.  
 
In English, “spectacle” derives from the Latin spectare, to look at, and from the Indo-
European spek, which means to observe (MacAloon 1984: 243). There is a primary difference 
between the concept of performance and the concept of spectacle: a performance depends on 
the context in which it takes place, and for this reason performances differ from one to the 
next (Schechner 2002; Paul 2003; Goldberg 2013) and are not equally reproducible (Vladova 
2007; Roux 2007). The spectacle, however, gives primacy to the visual sensory experience 
(MacAloon 1984). Rituals (Turner 1986; 1997) and performances (Schechner 2002; 1997) 
involve audience participation, while the show or spectacle aims to entertain and to please the 
eye (MacAloon 1984). Spectacle is therefore about seeing, sight and overseeing (MacAloon 
1984: 270). It maintains a greater distance from its spectators.  
Moreover, according to Guy Debord in Society of the Spectacle ([1967] 2002), spectacle is a 
social relationship between people that is mediated by images (ibid: aphorism 4). The human 
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being exists in terms of appearances. According to the author, spectacle is a form that is 
representative of a society dominated by capitalism. He argues that social relations are 
dominated by the economy, which shifts the goal of human endeavor from being into having. 
Valuing the accumulation of commodities in turn leads the person to value the appearance of 
wealth, which indicates prestige. Debord therefore argues that spectacle is a representation of 
accumulated capital and the social actor feels alienated (ibid: aphorism 30) because in 
contemplating the objects displayed by the representations of commodities, s/he becomes a 
spectator rather than a possessor. Propaganda, advertising, entertainment, economic power: 
these commodities are part of the manifestation of the spectacle in social life. In the societies 
of spectacle, the human being is a consumer; in its totality (ibid: aphorism 6) the spectacle is 
an outcome and the goal of the dominant mode of production.  
 
The contemporary Bikini and Beads Pretty Mas’ could be described as a spectacle along 
Debord’s lines. Bikini and Beads Mas’ underwent commodification in the twentieth century; 
even if the population in general still divides Bikini and Beads Mas’ from the traditional form 
of Mas’ which belongs to a narrative of nationalist heritage, it is packaged and sold to 
generate revenue and national recognition on the foreign level. The relationship between 
consumerism, commodities and the social organization of appearances, as outlined in 
Debord’s theory of spectacle, strikingly evokes the development of Pretty Mas’ from its 
origins to the Bikini and Beads spectacle of today.  
 
In this chapter, therefore, I argue that Bikini and Beads Mas’ has always been a spectacle – 
but that it has always been a performance, too. In Pretty Mas’, themes and characters are 
performed, and a beautiful spectacle is presented to be seen by its audience. This chapter 
explores how the element of spectacle in Mas’ grew more dominant as Mas’ was televised, 
changing the perspective from which it could be viewed and making the striking visuality of 
the performance central.  
 
However, despite the undeniable presence of elements of spectacle in the Bikini and Beads 
Pretty Mas’, the passive spectatorship typical of the show (MacAloon 1984) is almost 
impossible to maintain in the practice of Mas’. In a Carnival Souvenir newspaper article (Ali, 
1994), the interaction of the spectators with the performance is described as a Trinidadian 
habit which can be seen not just in the practice of carnival, but in the cinema and in daily life:  
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Out of this cultural milieu [of the exclusive carnival practice of the colonizers] emerged 
a characteristically West Indian penchant for “reacting”: the desire to participate, 
however vicariously, in mass spectacles; even in the cinema where TT patrons may give 
advice, shout compliments, applaud or even jeer the movie stars during a film! The role 
of the spectator has become almost as important as what he is watching. Indeed, the 
spectator reaction and interaction often define the quality of the performance. It is a part 
of the TT psyche that many of us like melodrama intrigue, “bacchanal”.36 […] The 
annual theater of carnival surpasses [the political show as an example of Bacchanal] in 
its wider involvement and meaning to ordinary people.37  
 
Ali views the spectators’ reactions and interactions as central to any event in Trinidad, so 
much so that they now determine the quality of the performance. According to Browne 
(2013) the participation of spectators is an act of resistance to colonial invisibility and 
silencing; the act of participation allows citizens to be actively present in situations and 
events, ensuring that they cannot be anonymously alienated.    
 
When discussing the participatory nature of cinema in Trinidad, some players told me that 
they remembered laser pointers being directed at the intimate parts of actors on screen in 
order to downplay the plot. Masmen I spoke with recalled that there was a period when the 
audience would scream the name “Mohammed”, assumed to be the general name of movie 
operators, when there were problems with the projections. When I attended the 
Trinidad+Tobago Film Festival in September 2014, the audience screamed out comments 
about the stories, the characters and the unfolding scenes. They were watching as a group and 
sharing their feelings about the movies while they were being shown. In these examples, the 
cinematographic participation is not just emotional (Morin 1956: 101) while the audience is 
immersed in the viewing, but is verbal and even physical.   
 
In Bikini and Beads Pretty Mas’, the relationship between spectacle and performance is 
mixed, and the lines of separation are blurred. In an artistic performance, the audience is in a 
relationship with the performer, which the performance itself grows from. This is a peculiar 
characteristic of Mas’, where the audience interacts with the traditional characters and 
challenges them (cf. Photo 10 in Chapter 3), and of Pretty Mas’, where non-masqueraders 
jump into the parade, dancing and playing with the masqueraders (cf. Chapter 2). 
 
                                                        
36 Bacchanal in Trinidad refers to an enjoyable and vigorous drinking and dancing carnival fete, but could mean 
even an event that gets out of control, or a confusion, scandal, and uproar over immoral behavior (Winer 2009: 
33-34). 
37 Trinidad Guardian Carnival Souvenir, 16 02 1994 p.35 (By Shereen Ali). 
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However, the evolution of the all-inclusive Bikini and Beads bands, which provide security to 
divide the audience from the performers, is more reminiscent of the typical spectacle’s 
separation of performer and spectator. This separation in Trinidad was first employed by the 
colonizers of the nineteenth century, who watched the Jamet carnival without interacting with 
the masqueraders. They maintained only a visual interaction as observers looking down from 
the balconies of the buildings in POS at the vulgus playing carnival. Later, the spectacular 
division of the masquerader from an audience which looked down from above would be 
inverted. From the Emancipation onwards, players paraded on the same level as audiences, 
democratizing the spectacular aspect of Mas’. 
 
Trinidad carnival today is one of the largest parades in the world in terms of numbers of 
participants. However, its audience, the members of the public positioned at the side of the 
road or at the Savannah Stage, reduces in size every year. In this chapter, I will argue that the 
role of scrutinizer once played by the colonizers is now replaced by the media.  
 
The media’s panoptical scrutiny of Mas’ caters to two different audiences: the players 
themselves, as I mentioned in Chapter 3, who after the parade watch themselves performing 
(cf. infra); and a more traditional audience of interested bystanders. The performance is 
therefore validated by the I/eye relation the players engage in during the parade. The audience 
does not just observe passively: it dances, drinks alongside the masqueraders, judges and 
interacts with and comments on the design of the costumes, the music, the players. I argue 
that spectatorship is never rendered passive, despite the fact that Mas’ is now more 
spectacular.   
 
In this chapter I will explore how the Bikini and Beads Pretty Mas’ tendency to focus on the 
visual aspect of the performance makes carnival more “docile”, predictable, manageable and 
organizable. One of the reasons for this evolution could be the marketing of Bikini and Beads 
Pretty Mas’ to the Diaspora (this concept will be developed further in Chapter 6). 
 
I start this chapter with an analysis of the main staged show, making use of masmen’s 
memories of carnival events. Next, I explain how the entire parade route of Mas’ in Town is 
transformed metaphorically into a stage, and how its current configuration conforms more to 
an arena for spectacle than a performance space. I discuss how the players, referring to the 
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sensation of uniqueness felt on the stage, desire not just to be in the show but to embody the 
spectacle itself.  
I will consider, therefore, the ways in which the bodies of the players, as the basic costumes 
of the Bikini and Beads form, come to embody the spectacle of Mas’, leading to questions 
around the representation of gender and colorism38. I conclude by explaining how the 
panoptical gaze of the cameras could be interpreted as the cause of objectification and 
discrimination based on aesthetic standards, but also on how the cameras form a source of 
resistance.  
 
Past Studies and New Directions  
 
There are not many studies which focus on the concept of the spectacle and its relation to 
carnival in Trinidad.  
 
Academic studies have tended to focus on the revolutionary aspect of carnival and its link 
with historical rebellion. Furthermore, most of the studies about Trinidadian Mas’ have been 
dedicated to the traditional form (Henry 2008; Burton 1997; Crowley 1956) that was 
dominant until the 1950s and 1960s. There is a body of work addressing the post-
Emancipation era and the Jamet(te) carnival (cf. Chapter 3), which highlights subversion, 
rebellions, and protests against the colonial power (Cowley 1996; Liverpool 2001, Riggio 
2004; Pearse 1956; Paquet et al. 2007).  
 
More recently, discussions were held at the international conference of Caribbean Carnival 
Studies in Leeds (UK), May 2017. Most of the carnivalists in attendance were from Trinidad 
or were studying its carnival and had a similar propensity to focus on the rebellious meaning 
and history of carnival, reducing the Bikini and Beads form mainly to its narcissistic and 
consumerist aspects.  
 
There is not any one explicit study on Mas’ as a spectacle. However, the Trinidadian theater 
historian Errol Hill (1997) dedicates a chapter of his work on the stage in Town to the Kings 
                                                        
38 I use in this chapter the term colorism in order to highlight the structure of nuances of skin colors of the 
citizens that are maintained in oral discourses even after Independence. Colorism draws a social hierarchy from 
the enslaved system where the base of distinction of individual status depended in part on skin color. It defines 
“melanin hierarchies” (Ndiaye 2006: 52) where the lighter skinned tone was conceived as a symptom of 
superiority because familiar to the colonizers, whereas the darker skinned tone was considered on the contrary 
alien and inferior. This classification extends its canons to the texture of the hair and the somatic features of the 
face. 
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and Queens competition within the performance of Mas’. Gerard Aching (2002) has 
approached contemporary Mas’ with an analysis of the visibility and invisibility of the 
masking practice, and how historical colonial negotiations have been appropriated by the 
contemporary state. Kevin Adonis Browne (2013), focuses his study on the rhetoric of the 
Anglophone Caribbean and its communicative elements in the practice of orality, music, 
masking, and digital and multimedia representations.  
 
The anthropologist Daniel Miller has dedicated several studies to social media ethnography in 
Trinidad, and in particular to a comparison of the role of the photos posted on social media in 
the UK and in Trinidad (2017).  
 
In this chapter, I analyze the notion of spectacle and performance in Mas’ with tools 
borrowed from film studies. The relationship between a spectator’s gaze and gender has been 
studied in detail by Laura Mulvey (1975), who declares in her earliest studies that the 
privileged gaze of Hollywood movies belongs to the masculine spectator’s and producer’s 
viewpoints. Mathia Diawara (2004) questions the relationship between the black spectator 
and the black subject of Hollywood films, arguing that in classic Hollywood movies the black 
(and male, in this case) spectator sees the representation of black characters critically, and can 
resist dominant readings of the images. Finally, bell hooks examines black female movie 
spectatorship in USA, explaining the complexity of the analysis of the black female spectator, 
who is doubly excluded by gender and by race. 
 
 
2. Mas’ as a show and the Jaycees’ competition 
 
 
I am not surprised that people now prefer spending time at the gym  
instead of at the Mas’ camps. 
 
Masman A, Trinidad, 2014.  
 
2.1 The Greatest Show on Earth 
 
Pretty Mas’ was described in the 1960s as an outdoor pageant with “visuality” as a central 
characteristic (Hill 1997). With the nationalization of carnival, from Independence onwards, 
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Mas’ evolved into a grand spectator event (Burton 1997: 207). Mas’, and other forms of 
carnival, started to aspire to being “The Greatest Show on Earth”. This expression originated 
at the end of the nineteenth century in the USA, where it was used in posters advertising the 
Barnum and Bailey Circus. In the 1950s (the decade of the formation of Pretty Mas’), the 
American movie of the same name, Greatest Show on Earth (DeMille 1952), was largely 
watched in Trinidad. It is remembered by Trinidadians, now in their fifties and sixties, as a 
strong influence on the carnival bands, who built their themes around it (Riggio 2004: 87).  
 
The expression has been repeated by the media from the 1950s until today (TT Guardian, 
Blood 05 02 2016; Trinidad Express 12 02 2013). For example, the Daily Express of January 
1st 1991 defined the Mas’ genre of Peter Minshall as the “Greatest Show on Earth”. Masman 
Peter Minshall has long been an iconic and controversial creative figure in Mas’. He 
conceives Mas’ as a theater performance, where his players perform the story of the band. He 
combines contemporary art with Big and Small costumes in the parade. While his 
contribution is too large a topic to be covered in detail in this thesis, it is important to note the 
influence of his unique aesthetic, which is simultaneously appreciated for its creativity and 
criticized for its distance from a more instinctive and popular way of playing Mas’.  
 
The comic below (Photo 1) was posted on the Peter Minshall Mas’ Fans Facebook page.39 
The cartoon criticizes the Bikini and Beads Mas’ as the death of creativity, and imagines 
hopefully that Masman Minshall will rise again, from his creative retreat, to start new 
carnival bands. 
                                                        
39 https://www.facebook.com/Peter-Minshall-Mas-Fans-477738325205/  
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Photo 1: Peter Minshall Mas’ Fans Facebook page, February 6th 2016. 
 
However, not all Mas’ fans are as enthused by Minshall’s style. It differs from the other Mas’ 
bands in its artistic costuming style and theatrical performance that is very much contested in 
local debates: “That ain’t mas, that’s theater” was one opinion reported in 1983 (Anthony 
1989: 436). During my fieldwork, masmen remembered that many players preferred to play 
Mas’ with other bands, and to watch Minshall’s band on television afterwards. The issue of 
whether to treat Mas’ as a form of choreographic street theater (a pro-Minshall style) or as a 
free form of improvisation is still debated by players and masmen who are for or against the 
dominating Bikini and Beads form. Now, with the quasi-monopoly of Bikini and Beads 
bands, many players in their forties wish for the return of more artistic and diverse carnival 
bands.  
 
Taking as a starting point the concept of Mas’ as the “Greatest Show on Earth”, in the 
upcoming section I will analyze how Mas’ began to be conceived of as a spectacle. Mas’ is 
popularly embraced for its spectacular visual effects, which contribute to the sense of it being 
a fantastic show for spectators.  
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2.2 The Jaycees 
 
The epithet “the Greatest Show on Earth” has been adopted by and used to advertise all 
masquerade styles of Trinidadian carnival. From the beginning of the formation of Pretty 
Mas’, the concept of show and spectacle have been integrated into its performance.  
 
During my presence in the field, all the masmen I spoke to about today’s Pretty Mas’ 
performances mentioned the historical Jaycees’ beauty contest. The Jaycees’ competition was 
a beauty contest that formed part of the carnival performance from the 1950s until the 
beginning of the 1970s. The competition, like many carnival performances (including calypso 
music, beauty pageants and steel bands) at the peak of the US presence on the island, was 
financed by American entities (Neptune 2007; Ho 2000). It was inspired by the early stage 
spectacles that were performed in the 1920s at indoor balls (Hill 1997); like these shows, it 
took place exclusively on stage and not on the streets of the carnival parade. 
 
At the end of the 1950s, the Jaycees’ competition changed its name to “Carnival Queen 
Competition” (Rowe 2013: 92; Birth 2008, Ho 2000; Scher 2003) and became part of the 
Dimanche Gras Show. However, locally, it is still remembered simply as “the Jaycees”.  This 
show took place on the Savannah Stage and was once composed of two competitions on the 
night of Fat Sunday: the Jaycees’ contest and the calypso Monarch. The Jaycees’ spectacle 
was abolished in 1971 (Yelvington 1995; Joseph 2004) by the government, under pressure 
from the Black Power movement: it was judged to be a racist spectacle that privileged 
lighter-skinned competitors. It was replaced with the King and Queen Carnival Competition, 
which still runs today, where the Big costumes, supposedly the Kings and Queens of each 
band, replaced the human competitors. The dynamics of the creation and performance of the 
Big costumes will be detailed further in Chapter 6.  
 
During my discussions, the masmen linked characteristics of the modified Pretty Mas’ of 
today, which largely consists of the Bikini and Beads form, to the Jaycees’ performance. They 
identified a continuity which linked the Jaycees’ competition to modern Mas’: as soon as the 
beauty competition in carnival was banned, the Jaycees’ show and its representation of beauty 
was integrated into the practice and parade of Pretty Mas’. The cult of the body, its usurping 
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of the full carnival costume, the relationship of carnival with the media and the need to 
portray the physical beauty of mainly female players are all aspects of the Jaycees’ 
competition which can be seen in today’s Mas’. This is particularly evident in the Bikini and 
Beads genre, where the bodies of the players are exposed and scrutinized.  
 
Moreover, the Jaycees’ competition was central to the middle classization of Mas’ 
(MacDonald 1986) (cf. Chapter 2): its audience was entirely composed of middle-class 
spectators (Ho 2000), just as the Bikini and Beads Mas’ is frequented by mainly middle-class 
players today. In the 1950s, the Jaycees’ competition was conceived by the middle class as 
“the nearest thing that looked like [..] Hollywood films” (Minshall 2013: 320). This brought 
with it the glamor of Hollywood, but also reflected the racial issues of Hollywood movies: 
representations which favored white Americans and which perpetuated colonial and racial 
discrimination and the subordination of the non-white population (Koningsbruggen 1997; 
Neptune 2007). In Trinidad, light-brown skinned femininity, inspired by the American beauty 
pageant (Franco 1998), was representative of the idealized beauty characteristic of winners of 
the Jaycees’ competition until its closure (Koningsbruggen 1997). For example, the 
competitor in Photo 2, which shows a Carnival Queen costume from 1968, would not look 
out of place in a Miss America competition.  
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Photo 2: Trinidad Guardian, Carnival Souvenir, 1968. 
 
The masmen I interviewed drew another link between the Jaycees’ carnival show and modern 
Mas’: they remembered the Jaycees’ competition as the first carnival show where the media 
outnumbered the audience. In today’s Bikini and Beads street parade, players pose (cf. 
Paragraph 8) before a scrutinizing audience and the world’s media. As mentioned above, the 
Jaycees’ competition took place on a stage and did not extend into the carnival parade on the 
street. I argue that the physical elevation of the stage, away from and above the parade on the 
street, reflected the class-based separation of popular forms of carnival from elite 
performances during the colonial period. The act of performing on a stage on which media 
visibility was concentrated provided an additional sense of elite elevation.  
 
For today’s masmen, the focus of the Jaycees’ competition on visibility is comparable to the 
feelings of Bikini and Beads players as soon as they cross the stage as part of the parade’s 
route. The masmen state that players feel a similar sensation of being part of an elite. For the 
players, however, the Jaycees’ competition had other connotations: for participants who are 
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now in their forties and older, it is associated with the historical colorist imbalance which led 
to its demise. They view it as a precursor to the colorist discrimination seen in Bikini and 
Beads large bands in Town (cf. infra). Younger players, on the other hand, recall only its more 
recent version, separated from carnival: the Jaycees’ Caribbean Queen Show, a classic beauty 
pageant which started in the 1990s.  
 
In the next paragraph, I will develop my discussion of the relation between the spectacle and 
the stage performance as it is perceived and represented by the players and observed by the 
masmen. 
 
 
3. The visibility of the stage 
 
One of the most significant locations of the carnival parade in Town, from the bandleaders’ 
and the players’ points of view, is “the Savannah”. Despite there being several judging points 
in other locations, as shown by the black rectangles in Photo 3, the Savannah Stage is the 
most significant. 
 
Photo 3: Carnival Route 2015, POS. 
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All carnival bands have to cross this stage, situated in the Queen’s Park Savannah, Uptown 
POS, in order to finish the competition. This is the stage where the Jaycees once performed. 
 
For the bandleaders, the Savannah signifies the final and the most important performance 
point at which they have a chance to win the carnival competition. For the players, it 
represents the unique location where most of the media, national and international, are 
located to record the event. The stage is the space where the showing of Big and Small 
costumes can be maximized. There is a similar dynamic in the regional carnivals, where 
media attention is mainly focused on the temporary stages mounted for the parades. 
 
Since the first carnival, one year after Independence (Hill 1997), the Savannah Stage has 
extended its size. The audience is positioned on two stands placed to the back and front of the 
stage.  
 
Photo 4: Savannah Stage in Hill, The Trinidad Carnival, 1997: 101-113. 
  
The structure of the Savannah Stage remains largely the same as is shown in Photo 4 (Hill 
1997). The main difference is the disappearance of points D, E, and F, as small music bands 
have been replaced by recorded music. My yellow highlighting identifies the location of the 
Grand Stand; the dark blue is the North Stand. These are both areas where the audience 
should be located. The green highlighting represents the position of the judges; the red 
indicates the position of the photographers and cameramen, or, as described by some players, 
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the “camera people”; the violet in the north indicates the zone where the carnival band 
organizers stand, gesticulating and spurring the players on while they perform their Big 
costumes (Cf. Chapter 6). The light blue line indicates the point of departure for players from 
the stage. There is no official backstage space in the Savannah; “backstage” is just “offstage”. 
What is most interesting to observe in today’s scheme is that the media cover the longest and 
the most flexible observation points: they have access to the show from all sides. In Photo 5, 
the mascamp crew can be seen supporting their Big costume during the performance.  
 
Photo 5: The Savannah Stage for the Semifinals, 2014, from the North Stand. 
 
All bands (there were about 120 in 2014) want to cross the Savannah Stage. In 2013, because 
of a lack of stage management or zoning for the bands’ routes, one of the large bands was not 
able to cross, and was made to wait for hours without moving. Another problem, shared with 
me by the masmen, is where to locate the numerous music trucks which each band hires to 
accompany the players to the stage, and again after they have crossed it. There is no space to 
park the music trucks while the bands cross the stage, leading to congestion on the roads. A 
solution was proposed in 2014: a second main stage was introduced by the carnival 
associations for the large Bikini and Beads bands who were not interested in participating in 
the national competition. These large bands are private enterprises which earn enough money 
and have enough private media visibility that they do not need to participate in the national 
contest.  
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This second main stage is called the Socadrome, and is located at the Hasely Crawford 
Stadium, or National Stadium (Photo 6). In Photo 6, the Socadrome stage is located where the 
film crew’s cue, “lights, camera, action”, is written: a visual reminder that the performance of 
Mas’ is a show. 
 
 
Photo 6: Carnival, POS, 2014 
 
3.1 Being on the “big stage” 
 
Thanks to the oil boom, televisions were in each home and TV channels started to 
record and show carnival bands crossing the stage. I remember that when the 
Savannah became fully televised, people [the players] right after [crossing the 
Savannah Stage] came back home to see themselves crossing the stage on television. 
 
(Masman B, 2014) 
  
Masman B’s recollection of the oil boom years has parallels in twenty-first century Mas’: 
now, the players share pictures and videos online and on social media. They do not rush home 
to their television screens as Masman B described, but instead check their own and others’ 
photos that are simultaneously posted online during the parade.  
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The stage provides an arena of maximized media visibility, and players expect to live “their 
few minutes of glory”, as reported by Tania, a Trinidadian woman in her twenties in 2015, 
when they cross it. Here again, fame is sought and s-heroes’ stories are represented and 
displayed along the entire parade route, but “on the Savannah” the spectacle is magnified; the 
national and international media share the performances with West Indian Diaspora all over 
the world (cf. Chapter 6).  
 
On the stage, the roles of the performer and the audience are distinct and the subjects are 
conscious of their separation (Spielmann G. 2013). The audience does not jump up when a 
band is crossing the stage and there is an explicit separation between the observer and the 
performer (Beeman 1993). As in theatrical performances and shows, the players experience 
their “fifteen minutes of fame” in this moment of division when they are elevated above the 
audience and into the waiting cameras. For many players, the most important part of the 
Bikini and Beads performance is crossing the Savannah Stage. Kyle, a Trinidadian man in his 
sixties who was involved in the National Carnival Committee (NCC), mentioned that the 
stage and the visibility it allows, provides the occasion for the players to feel famous. He told 
me: “You know, when I get on the stage I am a performer as it is distinct from performance as 
part of the portrayal; I mean is more about showing. Is more a self-esteem kind of thing. It is 
like a red-carpet idea” (2014). Kyle feels different sensations while he is crossing the 
Savannah Stage and while he is parading: crossing the Stage makes him personally feel 
famous, whereas during the parade on the streets he is portraying the carnival costume.  
 
The moment of crescendo experienced on the “big stage”, as the Savannah Stage is known, 
was reported in the Trinidad Guardian in an article by the scholar Gabrielle Hosein (Trinidad 
Guardian, 12 02 2015). Describing the stage as the place where the younger generations start 
to experience Mas’ and its history, she quotes Gordon Rohlehr, one of the most famous 
Caribbeanists: to be visible and to be seen, for Trinidadians, means to exist. In confirmation 
of this theory, many of my interlocutors reported that to be visible on the stage and 
experience the moment of fame provides a public affirmation of existence.  
 
Bikini and Beads players “play themselves” (cf. Chapter 3) as a declaration of self-esteem, 
which is legitimized by their moment of visibility in front of the cameras that capture their 
best representations of themselves. One example of the importance of the carnival stage was 
shared with me by Tisha (2015), a Trinidadian woman in her forties. One day before the 
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parade, she had discovered that her daughter was having a sexual relationship with her own 
partner. As she confided to me, she decided to perform Mas’ the next day because being on 
the stage would temporarily boost her wounded self-esteem.  
 
3.2 Bringing the stage into the home 
 
Today, a Trinidadian who does not play Mas’ has the option to go to Town and see the most 
famous carnival performance, to watch the smaller and regional carnivals, or to watch an 
assortment from their homes. Most who stay at home justify their choice as a strategy to 
avoid the heavy traffic around the capital and the lack of parking in it, or to dodge the 
pickpockets and petty criminals in Town. According to my email exchanges with the NCC 
(July 2017), there are just “pockets of spectators” on the streets for carnival, mainly 
congregated at the judging venues, and approximately 25%of the population watch carnival 
at home on the main TV channels such as CNMG, CCN TV6, CNC 3.  
 
The recordings of Mas’ have brought the staged performances into homes, and created a new 
type of show which can be seen across the nation by TV viewers:  
 
Now, you stay home and watch people crossing the stage! I remember I had a 
dilemma one year [at the end of the 1970s]. That was of watching Minshall on TV or 
running down to the Savannah! I saw both, and the thing was that I was impressed 
how good it looked into the camera! In the sense that, what surprised me was that the 
scale of the costume, even if I don’t think it was intentional at the time, but the camera 
captured the costume and its performance. It was a very macabre costume, it looked 
very dramatic. On stage wasn’t bad, but I was very intrigued how it was translated in 
the screen. 
 
(Masman C, 2014) 
 
Masman C shared his experience of observing the performance of a Big costume on the stage, 
and then again reproduced on the local television. What is extremely precious in his 
testimony is his observation of the distortion of the televised version. Even if it was not a 
deliberate effect, the visual impact of the costume was increased through the mediation of the 
camera. The representation on the screen gave it more dramatic force, emphasizing the 
costume more than a live performance could. As MacAloon (1984) says, in his study of the 
Olympic Games, the televised form of spectacle magnifies the perception of the performance. 
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From here stems the other meaning of "spectacular", which denotes the majestic and beautiful 
(ibid). 
 
While photography has been used commercially in carnival since the end of the nineteenth 
century (Henry 2008), the masmen’s stories indicate that the motion captured in filmed 
images changed the relationship between the performance and the audience, leading the 
direction of the performance toward spectacle. It is perhaps because of the lack of diversity in 
the costumes of the Bikini and Beads Pretty Mas’ that monopolizes the streets of Town, the 
widespread presence of the media, and the players who narcissistically watch themselves on 
TV, computer and cell-phone screens after the parade, that the audience has almost 
disappeared from the carnival street routes and prefers to watch Mas’ from home.   
 
 
4. From the stage to the streets 
 
 
We are in trouble […] 
We have to remove the mask covering our faces.  
The mask of Carnival […] touches every aspect of our lives.  
This attitude extends beyond these two days so that nothing in our lives is permanent.  
 
Beryl McBurnie, TT Guardian  09 10 1966,  
quoted by Ramcharitar, TT Guardian 30 01 2013 
 
 
During my conversations with bandleaders who were children in the 1960s, I noticed that 
most of them had been initiated into carnival by their aunts and mothers, who observed Mas’ 
along the carnival streets or at the Savannah’s stands. Masman G told me that the Mas’ of his 
childhood “was a family thing. You took all your food from Christmas and your sorrel and 
men would bring the alcohol” (2014). Families watched the bands parade across the 
Savannah from the stands, which allowed them to view the proceedings from above. They 
were named “the bleachers”, as watching the parade in the sun for two whole days led to 
peeling skin. According to the masmen’s accounts, performances on the Savannah Stage were 
an unmissable experience until the 1980s. While the bleachers started to disappear from the 
parade route and the stage after this point, preferring to watch from the shady comfort of their 
homes, the same experience of peeling skin was described to me by the Bikini and Beads 
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players. In fact, Mas’ for local Trinidadian players is described as one of the few moments in 
the year when they are exposed so intensely to the sun.   
 
Today, the audience pay an entrance fee to watch the performances on the Savannah. The 
Grand Stand and the North Stand are priced differently, with the North Stand being the 
cheaper of the two. In 2015, the prices for the Kings and Queens Competition, or Big 
costumes Competition as the masmen call it, varied from TT$ 150 to TT$ 300 (about US$ 25 
to US$ 50). The Kings and Queens Final on Big Friday (February 13th 2015), the Preliminary 
(Feb. 5th) and the Semifinals (Feb 10th) cost TT$ 100 (around US$ 15). I was on the Grand 
Stand for the Big costumes Final in 2012, and later, during my PhD field research, I was 
located with the crew of Masman F’s band in the North Stand and along the Savannah, ready 
to photograph our King and Queen’s performance (see Photo 7).  
 
Photo 7: Judges and audience at the Savannah Stage, Trinidad, 2014. 
 
On all three occasions, the audience seats were mainly empty.  
 
However, while the stage is central to the carnival performance, the streets of Trinidadian 
cities are also vital to contemporary Pretty Mas’. According to Masman A, as soon as the 
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Jaycees’ carnival contest was forced to leave its stage, “The Jaycees took the streets” (2014) 
and was embraced by the carnival bands. Unlike the general media gathering at a Jaycees’ 
show, the media for the Bikini and Beads competition are not just present on or around the 
stage but are hired privately by each carnival band. Cameramen and photographers cover the 
whole parade and the performance of the players on stage. For this reason, the show 
performed on the stage extends its borders to the entire parade route.  
 
Nikki, a Trinidadian woman in her forties, told me that playing a character along the Mas’ 
route makes her feel a sensation of expansion: the stage, as the space upon which the actor 
performs, is extended to the entire urban area of the parade. “Playing in Mas’ makes you feel 
bigger, you become bigger. The street makes the difference, you have to be huge!” Nikki 
continued (2014). The impression of expansion of the bodies while parading could be linked 
to the spectacle, in its meaning of magnificence. In Nikki’s case, her experience of the 
carnival stage is enlarged from the physical dimension of the stage itself, and covers the 
entire carnival map of the city; for her, playing Mas’ provides an emotion of enlarging herself 
to the length of the parade. Nikki’s description of the extension of the character to fit the 
streets-as-stage is shared by Fyona, a soca singer in her thirties, who describes her on-stage 
performances as an amplification of herself: “When you are on a stage is not very you: it is 
you amplified, you transform” (2014). Nikki and Fyona’s testimonies recall Masman C’s 
description of the Big costume transformed by the lens of the TV camera, revealing a bigger 
and more dramatic presence. The feeling that the body of each player is extended while 
performing is therefore not just experienced in the act of performing a role, but is replicated 
in the recorded images projected by the media.   
 
The element of transformation is a component of the traditional bands’ characters. Coteau, a 
well-established King of the blue devil masque of Paramin, described the “transformation” he 
experiences at the moment he starts to cover his body and his head with blue color. As soon 
as he is completely covered in blue (see Photo 8) he is not just portraying a devil; he is a 
devil. 
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Photo 8: Coteau in Paramin “transforming” into a blue devil, 2014. 
 
In all of these testimonies, the sensation of transformation into the character played and the 
expansion of the player’s body into the carnival space are congruent. 
 
I will expand in Paragraph 5 on how the stage, extended from the static Savannah Stage to the 
entire parade route, is perceived as extending to a more general, daily form of representation 
by players.  
 
5. “Life is a stage” 
 
 
 
Life is a stage, And we are the actors,  
And everybody have a part to play, Like a never ending movie,  
With all different characters, Each one have a role to portray […] 
This place have some scenes, That I go off on,  
The acting is greater than on Broadway, Not even on the movie screen,  
You does see people perform, Like Trinidadians ah talking 'bout, And how they could play 
[…]. 
 
Brother Valentino, “Life is a stage” 1976. 
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Even though the representation of the self belongs to the extra-dramaturgical performance of 
everyday life, I will not detail it in this thesis. I will instead focus on the moment of the 
carnival performance, and how it draws on players’ lives.  
 
The generation who were in their late fifties and early sixties when I was in the field have 
noticed a change in the way Mas’ has been enacted since the 1990s. This is the decade when 
the NCC institutionalized carnival on a national and international scale, transforming 
Trinidad into the matrix of the diasporic carnivals (cf. Chapter 2 and 6). The debate around 
carnival in the nineties centered on an “appropriate image of nationhood”, as the masmen 
described it, that was formulated and perpetuated through Mas’ on an international scale. This 
is the decade that followed the oil boom, when carnival started to be viewed more explicitly 
as a transnational source of profit. Charles, a Trinidadian man in his fifties, defined this 
period simply: “I celebrate culture: give me money!” (2016).  
 
During the same period, the players I spoke to had noticed a change in the priorities of the 
young in Mas’. They had started to perceive Mas’ as a platform for social visibility rather 
than as a space for creativity. “Being seen around” is the expression repeated by all 
generations. It refers to the privilege granted to visibility and to being seen taking part in a 
specific social group or social event; a privilege which has replaced the creation of new 
carnival activities. As soon as the young players began to frequent Mas’, social capital and 
the possibility of appearing in the media in specific carnival bands or fetes was prioritized, as 
it still is today: 
The society aspires to the show. It’s a show. Is a way of performing social class, 
because you are always on a stage. In carnival everybody is a performer, everybody is 
on a stage, everybody is an actor. They want to be in the television, caught on camera, 
they want to be photographed, they are camera seekers. […] They want to be seen, 
they are part of the show.  
(Michelle, 2014) 
 
This statement from Michelle, a Trinidadian woman in her thirties, about carnival that reflects 
life because “you are always on a stage”, resonates with what Goffman defines as a “front-
stage”. According to Goffman ([1959] 1969), each social actor has a front- and a back-stage 
or region. A person’s front-stage is where they put on a performance for an audience. It can 
be a dramaturgical stage, but more often is one’s daily life as a professional, performing 
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work-appropriate behaviors, or other relational spaces where a person knows they are seen 
and is aware of the social expectation to perform. The back-stage, on the other hand, is 
hidden from public view. The social actor can relax and let go of the traits of the role s/he 
played on the front-stage.  
 
In Mas’, the fictional role played, theoretically, should be related to the band’s theme. In 
other words, the front-stage performance should be related to the carnival costume. In the 
back-stage, relaxed performance, the player comes back to herself or himself. However, since 
the Bikini and Beads participants play versions of themselves as carnival characters, the 
front-stage of ordinary life is superposed by the dramaturgic front-stage, denying the 
possibility of a back-stage.  
 
Charles remembered that at the beginning of the 1990s one of his favorite pastimes was to 
observe people “parading” their outfits in Downtown POS throughout the year. He described 
the “ninjas”; a group of young Trinidadians who walked from Frederick Street to the 
Promenade dressed in black and ready to practice martial arts. Another group always dressed 
in festive Nigerian Yoruba clothes. Charles described Downtown POS as a stage on which the 
roles of the temporary subcultures of Trinidadians’ daily lives were performed. During my 
presence in the field, the fashionable area for middle-class Trinidadians in their twenties and 
thirties to display similar subcultures was translocated to the Woodbrook area, along Ariapita 
Avenue. This location is, in my opinion, extremely symbolic as a fashionable social space, 
where the middle classes “parade” all year long at night in trendy bars; this is also the area 
where most of the mascamps of the Bikini and Beads bands are located.  
 
In 2016, in an online multiple chat about the topic “life as a stage”, Rudra, a Trinidadian man 
in his forties exclaimed: “We are always on a stage, aware of being seen!” He defines the 
Trinidadian carnival’s Bikini and Beads parade as a continuation of the daily attention paid to 
dress codes, style and fashion that the younger, middle-class Trinidadians espouse throughout 
the year. Bryan, a Trinidadian man in his fifties, in the same chat summarized the discussion 
by quoting Shakespeare’s As You Like It: “All the world’s a stage” (1623). Lastly Debra, a 
woman in her twenties, sent me a link to a local blog about the fashionable lifestyle of 
Ariapita Avenue: “We put on a façade hoping that if we fake it long enough, it’ll become 
true” (Wired868, 07 10 2016). In another conversation, Tania made a similar statement 
(2016): “To the outsiders is about carnival, but to us is normal everyday thing! It is a state of 
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mind that we often escape into”. The transition of Mas’ from a theatrical performance to a 
platform of visibility which promotes the need for recognition through the visual matrix 
extends the dynamic of playing multiple roles in different interactional contexts outside of 
carnival.  
 
Outside the carnival context, fashion replaces the act of fully costuming for Bikini and Beads 
Mas’. Like the duality of conformation and confirmation that players perceive when playing 
Mas’ (cf. Chapter 3), fashion presents a dichotomy. To be recognized as fashion, an item must 
possess an element of similarity to a larger group, and simultaneously an element of 
individual accentuation (Simmel 1957). Decoration and clothes are an “identity-kit” 
(Goffmann 1995: 246) that allow a player (during the carnival performance and in daily life) 
to dress for the roles they want to portray. Evoking Goffman (1951) once again, the 
individual manipulates the impressions others form of her or him using facial expressions, 
dress, speech patterns and body gestures. In this interpretation, playing Mas’ in a large Bikini 
and Beads carnival band serves to influence others’ judgment of one's social position. 
 
“Notoriety is based on having a picture taken by Trini Jungle Juice, Trinidad Carnival 
Diary”, (2014) Ingrid, a Trinidadian woman in her thirties, told me. The achievement of 
celebrity depends on the public recognition. As the movies’ have a start system, Mas’, as the 
representation of a “movie life” (cf. Chapter 2), has a celebrity one, as a practice against 
anonymity (Gabler 1998). Ingrid’s statement added complexity to the multi-faceted 
interpretation of the stage presented in this chapter: the front-stage is frozen and reproduced 
on an extended digital front-stage. The videographer Eniola Adelekan, in a pan-Caribbean 
documentary about the portrayal of Caribbean populations in music videos declares: “I 
believe that the electron gun [pointing to the camera that is recording him] has a wider reach 
than an AK47 […] this [he points at the camera again] reach all over the world” (Pearce 2008 
DOC 2:57 to 3:12 min). Pretty Mas’ players want to be visible on the largest scale possible, 
and the media are the tool with which they can reach a wider audience. 
 
Although I am not developing a theory of the representation of the subject in the online world 
or about the images posted on social media in this thesis, in this paragraph I have highlighted 
the striking relationship between being seen, the main goal of the Bikini and Beads players 
while they are playing Mas’, and the evolution of Mas’ as a spectacle. 
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In Paragraph 6, I continue with a deeper analysis of the representation of the players and the 
relationship between visibility and the players’ bodies as costumes.  
 
 
6. Mas’ and the B(l)ackstage? 
 
 
Nobody knows me! Why the hell I am so dark?” 
“Look, I eh know what yuh talking about. Anyhow, is a great fete, eh? Enjoy the paaaaatie,  
We’ll deal with this shit in the morning. Tomorrow always comes, eh? 
 
Sankeralli Burton, Night Without End, Mars Burns Bright, 2010. 
 
 
 
For the title of this paragraph, I have used the term “b(l)ackstage”. This word derives from a 
conversation with the Trinidadian filmmaker Yao Ramesar in 2015, where he coined the 
word “blackground” (Ramesar 1996) to talk about cinematographic technology’s color 
balance, which is based on an average of skin tones that do not include darker skins. He 
argues that the European, or Caucasian, skin tone is at the base of the technical light 
parameters of photography and cinematographic cameras, and that darker skin tones are 
therefore confined to the background of the images (Ramesar 1996).  
 
Different skin tones reflect light differently into the camera, and darker skin absorbs more 
light than fairer complexions. Photographic and cinematographic techniques were initially 
developed on white-skinned subjects; if darker-skinned subjects are shot with “regular” light 
parameters (those designed around fairer skin) those subjects can appear indistinct and 
unrecognizable (Dyer 2015). Lighter-skinned subjects will be highlighted under the same 
conditions. The light when photographing and video recording therefore creates a hierarchy 
of prominence dependent on skin color. In my discussion with the Trinidadian movie 
director, we drew comparisons between the technical specifications of cameras and the social 
structure of Trinidadian society, which remains based on a classist and colorist colonial 
structure. I therefore coined the term “b(l)ackstage” to reference Yao Ramesar’s observations 
about skin tone and photographic technology in relation to Mas’ as a platform of visibility, 
and the reproduction of the controversial Jaycees standard of beauty in Bikini and Beads 
Mas’.  
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First, I will explain the meaning of “black” in the social context of Trinidad. However, I will 
not be approaching the whole question of colorism and its intersections with class, ethnicity 
and gender in this thesis. Numerous scholars’ works on ethnicity contain more detail and 
greatly enhance the debate. Some unmissable works in this area are by the Trinidadian 
sociologist Rodha Reddock (1998a; 1998b), who writes on the intersectionality of gender, 
class and religion in the PNM party, and in the Afro-descended population; Patricia 
Mohammed (2013), who considers the relation between gender and the East Indian-
descended population of Trinidad; and the Trinidadian historian Bridget Brereton (1979; 
2008) who works on the historical, political and ethnic narratives from colonial times to 
today, and on race relations during the colonial time. The Indian cultural theorist Tejaswinni 
Niranjana (2006) works on East Indian women and music, and the East Indian Diaspora in 
Trinidad. The American anthropologist Yelvington Kevin (1995) analyzes detailed 
ethnographies related to the intersection between class, gender and ethnicity in the working 
environment of Trinidad. Last but not least, the majestic collection of scholarship edited by 
Ralph Premdas, Identity, Ethnicity and Culture in the Caribbean (1989), addresses the ethnic 
contestations in national and diasporic relations, and the political consciousness behind them. 
Here, I will restrict myself to defining the main social classifications recognized locally, in 
order to better understand the complexity of the representation of the b(l)ackstage in 
contemporary Bikini and Beads Mas’. 
  
I will then evoke again the cinematographic parallel of Mas’ as a spectacle, and explore the 
double entendre inherent in the term b(l)ackstage. Firstly, I discuss the subversion of the 
elitist and colonial traces of the Jaycees’ show by the black-Creole middle class that performs 
carnival, which I define as a “black stage”, as the appropriation of the historically-dominant 
white presence of carnival on stage by non-white players. I explore successively the colorist 
aspect of the large carnival bands, where the darker-skinned players feel often confined to the 
background, or the “b(l)ackstage”, of the marketed images of the bands.  
 
6.1 Mas’ as the black-Creole middle-class stage: A brief explanation of terminology 
and contextualization 
 
6.1.1. “Creole” in the postcolonial debates  
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In postcolonial discussions of the Caribbean archipelago, the term “Creole” has been a key 
subject of debate. Brathwaite indicates that this term specifically refers to the offspring of 
European owners and enslaved laborers (Brathwaite and Glissant 2013). The term was also 
applied to the children of colonizers, and was then extended to the enslaved-s born on the 
territory. He notes an element of ambiguity in the term: while it denotes the action of being 
born to a place, it is applied to people who are not indigenous to that place (Stoddard and 
Cornwell 1999, S. Hall 2003).  
 
The term Creole could refer to a language with a French lexical base, born out of linguistic 
approximation between the European language of the masters and the displaced laborers. In 
the French Antilles, following World War II (Relouzat 1998), the term "Creole" expresses a 
reflexive and literal debate about Creole mythology. In the Martinican In Praise of 
Creoleness40 (Bernabé et al. [1989] 1993), “Creole” is not related to having mainly African 
roots, but is defined as a totality (Bernabé et al. [1989] 1993: 88) that does not conform to 
any singular fixed origin: “Neither European, nor Africans, nor Asians” (ibid: 75). Glissant 
(Brathwaite and Glissant 2013; Glissant [1996] 2011) suggests that “Creolization” is an 
unpredictable and uncertain concept, which indicates a heterogeneous multiplicity. It is 
related to an entanglement of cultures that acknowledges differences and frame new forms 
(Glissant 2009; S. Hall 2003). The term indicates a forcibly displaced human group that is not 
able to image itself anymore and create newness under a unique root (Bonniol 2011). To 
conclude this very brief summary, Creolization, according to Stuart Hall (2003), is a 
historical and ongoing process which is the base of creative practices and expression. In the 
next section I will explain the local use of the term which follows mine as well.  
 
In line with these theories of the term “Creole”, in Trinidad the term “callaloo” is used to 
define a nation of coexisting groups living in transformative diversity. Callaloo is a 
Trinidadian dish; a boiled and blended soup or sauce made from ingredients such as dasheen 
bush, spices and chopped okra. It symbolizes the melting pot of the nation’s heterogeneous 
population through the act of cooking (Khan 2004). In 1984, Peter Minshall named his band 
Callaloo and created the Callaloo Company: a production and performance company that 
brought together artists, performers and craftspeople in creative collaboration. It still exists 
                                                        
40 Original French title: Éloge de la Créolité [1989] (1993 Gallimard). 
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today, although it is less publicly active. Moreover, the term “callaloo” could be applied in 
order to describe Trinidadians with high mixed aesthetic of plural ethnicities in their family.  
 
But, for the majority of Trinidadians, the concept of callaloo resulted from the nationalist 
narrative of the Independence:41 an “idea of a honeymoon of integration”, as Bryan defined it 
(2015). During my presence in the field, in informal and convivial conversations, 
Trinidadians often proudly showed me their family photos, in albums or on their phones, 
emphasizing the diversity of skin colors and origins in the same family. However, this 
“honeymoon” has its cracks and flaws. When I was with a group of middle-class women in 
their sixties, one of the ladies, Winnie, showed me a family picture where all of her 
grandchildren were present. Another lady in the group asked her, indicating with her finger 
the darker woman in the picture, why the nanny was included in that photo. She had assumed 
that the darker-skinned woman in the family picture was a nanny rather than Winnie’s 
daughter-in-law and mother to Winnie’s grandchildren. It is of course inevitable that one 
concept cannot override the preconceptions and prejudices which were in existence before it 
was introduced; this is the reason why the “honeymoon of integration” is simultaneously 
effective and remains an ideal.  
 
Carnival, as part of a project of postcolonial nation-building based on the callaloo ideal, aims 
to overcome class- and ethnicity-based conflicts in the name of national unity (Ho 2000).   
 
6.1.2 “Creole”: usage in Trinidad 
 
In the nineteenth century, Trinidadian-defined Creole society included individuals of 
European and African descent, and those of mixed descent (excluding Asian and Middle-
Eastern immigrants). At this time, mixed European and African citizens were referred to as 
“colored”, while the term “black” defined a person of African descent, and “African” 
indicated a person born on the African continent (Brereton 1979).  
 
                                                        
41 Eric Williams, First Minister of Trinidad, stated (1942: 279): “There can be no Mother India for those whose 
ancestors came from India. […] There can be no Mother Africa for those of African origin, and the Trinidad and 
Tobago society is living a lie and heading for trouble if it seeks to create the impression or to allow others to act 
under the delusion that Trinidad and Tobago is an African society. There can be no Mother England and no dual 
loyalties […]. There can be no Mother China even if one could agree as to which China is the Mother; and there 
can be no Mother Syria and no Mother Lebanon. A nation, like an individual, can have only one mother. The 
only Mother we recognize is Trinidad and Tobago, and Mother cannot discriminate between her children.” 
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Today, “Creole” is used in Trinidad in three ways (Reddock 1998a): firstly, it defines the 
descendants of Europeans who were born in the country. Secondly, the term is used by East 
Indians to refer to Trinidadians of African descent, and was used by those of African descent 
to distinguish themselves from the indentured Indian immigrants. Thirdly, the term Creole 
refers to the Afro-Trinidadian framework established during the nationalist movement and 
Pan-Africanism (Reddock 1998a; Neptune 2007; Brereton 2008;). The nationalist movement 
of the 1950s presented carnival as a united national event. Although PNM had multiclass and 
multiethnic members, it espoused a strong black-Creole bias (McCree 1999; Zavitz and 
Allahar 2002; Crowley 1956; Ramcharitar, Guardian TT 30 01 2013), which led the 
Trinidadian sociologist Rhoda Reddock to label the period “the Creole era” (1998a: 435). 
This period lasted from the fifties to the mid-nineties, when the first Indo-Trinidadian Prime 
Minister, Basdeo Panday, was elected. The term “Creolization” in Trinidad came to refer to 
the absorption of Afro-Trinidadian practices by other ethnic42 groups as part of a process of 
acculturation (Mohammed 2013; Koningsbruggen 1997). 
 
According to Reddock (1998a) Afro-Trinidadians today seldom refer to themselves as Creole 
but rather as “black”. Local stratification is based in two overlapping hierarchies: color 
(whether someone is white, brown or black) and ethnicity (Powrie 1956). Syrian, Chinese, 
and Indian ethnicities coexist in Trinidad, as do black and brown people. More recently, local 
terminology has been influenced by Jamaican usages and the American use of the term 
“black”. Jamaica’s plural society is composed of a majority of Afro-descendents, and is 
divided hierarchically into whites, brown and blacks (Smith 196543 quoted by Reddock 
1998a). In Trinidad, the use of the terms “brown” and “black” is more common among 
middle-class Trinidadians, where “black” refers to a darker-hued person. However, the term 
"black” could be heard even in a derogatory way, whereas the term “darkie”, specifically for 
dark-skinned women, is used to define attractiveness. 
 
Moreover, I noticed that the younger Trinidadians I met, just back from their studies in the 
USA, or second-generation Trinidadians from the Diaspora who have returned to Trinidad, 
often use the word “black” in opposition to Caucasian whiteness, and do not tend to consider 
any nuances of color within the category, depending on the context. This observation, among 
                                                        
42 The scholar Rhoda Reddock (1998b) refers to ethnicity as the relationship among collectivities based on 
religion, skin color and culture, whereas Lloyd Best refers to it as “automatic solidarity” (2001: 8), 
encompassing different social elements, such as class and religion.  
43 Smith, 1965, The Plural Society in the British West Indies, Berkeley: University of California Press. 
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others, indicates that social categorizations are not fixed and unchangeable. The different 
ways in which specific privileges can be manifested challenges fixed, stereotyped 
categorizations (Bhabha 1983). One example of this was given by Javier, a Trinidadian man 
in his twenties, who is categorized as East Indian because of his complexion, but his clothes 
and the Jamaican dancehall he practices subvert the first categorization and blur the line 
between the categories. Javier is not an isolated example; the majority of Trinidadians I 
talked with confirmed that the distinction between racial categories is used more in the 
political propaganda of the different parties than within families or between friends.  
 
6.1.3 The black-Creole middle class and Mas’ 
 
Carnival has been a contested space since its birth in the nineteenth century. Divisions and 
disagreements have existed between colonial elites, between the Catholic-French Creoles and 
the Anglican-British ones, between freed enslaved and colonizers, between the ethnic rival 
East Indians and Afro-Trinidadians, and between the French-speaking population and the 
English-speaking immigrants from other Caribbean islands. Until the nineteenth century, 
white colonial elites powerfully influenced the country economically and politically. The 
non-white Creole population (East Indians excluded) was divided into two main classes: the 
middle class, which was able to increase its position with education, and the lower-working 
class. The colored middle class, thanks to its cultural capital, lived a similar lifestyle to that of 
the white elite, but could never integrate due to the ancestry revealed by their skin color 
(Bereton 1979). The 1950s saw the development of Pretty Mas’ and the rise of the black 
nationalism and Pan-Africanism that preceded Independence. The non-white middle classes 
were the main forces driving these new political and carnival scenes. From the 1950s 
onwards, the tensions simmering during carnival revolved around class, ethnicity and gender 
(Koningsbruggen 1997; Ho 2000; Zavitz and Allahar 2002). The Trinidadian carnival, despite 
its nationalist message of unity, has always maintained class and ethnic divisions in the 
composition of the masquerade bands (Konisbruggen 1997): members of the elite, the middle 
and the working class have long organized their own, separate bands.  
 
The end of the Jaycees’ Carnival Queen Competition was described by a local newspaper as a 
“triumph of the Creole majority over the small white minority atop the society at the time. 
[…] Carnival from white hands [was] transferr[ed] into black hands” (Raymond Ramcharitar, 
Guardian TT 30 01 2013). Here, the term “black” is used to define the Creole middle class 
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that undermined the white colonial elites, the latter of whose aesthetic preferences were 
reflected by the Jaycees. The black-Creole middle class confirmed the construction of new 
socio-political hegemonies, and carnival fed into this national construct. The creation of 
traditions happens when history is used as a legitimating factor to cement social cohesion 
under a symbol of struggle which has been preserved in popular memory (Hobsbawm 1983). 
At the moment of transfer of authority with Independence, carnival, in its Afro-Creole form, 
became part of the new nationalist representation of national authority. It was only in the 
mid-1980s that the first French-Creole calypso singer, Denise Plummer, and a chutney soca 
singer of East Indian descent, Drupatee Ramgoonai, entered the musical carnival scene, 
destabilizing the Afrocentric composition in music performances of calypso (Niranjana 
2006).  
 
According to my interlocutors, the word “Creole” refers more generally to Trinidadians (even 
of East Indian descent) who, after the oil boom, held land and generated wealth through 
business and entrepreneurship (Miller and Sinanan 2017), and who live in the capital and its 
neighborhoods. However, during my presence in the field, the complex and politicized term 
“Creole”, which still emphasized African ancestry (Zavitz and Allahar 2002), started to be 
replaced by the term “douglarization”. This term encompasses the division between the two 
main ethnic groups of the country on the carnival scene. “Dougla” is a word derived from 
Hindi that means “mongrel”. It is used in Trinidad to describe the union between Afro- and 
Indo-Trinidadians. It could be used both in a depreciative way or with a positive connotation. 
I heard this term in Town far more often than “Creole” or “Creolization” in reference to the 
inclusion of the East Indian population in the “Creocentric” (Shoddard and Corawell 1999: 
223) carnival. Although it remains an ambiguous term which underlines the interculturation 
of the two main groups and excludes others present in Trinidad, it permits the decentering of 
the European presence associated with the term Creole.  
 
In the next two sections, I will discuss the sense of community which comes with being part 
of a Pretty Mas’ large band, and how the concurrent sense of exclusivity operates at the 
expense of specific parts of Trinidadian society. The costumes of all the Pretty Mas’ large 
bands cost roughly the same, and the representation and creation of the costumes and their 
quality are similar across bands. Once these costs were set, I argue that the competition 
moved on to grant access to visibility a key selling point, leading to problems of 
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discrimination and exclusion. The question of color biases within classes is an issue of 
representation.  
 
6.2 The “Black stage”  
 
 
Photo 9: Small Costume Bikini and Beads, 2014. 
 
 
Each carnival band is perceived by the participants as an imagined community (Anderson 
[1991] 2009). Anderson’s theory of the formation of modern nations in Europe can be 
applied to Trinidad’s carnival bands. According to Anderson, the European nation states were 
created out of a feeling of community among citizens, despite the lack of direct interpersonal 
interaction. He argues that the sense of national identity is imagined, referring to this term as 
an exercise of thought where each person identifies as part of the same community and shares 
common experiences without having met their fellow-citizens. Similarly, in Mas’, the players 
imagine the band to be a community with which they share common interests and 
motivations even though they do not know all the players of the band. This creates an 
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imagined community, but one which is tightly temporally bound, existing only for a brief 
period of time each year.  
 
Today’s large Bikini and Beads bands in Town are implicitly structured around existing 
social groups. Each band represents a collective affiliation based on social capital and 
markets a homogeneous visual representation of the “brand” which players buy into. While 
the large bands are officially open to any player who can afford to purchase their costumes, 
some implicit selection criteria are in place. These criteria are mainly aesthetic, and include 
the size of the body, which is reinforced by the limited range of costume sizes available in 
various sections within the same band; the age of the potential player, who must be able to 
dress in the style that conforms to the marketed image of the band; and, according to the 
players, although it is not explicitly mentioned, some large bands have a skin-color 
preference in the position of the sections.  
 
Some elements of selection, as mentioned in Chapter 2, such as the requirement for a picture 
of the player, are more openly addressed in the applications which must be submitted when 
buying a costume, and some are more implicitly assessed when the organizers demand to 
meet the players personally before accepting them. However, the exclusion or inclusion of 
players is not exclusively managed by the staff of the bands. There is a self-selecting element, 
where participants choose to apply to certain bands rather than others because of their 
reputation or the composition of the group. Fortunately, in Town there are several Bikini and 
Beads bands that accommodate different sizes and generations of players. This diversity was 
mentioned in particular by members of the Trinidadian Diaspora, who extol Bikini and Beads 
Mas’ as a democratic event where all kinds of body aesthetics that might not be accepted in 
their home countries can find a space to exhibit. While it is true that a wide variety of body 
shapes and skin colors are present in the parade as a whole, it should be noted that most of the 
famous bands have a general, undeclared preference for younger players with slimmer, 
athletic body types. This undoubtedly limits the participation of other members of society.   
 
Masmen B and T had been curious young creators in the 1970s. They discussed a slight 
change in the design of Pretty Mas’ costumes through the 1970s to the 1980s: 
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When Harts44 was based in Diego Martin, they didn’t have photos but drawings; it 
was a moment of the predecessor of Bikini and Beads formula. When we went to the 
mascamps, the drawings were all light pastel shaded women in bikini, and then when 
you get in Woodbrook bringing in the soft colors, and in Downtown ombre paint. 
When Savage45 started to become bigger and bigger [in the 1980s] it split into Legend 
and Barbarossa and then Poison, what this last one looked like in that period is that it 
didn’t look like cream anymore. It got very black, at that point of Poison and then into 
Tribe!46  
 
(Masman T, 2014)  
 
Masman T was recalling his time as a young creator visiting the Mas’ camps every carnival 
season, before he became a masman. He described the evolutions in colors used to draw the 
skin tones of the imagined players, noting that the dark colors used were, until the 1970s, still 
relegated to Downtown of POS’s mascamps; the historic “Jamette” working-class areas. 
From the 1980s, he noticed that brown and black bodies were represented in the sketches, 
even in the middle-class mascamps and in the most famous and largest bands.  
 
According to Masman J, the Bikini and Beads large bands started to represent the black 
middle class, reflecting this group’s desire to show off its economic capital while remaining 
aware and proud of their skin color. Here, Masman J describes his niece and her girl-friends 
as a typical example of the members of a large band of Town: 
 
One of my nieces brings one section in [a large Mas’ band in Town]. Once, I was by 
her and ten of her young women friends left their hand bags on the couch. Some of 
those bags and their objects cost more than my car! This is the moment for them, they 
are hegemonic group today; there will be other different moments. 
(Masman J, 2015)  
 
The wealthy young players, who often go on to become Bikini and Beads entrepreneurs, use 
Mas’ and its parade to showcase their success. As Rudra (2015) states: “Today is not massa 
[masters’] day come back, but massa day gone black! And the recently moneyed black and 
brown join those who would have been largely white in showing off their exclusivity – 
paradoxically singing ‘all ah we is one’”.  
 
                                                        
44 Harts is a well-established Bikini and Beads band in Town. 
45 A band of the 1980s which does not exist anymore, but spliced into several new carnival bands such as 
Barbarossa, a large Bikini and Beads band of the 1990s, and Poison, one of the most famous of the 2000s. These 
splinter groups have also disbanded in the intervening years.  
46 Tribe is one of the most famous and fashionable large Bikini and Beads bands in Town today. 
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Rudra emphasizes the replacement of the colonial elite’s pre-emancipation carnival with 
today’s elitist Bikini and Beads form. He references the Trinidadian calypso song by Lord 
Nelson, One Family (1981). This song refers to the unique bond between the descendants of 
slaves who should unite all Trinbagonians:  
 
[…] You cyah doubt me, facts is history 
Old time people will know how we come to be so 
Bound together, one another 
Nothing could separate we from since in slavery 
They saying, 
All ah we is one family, all ah we is one family […] 
 
The behavior Rudra alludes to, in which black and brown middle-class players mimic the 
colonial elites, is part of the narcissistic recognition players demand in the act of playing. “I 
like myself, I have money and I want to play myself. Black is beautiful!” declared Akeama, a 
Trinidadian woman in her thirties who is a section leader in a large band in Town. She 
confirms that her economic capital and, by using the Black Power slogan “black is beautiful”, 
her pride in her blackness are the two main aspects in playing Bikini and Beads as a “black 
stage”. However, most carnival participants I spoke with revealed that when they have 
registered with a band, they had been placed by the management into specific sections based 
on their appearance. Players of darker complexion who have bought costumes felt that they 
were placed in specific sections at the margins of media attention. They note distinct traces of 
colonial and colorist stereotypes that still privilege lighter-skinned players, regardless of 
equal class and wealth.  
 
The privilege afforded to light skin is once again reminiscent of the privileging of fairer skins 
in the Jaycees’ competition. I will develop this further in the next section. 
 
6.3 “Venezualization” and the b(l)ackstage. Did the Jaycees ever leave?  
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Photo 10 Large Town band advertisement picture, 2017. 
 
In this section, I discuss the conflict between representation and visibility in the large bands 
of Town. I use the term “b(l)ackstage” to refer to darker-skinned players’ sense that they are 
left at the margins of the media visibility and symbolically by the stage and the Mas’ parade. 
The other term I introduce is “Venezualization”. This word was coined during a discussion 
with a group of Trinidadians, all in their late twenties, about women and the Bikini and Beads 
style that is promoted nationally and internationally. The group raised the complaint that as 
soon as the large bands promote their brand, they choose fairer-skinned models.  
 
However, these lighter-skinned models do not mimic European skin tones, but reference a 
specific, “Venezualized” aesthetic present in Trinidad, which comes from Latin America. 
Trinidad is fifteen kilometers from the coast of Venezuela, and female Venezuelan 
immigrants are categorized by Trinidadians into two main stereotypes: as foreign students 
from middle-class, anti-Chavez (and anti-Maduro) families who come to Trinidad to study 
English and then stay illegally until they can marry a rich Trinidadian, or as high-class 
prostitutes. There is further enmity between Trinidadian women from POS and Venezuelans, 
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which is tied into existing class and colorism stereotypes. “Venezualization” is the process of 
making oneself look as much like the tanned but light-skinned and dark, straight- (or slightly 
wavy-) haired women of the band adverts as possible.  
 
Locally, feminine beauty can take many forms; thin and large bodies are both appreciated, 
depending on the context and on individual taste. In daily conversations, the heterogeneous 
appearance of women in Trinidad is appreciated. Some men described to me their lustful 
pleasure in seeing East Indian women’s long leg hairs moving in the sea breeze, while others 
celebrated “the African Queen”, recalling the recent reggae versions of the Trinidadian song 
by Billy Ocean (1984). However, the “Venezualized” mode of beauty has been chosen as the 
dominant image of the Pretty Mas’ large bands, nationally and internationally.  
 
Carnival is an activity at times endogamous, as a show of national and cultural unity, while 
simultaneously acting as an exogamous advertisement for international investment and 
tourism (Aching 2002). I argue that as the Bikini and Beads form is the matrix of the West 
Indian Diaspora’s manifestations of carnival, the “Venezualized” feminine type could be seen 
to represent a “mixed exotic beauty” that could be the passe-partout for transnational 
carnivals all over the world. The word “Venezualization”, just like the Jaycees’ aesthetic, 
contains a double entendre: nationally, it reminds players of colonial discriminations against 
darker skin, whereas transnationally, it became an appealing form of marketed beauty that 
could be appreciated by audiences worldwide.  
 
The Bikini and Beads costumes and the idealized “Venezualized” bodies which model them 
are sold as self-exoticized commodities. The Bahamian art historian Krista Thompson (2007: 
89) discusses the concept of the “tropical commodity”. She defines the term “tropicalization” 
as the complex visual system through which the Caribbean islands were imagined for 
touristic consumption (2006: 5). She argues that the tropics were created as “place-images”, 
where the imagined geography of the islands and its human elements were presented as a 
picturesque tropical paradise. This started during colonial times when the islands were re-
landscaped by the colonizers, who introduced foreign elements for adornment. One of the 
examples she gives is the alien Royal Palm, which was introduced even in Trinidad by the 
colonizers for its ornamental qualities and to mark the boundaries of the plantations. This 
now iconic palm is reproduced in every picturesque painting as central to the local landscape 
even today.  
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I argue that the “Venezualized” body type reproduced in large bands’ advertisements could 
represent a similar exoticized appropriation. The Bikini and Beads presentation of women in 
bikinis is a local product of the tropical, where the colonial aim of making the islands tropical 
images of paradise is translated into the promotion of idealized female beauty, both nationally 
and internationally, by the Mas’ market. Bikini and Beads players, their bodies and their need 
for aesthetic self-affirmation, are the main objects of Mas’ as spectacle. As Masman E 
affirmed (2014) “[Women are appreciated] for the time and effort they put into looking 
beautiful. Look better than other girls”. Angela McRobbie (2007) states that visibility 
provides a space where women, in the name of their emancipation, indulge their own 
narcissism outside the remit of the male gaze. However, I would argue that the narcissistic 
gaze, based on male perspectives, in Bikini and Beads Mas’ cannot be disregarded. The 
costumes highlight women’s bodies and call into question the carnival performance as a 
liberating space; however, women are expected to conform to an ideal of attractiveness, and 
depend on the gaze which is intrinsic to the spectacle itself. The issue of exoticism seems to 
be embedded with the bikini outfits on the female body of the players in general, no matter 
what their skin color, age and body shape.  
 
The issue of the female player as the embodiment of spectacle is detailed in the next 
paragraph.  
 
 
7. “She is the Spectacle”: The hyper visibility of gender 
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Photo 11: 
 
“My Body: My Mas” 
 
From the feminist group Womantra’s Facebook page,  
February 2016. 
 
 
 
In this paragraph, I want to focus on the relation between the title, “she is the spectacle” 
(2016), and the sign held by a Bikini and Beads player declaring “My Body: My Mas” (Photo 
11).  
 
“She is the spectacle” are the words Olivia, a Trinidadian woman in her thirties, used as she 
discussed the role of women in the Bikini and Beads Mas’ where every single player on the 
road creates and embodies the spectacle. Olivia's complete statement is “Carnival is woman! 
She is the spectacle! In Mas’ you are not only at the party, but you are the party! Mardi Gars 
and Brazil do it different; there you are the spectator. But POS, yes… you are the spectacle!” 
(2016). “My Body, My Mas’” captured in Photo 11, was taken in front of the City Hall in 
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Port of Spain. The woman in the photo is protesting against Mayor Raymond Tim Kee, who 
resigned after declaring that women players in bikinis are responsible for ensuring that they 
are not sexually assaulted during carnival. In carnival season 2016, a Japanese professional 
steel band player was murdered and found in her Bikini and Beads costume at the edge of the 
Queen’s Park Savannah on Ash Wednesday morning (Washington Post, 12 02 2016). The 
reaction of the mayor was to blame the victims of sexual abuse and harassment, and to 
demonize the body exposure and carnivalesque gestures of the female players. This is not a 
new attitude in Trinidadian carnival history: the Carnival Edition of 1988 records a comment 
made by a man in the audience who discussed the women winin’ (local dance detailed in 
Chapter 5) in the parade: “he was not surprised that women should be treated like animals, 
since they behaved like animals this carnival. She was looking for it.”47 This statement was 
made against the context of female Bikini and Beads players who were asserting that 
“carnival is woman” while winin’ (cf. Chapter 5). He used his discomfort at their style of 
dance to justify potential violence directed toward them.  
 
In Bikini and Beads Mas’, the female players’ costume is their own body, and they behave in 
a manner appropriate to the carnivalesque inversion of daily life. However, the body/costume 
has over time become the central spectacle of Mas’, with implications for female freedom of 
gesture and aesthetics. For example, a concern shared with me by the female players is the 
possibility of pregnancy, which would make participating at Mas’ impossible. During the 
time I was in the field, I observed new mothers set the parade as a goal: they aimed to get 
their pre-pregnancy body back to be able to play Bikini and Beads Mas’ in the carnival 
following the birth of their child. Women’s sense that they need to control their bodies for 
carnival further spills from aesthetic to medical as female players advise each other on how to 
block or postpone their menstrual cycle with the pill, in order to avoid menstruating during 
the parade, or to take slimming products in the period before the parade.  
 
The body represents physical capital with a symbolic value (Shilling [1993] 2003); the 
fashion and fitness industries exploit this, and every year new international beauty 
corporations and fitness companies are integrated into Bikini and Beads Mas’. While female 
players should feel free to participate in any physical condition, the female body has become 
a spectacle in itself, mediated through the beauty complex which requires players to meet 
                                                        
47 Trinidad Express Newspapers Limited Publication 1988. 
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standards which are often unrealistic, and increase pressure on women and, very recently, 
young men too. According to the philosophers and feminist Sandra Bartky (1982; 1998) and 
Susan Bordo (1992; 1999), the fashion industry, diets, make-up, dressing and disciplining the 
body leave women less socially oriented, and make them feel alienated and more focused on 
self-modification and self-admiration than socializing. When I spoke to women about the 
Bikini and Beads Pretty Mas’ carnival, the expectations on female bodies led to anxiety 
among the players and competition with one another, despite the celebratory slogan of 
“carnival is woman”.  
 
“In carnival they want your body, they want you. It is a kind of affirming environment; it is 
comfortable because you are in the right space” (2015) Hanna, a Trinidadian woman in her 
twenties stated. She begins her train of thought by saying “they want your body”, indicating 
that an indeterminate external audience, or gaze, wants to see the female player. In this case, 
the player’s body determines their identity: the body (“your body”) and the person (“you”) in 
Hanna’s statement correspond. She then describes the parade as “the right space”: a space 
where it is acceptable to wear bikinis, to be drunk and to "wine" (to dance) on public streets. 
The two days of carnival see a suspension of the regular dress code of the streets. Outside of 
carnival season it is forbidden to drive in a swimsuit, even close to the beaches, but female 
and male players can drive in Bikini and Beads costumes while carnival is on. Players can 
stop at bars and enjoy their “last lap”, the final hours of carnival on Tuesday night, in their 
Small costumes with the non-masqueraders even after the parade is officially finished. 
Hanna’s statement as a whole connects the affirming environment of the carnival streets to 
the desiring gaze; being desired gives a sense of assertive power and affirmation to the 
female player. The bodies of the players are linked to the desire of the watchers, and the self-
affirmation the act of playing brings is connected to these looks. “Do you think carnival is 
visual? I thought it was more a question of embodiment,” I asked Hanna (2015). “Yes,” she 
answered, “but you engage the body to be seen.”  
 
Hanna’s answer emphasizes the state of being seen in contemporary Mas’ as a principal 
condition for the performance. The female masqueraders of Bikini and Beads Mas’ embody 
the cinematographic pleasure of “scopophilia” (Mulvey 1975: 7): the derivation of often 
erotic pleasure from looking. In Mulvey’s (1975) analysis of classic Hollywood films of the 
1970s, women are represented as images to be looked at while men are the bearers of the 
gaze. In her analysis, the female spectators and the actress have access to their own 
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representation through the male gaze. She argues that cinema, by encouraging the audience to 
look at women, turns women into the spectacle itself. As in cinema so in daily life (I. Young 
1980), women become the object of the gaze of another subject; and they watch themselves 
being looked at. Despite Mulvey’s more recent works (2004), where she reviewed her 
analysis stating that the condition of the gaze theory is not reduced simply to the 
monopolization of the male gaze embodied by the female subjects, but that feminist and 
alternative filmic representations also exist that allow a detachment from the masculine 
matrix, I argue that Mulvey’s original theory as described here, reflects the relationship 
between the viewers and the viewed of the published images of the Bikini and Beads players.  
The bodies portrayed in photos of Bikini and Beads Mas’ are mainly those of women. Men 
are rarely photographed unless they are with a female masquerader. While there are 
homosexual players who parade in Mas’, the eroticized heterosexual paradigm is the one 
presented by the media. I argue in this section that the representation of the “carnival is 
woman” phenomenon in the media at times emphasizes female dominance in the parade, but 
it simultaneously confirms the position of female players as the “spectacle” or “object” of the 
gaze.  
 
The actress in cinematography and the Bikini and Beads female players, representing 
themselves as a spectacle, are the object of their identifications and are the object of the gaze 
of an audience. 
However, it has to be kept in mind that, the public of Bikini and Beads are the players 
themselves (Chapter 3), therefore mainly women. According to the film and feminist theorist 
Mary Ann Doane (1987), woman's relationship with the visual regime of popular cinema 
(which forms a bridge between commodity as spectacle where the figure of the woman 
becomes the spectacle on the screen) could be different from that of the male viewer. 
Studying the female spectators of American movies of the 1940s, Doane affirms that women 
became in that period the primary consumers and agents of cinematic investment. In this 
capitalist perspective, female spectators gained subjectivity in becoming the main consumers 
of the cinematographic production. Similarly, for the Bikini and Beads management, women 
are not just the majority of its players but they are the bands’ main costumers; female players 
in “buying” (cf. Chapter 2) their costumes exercise a kind of assertiveness in the Pretty Mas’s 
parade. However, I argue that if this gain depends on consumerism, whose effects are only 
temporary, female players’ sense of value disappears unless it is bolstered by further acts of 
consumption 
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Moreover, according to Mulvey (1975) the cinema offers two possibilities to the woman 
spectator: the position of voyeur and the position of narcissist. Doane (1982) on the contrary 
adds multiple roles that a female spectator could engage in. According to the author, the 
female spectator over-identifies with the woman’s image she sees. The condition of 
voyeurism, typical of the male gaze defined by Mulvey, could happen just with a distance 
between the subject that looks and the object that is looked at. In the case of a female 
spectator this distance is not achieved; on the contrary, she feels a relation of proximity with 
the image she sees until she becomes the image itself in a position of over-identification 
where she becomes the spectacle of the woman watched that is herself. In this position, the 
voyeuristic distance of the gaze is erased. Moreover, Doane adds another characteristic of the 
female spectator; she could exaggerate the female representation she sees without being an 
object of the masculine gaze. This is possible within the act of the masquerade (which in 
Doane's sense is part of the performance of daily life of a woman) where the woman “wears” 
an excessive mask made of spectacular representation of herself which allows her to gain 
distance from the images she sees.  
Doane’s theory could be translated to the Bikini and Beads female player who is watching at 
herself and the other female masqueraders while playing Mas’. The masquerade by a woman 
that is playing herself is using her own body as a disguise. In doing this, following Doanes’ 
theory, the female players create a hyperbolic representation of themselves that disarticulate 
the male system of viewing. Their possible subversion is therefore not in the act of being the 
spectacle, but in the desire to embody voluntarily the spectacle itself as soon the female 
players are their own spectators.  
 
In Mulvey’s first theory the feminine gaze is shaped by the masculine one. On the contrary, 
Doane maintains that the feminine gaze at herself is produced in a position of power 
relations. This last aspect resounds with the ancient roles of masquerading in the history of 
carnival of subversion (Martin D.C . 1992; Da Matta 1991; Fabre 1992; Stam 1989).  
 
Many female players declare that Mas’ (especially the Bikini and Beads form) is a moment 
for themselves where they are allowed to enjoy the festive feelings without concerns for 
family or their partners. However, when the discussions go deeper the issue of feeling 
appreciated and its related competition for a gaze among players and the audience is revealed. 
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Mona, a Guyanese woman in her thirties, discussed the oxymoronic nature of the statement 
“carnival is woman” with her beautician (a Venezuelan immigrant who lives and works in 
Trinidad). In her view, the female player exists only in the presence of the viewers, in which 
despite the female players' rhetoric of emancipation, they are always framed through a 
masculinist discourse and gaze. Her point of view confirms Mulvey’s theory of construction 
of the masculine gaze even among women.  
It is interesting to note a discrepancy between the foreign female immigrants’ views about 
women playing Mas’ (although they play Mas’ themselves) which relegate them to merely 
objects of the masculine and media gaze, as against the female Trinidadian players who 
declare their agency through the act of participating in Mas’ and their way of portraying 
themselves as a form of subversion, in a way that is similar to Doane’s analysis. 
 
I argue that in the case of the Bikini and Beads female players, the masculine construction of 
the gaze and the feminine one are at times superposed and chaotically alternated.  
On one side the male gaze is inevitable and is perpetuated by the media representation. As 
with the actresses according to Mulvey (1975) who adopt and embody the masculine gaze 
becoming the object of spectacle and competing with each other for it, so in Mas’ it happens 
similarly. The female Bikini and Beads players could in fact compete with other female 
players in the same band in order to gain the same visual platform, which depends on the 
requirements of marketing. In this sense, even within female-only sections removed from the 
male presence within the band itself, the players compete with each other for the gaze of the 
cameras. On the other side, according to female masqueraders who claim to play Mas’ just 
for themselves, as one of the few public acts where they can forget (the verb is used literally 
in their testimonies) their families and family members, playing Mas’ permits them to assert 
themselves while representing themselves as the representation of their own desired image. 
The gaze is therefore threefold in contemporary Bikini and Beads Mas’: it includes the male 
gaze, the gazes exchanged between women players, and the media’s all-seeing gaze.  
 
In conclusion, Mas’, while it aims to provide a visually affirming environment, also wishes to 
maintain its cathartic property of liberation, as is typical of carnival in general (Ancelin 
Schutzenberger 1985; Da Matta 1991). In the next paragraph, I discuss the issue of 
compromise between players’ desire for visibility and their need to release the year’s stress 
far from indiscreet, panoptical gazes.  
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8.  “From to chip to pose” 
 
 
 
Your eyes are formed,  
you know you are expected to see in the street,  
a form by the images that are given by the media. 
 
Fung, My mother’s place, 1990, DOC. 
 
 
 
The title of this paragraph is taken from a testimony given by Ashley, a Trinidadian woman 
in her fifties who I met in Trinidad and several times in Paris during her business trips. Her 
full statement observes the changes occurring in contemporary Mas’:  
 
They're in their heels and nice clothes, just there to raise dey hand and give you a little 
clap. Not like the true spirit of Carnival, where people come to sweat and scream and 
jump and run in their old shoes, we not seeing that anymore. From to chip to pose, here 
the new carnival!  
(Ashley, 2015)  
 
In the transformed carnival Ashley describes, the casual trainers have been transformed into 
“heels and nice clothes”, and the audience is meant to provide a “little clap”. The final 
applause she describes is fitting for the end of a spectacle or show, and does not belong to 
Mas’ practice. To “chip” is an onomatopoeic local term that evoked the noise made by 
people’s sneakers as they pushed the wheeled steel-drums racks (locally known as pan racks) 
along the streets. Although the steel bands have been replaced by music trucks in the parade, 
the movement has been maintained as a rhythmic way to walk slowly alongside the trucks. 
Ashley charts the morphing of the chip into the new carnival gesture: the pose.  
 
In this section, I focus on the relation between the concept of carnival as a show, and the 
change in the players’ behavior and gestures along the parade. I consider the action of posing 
and the possible forces behind this change in the way players parade. I argue, based on my 
conversations in the field, that the constant presence of the media and the hyper-visibility of 
the player were the driving forces behind the increase in posing.  
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While talking with the photographers who cover Pretty Mas’ in Town, I discovered that they 
approach their subjects in two different ways. First of all, the media works to order: the 
photographers and videographers all told me that they have to complete the job for which 
they were hired. This depends on the purpose of the band that has hired them; whether it is 
looking for photographs to publish in newspapers or on social media, whether they want a 
photo-report of the experience or a still-life portrait of the players. Some photographers are 
hired directly by a carnival band, and others are freelancers who cover the bands in general 
and create new media platforms. If they gather enough followers, they could be hired by the 
carnival bands in the next carnival season. 
 
The photographers are therefore accountable to the bands and serve their needs, rather than 
those of the players. Playing in carnival often includes consuming an excess of alcohol, and 
winin’. These elements, particularly when combined, can compromise the perceived 
respectability of players. The divide between the inverted, carnivalesque performance of 
players and its exposure in published images is delicate in the context of the Bikini and Beads 
Pretty Mas’ form. Players struggle between two desires: one for visibility, and the other for 
privacy in which to lose themselves in carnivalesque inversion. Often romantic couples play 
in separate Bikini and Beads bands to maintain independent performances (cf. Chapter 5); 
however, the media’s images can freeze the ephemeral, performative relationships that take 
place during the parade, stripping them of their context and damaging relationships.  
 
From my discussions with photographers, it became apparent that female photographers take 
the possible repercussions of their images on their subjects’ lives more seriously, and 
therefore prefer to create portraits (of individuals or in groups) of the players. They are 
careful about the framing of their photos; they explained to me that they try not to emphasize 
the proportions of the female players’ bottoms, for example, and they are attentive to the 
flattering angle of the shots. Moreover, they never produce street photography without letting 
the players know that they are taking pictures of them in order to avoid “unappreciated” 
angles or potentially damaging consequences. They are aware of the potential use of their 
pictures once they are published and available in a public space. 
  
The opposite approach was described in my discussions with male photographers. Most of 
them were less concerned with the possible repercussions for their subjects; pictures are often 
taken from a low vantage point which distorts the proportions of the female body, creating 
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hypersexualized images. They focus on a Bacchanalian representation of Mas’, and try to 
capture and sell the luxurious sexual appeal which is one of the many sides of carnival. A few 
players mentioned that photographers, during the parade and in some fetes, just wanted to 
take pictures of them in sexualized positions, leaving the less excessive way of experiencing 
and performing carnival undocumented.  
 
In 2014, after a fete in Chaguaramas, one female friend was completely shocked at seeing a 
picture of herself while she was drunk and dancing with a man. The picture was shot at a 
moment when they were looking into each other’s eyes and smiling. Looking at the 
photograph out of context, it seems undeniably like a romantic encounter. The photograph 
was shared on the main media platforms of fetes and carnival the next morning, and was sent 
to her by her friends on WhatsApp. The effect of this photograph, which she was unaware of 
before it was published, being widely shared was to make her worry. It could potentially 
destabilize her life: at that time, she was starting divorce proceedings with her husband and 
she was concerned that the image could be used as evidence to prevent her winning custody 
of her children. The image in question had a trick effect (Barthes 1977), where the angle and 
the framing of the photo makes the viewer endow it with erroneous significance. This could 
have created a dangerous situation for the subject. 
 
Another case was shared with me by Ashana, a Trinidadian woman who grew up in Toronto 
and frequented carnival in Trinidad every year until 2014. She is in her thirties, single and in 
a professional career, and is an Indo-Trinidadian from a Muslim family. She told me that she 
went to Trinidad to play Mas’ without letting her family know because they had always been 
against playing carnival. Her grandmother, who resides in the USA, saw her on television 
playing and dancing with a male Afro-Caribbean player. In Ashana’s case, the international 
gaze of the television cameras reached home, and her whole family was informed about her 
encounter. From that moment, she decided to play Mas’ in more discreet locations on other 
Caribbean islands, in order to preserve her privacy.  
 
Ashana’s experience emphasizes that pictures can expose the tensions which exist even 
between generations. In Photo 12, published by the Trinidad Guardian in 2015, the future 
Prime Minister Dr. Keith Rowley (elected that year) was frozen in time, enjoying a winin’ 
dance with a female player. The shot shows the politician engaging in a fundamental Pretty 
Mas’ activity. However, as the article accompanying the image says, this moment disturbed 
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some citizens for two reasons: the woman was a minor, 17 years old, and she was of East 
Indian descent whereas Rowley is Afro-Trinidadian. This is not a scenario which the press 
would usually cover, but the politician’s status made the moment an issue. As can be seen in 
Photo 12, the article’s subheading reads “Facebook furore …”: the press has not created the 
controversy alone, but is feeding into and responding to social media.   
 
Photo 12: Trinidad Guardian February 19th 2015. 
 
In these three examples, it is interesting to note the centrality of the media in creating a 
scandal or a story out of moments which are typical in carnival. It seems that Bikini and 
Beads players must choose between the possibility of being portrayed in a decontextualized, 
sexualized way, or being invisible and anonymous in the main carnival.  
 
While working as a photographer for a carnival group, I noticed this duality being enacted by 
the players. At times, both female and male players used my camera lens as a tool to record 
their exaggerated waist gyrations (which form the base of winin’, cf. Chapter 5) and 
mischievous, performed attitudes. The other gesture performed for my camera was a more 
classic pose, where the players could control the composition of the image which would be 
captured. Sometimes, when I was not taking pictures, they would ask me to do so and enquire 
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where they would be shared. In my case, I think my subjects were a little disappointed. I did 
not have a personal website or a card to give them. I always gave the images to the band 
leaders who allowed me to shoot their bands. In one case, a band shared my photos on its 
Facebook page every week for few months.  
 
I argue that the act of posing for the cameras is a compromise between the desire for visibility 
and the desire for anonymity. Players embody opposing positions; at times the objects of a 
potentially exploitative gaze and at times the agents of their representation. Many female 
players with whom I discussed this defended their choice to alternate the “posing” action 
while under the glare of the cameras with the unburdened enjoyment of dancing at the parade 
as a form of protection against the indiscreet gaze of the media. However, I should add that 
they were also aware of their desire for the recognition that the media provides. The act of 
posing, or of exaggerating their playful dances as soon as the camera approaches, is a way for 
players to promote themselves as they wish to be portrayed.  
 
8.1 To be posers 
 
Pose and smile in style without twisting up yuh body [… ] 
A true frontline H.O. knows how to make tweet, tweet luuuuv to the camera. 
      Commandment N°5 
 
Trinidad Carnival Diary, Saucy (21 09 2006). 
 
 
As I stated in the introduction to this chapter, all performances, even in the artistic domain, 
depend on the context in which they are enacted. The context provides the unexpected 
elements which create the uniqueness of each performance. This unpredictable element is 
affirmed as a core part of Mas’ by the masmen who privilege the artistic costuming genre of 
the parade (cf. Chapter 6). Changeability also impacts individual players who, in the 
traditional masquerade style, interact with the audience. Some of the traditional characters 
engage in verbal exchanges, such as the Midnight Robber or the Baby Doll, or in physical 
ones, such as in the blue devil masques (see Photo 10 Chapter 3).  
 
Contrary to this, in Bikini and Beads Mas’, the encounter between audience and players is 
filtered by the media. Interaction with the Bikini and Beads players is indirect, taking the 
form of gossip, or “mako”, as it is known locally. Pictures of the players are commented on 
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online or in multiple chats after the event, as in the case of the Prime Minister (Photo 12). 
The audience, even if it is physically reduced, is virtually present. The encounter is therefore 
a delayed response which takes place after carnival, and bears more relation to the encounter 
seen in a show or a film projection than a performance.   
 
Dana, a British costume designer and player who collaborates with Trinidadian carnival 
bands, told me: “You have everything online, everybody is posting and tweeting. Before 
leaving Trinidad, I didn’t post my tweet, but I was all over the internet, because of all the 
media companies” (2014). Dana, who loves playing carnival every year after organizing her 
Individual costumes in the sections of the large bands, does not need to make the effort to 
post her pictures online while she is parading because her images are shared by the media 
almost simultaneously. According to Miller and Sinanan (2017), photos posted on social 
media in general extend the visibility of the subject photographed, amplifying how the users 
see themselves. However, in the case of Mas’, the photos are not just posted by the players 
themselves but also by the media companies. In this case, the panoptical gaze of the audience, 
achieved through the shared images of the media companies, could be assumed to be 
disciplinary (Foucault 1979; Bartky 1998; Bordo 1999): the player does not fully control the 
publication of their images. I argued in Paragraph 7 that, for this reason, their agency is 
enacted through posing, which allows players control over how they are represented.  
 
This shift in focus from interacting with an audience to posing for a camera reveals a 
generational gap in how the performance of Mas’ is viewed. “They are posers, not players!” 
Ashley said, revealing that for her, the act of posing is changing the entire performative 
register of Mas’. While Ashley is right that posing is modifying the nature of the Mas’ 
parade, I would argue that in the Bikini and Beads form, posing is part of being a player. 
 
It is interesting to highlight briefly the extraordinary relationship Trinidadians have with 
professional cameras during carnival versus in daily life. During the parade huge cameras are 
conceived as “proof” of professionalism, whereas smaller pocket cameras are regarded as just 
belonging to random tourists. I observed that, in my case, as a visibly foreign person, when I 
had my heavy camera with a telephoto lens, players posed for me without asking, whereas 
when I attended Mas’ with a smaller camera they did not even stop. However, in daily life 
street photography (with either a small or a big camera) is certainly not welcomed nor 
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accepted. This is changing, of course, with the use of smartphone cameras by the younger 
generation.  
 
The use of the camera by third parties is accepted in the carnival because this context is 
conceived as a show par excellence in which players want to be seen. Players, in all types of 
costumes, are publicly performing: 
 
The Pretty Mas’ is very structured, you have many rules that go along with it. You 
have to look good, you have the TV, you have a fixed starting point, you have to 
follow the rules of the stage; all the preparation, it is like Christmas day: you clean all 
the house, you prepare the presents all these things just for one day. And the day after 
is an anti-climax. Carnival is that big show, is music, dance, costume, people 
performing! 
 
(Michelle 2014)  
 
The English anthropologist Daniel Miller dedicated an entire chapter to comparing, as 
Michelle does, Christmas and carnival; two major events in the Trinidadian calendar (1994: 
82-134). For him, in Trinidad these events incorporate two opposed sets of normative values 
and ideals. Christmas has a centripetal force where indoor events and family life are the main 
values, whereas he describes carnival as a centrifugal force where outdoor life and 
individualism is expressed. Moreover, he suggests that the domestic preparations for 
Christmas reflect the respectability of the families, while carnival is a moment of disorder 
and an outdoor celebration of freedom and inversion. Michelle, on the other hand, dismantles 
this oppositional theory of Christmas and carnival by discussing the Bikini and Beads Pretty 
Mas’ form of carnival. She draws a crucial point of comparison between the anxious act of 
domestic decoration and the aesthetic preparations of the players. Regardless of the economic 
status of the players, the self-decoration (see Photo 13-14) is an obligatory part of the Bikini 
and Beads, Pretty Mas’. 
For Michelle, Pretty Mas’ is not an unconditional liberating experience, but is structured.   
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Photo 13: Young Bikini and Beads players are 
waiting for their make-up provided by a colleague 
of Masman F, 2014. 
Photo 14: Older Bikini and Beads players are helping 
each other to get ready for the parade in a regional 
carnival of the island, 2014.  
 
In this paragraph, I have explained the changing nature of the performance of carnival, from 
the typical movement of “chipping” as the player follows the bands, to posing for the 
cameras. 
I have described how posing could at times be a consequence of the panoptical gaze of the 
cameras, but it could also be used as a tool of control by the players in order to maintain 
authority over images of themselves.  
The next chapter will be dedicated to the other main movement players engage while playing 
Mas’: the dance of “winin’”. 
 
 
9. Conclusion  
 
 
This chapter has traced the performance of Mas’ and its tendency toward spectacle. A 
performance depends on the context in which it is enacted; context provides the unexpected 
elements which give each performance its uniqueness and irreproducibility. The spectacle or 
the show privileges the visual elements of the performance, reducing the characteristic of 
unpredictability and imposing greater detachment between the viewer and the viewed. I have 
argued in this chapter that contemporary Mas’ privileges the visual aspect and therefore has 
the propensity to increasingly become a spectacle.  
 
Carnival in Trinidad is viewed as the “Greatest Show on Earth”. I started the chapter by 
focusing on the notion of the show related to carnival, in particular the Jaycees’ beauty 
contest which was eventually banned on the grounds that it upheld racist standards of beauty. 
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This beauty contest is remembered by the masmen as the first event organized specifically as 
a “show”, on a stage rather than on the streets, with the media as the main part of the 
audience. This event took place away from the carnival performances and was frequented by 
the middle class. All of these elements, which congregate around judging the bodies of the 
competitors, are resonant with the current Bikini and Beads performance.  
 
Leading on from my discussion of the significance of the stage in the Jaycees’ competition, I 
explained in detail the role of the main stage of the carnival route in Town: the Savannah 
Stage. This was the location of the beauty contest before it made way for the Mas’ players, 
and it has undergone another transformation with the heavy presence of television cameras. 
When performances on the stage became televised, the players started to feel like they were 
part of the carnival as a show. The stage’s explicit division between the performer and the 
audience and the national and international reach of media visibility are factors that make 
players feel unique and famous while on the stage. I argued that to be visible on the stage is, 
for the player, like a proof of existence, and that this is extended to a feeling of being on 
show during the entire parade.  
 
Further, I advanced the argument that the players begin to embody the spectacle, and to 
become the spectacle itself. This phenomenon is an element of Bikini and Beads Mas’: the 
players’ bodies become their costumes, and therefore become the object which is looked at 
and scrutinized aesthetically. I related the question of how the body is viewed as a spectacle 
to issues of gender and color in Bikini and Beads Mas’. I considered the ways the players’ 
costumes/bodies are portrayed in the bands’ advertising imagery and how they are treated in 
the organization of large bands’ sections in Town.  
 
I used this analysis to consider two main points about Bikini and Beads Pretty Mas’. First, I 
explained Bikini and Beads Pretty Mas’ as a reaction to the exclusivity and discrimination 
present in carnival history (as a colonizers’ event) by the majority of players who are black 
and middle class. I contextualized the meaning of being black and middle class in Mas’, and I 
linked this to memories of the Jaycees’ competition as a symbol of discrimination. Secondly, 
I detailed that even under this black middle-class scheme, the propensity of the major bands 
is to use light-skinned models in their marketing, reinforcing the same standards as were seen 
in beauty contests. I examined the sense expressed by the darker-skinned participants that 
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they were relegated to the margins of the parade and of the media’s representation of the 
parade.  
 
I continued by stating that even though Mas’ exalts the freedom of expression of its 
participants, especially under the motto “to play yourself”, players feel pressure to conform to 
an ideal of beauty in the parade. I developed the question of gender in the parade and in the 
promotion of the body as spectacle against the claim that “carnival is woman”.   
 
Finally, I discussed the concept of carnival as a show and the changes in players’ behavior 
and gestures along the parade route in response to the presence of the media. I finished the 
chapter by focusing on the posing that takes place during the parade. I argued that to pose is a 
central element of contemporary Mas’, and is used simultaneously as a compromise between 
the desire to be seen and the desire to remain anonymous using carnival as a cathartic event. 
Due to the media companies’ ability to share the players’ images almost simultaneously, I 
concluded by arguing that to pose could be a tool used by the participants to control the 
representation of themselves.  
 
In this chapter, I touched briefly on another gesture which has developed in Pretty Mas’: the 
players chip, pose and dance while parading. The significance of the dance forms present in 
the parade, which are accompanied by soca music, are detailed in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 5 
“Show me your motion” 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
“Girl, SHOW ME YOUR MOTION”, used as the title of this chapter, is the 
refrain of one of the most popular songs in the schools of Trinidad and Tobago, 
Brown Girl in the Ring (Elder 1961). The song is still sung in schools today and 
is accompanied by a game, following a similar pattern to many folk games, in 
which a group forms a circle, claps and sings. Each person dances in turn in the 
center of the circle, literally showing their “motion” to the group. Olu, a 
Trinidadian man in his forties who is a habitué of Trinidadian ballrooms, stated 
that the principles of this children's dance are observable in the dynamic of the 
adults dancing to soca music during Mas’ parade. He defines it as: “a form of 
exhibitionism where you attempt to show your skills or progress at dance with an 
emphasis on flexibility; the idea is that each person has their turn to compete for 
that supremacy” (2014).  
 
This children’s song is sung and danced mainly by girls of primary school age. 
The girls form the circle and sing: 
 
There’s a brown girl in the ring 
Tra la la la 
She looks like a sugar in a plum, 
Plum, plum.  
Girl show me your motion! 
 
The girls forming the circle function as an audience that asks the girl in the center to show 
them her “motion”: to perform her best movements.  
This game of song and movement is about learning how to define and occupy a space through 
the body as spectacle.  
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After hearing Olu's statement, I started to mention this game to the masmen and 
to the players I have talked to during my fieldwork, and they agreed that this 
children’s dance could be a reflection of today’s most popular form of carnival, 
the Pretty Mas’ Bikini and Beads form.  
Bikini and Beads carnival embraces the local dance known as winin’ as the main 
form of movement of the carnival parade, performed to the rhythms of the local 
carnival music, “soca” (cf. infra). The children’s circle as they sing Brown Girl in the 
Ring, like the streets of the cities during carnival, provides a space where participants can 
dance “in the middle” as an action of self-affirmation and with a platform of visibility and 
recognition: both arenas allow for the act of observing and being observed.  
In the school game and in the Pretty Mas’ Bikini and Beads carnival, both players and 
audience are predominantly female. The sociologist and feminist Colette Guillaumin (2006) 
studied the social construction of women’s bodies in circle games and observed that both the 
circle and the audience delimit an affirmative space which young girls are able to embody.  
With this song, little girls learn how to occupy and to display their performing space 
(Nettleford 2013) in a similar way to female players when they play Mas’.  
 
In the contemporary Mas’, embracing the epithet of “Carnival is Woman”, female 
players replaced the dominant masculine performance in the streets of Mas’. As 
mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, these players voluntarily started to perform a 
particular dance called winin’ while playing themselves. Their involvement and 
the winin’ dance became therefore an integral part of the contemporary Mas’. 
 
The masqueraders, in participating in the carnival and the dynamic of its dance, 
are at once occupying the space provided by the carnival event and, on the other 
hand, are creating personally embodied spaces (Low 2014) where they establish 
social relations. The kinesthetic act and mobility of the masqueraders creates 
simultaneously an individual and a communal space, which is juxtaposed (Gupta 
and Ferguson 2007) with the institutionalized and (post)colonial spaces of the 
streets in which the carnival unfolds (cf. infra). Each carnival band, made by 
players’ peers, creates a safe space where players feel free to show their self-affirmation 
through the masquerade and their dance.  
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One of the aims of participating in Mas’, and in particular of practicing the winin’ dance, is 
to affirm one’s visibility and to gain recognition through motion. As Richard, a Trinidadian 
man in his thirties exclaimed to me, observing the skill of, and moves displayed by, a 
competitor is a major element of the competition: "They feel they better than we, well ah go 
show dem!” (2016). Carnival itself, in all its forms, is based on formalized competitions 
between different groups of players, carnival bands and between different costume aesthetics.  
The specific dance of winin’ is performed in the parade to contend for a personal space with 
another subject. It allows the dancers to create and define a space between power relations, 
through a display of the players’ physical motions and flexibility.  
 
This song and game exemplifies a peaceful battle for supremacy as the players claim 
visibility by occupying a space; a space which is asserted while dancing on the streets during 
Mas’. 
In both cases, two main elements are indispensable in order to accomplish the carnival 
dynamic: a visible platform where performers can "show (their) motion" and a body they can 
use to make the motion.  
 
Drawing a parallel between the carnival practice and the children’s game, I observe that the 
sense of affirmation realized through Petty Mas’ is reflected in carnival players from their 
childhood Show Me Your Motion game.  
In this chapter I describe how the concept of “showing your motion” is reflected 
in carnival by focusing on Mas’. Following Chapter 4, where I examined Mas’ as 
a spectacle, in this one I develop an in-depth analysis of the dance which “shows 
the motion” during the carnival parade. I will analyze the dance known as winin’, its 
role as the main dance in the contemporary carnival, and its capacity to create a spatial 
configuration which forms a part of the whole performance of Mas’. I will detail the 
dynamics of winin’ danced in groups, in couples and individually, explaining the differences 
between the winin’ dance to soca and chutney soca music, two different carnival music 
genres. I continue the analysis of the generational changes in the dance and the discrepancies 
between gender and generations it could indicate when performed today. 
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2. Winin’ 
  
I am really tired of trying to explain the dance aesthetic,  
it is as if I have to justify it’s a valid dance …  
even my ex-wife stopped me from winin’!: 
‘that Trinidadian man, he has no behavior!’ she used to tell me. 
 
Richard, Trinidad-USA, 2016.  
 
 
 
Photo 1: Trinidad Express Newspapers, "Women in Mas" Limited Edition, 1988. 
 
2.1 The carnival context and dance 
 
Along with costuming, dance is one of the main components of Mas’. “Mas’ is a 
way to dance away your troubles. I said to dance away, not to drink them!” Maswoman I 
stated (2014). Maswoman I's statement is evidence of one of the three main conditions of 
Mas’, visibility- contestation/affirmation and liberation. “To dance away the stress” refers to 
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the parade as a cathartic experience where the tensions and stresses of the years are released 
through the dance that takes place while parading. However, Mas’ is described by Richard 
(2015) as “a fight and a claim for space” where historical tensions between colonized and 
colonizers, class and gender are displayed in order to create and occupy a space where the 
players can represent themselves. The dance in Mas’, to the rhythms of soca music, while 
parodying and making fun of specific experience and everydayness is able provide a sense of 
self-affirmation to the player.  This last sensation is rendered through the combination of the 
visibility gained by the participant through playing Mas’, and its dance. 
 
In Mas’, in all its forms, it is possible to observe many kinds of dance. Each masque in the 
Traditional carnival has its own specific movement related to the costume and the story they 
are enacting through the performance. On the contrary, in the Bikini and Beads Mas’, where 
the costume is made of similar bikinis despite the different themes of the bands, players are 
mainly winin’. 
Historically, carnival masques were not directly related to the “wine” dance. 
“Chipping” (mentioned in Chapter 4 when talking about the current variation of 
“posing”) is the basic movement of carnival, and is reminiscent of marching along the pan 
racks and the music trucks. As I stated in Chapter 2, music trucks were introduced into the 
carnival parade from the 1970s simultaneously with the eruption of soca music.  
According to a collective interview (2015) of ten enthusiastic carnival players in their sixties 
and seventies, who still play Mas’ and who experienced first-hand the development of Mas’ 
in the 1970s, “sensoriality” was part of the carnival experience: the perfume of fresh orange 
juice and the sound of chipping during the march was part of the sensory landscape of the 
parade. With the coming of the sound systems, the multiple sonorous elements in Mas’ made 
by “riddim” sections (whose players make instruments from objects such as spoons, biscuit 
boxes and other metal tools) and steel bands were drowned out by the recorded music.  
 
The Jamaican concept of “being consumed by the sound” (Shabazz 2011 DOC), where the 
speakers are designed to move you physically as sonic bodies (Henriques 2011), began to 
take over the “Old-Time Mas’”, relegating the traditional characters to “nostalgia” (cf. 
Chapter 2).  
Photo 2 below is taken on Carnival Tuesday night at the end of the parade. The woman in 
dark shorts holding on to the sound system could be described as: “consumed by the sound”: 
completely absorbed by the music and the vibrations of the bass from the speakers.  
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Photo 2: “Consumed by the sound”- Night of Carnival Tuesday, Couva, Trinidad, 2014. 
 
The oral traditions and performances that had defined these carnival characters were abruptly 
overtaken by the recorded music, which inevitably monopolized the soundscape. For 
example, the voice is the main tool of the traditional “Midnight Robber” masque: his 
performance is based on speeches and masquerade, which cannot be heard over 
the sound systems. Moreover, with the increasing number of participants in the 
Pretty Mas’ Bikini and Beads form, the few traditional masks, once striking, 
have lost their visibility in the flow of masqueraders dressed mainly in bikinis.  
 
2.2 The development of Winin’ through the 1970s and 1980s 
 
Winin’ is a dance that requires a fixed space: it cannot be performed while 
marching. It was not suited to the fast-moving parade in which, as I outlined 
above, speedy chipping was favored.  
Winin' was historically practiced by masques from the working class Jamette 
society (cf. Chapter 3). For example Dame Lorraine and Piss En Lit masques 
were the first masquerades to engage the dance of winin’ as a dance/fighting that 
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mocked the colonial elites (Crowley 1956). This particular historical 
reminiscence evokes the capacity through the dance of winin’ to mock partners 
in a joyful manner while dancing and simultaneously affirming the dancers 
themselves.  
 
By combining the testimonies gathered during my fieldwork with an analysis of the archival 
carnival newspapers from the 1960s till today, I have identified two primary reasons which 
explain why winin’ started to take the main role in the carnival performance.  
Firstly, as the carnival has evolved, the dimensions of the bands have grown due to the 
increased number of participants. From the 1980s until now, the sound systems located on 
trucks increased their numbers, and more trucks offering additional services for refreshment 
(for example, drink trucks and toilet trucks) have been added to the parade. 
 
Photo 3: Winin' in a couple and sound system trucks. Carnival Monday, Woodbrook, Trinidad, 2012. 
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Masman B recalled to me, “at the beginning [of carnival] there was no wine at all!” (2014). 
The parade loses more and more speed annually, which reduces the convenience of the 
chipping movements, and opens a space for winin’ to establish itself.  
 
Secondly, since the parade has been “occupied” mainly by women of the middle-class since 
the 1980s, the dances performed, according to the report of the Carnival Limited Edition, 
focused on women players. In the 1988 Woman in Mas’ Special edition of Carnival magazine, 
the female masqueraders were defined as “winer women” (see Photo 1). The articles in this 
edition describe how female players “wined” openly on the carnival streets and exaggerated 
the gyration specifically in front of the media. From this historical moment, the “lower class” 
–Jamette– associations of winin’ were overlooked and the dance began to be adopted as a 
carnival practice by all classes. Although the dance of winin’ is performed by both genders in 
Trinidad, as soon as the media started to have a huge impact in the management of Mas’, they 
focused mainly on women masqueraders who, aware of the global audience and their body, 
wined (or danced through winin’) while stating that they play themselves rather than an 
external character. The statement of self-affirmation through the act of playing yuhself is 
directly connected with the act of winin’, with or without the media presence. 
 
2.3 Meaning and context 
 
The “wine” dance, more commonly known as “winin’ ” (or “wining”), etymologically 
derives from the English adjective “winding”, which means “twisting”. It refers to the 
rhythmic gyration of the hips to music in a festive or recreational environment. According to 
the Creole dictionary of Trinidad and Tobago (Mendes 1985), the language used to describe 
the winin’ dance changes with the participants in the dance. For example, “to wine on 
someone” refers to the action of winin’ with somebody, while “to wine on something” means 
to hold close and gyrate while dancing with a new acquaintance. In the oral Trinidadian 
language, the gerund “wining” means “to take a wine”. It is a gyrating movement which 
differs from the hip movements which form the base of other urban dances, such as the North 
American “twerk”, which is based on the shaking of the bottom up and down, or the 
Barbadian “wuk up”, where the gyration of the hips includes saccadic backward thrusts of the 
buttocks. Today, however, players include these two alien hip movements while gyrating and 
dancing in general at the parade. 
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In 1994, the national newspaper Trinidad Guardian defined the carnival phenomenon of 
“wine” in an article dedicated to its description:  
 
To wine, not to be confused with ‘to whine’ […] refers to a very much self-propelled 
figure of eight movement […] two people locked together at the pelvis moving in 
perfect synchronization, do it almost as a gesture of goodwill. […] In the old days the 
[carnival] dance movement was the functional chipping.  
 
(Carnival Souvenir, February 16 1994. p. 22) 
 
The winin’ movement derives from the “bélé”, “bele” or “belaire” folk dance, which has 
West African and related French Antillean colonial origins. The enslaved dances based on 
drum rhythms like calenda, belaire and bongo, were demonized by the colonial elites and by 
the middle class. Calenda and bongo dances were danced only by men whereas bele was 
danced by women. At the end of the XIX century, this last dance was defined as obscene by 
the colonial authorities (Brereton 1979). Additionally, winin’ can be traced to the piqué dance 
form, which involved the gyration of the hips and pelvis. This was described as a flirtatious 
couple's dance (Franco 2010; Desroches 1981; Hidair 2005) which is divided into two forms: 
“piqué bélé”, and “djablesse bélé”. The latter invokes the Trinidadian and pan-Caribbean 
female folk figure known as La Djablesse (Carlton 2016, Ahye 1978, Yvonne 2011; Gugolati 
2018b) who is a coquettish female demon that rebukes men’s misogyny through erotic 
teasing. All of these dances are now represented at the national folklore competition named 
“Best Village”. 
 
Past studies and new directions on dance: winin’  
 
Almost all research on the Trinidadian carnival mentions the dance of winin’. However, as I 
previously stated, for the media, and even in academic writing, despite the fact that it is 
performed by both genders, the emphasis is mainly on its role as an expression of sexual 
agency performed by women to carnival soca music (Carey 2011 and interviewed in 2013, 
Noel 2010, Devonish 2011; Frank 2007). Other researchers have interpreted the dance as a 
tool to declare women’s independence when they gyrate on their own without looking for 
partners to dance with. The Trinidadian choreographer Sonja Dumas, whom I have met 
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several times during my fieldwork, revisited the relationship between power and the gyration 
of the hips (Dumas 2013 DOC). Wine has also been defined by scholars as a statement of 
self-assertion (Ahye 2000), a form of auto-eroticism (Miller 1991), a practice of public 
intimacies (Guilbault 2010) or a parody of phallocentrism and respectability 
(Koningsbruggen 1997; Aching 2002; Paquet et al. 2007).  
It could be seen in Photo 4, a group of young ladies wine while parodying (both heterosexual 
and homosexual) sexuality and masculinity together without any male dancers, whereas in 
Photo 5 the parody is made by an adult couple. 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 4: An example of phallocentric parody while dancing 
winin’ in groups among young ladies, 2015.  
Photo 5: Adult phallocentric parody in couple 
while winin’, 2012. 
 
I suggest, based on my fieldwork, that the winin’ dance is polysemic, and can be adopted in 
multiple contexts. My conversations and observations lead me to conclude that the practice of 
winin’, as displayed during the carnival parade, is an expression of ownership of a relational 
space where dominance and play among genders, sharing space among groups or individuals 
are contended. It is an action which determines a highly temporal sense of ownership 
(Tsakiris et al. 2006) in a hyper-visible public space (the parade) which is magnified by the 
presence of the media. Furthermore, sexual agency and the importance of reputation and 
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respectability in a public context, such as the carnival on the streets of the city, are part of the 
multiple dimensions involved in occupying a space through the body in motion.  
 
The anthropologist Kevin Birth (2008) categorizes the practice of winin’ as a functional 
movement which defines the dancers’ sense of membership of a group and, when not danced 
individually, the relationship between couples. I have noticed a difference between his 
ethnography, which dates from the end of the 1980s, and my personal one from the second 
decade of the 2000s: winin’ still confirms the boundaries of a social group, although people 
have recently started winin’ with strangers according to my interlocutors, who quoted the 
soca song “Stranger” by Farmer Nappy (2012). Dancing with “unknowns” or strangers (a 
polysemic term which could specifically refer to an unknown person, to a strange person, or 
more simply to a foreigner), as I will describe in the next paragraph, is admissible under 
controlled circumstances and in safe spaces (Collins 2000) (cf. infra). In this context, I put 
forward the argument that the dance of winin’ allows the dancer to determine a self-space 
within a relational and spectacular one. I borrow the notion of “self” from Goffman ([1959] 
1969) as a production from and reproduction of ordinary social interactions.  
 
The body movements of the “winers” show personal flexibility and technical virtuosity; 
winin’ affirms the boundaries of possible interactions with other dancers and between the 
viewer and the viewed.  
 
In this paragraph, I have described the relationship between dance and carnival performance, 
the historic origins of the winin’ dance and I traced the beginning of the use of winin’ dance 
since Mas’ players started affirming that they play themselves. I will proceed to describe its 
musical contexts and the link between the proliferation of soca music and the winin’ dance.  
 
 
3.  Emphasizing winin’: soca music 
                          A contextualization 
 
 
[The male narrative voice:] Why do you people party so much? 
[The woman behind him responded:] What else is life about? 
 
Sankeralli, Night Without End, Mars Burns Bright, 2010. 
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According to the Trinidadian journalist Pat Ganese, who I met during my fieldwork, the 
media’s interest in winin’ started in the 1970s, “the decade of liberation” (Ganese 2000) 
which saw the intellectual movements of feminism and Black Power develop a presence in 
the country. The changing social scene at carnival was reflected in 1974 by the calypsonian 
musician Lord Kitchener’s song Twenty to One: “… twenty women to one man” (Lord 
Kitchener 1974), referring to the new gender ratio of participants in Mas’. This song was 
repeatedly sung by men in the rum shops during my research visits. 
  
One decade later, in the 1980s, the media focused shifted to the position of the middle-class 
women who formed the majority of the participants of Pretty Mas’. In the 1950s, the carnival 
participants were 80% men. From the 1980s to the present day, the carnival has been 
frequented by women at the same rate (Koningsbruggen 1997), participating in the Bikini and 
Beads form of carnival, which started at the end of the 1980s.  
 
Soca music is a contemporary Trinidadian style of music. It is now the most popular form of 
local music associated with the carnival season. Soca replaced calypso music, which is now 
financially supported by the government on a local level, and internationally by the World 
Music genre. Calypso music was born in opposition to colonialism, and, following 
independence, calypso exemplified how the national construction of culture and popular 
music could be achieved. The evolution of music in Trinidad is part of the history of mass 
participation and is central to the definition of national identity (Balliger 2007).  
 
Soca is the musical and rhythmic base of the contemporary Trinidadian carnival, and is 
diffused by mobile sound-systems placed on the trucks which parade alongside the 
masqueraders. Soca music is dedicated to the dance of winin’, which forms the main 
component of its lyrics: winin’ is inextricably linked to the carnival parade and carnival 
music, even when it is played at parties outside the carnival season.  
In the 1970s, calypso music was in defensive mode against the monopolization by reggae and 
R&B foreign music genres broadcast by national radio stations (cf. infra) (Manuel et al. 
2006). 
The soca genre was established in the same decade in Trinidad by the singer Ras Shorty I. 
The main goal was to encourage young Trinidadians to listen a national music instead of an 
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alien genre (Guilbault 2007a). Ras Shorty I. named this music genre Sokah intending to 
combine the two main rhythms of the prevalent ethnic groups in Trinidad: those of African 
descent who were represented by the syllable “so”, from the term calypso, and those of 
Indian descent represented by the syllable “kah”, from the Hindi alphabet. Soca music aimed 
to reach not just a national audience but even a pan-Caribbean one. Ras Shorty I. aimed, with 
this new mixed genre, to let “people around the world identify with the beat” (G.B.T.V. 
Archives 1997). This new sound had evolved into party songs by the end of the same decade, 
and was intended to make people dance to celebrate unity and fun.  
 
The international soca singers Arrow, from Montserrat, showed at the end of the 1980s that 
soca music was looking for an international audience (T. Hall et al. 1999 DOC). It started to 
focus on the melodies instead of the lyrics in order to democratize enjoyment of the genre, 
and to facilitate its commercialization worldwide: “music is an international language, 
people, they don’t need to understand yuh” (ibid). Drunkenness, euphoria of life, and the 
sensual dance of winin’ started to monopolize the carnival musical scene, standardizing 
carnival performance as mainly a party on the street (Punch et al. 1986 DOC).  
With less sophisticated rhythms, and less politically conscious lyrics, soca music focuses 
more on emotions than stories, caught between a desire for international recognition and the 
affirmation of nationhood. 
 
The original spelling of sokha mutated into “soca”, the term still used today.  
There are two kinds of soca music, a faster one named “power soca” and a slower one named 
“groovy soca”. 
As I mentioned in Chapter 3, the 1990s is the period of the Young generation who 
proclaimed their desire for freedom through partying and playing Mas’. Moreover, it was the 
decade when Trinidad Mas’ was institutionalized as the matrix of Diaspora West Indians' 
carnivals, while the country was suffering the deepest economic recession of its history. In 
the Trinidadian Guardian (16 02 1994: 20) an article stated: “We used to be poor and we are 
heading back into it”. The same newspaper viewed carnival as a cathartic practice in this 
context: “carnival is a way of escaping daily neuroses” (ibid 35).  
The new music genre soca was also known as “wine and jam calypso”, and it became the 
dominant form of music played nationally and internationally in the Trinidadian Diaspora’s 
festivals. The wine and jam style was part of the tools engaged in order to feel liberation 
while parading to soca music rhythms. It evolved into what is now informally defined as 
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“jump and wave” which comes from soca Preacher’s song with the same title, 1994. This 
new form of soca takes its name from the soca singers' new tendency to sing choreographic 
instructions in their lyrics for the crowd to follow (Barry 1996 DOC) in the name of 
togetherness.  
The Bikini and Beads form of Mas’ and its soca music, are directly connected with this last 
Trinidadian expression. The “jump and wave” form emerged alongside the representational 
change of Mas’ in Trinidad, which occurred immediately after the oil boom. The origins of 
soca music in its “jump and wave” form is attributed to the soca singer Superblue who in 
1991 sang “Get something and wave” (Barry 1996 DOC; Mason 1998), spurring the audience 
on to wine, and wave anything that was available such as t-shirts, towels or flags, while 
jumping in time to the music. 
The “jump and wave” form remains a central element of soca music today: for example, the 
lyrics from a song by Machel Montano, 2011: “When we jump and wave we celebrate the 
togetherness / Throw all your worries and your problems” evokes, about twenty-thirty years 
later, similar goals of the past.  
The contemporary soca songs, sung by male and female singers, focus mainly on carnival 
situations, drunkenness, winin’ dance – with the emphasis mainly on female hip movements 
rather than the male ones – and on the enthusiastic feeling of liberation from the restrictions 
of ordinary life.  
 
Despite the rise of soca music’s popularity and focus on rhythm, I have observed that the 
younger generation have kept the original oral culture associated with calypso, which is 
thought of locally as the “people’s newspaper”, and they have translated it into the soca 
context. Calypso lyrics have always denounced the government’s corrupt, propagandistic 
news media, and people have always memorized the lyrics for use as a reliable local news 
source. During my stay, I noticed that younger generations, and children, know soca lyrics by 
heart, as has long been the case with calypso music, reciting lyrics focusing mainly on winin’ 
and “misbehaving” (a vital attitude for carnival). Different generations have retained the 
practice of using music as a referential tool, but have changed its content from social and 
political statements, to ludic ones.  
 
For example, soca lyrics are full of the double entendre just as calypso lyrics are. The 
Masman J. explained to me in 2014: “This song is saying: ‘If you do it too short you are not 
gonna get it’. [He sings] ‘If you doti too short …’. You see, Doti is the Indian penis and Toti 
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is the Creole one. You understand now?”. His example highlights the local meanings, sexual 
expressions and complex rhetoric present in these paradoxically sonically simple and festive 
songs. Furthermore, these songs combine different musical genres, at the same time allowing 
a local and national hallmark through their lyrics (which describe local situations with local 
rhetoric and linguistic expressions), and opening up the possibility of spreading the music 
worldwide thanks to its appealing melodic and festive sound. 
  
Even if national marketing and government tourist management aim to promote the whole 
carnival as a tourist phenomenon worldwide, soca music production and Mas’ are addressed 
primarily to people of the same West Indian (Pan-Caribbean and Diasporic) context, who 
conceive of Trinidad as a West Indian global meeting point, and are able to enjoy and to 
understand the irony and criticism of the songs, although they refer to local Trinidadian 
issues, and participate in the parade.  
Alpharita, a Trinidadian Individual costume designer and player, explained to me (2014): 
“the TVs want to market Trinidad as a tourist attraction, but we don’t care about tourists! We 
have oil and energy, we don’t need tourism! Tobago needs it. We are lucky people: no natural 
disasters, no hurricanes and we don’t protest!”. Her statement emphasizes the discrepancy 
between the government’s marketing of carnival as a tourist attraction and the feelings of the 
Trinidadians who are aware of their economic independence which does not involve wealthy 
first world tourism (Association of Caribbean States 2014) as happens in other Caribbean 
countries. However, with its local jargon, it includes the West Indian population of the 
Diaspora who visit Trinidad for carnival every year (a detailed account of local and foreign 
tourism is explained in Chapter 6).  
 
In this paragraph I have outlined the relationship between soca music and the dance of 
winin’. In the next one I describe the modalities for delimiting a personal space through the 
dance, in its different dynamics when danced in groups and as part of a couple. Furthermore, 
I detail the movements of the dance and how it differs when performed to the two main forms 
of soca music developed from the 1990s, generally referred to as the “soca” and “chutney 
soca” forms.  
 
 
4. Winin’: a gendered corporeal interface  
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I was no fighter, nor sportsman, nor was I wealthy […]  
but I could wine, and I was not afraid to. 
 
Kevin, Trinidad 2015. 
 
 
4.1 “En-gendering” a space in carnival 
 
The game “Show me your motion” announced at the beginning of this chapter, improves the 
sense of self-discipline, self-fulfillment, and self-confidence of the players, encouraging them 
to represent themselves by using the kinaesthetic body. The circle forms the boundary of a 
stage-space where the young child can present her skills. By using the word “stage-space”, I 
want to highlight the fusion between the stage as the platform for spectacle, and a defined 
space (or stage) of everyday life (Goffmann [1959] 1969) (cf. Chapter 4). Although this game 
is played primarily by young girls, male and female interlocutors described how it teaches 
both genders to occupy and compete for space and for visibility in their childhood, just as 
both women and men utilize space during carnival.  
 
I used the term “en-gendering” as the title of this section in order to highlight the engendered 
and gendered spaces affirmed by players while dancing in Trinidad carnival. The space could 
be simultaneously individual (in the form of an individual carnival player dancing) and 
collective (in the form of a collective performance with other players during carnival). I 
analyze the concept of engendered space on a macro level, as it is defined on the streets of 
Port of Spain for the carnival parade, and also on a micro level, as defined by the personal 
circumscription of space experienced while dancing during the parade and on the dance-
floors during carnival time where the same music is broadcast.  
 
Carnival as a wider event is itself a practice of engendering a demonstrative space.  
I was first in Trinidad during carnival in 2012. That year, a musical group which owns and 
runs a Jouvay band set the tone of the carnival with the words “Occupy 2012”. According to 
the Trinidad Express (22 01 2012), “That's when we take the music to the streets, to the 
people. That's when people come out of the house and enjoy the vibration. Occupy the 
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streets. Occupy the road. Occupy Trinidad. Occupy the world!” This statement was made by 
one of the singers of the group who expounded on the relationship between the people and 
carnival and their experience of taking part in it as an affirmation of space. 
 
Trinidad is historically formed by the relation-ships (Cozier 1991) forged in the plurality of 
spaces created by the Middle Passage, by the Kala Pani and by further more contemporary 
immigration displacements. I am adopting the word “relation-ship”, as coined by the 
Trinidadian artist Christopher Cozier in personal notes he kindly shared with me (1990-1996; 
Gugolati 2017), in order to emphasize the reality of a system of interaction and 
communication where shifting spaces, shaped by a plurality of displacements, and 
historically based on an unequal plantation system in the Caribbean (Brathwaite 1975, Girloy 
1993). The Trinidadian economist Lloyd Best (1968) contributed to the understanding of the 
legacy of the plantation system in the Caribbean, by outlining the plantation economy model. 
He explains plantation societies, such as Trinidad, as fragmented and stratified societies, 
formed by colonies based on an economy of exploitation, on market monopoly and on forced 
enslavement and indentured labor. The organization of plantation societies varied according 
to their different colonizers; its economic model persisted during the time of modern 
capitalism (Bunniol 2011) up to the establishment of the contemporary forms of the 
economies of the present-day countries (Best 1968). 
 
In general, Trinidadian urbanization, the capital Port of Spain included, was developed 
according to colonial needs. Post-independence administrations functionally appropriated the 
colonial spaces, thereby creating an ambiguity between the hierarchies established in colonial 
times and the liberal aspirations of the emergent independent society (Raymond 2013).  
In this context, carnival and the action of creating and assuming a space through the body is 
set against the spatial palimpsest of the colonial constructions now occupied by new 
historical dominant powers.  
 
The Guadeloupean art curator Claire Tancons (n.d; 2009), in her artistic research about 
Trinidadian Mas’, added to the description of Mas’ as a spectacle (cf. Chapter 4), a second 
meaning: a procession, from the Latin procedere, “to move forward”.  
This duality of Mas’ reflects the spatial practice displayed in the Show Me Your Motion song 
and game. In both Mas’ and the children’s game, space is a visual phenomenon and a 
kinesthetic one when formed for the purpose of a procession or demonstration. Mas’ is 
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observed as spectacle, as a platform which allows participants to see and be seen, and as a 
kinesthetic practice of demonstration.  
 
Mas’, in terms of procession, is inscribed in the origins of carnival with the practice of 
Canboulay. The term Canboulay comes from a French-Creole word referring to the cannes 
brulées (burnt canes) activity of sugarcane plantations, where the soil is set on fire in order to 
fertilize it. As John Cowley (1996) argues, this term acquired several meanings: it is linked 
with crop-work and with plantation work cycles, and from the end of the nineteenth century it 
was used in association with the beginning of a series of riots against the colonial power. 
With the Emancipation Day, August 1st 1834, the Canboulay march was adopted by freed 
slaves in commemoration of the change of their condition. The previously-enslaved 
population opened the carnival, symbolically depicting the overthrow of slavery by marching 
in the streets with flambeaux to simulate the effect of a cane fire and by enacting scenes 
associated with slavery in commemoration of their freedom. From 1881, Canboulay was 
performed annually at the beginning of carnival, and it came to be seen as an integral part of 
the event. The population which participated in carnival was mainly French Creole speaking 
(from the French colonial legacy), in tension with the English-speaking Creole population 
(from the English colonial one) present on the island (cf. Chapter 2 and 3). In 1881 the 
British colonizers attempted to stop the carnival celebrations. The working class united 
(French and English speaking) affirmed carnival as a tool of resistance against the colonial 
will with the “Canboulay Riot” as one of a series of riots across the island (Hill 1997, 
Liverpool 2001, Cowley 1996). Nowadays, Canboulay is a historical event reenacted 
theatrically (see Photo 6) the Friday night before Dimanche Gras48.  
                                                        
48 Dimanche Gras corresponds to the last Sunday before Ash Wednesday.  
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Photo 6: Canboulay re-enactment, Piccadilly Street, East Drive River, Trinidad, 2014. 
 
Two Trinidadian theorists, Eintou Pearl Springer and Tony Hall (who I have been fortunate 
enough to meet several times at cultural and theatrical events during my fieldwork), 
appropriated the word “Canboulay” and modified the spelling to “Camboulay” or 
“Kambule”, using a KiKoongo word which means “procession” (Funk, Caribbean Beat, 
2011; Trinidad Express 12 02 2015; Brereton 2010b; Henry 2008). This modification aims to 
highlight that the origins of carnival are not just found in the European (French) tradition, but 
also in an Afrocentric narrative where slavery is a formative experience in the nation’s past 
(Brereton 2008). The experiences within the plantation and enslavement system are embodied 
in the practice of carnival.  
 
Moreover, Mas’, as defined under the procedere matrix is practiced in urban areas and is a 
pedestrian activity. This inverts the contemporary habit of moving through the country and in 
the cities almost exclusively by car (see Photo 7). The urban areas of Trinidad started to be 
highly motorized from the oil boom of the 1970s. The car became the main vehicle for 
transportation and for the construction of the self-image with the related unwillingness to 
walk once in possession of one (Miller 1994). In Photo 7, here below, part of the Savannah 
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Park is used as a parking lot in order to welcome players, or the audience, to stroll along the 
parade. 
 
Photo 7: Part of the Savannah park as a temporary parking lot for the carnival events, 2014. 
4.2 The embodied spatial configuration through winin’  
 
Talking about winin’ is common for Trinidadians. They start talking randomly about the 
dance, either mischievously or seriously, but it is one of the main topics of conversation as 
soon as the subject of carnival and women is brought up. During limes in middle-class urban 
areas, men and women talk about winin’ and comment on the gyrations of the people in the 
bars. Some try to essentialize the movements as part of the embodied national register: “Dats 
real Trini!” or “Dat no Trini!” are common expressions.  
 
I had the opportunity to take part in discussions about femininity, space and dance during the 
construction of carnival costumes in the Masman F’s mascamp (cf. Chapter 6). While sewing 
and gluing costumes to the rhythms of the soca sound systems, my coworkers talked often 
about dancing and about femininity on the dance floor and in the streets for carnival. Once 
they became accustomed to my regular presence in the workplace, they started to share with 
me and the others details of their daily lives and duties, such as families and partnership 
problems, concern about random sexual harassment, kidnappings which had happened to 
some of their friends, and domestic violence which had happened to almost all of them. 
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These delicate subjects were mixed with more straightforward conversations about 
community gossip and about winin’.  
 
“When I wine I feel really liberated […]. Today due to camera cell phones players are more 
performers rather than social dancers. You can see a seductive wine, a friendly wine, a 
provocative wine, […] during carnival you do things you wouldn’t able to do the rest of the 
year” (Upczak 2010 DOC). This statement from a short documentary on winin’, shown 
during the cinema season on the topics of carnival, during the 2014 season, explains a 
specific feeling of liberation a female player feels when she is playing Mas’ and winin’ by 
herself.  
 
According to the philosopher and feminist Iris Young (1980) feminine spatiality is defined in 
accordance with what the patriarchal society assigns to the female body. Behaviors, the 
body’s mobility and spatiality are then conditioned. The feminine space is an enclosure; to 
violate these norms is criticized as a form of looseness (Young 1980; Bartky 1998). In 
Trinidad carnival, this last condition could be evoked by the female players who, since 
becoming the majority of the parade, have replaced the dominant male performers. Even 
today, the self-assertion female players gain through occupation of the streets while winin’ 
and performing the Jamette behavior (cf. Chapter 3), is judged and criticized by many male 
audience members and players as lewdness. “Men play Mas’ for 363 days a year, so women 
ought to be excused for freeing up for the other 2 days” affirmed Danielle, a Trinidadian 
woman in her sixties (2014). Carnival in this case gives the opportunity for gender inversion 
in the public space, without however reducing the criticism from the male counterparts. 
 
On the micro level, the female carnival player engenders her personal space in two separate 
contexts: first, while dancing in a small mixed-gender group, and second, while dancing and 
parading during a carnival in an almost entirely feminine context, which is simultaneously the 
object of a larger, and again mixed-gendered, audience’s gaze. In this second scenario, 
carnival could become either a competitive arena where female players are performing within 
a space defined by a patriarchal and post-colonial society, or a self-representative one when 
the players dance and parade individually.  
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As specified in the documentary mentioned above (Upczak 2010 DOC), there are many 
registers while gyrating. In the next sections I will describe in detail the winin’ movements 
when danced in groups and in a couple. 
 
4.3 Winin’, a microanalysis of movement 
 
Carnival and soca music market the wine dance through images of the gyrating bottoms of 
the dancers, who are portrayed almost exclusively as female. As Olu commented critically in 
2014, “everybody is describing the gyration, but that is just half of the picture”. The simple 
gyration as a representation of the dance is in fact incorrect and incomplete. In order to 
accomplish the gyrations of this dance, the bottom cannot be treated as a detached part of the 
lower body. Rather, one must use the whole body, and work to maintain the careful stillness 
of the head and the upper body in addition to the rotation of the waist and hips, supported by 
static, bent knees. “That stillness, in contrast with the motion of the pelvic zone, is the more 
accurate description of the dance” Keysha, a Trinidadian woman in her twenties, added her 
point of view to Olu’s statement (2014). The hips are rotated horizontally and draw a circle 
over open, bent legs. Women usually use flat shoes to dance, especially when dancing to the 
jump and wave style of soca music, where the singers ask their audience to jump and gyrate 
for almost the entire song. 
 
The head and facial expressions are also an important element of the performance. As the hip 
movement is exaggerated, the dancer could turn their head to the sides, looking for the 
audience’s gaze. The sought-for gaze could be that of the dancing partner, the dancer’s group, 
or the audience on the dance floor or on the sidewalks of the parade. It could also be, as I 
mentioned earlier in this chapter, the media, such as TV cameramen, photographers, or more 
simply the cell phones of the masqueraders while winin’ in the parade.  
 
4.3.1 Wine on de back: the glance as configuration of the embodied space  
 
Analyzing the biographical ethnography I conducted, I noted that all interlocutors recollected 
that the dance of winin’ changed in the 1970s. In 1975, the calypso singer Calypso	Rose	sang	the	song	Do	Dem	Back,	which	is	based	on	double	entendre	about	music	culture.	Calypso	
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Rose	referred	to	responding	actively	to	the	actions	of	others	in	the	carnival:	“And	if	dey	jam	you	jam	dem	back	/	And	if	they	bounce	you,	bounce	dem	back	[…]	remember	this	is	carnival	 […]	 you	don’t	 say	 sorry	 or	 if	 yuh	 please”.	 According	 to	 the	 interlocutors	 this	seems	to	be	the	historical	moment	where	the	dancing	posture	during	carnival	started	to	be	predominantly	based	around	the	“back”,	where	one	dancer	approaches	and	dances	with	a	partner	at	her	or	his	back,	instead	of	in	front	or	at	the	side	as	before	(see	Photo	8).	
 
Photo 8: Trinidad and Tobago Carnival and Calypso, 1975, Key Caribbean Publications 
 
In 1987, the soca singer Iwer George sang Boom Boom Time, which includes the lyrics “She 
want a man to wine behind she bumbum… Put ah woman in front and ah man behind… 
Watch dem good, that is wine…”. This song was repeated to me by the majority of the 60- 
and 70-year-olds I asked about their Mas’ memories, when discussing about the moment they 
started to “wine on de back” instead of dancing face to face.  
 
On New Year’s Eve 2013 I was invited to a party in a dance club frequented mainly by senior 
dancers between sixty and seventy years old. During the evening, I was able to observe that 
the invitees were dancing in couples face to face mainly to the rhythms of reggae, calypso 
and rocksteady music. Men were asking to women to dance and women could accept or 
refuse. As soon the music stepped into soca music for a few songs, the dancers in couples 
immediately changed their positions. Abandoning the romantic face-to-face position, once 
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one had their back to the other, they started making witty facial expressions while 
reproducing parodic carnival postures.  
In relation to the position of dancers when winin’ “on the back”, I argue that the gaze gains a 
new meaning in the dynamic of contemporary Mas’ and dance practice: the significance of 
the gaze grows as the visibility of the partner behind is reduced. Thus, the gaze has a crucial 
and significant function in the performance.  
 
Dancing winin’ “on de back” is almost at the base of soca dance. In this section I introduce 
the importance of the gaze in winin’ on soca music. In the next section, I reveal the 
importance of the gaze in the dynamic of winin’ when danced in couples.  
 
4.3.2 The couple configuration 
 
Is the gaze that makes a couple a couple while dancing.  
 
Olivia, Trinidad-USA, 2016. 
 
In this section, I will explain how the gaze is used to assure the safety of the individual who 
glances, and to signal acceptance or rejection during a heteronormative dancing encounter. 
Today, generally, women and men wine individually, until one person approaches the other 
by gyrating to her or his back. Usually, the woman is in front while the man dances at her 
back. However, during my stay in the field, I observed that this position between genders is 
not strictly followed by very young dancers.  
 
The male dancers I spoke with asserted that in cases where people wine as a couple, manhood 
is affirmed by the woman’s pleasure and the appreciation she expresses in her winin’: “As a 
man approaches a lady, first there is the admiration of her beauty of forms and movements. 
No self-respecting man would interrupt the motion to ask permission” Richard confided to 
me (2016). Contrary to the old-school way of dancing face to face, his statement highlights 
the importance of inviting a partner to dance without a formal request or demand for 
permission, which would interrupt the flow of the dance. Instead, the man approaches quietly 
from behind the partner and gradually joins her dance.  
  
This approach is almost exclusive to soca music and Jamaican dancehall music. The female 
dancer’s gaze, therefore, is her main tool when deciding whether to accept or refuse the male 
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counterpart. If the dance dynamic is undesired, the woman usually walks away uninterested, 
or she can rebuke the man’s insistence or insolence with an undisguised facial expression of 
disappointment. 
 
From a male perspective, approaching a woman to initiate a couple-winin’ dynamic implies a 
risk of repulsion and is a test of acceptance. Gary, a Trinidadian man in his thirties, wrote to 
me in a web chat I conducted about the winin’ dance (2016) where five Trinidadians were 
involved regarding his feelings about winin’ in a couple. 
 
“Even so the approach must be sweet. Only if she feels like it. She could very easily 
walk away, stop and watch him cut eye. Let me tell you, a withering stare could cause 
instant and lasting impotence! Ego and vibes killing on carnival day! Carnival is the 
natural home of winin’. The woman wines and is the star. She begins, controls, and 
embodies the spectacle. Men may be drawn to her with any intention, but only with 
her direction can anything happen. To dance with the woman, the man must keep up 
with her. He must stimulate and please. If he fails, if he disrespects, of even at her 
whim then she can emasculate him.” 
 
(Gary 2016) 
 
According to Gary’s description, the man has to have a kind and reserved approach to the 
desired female partner. Masculinity is in peril with this danced encounter where gender 
power relations are contested and displayed while dancing publicly. In his statement, he 
continues to define the female player as “the star”, evoking the sensation of embodying the 
spectacle that Mas’ (cf. Chapter 4) and winin’ provides. It is described as a performance of 
self-control, of both men and women, where the woman player is the main agent of her 
definition of space, who decides whether or not to share her space and pleasure with a male 
player.  
 
As can be seen in Photo 9, part of the woman’s test before the “possible union” (as dancers 
described it in the field), is whether the man can “wine down low”: he must prove that he is 
as supple and as agile as the woman is. However, “winin’ down low” could be performed 
individually at all ages, as a variation of the simple gyration of the hips while standing. In 
Photo 10, a father is teaching his son how to “wine low”. 
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Photo 9: “Wine down low” in a couple dance Carnival 
Monday, POS -Savannah Park, Trinidad, 2012. 
Photo 10: “Wine down low” taught by a father to 
his son, Couva, Trinidad, 2015. 
 
As I was told by Sharee, a Trinidadian woman in her thirties, in the same chat mentioned 
above: “he has to prove that he can go down, and if she goes down and she stays down with 
him and then they come up together he earned his union”. If the dance arouses a sensual 
interest, usually the partner in front turns and the couple starts to dance face to face. The gaze 
is usually used in order to distance the unwanted partner or, once turned face to face, in order 
to continue the pleasant dance. Conversely, when a couple in a romantic relationship decides 
to wine together, they usually use their gazes while they are dancing looking at each other, 
confirming their relationship, and looking to the rest of the dancers around them in order to 
communicate their liaison to discourage any possible disturbance. 
 
When winin’ is danced from behind a partner, the intensity and linearity of the movement can 
be changed. When the hip movement is light and regular in its rotation, the partners can 
engage in other activities while winin’, for example, looking at their mobile phones, drinking, 
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or simply talking to other people. Attention is paid when the dancers’ balance is destabilized 
and the rhythm changes.  
 
Most Trinidadian women I have met avoid winin’ with foreigners, stating that there is often a 
misinterpretation of the “back” dynamic described above. It is mistaken for an expression of 
sexual availability or sexual interest, which leads to embarrassing misunderstandings. 
However, I have identified a difference between female and male players’ thoughts towards 
winin’ and sexual or sensual teasing. The majority of female dancers argue that winin’ could 
constitute a mischievous possible sexual teasing if, and only if, the intensity of the 
movements is saccadic and constantly changeable. When is kept regular and fluent there is no 
hint of teasing. In contrast, the male players argue that winin’ dance contains in any case a 
possibility of sexual imaginary simply in the act of approaching a maybe irreproachable 
woman. I argue that these discrepancies depend on the intensity and proximity with which the 
couple is dancing.  
 
Moreover, the hands of the dancer behind are almost never used to touch the body of a 
partner in front, as this is interpreted as an “invasion” of the space the woman in front creates 
through her gyration. As Keysha explained to me, “perhaps … it becomes even more hyper 
masculine, but the definition is in the hands of the woman. Manhood is validated in the 
woman’s pleasure. If she is bored, displeased, or unimpressed and shows it … well clearly it 
was just a little boy playing fast and out of place. … she could loudly and visibly embarrass 
the guy” (2014).  
This dynamic of defining, through the dance of winin’, an individual or shared embodied 
space through the display of women’s will, started to change with the impact of Jamaican 
dancehall music (cf. Paragraph 5). 
 
I interpret winin’ as a dance which allows performers to define a personal and gendered space 
in a play between genders. The description above shows that it acts as a test of gender roles in 
a very visible way, either in front of the community group physically present where the dance 
takes place, or through the digital community when the interaction is recorded on camera 
phones. Wine could be intimate in the case of acceptance, but, on the contrary, it could also 
be ferociously public in cases of refusal, as the participants’ choices are communicated bodily 
and displayed publicly.  
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4.3.3 The group configuration   
 
In Trinidad, players do not play Mas’ by themselves. As I already stated in Chapter 3 and 4, 
the importance of the group, or “my people”, became essential for Trinidadians (men and 
women), due to the increase of social insecurity within Trinidad associated with the increase 
in crime: the group became an entity of sharing and of protection. Carnival is a collective 
experience which affirms and consolidates pre-existing social relationships, and usually 
winin’ has the same function. Neither event is conceived as an opportunity to form new 
friendships. The dancers, in this case, could temporarily form couples for a few songs before 
returning to their groups. In Photos 11 and 12 two different generations of female players are 
shown while winin’ in a group. Despite the difference in their ages, they wine similarly in 
their group.  
  
Photo 11: Winin’ in a group, senior female players, 
Carnival Tuesday, Carapichaima, Trinidad, 2014. 
Photo 12: Winin' in a group, young female players, 
Carnival Tuesday, POS, Trinidad, 2012. 
 
When a woman dances with a partner, she uses her gaze making eye contact with “her 
people” for two main reasons: firstly, if the dance is pleasing her, she looks for the group’s 
consensus, which comes in the form of a nod (based on his appearance or his reputation), or a 
rejection of her physical intuition. Secondly, the group’s role can be to protect the dancer 
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from unwanted partnerships, which can result in harassment, or even violence in cases of 
alcohol abuse. In this case, the group dances with the harassed Mas’ player in order to divert 
the harasser and avoid a fight. If the harasser still insists, the group could stop moving, stand 
still and forbid the continuation of the dance.  
 
The individual determination of a space depends therefore on the group; the individual sense 
of self determination is always related to the collective. The middle-class woman, as the main 
participant in Pretty Mas’ (in the Bikini and Beads form), could while winin’ adopt 
provocative postures typical of the carnival inversion. She therefore ensures that there is a 
comfortable level of security around her. She knows the most of other participants, and the 
presence of the carnival bands offers private security. The group defines the space for itself 
and for individuals within the group, protecting them and collectively sharing the joy of 
carnival.  
 
A new middle-class phenomenon has been developing recently among young women, who 
wine almost exclusively between themselves. This is ironically named “wine as a sandwich” 
and describes women lined up who wine “on de back” among themselves. This change is 
explained by young generation of female players as a way to protect them from male 
importunity. In fact, as I will explain in Paragraph 5, it seems that the recent attitude of young 
men dancers is more obstinate and less respectful to the woman’s will while they are winin’. 
While I was at a dinner with women of different generations, there was a debate between the 
ladies in their twenties and the senior women. The latter could not understand why the girls 
had to protect themselves while dancing winin’ among themselves. For them if the dance is 
not appreciated it was enough to create a distance by looking at the man, as I have described 
above, in order to let him understand their refusal. The younger women responded that 
today’s young men (when drunk) persist even under this condition and try to oblige them to 
dance even when this is not welcomed nor desired. “Winin’ as a sandwich” is however 
ambiguous: for the young ladies it provides a source of security, because they dance among 
their girlfriends, but for many of the senior dancers it could constitute a suggestion of 
lesbianism that would intrigue the male harassers even more. 
 
In this section I have described the dynamic of dancing in couples and in groups while 
parading Mas’. I have outlined the importance of the gaze in both situations. In the first case, 
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it reveals the rejection or acceptance of the partner, while in the second, it demands security, 
support and sharing with the groups the dancers are frequenting.  
 
4.3.4 Wine as a Creole practice and the “chutney wine” 
 
“When I was growing up [in the 1960s], just negroes were winin’. Now you see East Indians 
doing it. Everything now is about Jamette and wine wine! This before was an African ting!”. 
This was a whispered statement made by Danielle during a collective interview with six other 
ladies (2015). She evokes her memories of the 1960s, when she was a child, where she linked 
the dance of winin’ to groups of women of African descent women who were playing Mas’ in 
shorts, as was shown in Photo 8 in Chapter 2.  
 
Winin’, as I described in this chapter, has its origins in the time of slavery, and is linked to 
the Jamette society. The Trinidadian ethnomusicologist and calypsonian Hollis Liverpool (14 
02 2011, Newsday TT) quoted the historian Edward Long’s description (1774) of the hip 
gyration made by a working class “carnival woman”: “In her paces she exhibits a wonderful 
address, particularly the motion of her hips and steady position of the upper part of her person 
[…] they twist and move their joints.”.  
The specific “hip gyration” that I have described in the sections above refers to Creole and 
naturalized general soca music, and it can be differentiated from the hip movements of the 
East Indian-Trinidadian chutney soca (cf. infra) music, which is always broadcast during 
carnival.  
 
Despite the prime goal of soca music to be a blend between the Afro and Indo descent 
rhythms, soca, it maintained a reference mainly for the Afro creole population. For this 
reason, in the 1990s, a correlated music genre derived from soca on East Indians rhythms was 
created: the “Chutney soca” (Guilbault 2007a). The term “chutney” refers to the sweet and 
spicy pickles used as a condiment in Indian cuisine (Dudley 2004). When I refer to a kind of 
winin’ as “chutney wine”, I specifically reference the gyration performed with the chutney 
soca genre. The term “chutney wine” is a definition which makes explicit the differences 
between winin’ to soca music and winin’ to chutney soca music. As I previously showed, the 
national construction of carnival, was originally based on the Creole narrative, which started 
to be challenged and discussed by the East Indian narrative: “Who tell yuh Indian cyah wine? 
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(Photo 13) (Independent Carnival Magazine 2000: 13) is the title of an article on the Carnival 
Magazine of the 2000. Winin’ is taken as a sign of belonging to the national carnival practice, 
and appropriating wine for the East Indian descendants was a claim to public recognition in 
the national representation of the country.  
 
Photo 13: Carnival Time 2000, published by The Independent Carnival Magazine, p.13. 
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The winin’ dance in chutney soca is slightly different to that found in soca (which is 
established a priori as a Creole form). Here the rotation is double: dancers rotate at the hips 
and at the belly, moving in a spiral that engages the lower and the upper body (mainly the 
shoulders and the arms), in a manner similar to the dances seen in Bollywood movies 
(Maharaj 2010). When in a group, chutney wine is danced among family members without a 
strict scheme for positioning the performers, who could be located at the sides, face to face, 
or with one partner at the back of another as can be seen in Photo 14. On the contrary, the 
Creole wine, if danced among family members, is strictly at the sides. 
 
Photo 14: Winin' to chutney music, Carnival Tuesday, Trinidad, 2014. 
 
Winin’, in both the chutney soca and soca contexts, is intimate (whether danced individually 
or as a couple) and collective. Facial expressions and eye contact form part of the body-
dance, and, to an extent, parody it. The movements and expressions usually highlight the 
feelings of the person dancing. Sexuality is not part of the dynamic, even if there is a 
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grotesque simulation of it during carnival. Sexual encounters can be initiated in verbal 
exchanges during the dances or right after, but the dance itself is not –despite the media 
misrepresentation which leads to misunderstanding on the part of many foreign tourists – a 
subversive dynamic linked to sexuality. 
 
I will continue in Paragraph 5 with my analysis of the dance winin’ describing the changes of 
the registers of engendering space among dancers as a result of the influence of Jamaican 
music.  
 
 
5. A challenge to spatial configuration: “Jamaicanization”  
 
When I was younger [in the 1970-80s] there was not a stronger American influence,  
it was Jamaican!  
Charles, Trinidad, 2014. 
 
  
5.1 The arrival of Jamaican entertainment in Trinidad  
      A social change 
 
In terms of musical production, Trinidadian calypso music was, until the end of the 1960s, 
the most influential music genre on a national and a pan-Caribbean level (English-speaking 
Caribbean). Jamaican music was strongly influenced by Trinidad: in the 1930s Jamaica 
produced ska and mento music, but calypso was the ruling genre. With the arrival of Bob 
Marley as an international phenomenon (in the 1970s and 1980s), reggae was brought to the 
world stage and began to replace calypso on an international level.  
 
The Jamaican influence led to musical and cultural changes in Trinidad. In the 1990s the 
Jamaican dancehall genre emerged, and, according to all of my interlocutors, challenged and 
modified the popular dance of winin’ and the gendered interactions related to it. Trinidadian 
DJs, for example Dr Hyde played Jamaican music such as reggae, ska, rocksteady and 
Jamaican dancehall at private parties. “We were imitating Jamaicans,” (2015), Justin, a 
Trinidadian man in his late thirties, told me, remembering his adolescence during that period. 
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This “Jamaicanization”, to use a word I heard regularly in the field, was initially embodied by 
only one segment of the population. It was considered a “lower-class musical genre” 
nationally, and it was listened and danced to mainly by the Afro-Trinidadian population.  
 
In the same decade, thanks to a few Trinidadian businessmen and DJ broadcasters, who 
influenced Caribbean music selection even in the Diaspora, dancehall music and culture 
started to spread to the Trinidadian upper and middle class and was played and danced to at 
“exclusive parties”. The term “exclusive parties” links, as my interlocutors emphasized to 
me, with the now all-inclusive, and therefore financially exclusive, carnival system (Cf. 
Chapter 2). The DJ Chinese Laundry was central to the popular rise of Jamaican dancehall: 
he actually converted a laundry in Downtown Port of Spain into a DJ store. Some of my 
interlocutors, playing with the typical Trinidadian double entendre, think that that name was 
mischievously alluding to the illegal act of “laundering” money, leading listeners to wonder 
about the DJ’s wealth. This personality controlled at the time the production and sale of 
dancehall’s new songs from Jamaica. He had new technology which was not available to his 
competitors, and dancehall music started to be broadcast on national radio.  
 
When it was first produced in Jamaica, the dancehall genre celebrated a “culture of 
resistance” (Stolzoff 2000: 82) which originated in the Jamaican working-class, post-
independence discontent and challenged the legitimacy of the elites who led the country in 
the 1960s-1970s. The Jamaican dancehall culture symbolizes the voice of the local rebellious 
youth movement that inverted the moral codes of the Jamaican middle-class governing 
speech, behavior and courtship. This youth movement lead to the rise of gang violence which 
is summarized in the epithet “rude boys” (Stolzoff 2000: 164). In Trinidad, this music and its 
culture reached a mainstream audience, becoming part of popular culture and popular 
entertainment. Dancehall was normalized on the radio, becoming a dominant form of music 
in the country: “It completely transformed the face of youth” Yash, a Trinidadian man in his 
fifties (2014), emphasized, referring to the change he noticed in the younger generations in 
the matter of dance and social attitudes.  
 
In 2002, the Trinidadian calypso singer Singing Sandra presented the song National Pride at 
the Calypso Monarch contest of the same year, accusing Trinidad of accepting musical and 
cultural Jamaican “colonization”, even for its national events (Charters 2009; Huges-Thafen 
2006). Locally, the word “colonization” is used by people in a provocative manner, even in 
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general discussions, in order to express an imposition of standards and external or 
imperialistic habits to be emulated. It is worth noting, however, that during the period when 
the Jamaican dancehall influence started to be part of the Trinidadian music scene, the Bikini 
and Beads form of Trinidadian carnival started to be exported to Jamaica in the Uptown area 
of the capital of Kingston, where Trinidadian soca music and carnival became part of the 
expression of the Jamaican middle-class (Cooper C. 1995). This phenomenon continues 
today. 
 
Nowadays, when dancehall music is played in Trinidadian clubs, people appropriate “rude 
boy” dancehall imagery, changing their postures and facial expressions while dancing. The 
dancefloors are staged differently outside the carnival season when local soca music is 
played. They are usually dark, with only one source of light in the middle of the dance floor. 
Groups of young men rarely dance; women take the spotlight. Dancehall music monopolizes 
radio broadcasts as soon as the carnival season finishes. This, according to my interlocutors, 
could be one of the reasons the popular way of dancing winin’ has changed, and along with it 
the associated gender relations even within soca music and carnival.  
 
5.2 The new display of gender relations. Different configurations of gendered spacing  
 
Dance in carnival embodies the carnival rule and rejects power, social domination, and, in the 
case of winin’, the norms of relations between the genders and groups. During carnival, a 
short-term inversion of hierarchies occurs before the subsequent restoration of powers. The 
streets of carnival belong to women, who can claim this space through dance during the 
carnival parade. However, as one man in his sixties I spoke with in a rum shop in 2015 
highlighted, day-to-day norms are soon restored: “You said women?! [here he turned around, 
looking for a woman] You see them just in carnival!”. His gesture emphasized the lack of 
women within the rum shop (even though the location is a locally defined “men area”), and 
affirmed that the short-term visibility of women in carnival has not changed the male-
centered society. The introduction of Jamaican dancehall culture in the 1990s, as I mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph, has changed the Trinidadian codes of winin’, particularly for the 
younger generations. As the performance of the dance has adapted to this new influence, the 
way in which space is defined within the dance, and the gender relations which influence this, 
have adapted as well. This has changed the nature of space in carnival for the women of 
Trinidad. 
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“Trinidadian women are famous in the Caribbean for being arrogant with a strong sense of 
themselves, they are definitely not subservient women” Jeren, a male dancer in his twenties, 
affirmed when talking about the attitude of Trinidadian women towards men (2014). Winin’ 
in a couple, as I outlined earlier in this chapter, defines a gendered space. The partner in front 
is testing the partner behind and leading the dance and is usually in a heteronormative 
dynamic with the woman. However, with the intervention of Jamaican music and the 
proliferation of dancehall music videos, Trinidadians in their twenties have adopted dancehall 
norms, which disorientates older dancers. As can be seen in Photo 15, the dancing position 
introduced with Jamaican dancehall opposes the typically Trinidadian vertical position; the 
woman can bend her back at a right angle with the ground or can place her head down 
between her legs. 
 
Photo 15: Bent wine, Carnival Monday, POS -Savannah Park, 2012. 
 
This movement can be self-conducted or led by the man. The gender spacing seen in the 
winin’ dynamic is shattered as the head is lowered to a position horizontal to the ground.  
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With just a few changes in the organization of the space, despite the fact that the central 
gyration of hips is retained, the gender relations and female agency are transformed. As long 
as the dance is vertical, the woman in front is the one who makes the choices on the dance 
floor, granting her partner (having tested his ability) permission to continue the dance and 
therefore to “join” her space. When the woman bends, control switches to the man, who can 
take charge of the space. Moreover, the Jamaican dancehall figure of the “rude boy” and “the 
slackness woman” (his female counterpart), who are portrayed during dancehall 
performances, have been integrated into Trinidadian culture and can be seen during in the 
winin’ dance, not just when performed to dancehall music, but also to Trinidadian carnival 
soca music. The incorporation of Jamaican dancehall is not just changing the Trinidadian 
style of winin’, but is modifying the constitution of gendered space and ownership that it 
provides publicly specifically during the carnival parade.  
 
In Trinidad, the original icon of rebellion was the black lower-class society of Jamette (cf. 
Chapter 3). From the 1990s, this anarchic national figure started to be replaced by the 
Jamaican “skettle”, and adopted the meaning of a prostitute or a woman who loses her 
morals. This female archetype has now replaced the complex local figure of the Jamette, who 
openly symbolized female rebellion displayed during carnival. On the carnival streets, one 
can now observe a mix of generational registers in the practice of winin’: the old-fashioned 
wine, where the woman assesses the man, with a new element where she voluntarily bends, 
displaying feminine independence and rebellion as she teases the man while deciding whether 
to accept the dance. However, one can also observe women being led into the bend by their 
partner as happens in Jamaican dancehall, a move which is happening more often, and which 
implies her obligation to follow his instructions.  
 
Alongside this new male-led move, women in Trinidad have noticed a change in gender 
relations during carnival. Cara, a Trinidadian woman in her twenties told me about her 
experience of being harassed by impatient male partners while winin’ by herself, as they did 
not want to undergo the testing dynamic of the dance: “Men changed, you know?! They think 
to wine on you if you play lonely” (2014). With Cara’s statement is clear how the previous 
new technique explained above of “winin’ as a sandwich” among women is used in order to 
avoid being alone and thus preventing possible harassment. 
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During my research, I noticed a generational difference between the younger generation, 
currently in their twenties, and the narratives of older female interlocutors who were in their 
twenties in the 1980s. Criminality and insecurity in the country reached high levels right after 
the coup d’état (1990) (Yelvington 1995) and the high presence of women in carnival started 
to be perceived differently. According to the narratives I collected, thirty years ago it was not 
alarming for women to get lost in the parade or to continue their carnival parade with new 
“carnival partners” (players met during carnival, who were essentially strangers and 
associated with only during the carnival parade). On the contrary, over the last twenty years, 
and especially in the period of my fieldwork, middle class women who play Mas’ needed to 
stay and dance in their group, usually exclusively female, in order to defend themselves from 
unwanted masculine insistence.  
 
According to male dancers, the bending action of the leading partner changed the gender 
dynamic of the dance completely, and therefore the dynamic of contending for a gendered 
space. They have the impression that bending a woman allows them to “have access”, as 
some put it, to the couple dynamic without the danger of being rejected: “The female is now 
prostate to the man without a test. She became a spectacle in order to amuse men” Yash 
stated (2014). For them, the same situation is reflected while dancing Mas’ on the street.  
In Yash’s statement the woman, who gained her agency through the dance, is becoming ever 
more a spectacle for the men. I have observed that on the occasions where younger dancers 
wine together or by themselves there is a further change in the gender relation. Young men 
reduce their participation by standing and observing women winin’. “Most of men don’t wine 
on anybody in a fete. They get pleasure in being voyeuristic and seeing women on display” 
was asserted by a journalist who wrote an article about winin’ in 2016 (Sunday Guardian, 21 
02 2016). It seems that female agency and self-assertion totter as soon she becomes the object 
of the male gaze (cf. Chapter 4).  
This relationship between visibility and female self-assertion recalls the historic and 
contemporary criticism on the figure of the Jamette, described in Chapter 3, where this 
female figure was criticized because she was laughing, bold and bossy. I recall here Cloe's 
(cf. Chapter 3) statement on the Jamette behavior which is enacted by women while winin’: 
“Men hate Jamettes because are scared of their voices and their boldness. Because women are 
not supposed to speak; they are supposed to be visible!” (2014). Even according to her, 
visibility tends to objectify the women players, silencing them. 
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To these assumptions are added the problematic propaganda of the appealing “carnival 
women”, a way of representing the local female masqueraders, who have become one of the 
main carnival images designed to attract tourists. The configuration of space for the 
individuals navigating carnival has increased in complexity as these meanings and 
representations are juxtaposed with the needs and desires of the female dancers. The carnival 
is the women’s opportunity to invert the gender norms which deny them safe access to space, 
but this freedom is under threat from the new masculine gendered behaviors which are 
becoming acceptable in the carnival parade. As I mentioned in Chapter 2, in response to this 
situation, carnival bands have proposed female-only sections, where just women can take part 
in the parade. This, according to the female sectionleaders I have talked to, is needed 
explicitly in order to avoid the harassment of random men who use the parade just to access 
the women masqueraders.  
 
In this paragraph, I have explained the change of body register due to the influence of 
Jamaican dancehall dance. I conclude this chapter by questioning the action of creating space, 
and the sense of ownership, power, and pleasure which arises from winin’ in carnival 
individually. 
 
 
6. The ownership of a space  
 
While winin’ on the streets in carnival,  
we are playing the game of affirmation!  
Adana, Trinidad, 2015.  
 
Mas’ on a macro level and its dance of winin’ on the micro one allow participants to “show 
your motion” as a way to create a spectacular social existence (individually and as a 
community) through the use of corporality. According to my interlocutors, taking part in the 
parade and dancing in Mas’ on the streets is a way of defining and asserting a narrative of the 
self through the body.  
Liz, a Trinidadian woman in her thirties, explained how the dance of winin’ in carnival, when 
danced individually, creates a feeling of independence: “I can still exist without having 
somebody to let me exist or support me, I can enjoy my self by myself” (2014). Winin’ 
individually is a way of declaring an emotional and corporeal independence from the 
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construction of family or couple life, in defiance of the paternalism of the patriarchal 
Trinidadian society. In this specific case, the sense of dependency of women on the 
masculine partner, usually more common for women of the middle class, is metaphorically 
rejected by the choice to dance without the presence of a love partner or husband during 
Mas’, where usually married couples play Mas’ separately in different carnival bands. Winin’ 
has become a tool which women can use to determine and define personal space in the crowd 
of Mas’: “where human beings are like sardines and the movement is like the ocean, you 
have to navigate with rhythm! As a woman, you are circumscribing your space with your 
waist”, according to Magdala, Trinidadian woman and dancer in her forties (2014). Magdala 
highlights the relationship between the individual action of defining a space and the 
collective performance of Mas’. Her space is formed through her individual dance, as part of 
the massive crowd of participants in Mas’.  
 
Mas’ allows for the possibility, through masquerading and parading on the urban public 
roads, for participants to create or to define a personal and communitarian space. The 
dynamics of winin’, described earlier in this chapter, are reflected in the macro dimensions of 
participation in Mas’. In the contemporary, popular Bikini and Beads form of Mas’, space is 
not just created but contested in a game of temporal gender “supremacy”, evoking the term 
used by Olu at the very beginning of this chapter while describing the dance of winin’ 
comparing it with the children’s song.  
Mas’ provides the freedom to each single player to create a new and personal inner-space, but 
male and female players contest and compete for the same physical space. “Perhaps this 
becomes a battle for dominance decided by who can invoke the sweetest pleasure [in the 
carnival dance]. The battle of domination is much more a provocation of skills” (2016) added 
Richard, who shared his personal experience while dancing in carnival.  
The spaces created by the individual players are contested in a system of mutual control over 
movement, as dancers compete to please themselves and their carnival partners, and vice 
versa.  
 
“Domination” implies an exercise of power (bell hooks 1984), which in this case brings 
pleasure, and is based on asserting will through body movements, and in the mutual game of 
leading the dance and following it. The pleasure which empowers the individual is situated in 
the determination of space and in her/his freedom to choose when to share that space with 
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other people in the carnival or when to enjoy it individually. I use “empowerment” to refer to 
an interpersonal domain of power, demarcated by self-definition and self-spacing. The “self” 
I am referring to is not autonomous; rather, it is linked to increased self-esteem and a sense of 
self-value thanks to the relation between the individual and the collective (Collins 2000), as 
reflected in the dynamics of Mas’. According to Wendell Manwarren, one singer from the 
rapso group 3Canal I interviewed: “carnival is the time of resistance and affirmation of the 
self […] where the I become the We” (2014) where self-affirmation is dependent on the 
community, on the collective practice of spacing during carnival.  
According to bell hooks (1984), struggles for “domination” became a principal issue for the 
middle class where, generally speaking, the strength of the dominant power is confronted in 
the desire for equity. In Trinidad, there have been historically other examples of groups 
affirming their existence through carnival, such as the Jamette way of playing Mas’ 
introduced by the working class. Paradoxically, thanks to a carnivalesque inversion, female 
players are adopting (consciously or unconsciously) the Jamette gestures in the act of 
affirming a personal agency through the winin’ dance performed in carnival, which allows 
them to portray an inverted sense of womanhood. 
 “In carnival, and while winin’, you are sensually engaging a space. Mas’ is for me, so I don’t 
like people stick on me. Mas’ is for me. Ok, I take a little wine, a piece of the song, not even 
the entire song but then leave me alone. It’s all about my space” (2014) Sidney, a Trinidadian 
female professional dancer, who has played Mas’ since she was a child, explained to me. Her 
use of the word “sensual” sought to give a sense of her voluntary mischievous and 
voluptuous dance, however she confirms by repeating more times that the priority in taking 
part in Mas’ is to define and assert her own space. The feeling of empowerment by the female 
players in the Bikini and Beads Mas’ is linked to the control of the limited space of the 
carnival itself. Mas’ and, on a micro scale, winin’, both follow the rules of the school song 
and game Show me your Motion. Participating in carnival, and particularly in the motions of 
the winin’ dance, allows players to control a gendered social space through controlling the 
body, and using it to demarcate a personal space. As mentioned above, the sense of pleasure 
(Lorde 1984; Morgan 2015) in playing Mas’ is generated by the control of this self-defined 
space. Following this interpretation, I argue that the pleasure felt by female carnival 
participants is one of the fundamental ways in which the carnival subverts norms, and the 
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pleasure affirmed by the female participants can be interpreted as a strategy of resistance for 
those subjugated in a “macho”49 society. 
During the carnival parade in 1985, a journalist (Boyke, Trinidad Carnival Magazine, 1985) 
wrote about the women in Mas’: “Those women were delivering what must easily be the 
most blatant, and by far the least subtle, sexual statement yet to be chorused in a road march 
[...] so in our macho society the woman in ’85 has once again proclaimed her sovereignty”. 
The “sovereignty” referenced by the journalist corresponds to the sense of control the women 
players discussed with me during my field research.   
 
Women in Mas’ winin’ on the streets of the main cities determine a space from the bottom 
up, thanks to carnival’s temporary commitment to the inversion of attitudes. Where are these 
middle-class women parading and winin’ in their “skimpy bikinis”, as people in Trinidad 
say? The carnival parade of Town passes through two adjacent districts of the capital: Saint 
James and Woodbrook, and crosses from Down-town to Up-town Port-of-Spain. These areas 
are the location of the main office district where many of the women Pretty Mas’ players may 
work. They parade on the main roads of the city in front of police officers, the administrative 
center and churches where they are expected to worship every Sunday. In so doing, they 
reject these historically colonial and repressive places, which symbolize the structures of 
society; they are rebelling against the system the buildings represent, as the Jamette society 
did at the beginning of carnival.  
 
From a macro perspective, claiming and appropriating, even if only temporarily, this space 
follows the carnivalesque inversion of festive and workday duties for both male and female 
participants (Riggio 2004). On the micro level, women, as the major players, are occupying 
and constantly renegotiating their intimate and spectacular gendered space, in a collective 
experience made mainly of other women participants, in relation to male players and the 
audience.  
 
In this chapter I have framed and detailed the dynamic players engage in while parading and 
dancing in Mas’. I detailed the complexity of the dance players and how it develops when 
danced in groups, in couples and individually.  
                                                        
49 Locally Trinidadians use the term “macho” in order to define the patriarchal leadership.  
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In the next and final Chapter, I will describe the controversial management of Mas’ as a 
tourist attraction and I detail the creation of the costumes and life in the designers’ ateliers. 
 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
In this chapter I outlined the embodied sense of determining and showing an affirmation of 
space through the act of taking part at the parade and its dance.  
I argue that to dance in Mas’ means to determine a space where the players are free to portray 
themselves and, when desired, to share the space with other players or dancers. 
Each Traditional character has a specific dance to enact while parading, whereas in the 
contemporary Mas’, players mainly move in the same dance, called winin’.  
 
I continue the chapter by describing the role of soca music in carnival and its relation with 
winin’ dance. While dancing and parading a player engenders a personal and a 
communitarian representation where it becomes a spectacle. Since players are mainly 
women, I address this study to players in general and to gender issues.  
I describe in detail the different movements of winin’, its various ways of gyrating the hips, 
using the hands and the gaze of the performers that could be displayed based on the different 
intentions of the dancer and the different forms of soca music that are listened to during 
carnival.  
 
I explain the role of the dancer when wine is danced face to face with a partner and, on the 
contrary, how agency changes when the dancers turn and start to wine one “on de back” of 
the other. Here I detail the importance of the gaze in the dynamic of the dance and how it 
defines feelings of acceptance or rejection during the dance together.  
 
Winin’ is conceived by women who dance individually as a source of self-empowerment 
where the female dancer does not depend on her family’s or partner’s will and allows herself 
to enjoy and affirm her individual assertion. Conversely, when it is danced in a couple, wine 
is conceived as a gambit in the act of ironically playing gender dominance. In this case, the 
male partner conceives the dance in a couple as a test of manhood based on the pleasure of 
the female counterpart while dancing.  
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I continue with the analysis of winin’ while parading and dancing in a group, which could be 
a mixed group or a female-only one. Here I show the importance of the group in playing Mas’ 
and winin’ since it is a source of protection and of collective sharing.  
 
I subsequently describe the changes in embodied gender registers in the dance due to the 
influence of Jamaican dancehall music and I show how the game relations between gender 
dominance could change across generations. 
 
I conclude by analyzing individual winin’ conceived as a tool to define a personal and 
relational space toward different dancers and locations where the parade takes place. Winin’ 
is conceived as a way to play a temporary gender “supremacy” during the carnival inversion. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 
The organization of Mas’. 
Carnival band, mascamp and creation of the costumes 
 
 
“What do I have to do?” I asked Masman F.  
He answered: “Feel the belly”  
 
Trinidad, 2015. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In this last chapter I will discuss the management of Mas’, the organization of work in a 
carnival band and the creation of the costumes. I will start by explaining the debate which 
takes place each year among costume technicians, band and section leaders, and the more 
passionate players who closely follow the evolution of carnival and who participate in the 
public debates about carnival held in Trinidad. 
  
I will reduce the range of the discussion about the management of Mas’ from a general debate 
among bandleaders and costume technicians to a more specific analysis of the organization of 
the carnival bands. I describe how the managers and the workers feel about their work 
creating the Bikini and Beads costuming genre, and I continue my analysis of observations I 
made while collaborating on building Small and Big costumes at a mascamp. Based on the 
knowledge I gained while working with the band and with Masman F, I describe different 
techniques used to create the costumes, in particular to create effective Big costumes to be 
performed on stage and on the streets during the parade.  
 
I will also address the contributions of players from the Trinidadian Diaspora who travel to 
Trinidad each year in order to play Mas’. As I have outlined in this thesis, almost half of the 
Bikini and Beads players in Trinidad are from the Diaspora. This category of players is the 
main target of the marketing of the Bikini and Beads Mas’ of the large bands in Town. I will 
show how the debate about Mas’ has transformed from a national discourse to an 
international one, and how locally, in Trinidad, people discuss the evolution of Mas’ in terms 
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of an income source nationally and transnationally. I will explore how this monetary 
approach sits alongside the concept of Mas’ as the representation of the country on an 
international stage through globally performed West Indian carnivals.  
 
I will finish by analyzing a key debate among masmen and other creative craftsmen involved 
in designing and making carnival costumes (both Small costumes of different styles and Big 
costumes): their wish for a radical change of aesthetic and performance which steers Mas’ 
away from the dominating Bikini and Beads form. I finish the chapter with an example of a 
non-Bikini and Beads band, which I use to illustrate how, despite their different costumes, the 
dynamic of dependency between players and their desire for visibility remain unchanged.  
 
Past Studies and New Directions  
 
There are numerous and exhaustive studies on the management of Mas’. General 
management and its links with diasporic festivals has been a particularly fertile field of 
investigation, which has resulted in many published studies. Nurse (1996; 1999; 2004a; 
2004b), Ho and Nurse (2005), Burke (2008; 2014), Rogers (1990) and Tull (2005), among 
others, have written on carnival policies and its economic and political management. Many 
studies focus on diasporic festivals in situ, and describe festivals in West Indian immigrant 
communities, for example Riggio (2004), Scher (2003), Capelleveen (1992) and Manning 
(1983). 
 
However, the literature is lacking detailed studies on the impact of the Diaspora on the 
carnival scene in Trinidad. I argue that this is an important line of inquiry in relation to the 
impact on the Trinidadian carnival of the diasporic players who come annually to Trinidad 
and leave right after carnival, because it influences the direction of the Mas’ management and 
costuming. A further gap in the literature is the lack of ethnographic detailing of carnival 
costumes, Big and Small, from the perspective of the creators. While there are several 
academic articles written by masmen who describe their personal work in the conception of 
Mas’ (Minshall 2013; Chang 2004), general studies of costuming (about non-Traditional 
carnival masquerades) are less prevalent.  
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This chapter hopes to take some initial steps towards documenting the creation of the 
costumes and the related debate among costumers and bandleaders about the management of 
Mas’.  
 
2. Diaspora and Mas’ in Trinidad 
 
 
 
Trinidad is a cross world where people come and go 
 
Uncomfortable. The Art of Christopher Cozier  
(by Richard Fung 2005 DOC). 
 
 
 
Photo 1: Entrance of one Mascamp in Toronto, Canada, in 2013. The Trinidadian flag is attached alongside the 
headpieces of the section. 
 
The Caribbean states have the largest diasporic communities in the world in proportion to 
their population (Nurse 2004a). Trinidad has had several waves of emigration in its history, 
the largest of which occurred at the beginning of the twentieth century. The USA had a 
presence on Trinidadian soil from the nineteenth century, while it was still a British colony, 
through asphalt and oil extraction companies. During World Wars I and II, Trinidad was one 
of the American army bases in the Caribbean. Trinidadians, especially those of African 
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descent, faced the predicament of the USA offering greater freedom, and, against a backdrop 
of anti-British agitation, moved to the USA for skilled and unskilled job opportunities 
(Neptune 2007). After World War II and before Independence, the flow of Trinidadian 
emigration shifted towards the metropolises of Britain, and then back towards North America 
during the period of Independence and the presence of the Black Power movement in the 
1960s to 1970s. This latter shift was a result of disillusion with the post-Independence 
situation in Trinidad. During the 1980s and 1990s, higher levels of unemployment during the 
economic recession led many more Trinidadians, including those of East Indian descendent, 
to North America. These migrants were equipped for skilled jobs, and were looking for the 
upward mobility possible outside Trinidad (Guilbault 2007b). 
 
As I have already stated, from the 1990s, Trinidadian carnival started to become a worldwide 
business. The Caribbean Diaspora’s festivals adopted the Trinidadian carnival as 
representative of a pan-Caribbean pride, which provided a sense of belonging (Nurse 1999). 
As I have already described in previous chapters, the NCC, National Carnival Committee, a 
semiautonomous corporation which interacts with the government in Trinidad, recognized 
carnival as a viable national and international commercial enterprise (Scher and Green 2007; 
Aching 2002). The NCC stipulated international exchanges between Trinidad and the West 
Indian Diaspora in terms of performance experiences and knowledge between masmen, 
musicians and investors (Ho and Nurse 2005; Burke 2008 and 2014). The overseas carnivals 
depend on collaboration with the Trinidadian carnival for promotion and assistance (Rogers 
1990). The NCC’s objective was to expose the world to Trinidadian carnival through 
marketing and promotion, achieving not just economic benefits (Tull 2005), but boosting the 
national morale inside and outside the country (Green 2005).  
 
The Trinidadian carnival has been “exported” to about 80 cities around the world (Johnson 
2017; SCBD 2006). Initially imagined as a nation-building enterprise post-Independence, 
from the 1990s carnival was reorganized with business incentives and private 
entrepreneurship (Guilbault 2007b). Moreover, the Trinidadian masquerade seen in the main 
West Indian Diaspora’s festivals has been adopted by other Caribbean islands, such as 
Antigua, Saint Vincent and Grenada, as the model used for local festivals, even where they 
are not connected with the carnival season. This phenomenon can also be seen in Jamaica and 
Barbados (Rogers 1990).  
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Trinidad carnival’s status as an international tourist attraction was given an additional boost 
by the development of more affordable and accessible transportation options; in the 1990s, 
direct flights from London to Port of Spain (Gmelch 2003: 11) became available. During my 
fieldwork in 2015, some Trinidadian friends based in Canada and the USA told me that 
Caribbean Airlines was offering tickets for just a few hundred US dollars right before the 
carnival season that year.  
 
The Pretty Mas’ Bikini and Beads form is the main costuming masquerade practiced at 
festivals outside Trinidad. It presents “exoticism” (cf. Chapter 4) as a recognizable symbol of 
carnival and provides an exportable form of national pride and customs; the costumes seen at 
the international festivals, both Big and Small, are created using the same techniques as at 
Trinidad’s carnival.  
 
However, despite the representational similarities between Trinidad Mas’ and the carnivals of 
the Diaspora (see Photos 2 and 3) they are different events with different rules guiding the 
performances (NCBA 2007). In London’s West Indian festival, for example, the music 
played at the parade is not just soca, as in Trinidad, but Jamaican reggae, dancehall and dub, 
while in Brooklyn the Haitian kompa, Latin American salsa, Puerto Rican reggaeton, and 
Brazilian maracatu percussion can be heard alongside soca.  
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Photo 2: Toronto Caribana 2017, Bikini and Beads 
Mas’ from above (©Gerard Richardson). 
Photo 3: Trinidad carnival 2008, Bikini and Beads 
Mas’ from above (©Alamy Stock Photo). 
 
While I have helped in the construction of Big costumes with a West Indian band in Canada, 
the focus of this chapter will not be on the performance of Mas’ in the Diaspora or a 
discussion of Trinidadian as a West Indian ethnoscape (a group identity that goes beyond 
territorial limits; Appadurai [1996] 2005). Moreover, I will not be discussing in detail the 
globalized flux of industrial culture as it manifests in West Indian festivals all over the world, 
and nor will I focus on the virtual and digital participation of the Diaspora and locally-based 
Trinidadians in Mas’. These are interesting and important topics associated with Trinidadian 
carnival and the Diaspora and more on them can be found in the works of Riggio (2004), 
Green and Scher (2007), Scher (2003) and Browne (2013).  
 
Instead, I will focus in this chapter on Trinidadian management of Bikini and Beads Mas’, 
which targets traveling players from the Diaspora, and the traveling masmen who create Big 
costumes in situ and travel annually to diasporic festivals. I use the term “traveling” to evoke 
Clifford’s notion of traveling cultures (1992). For Clifford, the term “travel” carries two 
opposing values: one acts as a superficial synonym for tourism, and the other refers to 
exploration, research and the transformative power of encounters. Clifford stresses the 
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intersections of race, gender and class in the concept of “traveling”, noting that much travel 
literature is confined to a bourgeois activity, usually monopolized by a white male traveler. 
Diasporic displacement, for Clifford, is not the same as traveling, because it is not temporary 
(Clifford 1994). A Diaspora is formed of displaced people who feel, maintain, revive, and 
invent a connection with a prior home (ibid); it is defined by the recognition of their 
heterogeneity and diversity (S. Hall 1990).  
 
I have therefore coined the term “traveling players” to describe the diasporic players who 
attend Mas’ every year in Town (in Trinidad). These players are mainly middle class, first- 
and second-generation children of West Indian Trinidadians, who travel to Trinidad with the 
security and the privilege of an unconstrained passage to the country (Clifford 1992: 107). 
This category of Diaspora players has a transnational interdependence where short-term visits 
replace the permanent historical displacement of the Diaspora (Conway 2009). Players who 
travel to Trinidad from the Diaspora translate the emigrant’s attachment to their family’s 
home country and customs into a yearly vacation to Trinidad, and to other West Indian 
carnivals around the world. 
  
In the next paragraph, I focus on how, in Trinidad, carnival management has responded to the 
imagined needs of the diasporic traveling players of Mas’.  
 
 
 
3. Local visitors or local tourism 
 
 
 
Foreigner tourism and local tourism welcome in Trinidad 
 
Calypso Rose, introducing her concert  
in One Hand Don't Clap DOC (1991) USA by Kavery Dutta. 
 
 
 
“Do you play Mas’?” I asked Victoria and Anaya, two Trinidadian-Canadian players from 
Toronto in their forties, in 2014. “At least once a year!” they answered.  
 
It is common for traveling players like Victoria and Anaya to frequent more than one carnival 
in a year. I attended Canada’s Caribana carnival in Toronto for the first time in July 2013, and 
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New York’s West Indian carnival in Brooklyn one month later. At both of these international, 
pan-Caribbean festivals, I met some of the same players parading in both cities. The middle- 
and higher-income members of the West Indian community frequent not just the carnivals 
which take place near the cities where they live, but travel to carnivals around the world, 
including Trinidad.  
 
Calypso singers refer to traveling players as “local tourists” (Henry and Nurse 1996, quoted 
in Guilbault 2007b). The epigraph I used for this paragraph is a quote by the singer Calypso 
Rose, who welcomes both local and foreign tourists to her show. Konigsbruggen defines 
Trinidad Mas’ tourism as “tourism without tourists” (1997: 208). Following this last 
statement in Chapter 2 I introduced the term of “visible” tourism, referring to the category of 
overseas tourists, who are visibly foreign, in terms of their behavior and appearance. I have 
already argued that the majority of players of Pretty Mas’ Bikini and Beads in Town, are 
traveling players from the Diaspora.  
  
Trinidadian migrant communities worldwide maintain contact with their home country (Scher 
2007, Burke 2008) by visiting Trinidad at Christmas or for Carnival (Miller 1994). Masman 
D, a travelling Trinidadian masman of the OBG generation, stated: “most of my friends, I 
would say 80%, live abroad, we meet once a year for carnival here in Trinidad” (2014). For 
him, as a Trinidadian emigrant, carnival is the moment where his family and friends, who are 
displaced all over the world, can meet in person.  
 
Masman D’s story is not unusual, in fact 70% of the visitors at carnival in Trinidad are from 
the Diaspora; they make up almost the half of the players in the large bands of Town (Nurse 
2004a and 2004b). The other 30% of visitors are non-diasporic tourists, who are usually 
invited by the traveling players. However, while in Trinidad, I noticed that the definition of 
“tourist”, tout court, is given mainly to white tourists, whereas black American tourists, for 
example, are categorized at times as tourists because of their foreignness, and at other times 
as visitors because of their skin color. 
3.1 Bikini and Beads as a National and International Matrix 
 
“What you know abroad about Trinidad is Pretty Mas’ and that’s all! Women and bikinis! 
That’s what Mas’ is for people abroad! Nothing else” Dea, a black American player who 
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comes to Trinidad for a week every year to play carnival with her West Indian boyfriend told 
me (2014).  
 
In terms of costuming and performance, the Bikini and Beads masquerade can easily be 
reproduced by investors and players worldwide. Bikini and Beads Mas’ organization is 
discussed alongside soca music production on the island. The soca music industry and 
carnival, with its overseas festivals, have created an important income source for Trinidad 
(Grant 2008; SCBD 2006). Within the soca music industry, the titles of the most successful 
songs are designed to appeal to a more international audience, and therefore use less local 
jargon and fewer carnival motifs: “We try to re-package it for everyone. It has to be listened 
everywhere. The goal is to get the international appeal that crosses all cultures!” observed 
Marc (2014), a music promoter who works between the UK and Trinidad. Bikini and Beads 
design and production have responded similarly to the globalized reach of carnival. The 
transnational masmen I met echo Marc’s philosophy: they do not think of Mas’ as a seasonal 
phenomenon and wish to reproduce it all over the world throughout the entire year.  
 
The ease with which the Bikini and Beads Mas’ can be reproduced has led to its adoption by 
the younger members of the Trinidadian Diaspora. Valentine, a West Indian woman of 
Trinidadian origin in her late thirties who resides in Canada, told me in 2014: “I like the 
bikini costumes, I like the colors, and the Kings and Queens. The music is good, the 
atmosphere is happy, I like that!” I asked her what she thought about the traditional carnival, 
and she responded: “I’m not sure what traditional carnival is. I thought that [the Bikini and 
Beads form] was the traditional carnival.” When I described the full costumes of traditional 
carnival Valentine told me that she had never seen them. Valentine is one of the many 
diasporic players who, having seen only the Bikini and Beads style and Big costumes at 
international festivals, expect to play Bikini and Beads as soon as they travel to Trinidad. Her 
act of traveling, a mixture between a vacation and the diasporic discovery of family roots, 
combines the general experience of tourism that looks for an extra-ordinary experience 
provided by the vacational displacement, while keeping a reassuring action of maintaining 
some already known elements of their home towns (Borghi and Celata 2009). In this case, 
traveling players go to Trinidad in search of newness and at the same time expect to play the 
same Mas’ genre they already know in their countries (the Bikini and Beads Mas’ style).  
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While I was in Trinidad, I assisted at several informal debates between masmen and music 
promoters which addressed how Caribbean imagery worldwide is monopolized by Jamaican 
culture. According to Jerome:  
 
There is a strong imagery based on Bob Marley. The imagery is really well 
established. Trinidad cannot be defined like that. Trinidad has steel bands which 
people recognize, but those do not have strong imagery. Soca music and the imagery 
of excessive fetes and the color of the costumes, and winin’, could be the tools which 
give Trinidad a distinction. You know what the problem is? Trinidad is rich, based on 
oil. It does not invest enough in entertainment.  
(Jerome, 2014)  
 
Jerome, a music promoter who works nationally and internationally, is concerned that 
Jamaican motifs and icons recur (Cf. Chapter 5) in the imagery of Trinidad, as it is Trinidad’s 
main international competitor in terms of worldwide recognition and the definition of pan-
Caribbean imagery abroad. Jerome references the successful oil and gas industries in 
Trinidad, criticizing the state for recognizing these as economic entities in preference to fully 
exploiting the touristic potential of carnival. However, in contrast to Jerome, I argue that 
Trinidadian governmental organizations and private entities consistently invest in carnival 
forms of entertainment.  
 
When I was in Toronto in July 2014, a group of second-generation Trinidadians, born in 
Canada, talked with me about carnival in Trinidad, which they attend every year. Anaya 
stated that “when we go by our family’s homes we are looking for roti50 and doubles, and not 
for sushi fetes!” (2014). These traveling players were referencing, complainingly, the 
attempts in Trinidad to accommodate and appeal to international visitors rather than 
promoting local food and traditions. Anaya’s example was culinary: “sushi fetes” are events 
where foreign products such as strawberries, sushi and champagne are provided and 
advertised as delicacies. The carnival management in Trinidad responds to the maxim, which 
I heard several times while I was in the field, “foreigner is better”. This leads to the 
presentation of international elements as appealing and superior, and the belief that local 
products are inferior or not interesting enough. This is an element of the postcolonial self-
contempt I discussed in Chapter 3.  
 
                                                        
50 Roti, a Hindi word that means bread in Trinidad, is an East Indian dish (Fung 2012 DOC) that became one of 
the main national dishes in Trinidad. It is made by wrapping flat bread around chicken or channa (chickpeas) 
curry and aloo (potatoes). 
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I mentioned to the Trinidadian-Canadian group the existence of other, smaller fetes and Mas’ 
styles in Town and in the regional carnivals that could provide different experiences of 
carnival. They argued that their visit is a vacation, and only allows them enough time to 
experience the more pervasive Bikini and Beads Mas’ that they frequent every year at their 
homelands’ diasporic festivals. Eventually, despite their previous complaints, they accepted 
and agreed that they were part of the globalized aesthetic: “You know, it’s a vacation! You 
will meet people that you know; they haven’t seen you for a long time. And of course, you 
drink more and party longer, because it is a vacation!” (Victoria 2014). The excesses 
associated with carnival behavior are intensified in the short vacation periods that traveling 
players take in order to play carnival while visiting their families. 
According to the sociologist John Urry (1990) touristic consumption is mainly constructed on 
visuality where the landscapes, the festivals and the population become sites of pleasurable 
spectacles and experiences. In this case the combination of the carnivalesque excess and the 
touristic one maximizes the license of playfulness of both practices, the vacation and the 
carnival festival.  
 
For most of the traveling players, playing Mas’ in Trinidad is a way to connect with their 
families’ homeland: “it [the price of the costumes] has increased, but I don't mind paying it. 
This is unique, we are part of all of this. This is who we are, so why not?”, Sofia, a Canadian 
woman with Trinidadian roots, told me while having a break from the parade on Carnival 
Monday in POS (2015). Players from the Diaspora are prepared to spend any amount of 
money in order to experience their families’ heritage through the Bikini and Beads carnival. 
They are hoping to “feel at home” while playing in the large bands of Bikini and Beads Mas’. 
This is typical in members of a Diaspora who are looking for a connection with a prior home 
(Clifford 1994).  
 
The Bikini and Beads style of the large bands frequented by traveling players is viewed 
differently by local Trinidadians. Trinidadians who live in Trinidad join these bands to exhibit 
their social position as part of an economic elite (cf. Chapter 2), or to achieve anonymity. 
When Trinidadians seek to play anonymously, they prefer to join the sections that are 
composed of a majority of diasporic players, as it provides a shield against local gossip. The 
Bikini and Beads large bands can provide prestige for local Trinidadians, or can present an 
opportunity to be dispersed into an anonymous flood of visitors.  
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In the next paragraph, I will discuss the dualistic approach of the Trinidadian bandleaders, 
masmen and players, which becomes apparent in the debates about the local visitors (or 
traveling players) which take place in Trinidad. 
 
4. Dual attitude towards visitors 
 
Each year in Trinidad, during the carnival period, private and governmental associations 
organize public debates about the history of Mas’, in which subjects as diverse as gender, 
community participation and traditional masquerade are discussed. These discussions are 
usually held between local theorists of Mas’ and Mas’ players. I noted during my time in 
Trinidad that a dichotomy usually emerges when current carnival management is discussed: 
at times, the discussion displays progressive and neoliberal tendencies, and at other times it 
takes a conservative and protectionist tone. 
  
The neoliberal view is based on the commercial opportunities presented by carnival, and on 
strategies to export this element of Trinidad. The more conservative and protectionist 
perspective is based on a patriotic and nationalistic approach which perceives tourism as a 
continuation of Trinidad’s post-colonial or neocolonial servitude, and a new face on the 
island’s historical enslavement by a foreign power (Koningsbruggen 1997). As a result of 
these opposing opinions, a common debate in Trinidad is about how to build an export 
strategy that protects Trinidadian ownership of carnival, but also profits from it (Nurse 1996); 
Trinidadian rhetoric around carnival tries to simultaneously maintain a policy of exportation 
and of protectionism.  
 
In pursuit of the first goal, the commodification of all forms of Trinidadian carnival and their 
global reproduction throughout the year become tools to gain international recognition and 
affirmation. In Section 4.1, I will detail the managerial debate about representing Trinidad, 
and the experience of Mas’ as a touristic paradise. To achieve the second goal, the nationalist 
approach focuses on encouraging the local production of carnival and neglecting tourism. I 
will describe, in Section 4.2, local Trinidadians’ sense that they are exploited by their 
compatriots who collaborate with the traveling players and the representatives of the 
Diaspora.  
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4.1 “Trinidad is nice, is a paradise”: The Production of Tropical paradise 
 
The title of this paragraph is taken from the refrain of a Brother Valentino calypso song, “Dis 
Place Nice” (1975):  
 
You talk 'bout a place 
Where the people are carefree living 
It is such a place  
Of fun loving, spreeing and feting  
Tis the land where people 
Don't care if Ash Wednesday fall on Good Friday 
Man they love to struggle  
In this happy, go-lucky way  
[...] So the foreigner come for Carnival 
And he telling heself after he had a ball 
Trinidad is nice, Trinidad is a paradise… 
 
To live now is high  
Cost of living these days is the real thing  
The clothes that they buy  
To expensive parties they going  
They would leave their belly  
And buy clothes to go and waste down their body 
[...] Down town Frederick Street on Friday evening 
Is mas' and fashion parade you seeing 
Trinidad is nice, Trinidad is a paradise 
 
In the song, and particularly in the verses I have quoted here, two reasons Trinidad may be 
viewed as “a paradise” are described. First, Brother Valentino describes the “foreigner” 
enjoying carnival, where he “had a ball” and felt freed from the cares of life; the second verse 
takes an ironic tone, portraying the Trinidadians as “carefree” and “happy go-lucky”, as 
prepared to “leave their belly” (starve) to pursue their fashionable lifestyle.  
 
In this paragraph, I analyze the local construction of a paradise designed to give players “a 
ball”. Differently from other Caribbean countries that depend economically on tourism 
(Gmelch 2003), the myth of paradise to draw tourists has been incorporated very recently in 
Trinidad (Konisbruggen 1997). As part of this, the imagery of the tropical paradise has been 
adopted by the Bikini and Beads management. Brother Valentino’s expression, “to have a 
ball”, was repeated many times by the large band leaders. They view their players as in need 
of a place to escape to, and therefore provide the Bikini and Beads Mas’ experience as a form 
of joyful escapism.  
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“With Bikini and Beads Mas’ we are re-appropriating our own exoticism” Tina, a Trinidadian 
woman in her twenties affirmed (2016). She explained how the construction of paradise for 
tourists had been re-appropriated by local Trinidadians. If “appropriation” is evocative of the 
exploitative acts which result from the dualistic relation of the colonized and colonizer, of 
dominated and dominant groups (Kathleen and Plesh 2002; J. Young 2000), then the act of 
“re-appropriation” Tina describes suggests agency, and reverses colonial power relations. 
Local Trinidadian players represent themselves as they wish to be seen, continuing an 
adversarial postcolonial discussion against colonial appropriation, exploitation and 
misrepresentation of themselves (Dawes 1997; Pearce 2008 DOC). This is a common and 
serious topic of debate at the meetings of the carnival associations in Trinidad. In Tina’s 
discourse, the Bikini and Beads form, and carnival in general, from its post-independence 
expression, should represent a re-appropriation of a self-representation of a paradise where, 
instead of catering to tourists, Trinidadian players who live in the country “had a ball”.  
 
During a discussion in 2015 with Kevin, a Trinidadian man in his forties, I coined an 
expression that he often used after that conversation: “Trinis in Wonderland”, inspired by 
Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland (1865). “Trinis in Wonderland” are players, both local 
and from the Diaspora, who conceive Mas’ as a practice of escapism and denial, or are not 
aware of, local issues and the socio-political reality of the country. The expression reflects the 
oneiric imagery that is represented and advertised nationally and internationally, and the 
fantastical version of Trinidad which is embodied by both local and traveling players. In one 
example, Lionel, a diasporic Trinidadian who lives in New York, posted on my Facebook 
wall in winter 2013 with attached the image here below (Photo 4): “Two days of carnival is a 
mini utopia for me… an escape in my wonderland, no worries just pure fun and nuff wine 
with my crew”.  
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Photo 4: Posted on Facebook, on a personal wall, December 2013. 
  
Lionel experiences Trinidad’s carnival as a wonderland, reflecting a common feeling among 
traveling players who vacation in Trinidad. Photo 4 which Lionel posted is an example of the 
representation of carnival, and Pretty Mas’, nationally and internationally, as offering 
happiness, eternal youth and non-stop partying, which it portrays as part of the daily life of 
Trinidad. Contemporary Mas’ large bands capitalize on this desire to experience a 
wonderland and promise entertainment and amusement to players.  
 
The touristic construction of an imaginary is very common in all Caribbean islands. In most 
Caribbean countries, the plantation system was gradually replaced by tourism and correlated 
services, linking the countries with an imaginary paradise (Gmelch 2003; Strachan 2002). 
The picturesque paradise stemming from a colonial myth (Thompson K. 2007) became a 
product to sell. According to Ian Gregory Strachan (2002), who studies the relationship 
between the plantation system and contemporary tourism in the Bahamas, Bahamians 
embody the myth of the paradise for tourism. In this case, the majority of tourists are white 
and wealthy, and citizens of the Bahamas perform stereotypical smiley, festive personas in 
order to indulge the tourists’ expectations. 
  
The act of selling paradise in countries born under the plantation system evokes the historic 
exploitation and the servitude of the local population to an outsider. The condition of 
dependency and coerced labor is related to the impact of foreign tourism on the local 
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population. Studies on this topic include: Gmelch (2003), who studied Barbadian hotel 
workers and tourism services in Barbados; Strachan (2002), who analyzes the relation 
between the plantations and tourism in the Bahamas; and Colleen (1995), who studied the 
British Virgin Islands’ promotion of the country as an eroticized female body.  
 
What George Gmelch (2003) describes as the relationship of exclusivism and exclusion in 
Barbados’s all-inclusive hotels happens in a different context in Trinidad. According to the 
author, the all-inclusive hotels create a separate sphere, in which tourists do not need to have 
contact with locals or local production. In Trinidad, a similar situation happens in Bikini and 
Beads Pretty Mas’, where traveling players are isolated in their all-inclusive carnival bands 
and are unaware of the existence of other forms of Mas’. Gmelch (2003) further describes the 
privatization of beaches by hotel chains throughout the Caribbean, which makes them 
inaccessible to locals. In Trinidad, the large carnival bands annually privatize the streets of 
POS with their security systems. At carnival time in Trinidad, local and traveling players stay 
in hotels close to the Mas’ route in Town, in order to be more conformable and closer to the 
carnival events and fetes. The users of entertainment services are therefore not just foreigners 
and traveling players, but islanders who live further from the capital.  
 
In this section, I have described the construction of Mas’ in Trinidad as an escapist paradise 
for its players; in the next section I will detail the feeling of being exploited by the same 
cultural industry (Adorno and Horkheimer 1972).  
 
4.2 “Jean and Dinah”  
 
When I was in the field, the famous calypso song by Mighty Sparrow, “Jean and Dinah” 
(1956), was quoted several times by players and masmen:  
 
Jean and Dinah, Rosita and Clementina 
Round the corner posing,  
Bet yuh life something they selling  
And if yuh ketch dem broken 
Yuh could get them for nuttin 
Don’t make a row The Yankees gone and Sparrow take over now […] 
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The song refers to female prostitution around the American military base in Chaguaramas, in 
the west of Trinidad, during the Second World War (Koningsbruggen 1997). In the verse 
quoted above, “yuh ketch dem broken / yuh could get dem all for nuttin” refers to male 
Trinidadians’ revenge against the prostitutes, who had preferred the richer Americans to 
locals, but after the war and the departure of “The Yankees” were obliged to accept the lower 
rates provided by the locals. This verse has been interpreted by scholars as reflecting the 
installation of a patriarchal order where black manhood re-takes control over local female 
sexuality (Rohler 2004; Birth 2008). It has been understood as a form of masculine revenge 
through sexual and economic exploitation, in response to a masculine discourse which argues 
that the enslaved black man is diminished by their white masters’ masculinity and by their 
black female counterparts. They therefore use sexuality to indicate their power in order to not 
be subjugated by either group (Wallace 1978).  
 
During my time in the field, Mighty Sparrow’s lyrics were used in relation to the local 
production and management of Bikini and Beads bands who target traveling players, who, 
like the Yankees in the song, bring foreign money which buys them preferential treatment in 
terms of services in the carnival parade. The exploited “Jean and Dinah” in this scenario are 
the Trinidadian islanders who must pay international rates to play carnival (cf. Chapter 2), 
even if they cannot afford to do so: like Jean and Dinah in the song, the islanders feel 
exploited by the local management which privileges the profitable international market and 
makes the national players to conform to this. This scenario was described to me as a 
repetition of the exploitation of the plantation system, but in this case Trinidadians 
themselves mimic the colonial past. Plantation society, based on monoculture and the 
exploitation of unskilled workers who work for a centralized power (Beckford 2013; Best 
2013), is also used as a comparison for the large bands who produce their small costumes in 
China or elsewhere. Rudra’s exclamation “massa day gone black!” (2015) (cf. Chapter 4) 
resonates here for the diasporic players and the transient local management, who simply 
replace the source of exploitation.  
 
The colonial issue of the exploitation of the population, as part of the violent plantation 
system (Brereton 2010), was evoked in an article in the Daily Express entitled “The ‘Boy’ is 
too big to behave so” (11 02 2015). This article discusses the international soca singer Machel 
Montano, who is based in Los Angeles, USA, and travels to Trinidad for his concerts. The 
article complains about his excessive demands and bad treatment of his crew, which uses 
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technologies from the USA and complains about local management. It focuses on the 
excessive price of a fete at which he was performing, where the VVIP ticket cost TT$ 1200 
(US$ 200). In response to the singer’s perceived excesses, the journalist writes “This is his 
kingdom and we are all his ‘house slaves’. […] The ‘house of slaves’ need to stand up and let 
their voices be heard, otherwise the madness will continue and escalate.” (Daily Express, 
Betancourt, 11 02 2015, p.14). The journalist urges Trinidadians to withhold their reverence 
for the singer, whose position puts minor local singers in the shade and freezes out local 
tradesmen, by arguing that Montano, a Trinidadian who lives abroad, treats local Trinidadians 
as “house slaves”. The journalist reflects the Trinidadians’ feeling of exploitation by a 
countryman who accumulates wealth by exploiting fellow citizens.  
 
“Having a Yankee accent shows you have escaped the plantation! Attending an all-inclusive 
fete – shows yuh reach, yuh on de upward mobility path!” (2015) Kevin asserted while 
talking about the discrepancy between the act of playing Mas’ for members of the Diaspora 
and for Trinidadian residents who struggle to afford entrance to events. Trevor Sudama 
(1979) argues that in the more recent history of Trinidad, specifically during the US presence 
in the country in the 1950s, the relation between international entities and local production, 
typical of the plantation system where the island depended on the metropolis (Best 1968), 
was mediated by local groups who produced goods for export and collaborated with the 
plantation economy. The binary structure between the exploited local and the exploiting 
foreigner is described by Sudama as a consequence of power relations that include local 
mediator figures.  
 
While attending a Parang concert in December 2013, I met many section designers of adult 
and children’s carnivals, who depended on the international links in the Bikini and Beads 
production community. In one case, a section leader of the children’s carnival in Trinidad told 
me that she used the designs and the production of a band leader based in Toronto. She shared 
her worry about the costume manufacturing business on the island; she was scared she would 
eventually be replaced by a Chinese production company which could work faster on the 
prototypes. Here, again, a feeling of exploitation arises from the interaction between national 
and international managements, embodied by Trinidadians who in the name of private wealth 
and market law “exploit” their local compatriots.  
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Listening to these debates, the silence about the exportation of the Trinidadian masquerade to 
the Diaspora’s festivals and to the ones on other Caribbean islands interested me. Non-
Trinidadian West Indians I met in Trinidad and in the Diaspora complained about the 
adoption of Trinidadian carnival types of masqueraders in their own countries, and defined it 
as a form of neocolonialism. This viewpoint was absent in the discussions about Mas’ in 
Trinidad, which focused on the feeling of being deprived and oppressed, and which evoked 
the colonial past, omitting the current influence and impact of the Trinidadian masquerade on 
the other Caribbean islands. A deeper analysis of this issue is provided by Goddard’s study 
(2008) of the impact of Trinidad’s calypso and soca music in the French Creole island of 
Saint Lucia and its standardizing effect.  
 
In this section, I have explained how the desire to export Trinidadian carnival to the Diaspora, 
and to maintain a partnership with them, goes hand-in-hand with the feeling of being robbed 
by the diasporic Trinidadians and by investors. In the next paragraph, I will discuss the 
management of carnival bands. I describe the main figures that compose carnival bands of 
large and medium sizes, the production of Small costumes, and the locations where the 
costumes are created.  
 
 
5. The preparation of a carnival band 
 
Each band, of large and medium size, has at least three central figures: the band leader is the 
promoter and the main manager of the band, and focuses on the general management of the 
whole band, including band finances, sponsorship and regulations; the section leader 
manages a section, creates the costumes and can be the designer of its Small costumes. 
Finally, the masman is the craftsman who specializes in the design and construction of more 
creative carnival costumes.  
 
With the establishment of the Bikini and Beads style, where two-piece costumes are similar 
between bands and between international festivals, the figure of the masman is usually 
relegated to creating Big costumes, or to the more creative and unique pieces, and the Small 
costumes are created by a designer. Depending on the size of the band, these three figures 
could be united in one person or be separate individuals. 
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Section leader  
 
The large bands in Town are usually divided into sections. Each section has its own leader, 
who is responsible for the group and works towards the stipulated theme of the band they are 
affiliated with. In the large bands in Trinidad, the sections work separately; they are 
individual entities that depend on the main band. The section leader is sometimes simply the 
manager of the section, and is sometimes a masman (cf. infra) or a technician who designs 
Small costumes. The designer of Small costumes could be a skilled fashion designer, or s/he 
could be artistically unskilled, but with the ability to combine colors for the two pieces.  
 
Masmen 
 
The masman is a craftperson who designs and creates costumes. They can be male or female, 
but as the figure was historically mostly reserved for men, I employ the generalized 
masculine gender for this term when used in plural, as it is used locally. They can work as 
band leaders or section leaders, or they can take no managerial responsibility and just design 
and create Big costumes for carnival bands. Most masmen I have met have trained or worked 
as artists, interior designers, civil engineers, advertisers, or as craftsmen or handymen. 
Masmen master the techniques of wire bending and papier mâché. Today this figure is greatly 
reduced in numbers, but still present (Guardian TT, Seebaran, 13 02 2012). 
 
Masmen, like the Small costume designers, work with different bands on a commission basis. 
They bring their own crews of skilled workers, and materials and tools from past 
performances. Masmen work separately from the rest of the band. They construct Big 
costumes (cf. infra) which are, in the Bikini and Beads Mas’, related to the parade, but are 
aesthetically different. The band leader usually lives in the city or country where the carnival 
they participate in takes place, whereas costume designers and masmen collaborate with 
different bands around the world.  
 
5.1 Small costumes in Large bands 
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Photo 5: Producing Small costumes, 2015. 
 
To produce a Small costume 
 
Most of the section leaders I met decide collectively on the theme of the band, and choose 
prototypes based on the material that is available. The quantity of the costumes is decided in 
advance by the section leaders. Players need to book in advance to assure their costume’s 
availability. As soon as the costumes are fully booked, the section leaders decide whether 
they can create a few additional costumes with the remaining materials.  
 
Not all Small costume designers draw on their earlier models. Some, who may not have an 
art, fashion or design background, assemble costumes on models and prepare them for the 
workers who reproduce them. The combinations of colors are the priority in production, as all 
costumes must share a similar appearance. All the bandleaders of large bands in Town who 
spoke with me affirmed that the price of the costumes depends on the material available and 
the Fedex costs for transportation. Even for the bands that create Small costumes locally, the 
raw materials come from North America. Additionally, despite the concept of disposability, 
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where costumes should be newly made for every carnival parade (NCBA 2007), some of the 
medium and large bands recycle material from previous carnival seasons. 
 
In the past, a section leader would be loyal to the band they were affiliated with. Today, 
section leaders are attached to a band for the length of the project and are free to move to 
other bands afterwards. Each section works separately to manage the production and 
distribution of the costumes. The quality of the materials and the style of the Small costumes 
is similar enough between bands and sections that a section leader can work for different 
bands while maintaining their preferred way of working; if a band splits, section leaders can 
become new band leaders.  
 
I witnessed two ways of producing Small costumes in two large bands in Town, which I will 
outline here. At the time we spoke in 2015, Costume Designer V worked for a section 
dedicated to diasporic players, which was one of the more sophisticated and embellished 
sections in the band. Section Leader M, on the other hand, produced Bikini and Beads 
costumes for the cheapest section in a different large band.  
 
The production of costumes for a large band compartmentalizes the skills of the designers 
and technicians in a way that is similar to industrial production. Costume Designer V 
described the experience: 
 
I felt like it lacked a ‘fun’ element, which is very important to me personally. It 
seemed very much to be about the [monetary] return and as such it was difficult to be 
inspired creatively. I would not say that it was an enjoyable experience but more a 
business transaction. At other mascamps I felt more a part of a family-type 
environment where it was about collaboration and involvement in various aspects of 
launching a costume, i.e. not just design.  
(Costume Designer V, 2015)  
 
I asked Costume Designer V how she would define the Carnival Jumbie, following the 
answers of other masmen who explained it in terms of the feeling of unity while working on 
the carnival costume together with their team (cf. Chapter 3). On the contrary, she answered: 
“I can’t say honestly that there is any team, if so I am not a part of it, I am only sub-
contracted, maybe this is the jumbie?” (2015). Her cynical answer reflects the extent to which 
she feels that the creativity of a section designer and the sense of family-collaboration is 
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replaced in a large band by commercial transactions. She revealed that she wanted to quit 
large band production and collaborate with carnival bands of medium size the following year.  
 
Section Leader M described a very different experience. She is both the designer and the 
leader of her section, and experienced a more flexible and independent way of working. This, 
she felt, was because she leads the last section of a large band in Town. Most of her players 
are local Trinidadians, with just a few traveling players from the Diaspora who return every 
year. Her section numbers 200 people: 150 women and 50 men. Her crew starts to meet in 
September, with meetings becoming more frequent day and night as the parade draws closer.  
 
Section Leader M has more freedom to create, within the Bikini and Beads form. She started 
her career designing and creating costumes for different masqueraders' styles, before 
concentrating her work on the Bikini and Beads form. Although she thinks that the work is 
less creative and more boring within the Bikini and Beads, she has maintained the 
relationships with her colleagues, her partner and her friends who collaborate with her; just 
the end product has changed. Both Costume Designer V and Section Leader M share the 
same techniques when creating the costumes, but because of the relative prestige and 
environment of the different bands, their experience of the work, and their creativity in 
producing Small costumes are different.  
 
The costumes of the carnival bands are created in locations called “mascamps”. In the next 
section, I describe different Small costume mascamps.  
 
5.2.  The mascamp 
 
Mas’ costumes, Small and Big, are made in mascamps: they are the ateliers of the masman. 
For the carnival bands that produce costumes in Trinidad, the mascamp could be located in 
the back yard of the section leaders’ or masmen’s homes. It could be an artists’ workshop, or 
it could simply be a space rented just for the carnival season by the band leaders. 
 
In most mascamps, the way in which Small costumes are created and the way the space is 
organized is similar. Small costumes are sewn, glued and assembled by workers who repeat 
daily the recreation of the prototypes of the small costumes. The mascamp is an ephemeral 
location; once the carnival season finishes, the costumes and the rest of the materials are 
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folded and stored elsewhere until the next season. Photos 6 and 7 show two mascamps’ 
collections of materials. Photo 6 is of a large band in Town and the Photo 7 is of a medium 
band in the west of the island. Despite one being more ordered and catalogued and the 
disparity in income of the two bands, the spaces are similarly laid out for work. The stock is 
categorized similarly, based on the different kind of materials and colors. 
  
Photo 6: Collection of material for Small costume 
production, POS, Trinidad, 2015. 
Photo 7: Collection of material for Small costume 
production, west Trinidad, 2015. 
 
The mascamp is usually covered, to protect the creations from intrusive gazes that could spy 
the costumes before the competitions, and from the sun and the rain.  
 
In my visits to the mascamps, I observed three different types of location. One mascamp I 
visited was located on the porch and in the garage of the band leader’s house (Photos 8 and 
9). Some such mascamps extend to the porch of the neighbor’s home. In the mascamp 
featured in Photos 8 and 9, part of the space was set aside for the creation of Small costumes 
while another part was for the Big ones. (I will give more detail about the creation of Big 
costumes in the next sections of this chapter). As can be seen in the photos, when carnival 
season is over the porch is used to process local spices, the main professional activity of one 
of the band leaders. 
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Photo 8: Mascamp on the porch of the masman’s family home, Trinidad, 2015. 
Photo 9: Creation of the Small costumes, Bikini and Beads form, Trinidad, 2015.  
 
Another mascamp I visited, belonging to a large Bikini and Beads band, was in the back yard 
of the managerial office. Here, just Small costumes were made in an indoor space where 
professional workers, paid by the hour, were gluing and sewing the Small costumes.  
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Photo 10: The Small costume workshop of a large band of Town. 
 
The third example I saw was the mascamp of a section of a large band in Town. The 
mascamp of the section was located in the section leader’s home. The porch, garage, rooms, 
kitchen and almost every free space was used for the creation of costumes (see Photos 11 and 
12).  
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Photo 11- Photo 12: Mascamp of a section that creates Small costumes for a large band of Town, 2014. 
 
Some large bands in Town order Small costumes from abroad, usually from China, India and 
Pakistan. They collect the shipped costumes, check every piece personally, add small details 
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and combine the two pieces with the headpiece, which is made by hand in Trinidad. In these 
cases, there is no mascamp. During my study period in Trinidad, most large bands imported 
the Small costumes, and a mascamp was redefined as the location where the costumes and the 
promotional fetes of each band were launched, with a few rooms in which to collect and store 
the costumes.  
 
Historically, the band leaders of large bands were Trinidadians who lived on the island and 
worked for Mas’ in Trinidad, and most of the designers of Small and Big costumes 
collaborated with national and international mascamps across the world. They could be hired 
individually or as a team by the band leaders of the diasporic carnivals, who were mainly 
Trinidadians. Some masmen were equally geographically flexible and used their technical 
knowledge to work for many carnival bands, in Trinidad and in the Diaspora. 
 
In Paragraph 6, I will discuss my observations as a participant in the creation of carnival 
costumes in a medium-sized carnival band. I worked with a team who created Bikini and 
Beads Small costumes for the regional carnival and Big costumes for the competition in 
Town.   
 
 
6. Masman F’s mascamp. My participant observation 
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Photo 13: Masman F’s mascamp, Trinidad 2014. 
 
In this paragraph, I will focus on the creation and performance of the Big costumes created 
for the competition in Town, and on life in the mascamp where I collaborated. 
 
The mascamp I took part in is located in the middle of the island. The band has two band 
leaders. The first is permanently resident of Trinidad and the other, Masman F, works on 
Mas’ full time and throughout the year at festivals in Trinidad and North America and 
elsewhere. Masman F arrives in Trinidad around six months before the carnival starts, after 
the carnival season in Canada has finished. Once in Trinidad, he begins to produce Small and 
Big costumes. The band offers a Bikini and Beads style of costumes to its players, competes 
in the regional carnivals, and takes part in the competition of the Big costumes in Town, 
POS, working for independent investors. Masman F’s band is a family band, in terms of 
management and in terms of players. He designs Small costumes for the Kiddies’ regional 
carnivals, and at the adult’s Mas’ children are allowed to play with their families. Some of 
Masman F’s colleagues are family members.  
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Rather than invest in producing Small costumes as the more reliable source of income, 
Masman F prefers to produce and invest in Big costumes. He works in North America for 
half the year as a section leader of a Bikini and Beads band, for which he designs Small 
costumes, and as the Big costume masman for various large bands. His income comes mainly 
from collaborating on Big costumes for competitions. When he is in Trinidad, he offers a low 
budget Bikini and Beads experience for the players of his neighborhood, who cannot afford to 
play Mas’ in Town, and gives them the chance to play a Bikini and Beads form similar to the 
one seen in the capital. His small costumes cost between TT$ 400 (about US$ 60) and TT$ 
800 (about US$ 130). Although the small costumes’ details are less sophisticated than the 
ones in Town or in the Diaspora’s festivals, they are created in a similar way to the Bikini and 
Beads costumes worn in Town.  
 
The masmen I met in Trinidad and Toronto learned to create Mas’, in terms of costuming and 
management, through family members or close friends who were engaged in the creation and 
in the parade. In Masman F’s band, his children, who were between 10 and 15 years old when 
I attended the mascamp, helped their father to create and perform the Big costumes in 
Canada, where they reside, and in Trinidad. The children and other family members therefore 
learn the masman’s creative techniques, such as wire bending, and participate in competitions 
and discussions with their fathers’ colleagues. Family members who did not fully collaborate 
in making the costumes took care of food and refreshments for the workers.  
 
There is no institutionalized training to become a masman. It has always been a family or 
community practice that is passed from generation to generation. While there is a Carnival 
Studies department at the University of the West Indies St. Augustine where they teach wire 
bending and papier mâché, these activities are most often learned at the mascamps that create 
Big costumes or more creative individual costumes. In Photo 14, the techniques of wire 
bending and paper mâché are both visible on the head of the Big costume. 
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Photo 14: Wire bending and papier mâché. The head of the dragon: the full costume is visible in Photo 20. 
 
Masman F and his family lived at the mascamp and were fully immersed in the production, 
working day and night to get all of the costumes ready. Masman F manages the tasks, 
timetables, models and hiring of specialized workers, in his case Trinidadians from the 
Diaspora. In the next section, I will explain how Small costumes are created, and the 
relationship between employees.  
 
6.1 Employees   
 
In the carnival Diaspora, mascamp workers are volunteers. In Trinidad, they are paid 
employees. There are two main kinds of employee: experts who use their skills and 
knowledge to create Big costumes, and the unskilled workers who make Small costumes. 
They earn a flat fee per day which, while I was collaborating at Masman F’s mascamp, was 
about TT$ 100 (about US$ 16). This low rate is largely symbolic, and tops up workers’ usual 
incomes. Working at a mascamp is a way of engaging in a community activity, and many 
residents of neighborhoods reunite annually at the mascamps. In Masman F’s mascamp, these 
workers were mainly middle- and working-class women, and the expert workers were mainly 
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men. However, unskilled men also collaborated in the creation of costumes, usually during 
their days off or in the evening after work.  
 
The expert employees have no specific timetable, so long as they complete their tasks. They 
arrive early in the morning and often continue late into the evening if work is urgently 
needed. The inexpert employees come when they are free at any time of the day or evening. 
This means that there is a great deal of improvisation around the work to be done on a given 
day, depending on the availability of labor. In 2015, due to a lack of workers to make Small 
costumes, Masman F and his family worked day and night to finish the quantities stipulated 
for the parades.  
 
The expert workers  
 
 
Photo 15: An expert worker covers the wire-bended foundational shape of a Big costume with feathers. 
 
Expert employees are established technicians and craftsmen who are accustomed to working 
in the construction of Big costumes. They are able to work with minimal instruction, and can 
independently cut, glue, and mold the materials for the Big costumes. They are hired for the 
entire carnival season and are often related to the masman, bandleader, Big-costume 
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performers or investors. These skilled workers are expert bricoleurs and are often carpenters 
or civil engineers in their day jobs. Expert collaborators usually have specific tasks; however, 
each expert laborer is a multitasking worker, which is a necessity in life at the mascamp.  
 
The expert workers at Masman F’s mascamp were from Toronto and from other parts of the 
island. I had met some of them before, when I was collaborating with a Canadian band. The 
unskilled workers tended to be residents of the town in which the mascamp is located. Expert 
workers are hired independently, as freelancers, and work for a variety of bands. Despite the 
relationships between technicians, who usually know each other, the transactions and 
exchanges are mainly professional and economic.  
 
The unskilled workers 
 
 
Photo 16: Folding glossy plastic layers, parts for Big and Small costumes. 
 
The unskilled workers are occasional collaborators who stay at the mascamps. Some of them 
do not have a fixed job, and so take advantage of the opportunity to earn some money and kill 
some time. However, on the whole, the workers at the mascamp I collaborated with are 
unemployed women or low-income workers who came to the camp for a few hours each day 
after their part-time jobs. Some of them were single mothers without a fixed job who were 
looking for an activity before returning to work. Usually, they had not had personal contact 
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with the band or the masmen before, but were residents of the neighborhood. The mascamp 
provides a temporary opportunity to participate in a group, make new friendships and gain a 
little income while being creative. 
  
The number of workers varies each day. The masman provides the details of the tasks to be 
completed and chooses the work and the job for every worker. The unskilled workers take on 
steps in the production of Small costumes, usually repeated tasks on a production line which 
creates Small costumes as quickly as possible. When they have finished the job, they have a 
break before being given the next task by the masman. Typical tasks include folding 
materials, gluing trimmings and gems, selecting feathers, organizing the materials, and 
cutting the frames. The masmen create one prototype which is attached to the wall, and 
shows step-by-step the process of creation the workers should follow. When workers finish 
their tasks and while they are awaiting their next one, they lime, gossip and chat. The climate 
is hardworking but relaxed, with a lot of laughter and a soundtrack of soca music from music 
systems throughout the camps.  
 
In the following paragraphs, I describe the creation and the performance of the Big costumes.  
 
 
 
7. Kings and Queens  
 
As I explored in Chapter 4, the Jaycees’ beauty competition has been replaced by the King 
and Queen contest, in which Big costumes performed by men and women compete for the 
titles of King and Queen of the year. Big costumes are not floats, which are common to other 
carnival parades around the world but have been replaced by sound systems in the 
Trinidadian parade. They are bigger costumes, usually several times larger than the players 
who wear them, that parade alongside the smaller ones. They are used to divide the Small-
costume players into sections, or more simply are at the head of the entire carnival band. 
Either way, they, and the competitors inside the costumes, are an integral part of the parade 
(NCBA 2007). Each Big costume must be unique, and is made in secret, away from the 
curious eyes of the audience or colleagues. 
 
An article in the Daily Express from 12th March 2011 outlines the intention to attract more 
players and audience members from outside Trinidad by making use of the relationship with 
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the Diaspora to get a “bigger stage and bigger and better facilities” (Daily Express, 12 03 
2011). Locally, the adjective “big” is widely used: it can mean being pregnant or getting fat, 
and it denotes adulthood, or an increase of status. As an adjective or adverb, it can be used to 
add importance to an event, or to express that something has been done in an impressive way 
(Winer 2009: 79).  
 
Big costumes are “big” in terms of dimensions and in terms of being impressive, or 
spectacular (cf. Chapter 4). For the Big costumes, impressing the judges and the audience is 
the main goal in order to win the competition. The parade today, with its huge carnival bands, 
embraces “bigness” to impress the audience. “For all of these trucks and costumes the streets 
are too small! We need a bigger city! Even the electric wires are too low!” (2015) Masman S 
stated. His observation reflects the fact that the organizers of the carnival bands do not want 
to reduce the majestic dimensions of the costumes and the enormous bands to match the 
urban environment in which they parade, but instead would like to adapt the city to carnival’s 
needs.  
 
7.1 The title and the performer  
 
The titles of King and Queen in the Big costume competition have lost their importance in 
Trinidad over time. The words “King” and “Queen” denote the costumes, but also the 
performers who carry them and bring them to life. The competition takes place at the 
Savannah Stage of POS as part of the Dimanche Gras show. Winning the title King or Queen 
in the past was described by two winners I met in 2014 as a moment in which they gained 
community and national recognition. However, today it seems to have lost its prestige. 
Masman J, who had won the King costume competition several times, told me: 
 
Winning the competition, in its traditional meaning, you were at the head of the 
royalty. Twenty years ago, as a king of carnival, everybody would look at you, you 
became popular. Now, it does not mean the same thing anymore, you don’t even have 
a financial benefit. As a King in Trinidad I got more royal treatment in Toronto, or in 
NY. They would know me; here [in Trinidad] you are anonymous. In the USA and 
Canada etc., it is important to say “I am Trini”, it has a meaning, that notion of 
carnival is still alive.  
 
(Masman J, 2015)  
 
He felt that the value of the competition is lost in Trinidad, whereas in the countries in which 
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the Trinidadian Diaspora live the title of King has maintained its importance. Invitations to 
public and private events, free drinks and a sense of being a part of an exclusive winners' 
group remain part of the prize and the privilege of winning the yearly title away from 
Trinidad. Despite the aesthetic appreciation of the Big costumes in Trinidad, the title of King 
or Queen is no longer as significant for Trinidadian players. This could be linked to the 
shrinking public attendance at the Big costume performance (cf. Chapter 4), and a consequent 
lack of interest in the competition. In the Diaspora, on the other hand, the recognition which 
was once expressed at a community level is expressed internationally.  
 
The performers are sometimes individual investors who finance the construction of the Big 
costumes, or people who belong to investment partnerships. They are often specialized 
performers who have already played the competition with different bands. During my 
presence in the field in Trinidad experiencing the production of the costumes at Masman F’s 
mascamp, the King performer collaborated in the creation of his costume. The female 
performer, on the other hand, met her Queen costume just a few days before the competition 
in order to be fitted with the belts that keep the body attached within the costume. This is an 
example of two ways to experience the costume: to be involved in its creation, or simply as a 
commission.  
7.2. The performance  
 
The performers of the King and Queen costumes have changed their relationship with the 
costumes over time as Mas’ has changed. There are different masques styles for the 
competition. The majority of the costumes are mounted on wheels; they are heavy, tall and 
broad mobile costumes which privilege the aesthetic of the extreme dimensions. For example, 
in Photo 17, the wheels of the Queen I helped to build are visible as she waits for her 
performance at the edge of the Savannah Stage. 
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Photo 17: Queen costume waiting to start its performance, Savannah Stage, 2015. 
 
Some other Big costumes do not rest on wheels but are supported entirely by the performer. 
In photos 18-19 one traditional mask, a Moko Jumbie, was imagined as a Big costume, and in 
the same year (2015) another costume is carried entirely by the performer. 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 18: Moko Jumbie Big costume, 2015. Photo 19: Big costume supported entirely by the performer, 2015. 
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In general, the performers should be the soul of the Big costumes: they form the inner core of 
the costume and the costume itself should be an extension of their body. Make-up and 
costuming camouflage the performer’s body, melding it into part of the representation of a 
body which combines the human and the costume. The performer should know her/his 
costume, its weight and the specific movements which are required in order to “let it dance”. 
The local masmen refer to the art of performing of the costumes, both Big and Small, as “to 
dance the costume”.  
 
I have discussed the shift in Mas’ from portraying stories on stage through costume to the 
Bikini and Beads form, in which the body is the costume (cf. Chapter 2). Just as Small 
costumes are now not connected in appearance, in any obvious way, with the official theme 
of the band, Big costumes are usually disconnected from the homogeneous aesthetic of the 
rest of the band. While they parade with the Small costumes, they do not usually interact with 
them.  
 
In the Big costume competition, the Kings and Queens have to cross the stage accompanied 
by a piece of music. They have to perform the movements and show the details of the 
costume. There are two main performances: the semi-final and the final, and then further 
parades of Big costumes and their bands on Carnival Monday and Carnival Tuesday. The 
weight of the Big costumes makes it hard for performers to perform along the entire parade 
route. They are helped by other players or by the band’s assistants, who will perform the 
costume for them.  
 
In describing the performers, I have purposefully used “should” because, increasingly, the 
fusional relationship between the performer and the costume is not observed. One reason for 
this is the music which accompanies the Big costume performers. While some masmen, such 
as Peter Minshall, select music which reflects their individual King and Queen’s 
performances, most Big costumes perform to a soca song which is popular that year. The 
speed of the music, which is usually power soca, is too fast to be followed by Big costume 
players: “It is humanly impossible to follow the beat and the riddim with the speed, unless 
you are superman. To carry a [Big] costume and to get the costume to perform on about 160 
beats a minute is humanly impossible” Masman J stated (2015).  
 
Additionally, the wheeled costumes can weigh up to 200kg each. As the visual aspect of the 
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competition takes precedence, more embellishments are added at the expense of mobility. 
This restricts the performers’ movements. The performer therefore reduces their manipulation 
of the costume’s parts, instead using their strength to move around the stage. Photo 20 shows 
the King costume I collaborated on. The performer pushes and pulls the Big costume to show 
the mobility of its parts.  
 
Photo 20: Big costume’s performance on the Savannah Stage, 2014. 
 
Sometimes, a performer who has not trained in their costume for long will “forget” to show 
off the full range of the Big costume’s movements and will instead wine in the costume. The 
experience of the Big costume’s performance is therefore more repetitive than innovative. 
The costume is therefore judged mainly aesthetically by the judges, instead of on the entire 
performance. The Big costumes on wheels, just like the Small ones, are therefore more 
detached from the practice of the performance and become part of the spectacular aspect of 
the show.  
 
The Big costumes are created in the mascamps; they are disassembled and transported on 
trucks to the places where the competitions happen and where the parade begins. At these 
sites, they are reassembled for each show, and are usually finalized with last-minute details. 
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Photo 21 captures the process of assembly before the performance of the Big costume I 
collaborated in constructing (2015).  
 
 
Photo 21: The Queen Big costume I collaborated on being assembled at the base of the Savannah Stage, 2015. 
 
Mas’ performances take place outdoors, both during the parade and on the stage. The 
costumes must withstand rain, sun, wind, and the movement of the players. The wind is a 
particularly unpredictable and challenging condition during the Mas’ performance. Small 
costumes with back-packs and head-pieces are heavy and voluminous, and the wind, if it is 
against the parade route, can make it difficult for the parade to continue. For the Big 
costumes, the possibility of wind is observed during construction. If it is not considered, 
damage to the costume or injury to the performer can result: for example, during the 
semifinals of the Kings and Queens competition in POS in 2015, one competitor overturned 
on the stage in a high wind.  
  
The rules of carnival management and details of the parade are modified every year by the 
NCC. In 2014, the carnival committee extended the carnival route and reversed its direction 
in an attempt to ease congestion on the roads of POS (Daily Express 24 01 2014). Masmen 
agree that this decision is an example of incompetence by the organization, which focuses on 
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marketing the event without consulting any specialists in costuming. As a result of this 
change of direction, the costumes have to parade against the wind.  
 
In the next section, I detail how a Big costume is created, using examples from the carnival 
band I collaborated with.  
 
7.3.  How to build a Big costume on wheels 
 
When I first started working in mascamp, I worked on Small costumes and repeated basic 
tasks as part of a larger production line, as is expected for Small costume creation. However, 
after gaining experience in these tasks, I was assigned to work on the creation of Big 
costumes. The creative relationship between expert technicians is very different from that of 
the unskilled workers, who mechanically reproduce the directions of the masman. When I 
started working on the Big costumes, the expert workers, masman and I would exchange 
ideas during breaks or in the evening about new designs or changes to the current design to 
increase the Big costumes’ aesthetic appeal. We discussed the juxtaposition of colors, new 
techniques we had discovered or possible experiments with established designs, which 
materials to use in order to have most visual impact, the aerodynamics of the costumes, and 
the potential impact of the wind and the rain.  
 
The Big costumes are made by hand and built at the same time as the Small costumes. The 
techniques used to create them are the same across the world. To create the foundational 
shape of the costumes, creators use a wire-bending technique (see Photo 14), using metal and 
plastic materials attached with strong tape. This technique is also used in the creation of the 
more unique, handmade elements of Small costumes. In Photo 22, for example, wire frames 
of bras for the Bikini and Beads costumes have been prepared by hand. This is less common 
than the practice of embellishing pre-made bikinis.   
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Photo 22: Wire-bended bras, usually created for the first section of the Small costumes in Bikini and Beads 
Mas’, in the Wes Indian’s diaspora and in Trinidad. 
  
The construction of a Big costume is a lengthy process, which follows a structured plan. Big 
costumes are carefully planned and designed before construction begins, in drawings and 
written descriptions created by the masmen. The supporting skeleton is made of iron (Photos 
23 and 24).  
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Photos 23 and 24: costume and performers’ body bases of the wheeled King and Queen, 2015. 
 
The costume base can be seen in Photo 25, which show the foundations of the Queen 
costume which can be seen, complete, in Photo 17.  
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Photo 26 shows the base of the King costume. A crew member can be seen testing the 
mobility of the main skeleton. He is strapped in with belts, which serve to provide stability 
and allow easier direction of the heavy costume in the performance.  
 
 
 
Photo 25: The base of the Queen, for the competition in Town 2015. 
Photo 26: One co-worker is testing the base of the King, for the competition in Town 2014. 
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Wire bending is used to create the external shape of the costumes. Iron, flexible plastic or 
light metals are used; they simulate the role of the muscles and sinews, providing strength 
and allowing movement. In Photo 27, the expert workers are creating the tail of the dragon on 
the main iron structure. The bent wire embellishes the skeleton structure, and will be covered 
by different materials, like the skin on a body.  
In Photo 28, workers attach the last part of the tail. This was added at the very end of the 
creation of the costume. The end of the tail is the most flexible part of the costume and is 
designed to float with a minimum movement of the costume. The other extremities of the 
costume are the wings. The expert workers studied the form of bats’ wings, and reproduced 
their shape using iron, wire and fabric.  
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Photo 27: Main skeleton, made of iron, for the King costume 2014. 
Photo 28: Assembling different parts of the costumes, in particular the tail of the dragon, 2014. 
 
The structure is multi-layered and covered in different materials, such as different colored 
fabrics, sequins, light-refracting plastic pieces and other glossy and shining plastic materials. 
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Plastic gems and opalescent fabrics that change color under artificial lights are tested during 
the creation, both during the evenings with electric lighting and torches, or during the day in 
sunlight to observe the visual effects they create. Papier mâché is another commonly-used 
technique, as can be seen in the head of the King costume in Photo 29. It has been colored 
with acrylic colors and fabric.  
 
Photo 29: Wire-bending the details of the Big costume, 2014. 
 
Each specialist manages the creation of a specific part of the costume which best utilizes their 
skills. In my case, with smaller and thinner hands than my colleagues, I was assigned to 
gluing and sewing the details of the costumes. Others specialized in the use of the stapler, 
scissors and in different techniques of coloring with spray colors or of shaping the plastic 
details assembled at the end. In Photo 30, one skilled worker is creating plastic spheres to add 
to the Queen Big costume, and in Photo 31 they are welding the main structure of the 
costume to fit to the body shape of the performer. 
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Photo 30: Preparing the details of the Queen Big costume 2014. 
Photo 31: Welding the personalized base for the King’s performer, 2014. 
  
The masmen attempt to provide as much safety and comfort as is possible to the performer. 
The material has to be very well attached: a penalty can be issued by the judges if material 
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comes loose during the performance on stage. Big costumes can take over six months to be 
created. After carnival, the costumes should simply be dismantled.  
 
In this section, I have detailed my experience in creating Big costumes on wheels while I was 
collaborating with Masman F in his mascamp; I have detailed the rules of the different 
workers in the mascamp and the techniques used in order to make the costume be ready to 
perform. In Paragraph 8, I outline the debate among masmen who want to see Mas’ develop 
away from the Bikini and Beads style.  
 
 
8. Mas’ and leadership  
 
A common topic of discussion with masmen is the varied potential forms of costuming 
available for carnival costumes, and their boredom with producing the Bikini and Beads style. 
They argue that there is a lack of a sense of community in Mas’ today. I asked Masman T 
how it might be possible to recreate it: “It is a question of leadership. If you have strong 
visionary leadership, carnival would not be where it is today.” (2014). After hearing Masman 
T’s view, I started to ask each masman what kind of leader they were waiting for to bring 
change to the mainstream form of Trinidadian Mas’. The masmen told me that they were 
waiting for a charismatic creator, artist or designer who would launch a different masque 
style and end the commercial direction of the production of Bikini and Beads costumes. Most 
masmen expressed the view that leadership would come from one figure rather than a group 
effort: “We need one man”.  
 
The wait for “one man” declared by the masmen is reminiscent of Lloyd Best’s concept of 
“maximum leadership” (2001: 11). This concept, present in ex-colonies based on a plantation 
system, is described by Best (2001) as the historical result of replacing the power of the 
colonial governor with that of a local Prime Minister who is accompanied by a transplanted 
elite of local citizens with European educations. The personalization of power allows 
authority and responsibility to lie with one person. Best (2001; 2013) argues that maximum 
leadership describes scenarios where central power is given to a single personality and the 
rest of the population are followers who carry out this individual’s instructions. According to 
him, this form of centralization of power, typical of societies that were based on the 
plantation system, is not just displayed in local politics, but is perpetuated by citizens’ 
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activities and the national events they engage in. 
 
Best’s theory of maximum leadership can be applied to the masmen’s sense that they are 
“waiting for a leader” to make concrete their desired costuming form and creative changes. 
Best (2001) argues that, due to the experience of slavery, indentured labor and colonialism in 
general, specifically in the decades following Independence decades, the population hoped 
for an infallible and prophetic figure of hope to lead them, while they continued to wait under 
a general feeling of oppression. He describes waiting for a charismatic figure to lead as a 
form of political messianism. The masmen similarly wait for a figure who will throw into 
disarray the established Bikini and Beads style, while complaining about the commercial 
impetus and lack of creativity of the Bikini and Beads form. This feeling is shared even by 
the masmen who, despite their lack of pleasure and interest in creating the Bikini and Beads 
costumes, continue to create them in order to earn a living.  
 
The masmen do not feel that their new leader should necessarily be a Trinidadian from the 
island. S/he could be a foreigner or a Trinidadian from the Diaspora. During one conversation 
with Masman C, he pointed at me and said “it could be you” (2014). He felt that a person 
with an international perspective and a deep interest in Mas’ could have a lasting impact on 
the local perspective.  
 
The recognition that players wish for while playing Mas’ is present in the figure of the 
masman as well. For them, recognition is not provided by their own visibility, but by the 
recognition of the style of their costumes, by the possibility of winning the competitions and 
by the grateful comments of the players. “Everything started when people thought that [Mas’] 
was an amazing phenomenon where people should be paid and carnival should be recognized 
internationally. That changed carnival. Before, masmen were not interested in the 
recognition, and money,” Masman T argued (2015). According to Masman T, the 
commercialization of the Bikini and Beads form has led masmen to focus on recognition and 
income, while losing creativity.  
 
However, as we continued our discussion, I felt that perhaps the concept of “recognition” did 
not change with the commercialization of Mas’. In my opinion, it is a question of scale. 
Today, with the blurring of local, regional, national and international borders within the 
culture of Mas’ and the masmen’s lives, community recognition is translated to a 
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transnational level. Masman T suggested:  
 
Trinidad has always had this thing: of being the best. It’s an aspiration, you know? A 
small island wanting to prove itself. There was the period when more and more Trinis 
went abroad and there was this feeling of: you are special! They [Trinidadians who 
reside permanently in the country] want you to make a mark! Making your mark 
outside on the bigger world was really important, it was like escaping from the local 
situation. People could not express themselves here; only abroad you were 
appreciated. For example, people didn’t think that Man Crab51  was a costume. Peter 
Minshall was always attacked for his theatrical performances, that was no Mas’, 
people continued to repeat. But then, he had the recognition aboard. The validation 
has to come from outside. Take Naipaul, when I was going to school nobody wanted 
to read him because he did not like Trinidad, and after the Nobel Prize he became a 
national hero.  
 
(Masman T, 2015) 
 
Masman T discusses the need to leave the country in order to feel successful and then to 
come back in order to be locally recognized. He is not talking about a permanent or a 
temporary return to the home country (Canut 2011 DOC, Gmelch 1980), but the sense of 
national recognition that is gained when a migrant achieves success abroad. Masman T’s 
statement can be linked with Masman C’s previous declaration in this paragraph, that he was 
expecting a leader from the Diaspora or a foreigner, thinking that the experience of 
displacement could provide an innovative element (Gmelch 1980) in terms of costuming 
representation and performance.  
 
In this case, the travelling masmen who gain recognition abroad before returning to work 
again in Trinidad could fulfil the criteria for the awaited leader resident masmen long for. 
This element of dependency on validation, which could be realized by an external or internal 
force (as I described in the context of the players in Chapter 3), leads again to a postcolonial 
inferiority complex that is part of the phenomenon of self-contempt.  
 
In this paragraph I have outlined the debate among masmen on the future of Mas’ and its 
creativity, and the issue of leadership. The Bikini and Beads style is felt to reduce the 
masmen’s creative scope, and so they reserve their creative freedom for the Big costumes. 
Most creative masmen in Trinidad hope for a change in the current rules of Mas’ creation. In 
the next paragraph, I will describe an example of Mas’ that differs from the Bikini and Beads 
                                                        
51 Man Crab was a very innovative Big costume, in terms of materials and aesthetic, by Masman Peter Minshall, 
1983. 
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style; one which could be used to accomplish the desired and debated change.  
  
 
9. Other options 
 
The Bikini and Beads genre of masquerade is not the only one present on the carnival scene 
in Trinidad. Although it is the main one represented in the diasporic events, most masmen 
and much of the remaining audience were hoping for a change and a move towards a more 
engaged, or more elaborate, costuming style. 
 
During my conversations with the masmen, some of them posited a solution to the 
homogenization of costuming in Bikini and Beads Mas’, which would also address the 
congestion Mas’ causes in Town. They suggested splitting the bands up to create more mini-
bands, or small groups, which would be connected to local creators. Currently, these small 
groups are in the minority at the parade in Town. Splitting the large bands up would allow 
more mobility and more flexibility in the parade. Each band would gain more independence 
and therefore be able to increase diversity in the production.  
 
Spectators, who are almost absent from Bikini and Beads Mas’, seem to prefer watching the 
more traditional and elaborate, artistic Mas’ bands. Mary, a Trinidadian woman in her thirties 
had always played Mas’ in a Bikini and Beads band, but tried, when we met in 2014, a full 
costumed band for the first time:  
 
I enjoyed the experience of playing in a costume which was related to the theme, I 
didn’t feel that I missed out wearing feathers, I still felt sexy, because this is what a 
lot of people want: to be sexy. I was able to drink, to dance, I met different people – 
as you know, you have to be careful in carnival. 
(Mary, 2014)  
 
Mary had enjoyed her experience of playing in a band that was not based on the two-piece, 
Bikini and Beads style. She explains her feeling, shared by many other Bikini and Beads 
players, that playing in a bikini makes one feel physically appreciated and attractive. Her 
surprise was that this feeling persisted despite wearing a more covering costume.  
 
Bandleader and Maswoman U, of a Traditional Mas’ band, declared:  
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Spectators have basically had enough of the Bikini and Beads so that when they see 
us, the cameras start clicking and the video cameras start rolling. I have been 
photographed at least a ‘million’ times and have found my way onto the pages of the 
local newspapers on a few occasions. My image was even used, without my 
knowledge or approval, in an advertisement for the international petroleum giant 
companies. 
 
(Maswoman U, 2015)  
 
Her statement highlights the importance of the visual impact of her costumes, and the visual 
recognition that is provided by the audience and by the media. The dynamic between players 
and the media which I described in relation to Bikini and Beads (cf. Chapter 2, 3 and 4) does 
not change, even though the representation does. Maswoman U describes the performance of 
the costumes in her band as a free choreographed movement, in which players have to dance 
the particular dance of their traditional character just on the Savannah Stage, and then can 
relax and enjoy parading and winin’ freely. Just as with the Bikini and Beads Small costumes 
performance, the players have to follow a more directed performance only when they cross 
the stage. Moreover, in both Mas’ genres, there is no practice ahead of time.  
 
The main difference between the two kinds of masquerade is the type of player who 
participates. Maswoman U’s Traditional band is frequented by Trinidadians who reside in the 
country, whereas the Bikini and Beads large bands are made up of 50% diasporic players. 
While many diasporic players are unaware of any form of Mas’ other than Bikini and Beads, 
during my last period in the field I met large numbers of Trinidadian residents on the island, 
who are thinking about trying other forms of Mas’.  
 
The difference seems to stem from different outcomes desired of Mas’. Those who visit 
Trinidad just for a week to enjoy Mas’ as a vacation engulfed excess as the goal feel that the 
Bikini and Beads form meets these aims and perpetuates the imaginary paradise. In both 
kinds of masquerade, however, as described by Maswoman U, the evaluation of the costumes 
is strongly linked to the media, which treats the costumes and the players as part of a 
spectacle. “We like ‘posing on de corner’ [she paused] just like Jean and Dinah,” laughed Tina 
(2016). She views Mas’ players as being like prostitutes. Their craving for visibility and their 
poses for the photographers (cf. Chapter 4) are associated metaphorically with prostitution for 
the white tourist, which is described as a relationship with foreign tourists in other Caribbean 
islands (Colleen 1995; Gelmch 2003). In her discourse, players, both locals and those from the 
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Diaspora, in bikinis and in full costumes, are “selling” themselves in order to gain public 
visibility and recognition.  
 
The player’s need for visual recognition is maybe the main reason why most players follow 
the carnival bands and their entrepreneurial and aesthetic choices. As Masman B (2014) 
reminded me, each person is free to create her/his own costume and to parade with or without 
signing in at the NCC or at NCBA (National Carnival Band Association). It is enough to have 
two players in order to form a group to play together (Ramesar 1998 DOC). One player could 
create a band with their friends, as was done historically and as still happens in the regional 
carnivals and in the Traditional carnival. However, it seems that the ostentatious expenditure, 
that as Bataille affirms (1967 [1933]) is at the base of the bourgeois class and that is reflected 
by the most popular large bands in the Bikini and Beads Mas’, overrides in terms of its 
players' priorities, their freedom of costuming creation and choice of social aggregation. Even 
if, more recently, small independent groups have participated in Mas’ in Town, the idea of 
participating in a structured group that takes care of the player as a client has become a 
standard that has made most players “forget” that carnival is an act of self-creation, inversion 
and freedom.   
 
It seems that there is a gap between the Bikini and Beads Mas’ which is enacted locally and 
globally, and the more recent need for a change of its aesthetic. This gap has grown around 
the differing Mas’ masquerade needs of the Diaspora, who have a greater source of income. 
Local management is constrained by the commodification of the performance, and the 
standardization which has occurred. These elements, while frustrating to many masmen, are 
necessary if Trinidadian Mas’ is to be packaged and reproduced all over the world: Trinidad 
must produce a homogenized, reproducible and instantly recognizable costuming and 
performative style to remain central – and profitable – on the global carnival stage. The 
creativity masmen crave, and which increasing numbers of Trinidadians are interested in 
exploring, is dependent on costumes being different from each other and reflective of the 
fantasies of individuals. This newness and dissimilarity in costuming negates the possibility 
of establishing a fixed, spectacular aesthetic that can be copied, advertised and sold 
everywhere.  
 
 
10. Conclusion 
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This chapter has explored the management of Mas’, its relation to the players from the 
Diaspora and the creation of the costumes, based on my participant observation while I was 
collaborating with a mascamp on the creation of Small and Big costumes.  
 
I started by describing the Trinidadian Diaspora and its influence on the performance of Mas’ 
in Trinidad. To do this, I outlined the two main types of players who take part in Bikini and 
Beads Mas’ in Town: Trinidadians who reside permanently in the country, and players who 
come from the Diaspora to visit their families’ country for carnival.  
I defined this last category of players as “traveling players”. They comprise almost half of the 
players of Bikini and Beads in the large bands in Town. The traveling players attend Trinidad 
carnival and the other West Indian festivals around the world. They combine a desire for an 
enjoyable, stress-relieving vacation with getting to know their roots and meeting their family. 
I argued that traveling players, known in Trinidad as “local visitors”, have an important 
impact on the management of Mas’ in Trinidad: the local management targets them, and their 
deeper wallets, as an investment for their bands. The Bikini and Beads style is the main form 
of Mas’ found at West Indian festivals abroad. The traveling players know it and associate it 
with Mas’ in Trinidad. Once in Trinidad, they play this masquerade form and do not look 
beyond it for other forms of carnival, and their expectations are met by local band 
management. 
 
However, among Trinidadian designers, investors and local intellectuals, there is a 
paradoxical debate on the role of Mas’ as a tourist attraction. I described how, on the one 
hand, it aims to create a fictional imagery of paradise for local players and traveling ones 
while they play Mas’, and on the other how this commercialization and organization of Mas’ 
as a spectacle is felt locally as an exploitation of culture for the tourist market.  
 
In the second part of the chapter I detailed the construction of Small and Big costumes. I 
described my personal collaboration with a mascamp that creates Small Bikini and Beads 
costumes, and Big costumes for the competition in Town. I combined my observations with 
discussions with masmen and section leaders I encountered.  
 
I started by describing the location and the main figures of the mascamps. I continued by 
detailing the organization of the mascamp where I was collaborating. I discussed the 
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techniques of construction of the costumes, the hierarchy among the employees, and the 
performances on stage. I touched upon the discussion among masmen about the 
homogenizing effects of the Bikini and Beads form and their desire for change. I finished 
with the testimony of a non-Bikini and Beads band. I concluded by outlining that the main 
difference between the two costuming aesthetics is their players, and that, despite their 
representational differences, the players gain a sense of appreciation thanks to their visibility.  
 
I concluded this chapter by noting that, even though all players are free to invent and 
improvise costumes and themes independently, the tendency is to depend on the organized 
bands that provide them with a full-package experience. This pre-planned Bikini and Beads 
Mas’ provides a standard which can be reproduced internationally and guarantees a 
recognizable hallmark of Trinidad in its international festivals.  
 
With this chapter I aimed to outline and describe the complexity of the management of Pretty 
Mas’, which includes national and transnational relations. I wanted to detail the impact that 
the Trinidadian Diaspora has on the insular organization of Pretty Mas’, Bikini and Beads, 
and I wished to describe the transitional relationship that characterizes both workers and 
players. Since the other chapters focused on the parade itself, the second part of this chapter 
details the backstage of Mas’ in relation to the creation of the costumes, both Big and Small, 
and life at the masmen’s ateliers. Explaining the practical-craft knowledge I acquired while 
working on the creation of costumes at one mascamp, I combine it with the discussions were 
held among masmen on the issues of Mas’ and creativity and visibility and costuming. 
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Chapter 7:  
 
Conclusion 
 
 
In this thesis I have been interested in the most current form of carnival on the island of 
Trinidad. This form of masquerade called Pretty Mas’ is monopolized in terms of the number 
of players participating by one principal form, informally defined by the carnival managers as 
Bikini and Beads. This is the transnational matrix used for the West Indian Diaspora’s 
festivals all over the world. However, rather than analyzing this carnival parade in the 
diasporas, I focused my research on the phenomena of this costuming and performance style 
on the island of Trinidad itself.  
 
In the course of the thesis, I analyzed the practice of “masquing” and parading from the 
perspective of both the players and the organizers. The former participate in the carnival 
parade while the latter invest in the carnival entertainment and create the carnival costumes.  
 
The object of this research is to show how the visual element of Mas’ tends to transform the 
carnival performance into a more spectacular event. I argued and explained how the visual 
representation of the costumes and the players is changing the masquerade into a unique way 
of performing. This particular major form of masquerade is the most popular aesthetic with 
the majority of female masqueraders. It is also the most commercially viable form of carnival 
in Trinidad. 
 
The focus of the research is mainly on the Bikini and Beads parade of Mas’ in Port of Spain, 
since the carnival parades in the regional competitions are governed by different rules and 
have different categories of players. Moreover, the Bikini and Beads bands of the regional 
carnivals emulate the format proposed by the parade in the capital, therefore the analysis of 
the performance would be different.  
 
How is Pretty Mas’ becoming a spectacle? How is the spectacle then portrayed and embodied 
by the players? What are players enacting when they are playing this specific kind of 
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Trinidadian form of carnival? How is a Pretty Mas’, Bikini and Beads carnival band 
organized? These are some of the questions that are answered in this thesis.  
 
I have explained how, even in the Bikini and Beads style, the communitarian and individual 
sense of portrayal embedded in the parade differs from the concept of playing an alien 
character, as is common for the other forms of carnival masquerades. The performance of 
Mas’ reflects the society and its masquerade as well. I have analyzed in detail how 
masquerading changed with the oil boom, and economic recession, and how other socio-
historical moments such as the attempted coup d’état and the increase of violence especially 
against women changed the way of representing the masquerade and the claims that the 
players embody while parading.  
 
I dedicated a part of the thesis to explaining the importance of the economic aspect of this 
form of masquerade where the carnival bands make their participants pay in order to play 
Mas’. The management of the Bikini and Beads bands, and their bandleaders, from being 
creative organizers of carnival groups have become national and transnational managers. The 
bands of the Bikini and Beads style focus their managerial and economic efforts more on the 
services they provide rather than on the quality and the different aesthetics of the costumes. 
These in fact look very similar to one another, they have a similar cost and the quality of the 
material is usually standardized by the importation of fabrics and beads regardless of the 
dimensions of the costumes and the prestige of the bands. Some of the bands create their 
costumes on site, and the more renowned ones send them to China, Pakistan and India to be 
reproduced and later assembled on the island. The organization of the bands that once 
reflected a communitarian sense of belonging is replaced by band loyalty, which provides a 
sense of social prestige perpetuated by the media.  
 
I examined how Mas’ intended to tell a story and how the narrations are enacted differently 
through the costumed parade, where the players dance and interpret their enactments which 
originally took their inspiration from movie heroes. I continued by showing that even the 
contemporary form of Pretty Mas’ Bikini and Beads keeps its original form of narrating a 
story; but I showed how the subjects, having previously interpreted an external narrative, 
started to claim to enact themselves as the subjects and objects of their performances 
(Chapter 2).  
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I continued the analysis into the current performance of the Bikini and Beads Mas’, from 
when I started my presence in the field, by analyzing in detail the meaning claimed by the 
players: to play themselves. The specific expression “to play yuhself” is claimed by the 
contemporary players, who are mainly women of all ages, and a younger generation of 
players of both genders. I showed how complex this expression is, in that it reveals a claim of 
authorship of the performed stories during the masquerade parade, providing a sense of self-
evaluation. However, I showed how the latter depends on the act of appreciation from an 
audience, making visuality a tool for the self-affirmation of the player during Mas’ 
performance (Chapter 3). 
I argued that, while affirming themselves and their stories in the parade, the players are 
modifying the practice of the performance into one of spectacle, where the condition of 
visibility assures the player of a sensation of self-existence and self-assertion. However, the 
issue of representation through the carnival performance could imply concerns and questions 
about colorism and exoticism, which concern mainly female masqueraders. The latter, 
costumed in beaded bikinis, are the iconic representation of the bands and are marketed 
nationally, and sometimes even internationally. The questions of gender, body aesthetic and 
postcolonial categorization of skin color are therefore issues that are part of the construction 
of the performance of carnival as a spectacle. However, I argued that the players are not 
completely at the mercy of the marketed representations and organization of the carnival 
parade. They are simultaneously agents of their own representation and of the enactment of 
their own stories. I argued that the players negotiate between two main needs during the 
carnival parade: the desire for visibility and that for cathartic liberation which is emphasized 
by the use of alcohol and dancing along the parade (Chapter 4). 
In addition to the study of masquerading and the meaning of the portrayal from the point of 
view of the players and the masmen, I have analyzed in detail the dance performed by the 
Bikini and Beads players when they play Mas’ and when they declare they are playing 
themselves. It emerged that the dance, which is mainly based on the gyration of the hips, 
functions as a tool in order to create and define a self-space where the story of each player 
could be enacted and narrated performatively. This embodied space is created and disputed in 
relation with other players and with the environment where the parade takes place. The 
function of dance is another tool in order to affirm self-assertion and self-ownership during 
the masquerade both bodily and visually (Chapter 5). 
I continued the analysis of Pretty Mas’ by analyzing the management and the creation of two 
categories of costumes: the Big and Small ones. I have explained the organization of 
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transnational players and costume creators and how these exchanges of flows modify the 
national festival, which is both enacted locally and reproduced transnationally. I showed how 
the sense of recognition for the players of both Small and Big costumes depends on their 
visibility, by an audience which could consist of the players themselves, the media, or 
bystanders. I affirmed that the need for recognition is at the base of the carnival bands and 
costume designers as well. I concluded the research by noting that, despite complaints about 
the lack of creativity, the Bikini and Beads Mas’ has been chosen as the transnational matrix 
that characterizes the nation worldwide. I argued that, in order to become a recognizable 
brand, the performance of Mas’ has to tend more toward the spectacle criteria than the 
performative ones. In fact, if Mas’ privileges the visual aspect of the parade, the performance 
is more predictable, more easily reproducible and therefore easier to export. On the contrary, 
if Mas’ highlights the freedom and the diversity of creativity, with unpredictable 
performances of the costumes enacted by the players, it would be more creatively innovative, 
but it would result in a more unpredictable performance, making it impossible to control 
nationally and to reproduce internationally. I finished the corpus by arguing that this dualism 
between spectacle and performance is constantly superposed and juxtaposed in the parade of 
Pretty Mas’ becoming one of the main tacit struggles and sources of debate today for both 
managers and participants (Chapter 6).  
 
 
1. To play Mas’, to play Yuhself through the masquerade 
  
In this thesis I argue that Mas’, in all its forms, refers to the act of telling a story through 
the enactment and performance of the players through their costuming.  
Throughout the corpus I explain and describe how the original act of storytelling through the 
practice of parading in carnival changes its representational registers although without losing 
the main narrational goal. I argue that the way of performing Mas’, specifically the form of 
Pretty Mas’, changed due to historical and economic events in the country while nevertheless 
maintaining similar purposes to those that gave rise to the masquerade. 
 
Pretty Mas’, Bikini and Beads is the most popular form of masquerade in Trinidad. With this 
format, the players wear what are essentially beaded bikinis that resemble swimsuits.  
Pretty Mas’ in its own definition is determined by the adjective “pretty”. The condition of 
portraying prettiness, or of being pretty while parading during carnival, is one of the main 
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priorities of this masquing style. Using visual data, from historical carnival editions and 
private archives, I traced the historical development through which the term “pretty”, from 
being mainly an adjective that referred specifically to the embellishment of the costumes, 
became institutionalized as an aesthetic of Mas’.  
 
I start the writing by analyzing a local expression heard constantly during the parade, which 
is: “Watch meh nah, I is Pretty”. The entire expression proposes two linked aims: “Watch 
meh nah,” evokes a desire of being noticed through a visual affirmation, and “I is Pretty” 
reveals prettiness not just as a representation of a state of feeling or a character, but claims to 
embody the representation of beauty itself while parading. 
In this concluding chapter, I invert the statement, summarizing here first the investigation of 
the expression claimed during the masquerade: “I is pretty” then continuing with the analysis 
of the role of visuality that has arisen from the first part of the expression: “Watch me nah”.  
 
In the early days of Pretty Mas’ players enacted heroic characters inspired by stories from the 
movies. Since the body replaced the costuming, the prettiness of the heroic carnival costumes 
started to be assimilated into the feelings of the players rather than their representation. From 
the 1980s, Pretty Mas’ became the representation of a gendered counter-narrative where 
women started to form the majority of the players, displacing the carnival practice from male 
participants to female ones. Pretty Mas’ Bikini and Beads today is mostly performed by 
women of the middle class.  
 
I related the expression “I is Pretty” as a claim of self-affirmation through the act of 
portraying a character adding the desire of being visually appealing. The term pretty, used as 
an adjective that originally referred to the embellishment of the pretty costumes, became 
embodied by the players themselves.  
I continued by analyzing another peculiar claim announced by the Bikini and Beads players 
when they play Pretty Mas’. They state that they play themselves rather than an external 
character. This is an expression that was born in the 1980s when the female players claimed, 
while playing carnival, to be independent while performing Mas’ from any ties of family or 
relationship. Through the gaining of economic independence, middle-class women started to 
claim to play themselves, especially in front of the media as a form of self-affirmation. One 
decade later in the 1990s this same expression was adopted by the younger generation, which 
has become the main protagonist of the Bikini and Beads Mas’ today.  
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By making this claim, players affirm the desire to play themselves as self-narrated characters 
who maintain the historical heroic attitude.  
This expression has various meanings. It differs from the expression "to play Mas’", which 
refers to the act of playing, interpreting and performing a character that is different from the 
person enacting it. On the contrary, “to play yuhself” defines a voluntary enactment that 
players want and decide to play. It defines a claim of self-ownership of the stories narrated 
while parading and shown publicly and through the media. According to this definition, the 
players voluntarily represent themselves as their desired heroic characters of which they are 
both the authors and the objects of their own representations.  
 
With the Bikini and Beads costume the player is detached from the representation of the 
theme of the band, which does not reflect explicitly different costuming aesthetics in the 
masquerade. I argue, then, that the costume is no longer representative of the bands’ theme, 
and the player feels free to portray and to create her/his own story.  
 
This claim of being the author of the self-representation and enactment is explained by the 
female masqueraders as being derived from another local expression: to perform “Jamette 
behavior”. This is described as rebellious behavior that women and subalterns perform 
voluntarily when they face discrimination. Jamet(te) was a term that historically referred to 
the urban working class known as Jamet society. During carnival in the XIX century this 
class scandalized the colonial plantocracy and the upper-classes, through their dances and 
provocative parodic performances. Today, the term Jamette has three main meanings: one 
that refers the previous historical working-class figure (in this case it is written with its 
masculine ending: Jamet); a second that refers to a rebellious, stubborn and bossy woman 
who claims her agency; and a third that refers to female prostitution. These multiple 
understandings are juxtaposed with a new sense provided by the female masquerade when I 
was in the field: the act of performing a “Jamette behavior”. The Jamette in these terms is not 
an ontological entity but a mannerism. It could be enacted at all moments in life when people 
are faced with social abuses or discrimination. During Mas’, it is translated into a 
performative way of affirming authorship of the players’ stories. It is a way to show a refusal 
to compromise where women play themselves for themselves. The expression of “playing 
yuhself” retains its origins of historical rebellion meanings, which in this case comes from an 
economic and moral sense of patriarchal dependence. Moreover, while playing themselves 
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players show that they are independent of obligatory and prescribed themes or characters pre-
chosen by the carnival band they play with.  
 
During my research, I have found two different ways of portraying “yuhself”. The first one 
responded to the Goffmanian concept that each context has its own appropriate performance 
([1959] 1969). In this case the players declare they are performing a different “yuhself” based 
on each different performance of the carnival event. The second complicates the previous 
structure where the players claim, under the guise of the same costume, to play an 
unpredictable interchangeability of roles and characters. “To play yuhself” therefore allows a 
freedom of enactment based uniquely on the players’ will. They are the creators of their own 
represented and performed stories and are the objects of their own representations. I argue 
that “to play yuhself” is therefore an exercise of self-production and reinvention.  
 
Players gain individual affirmation thanks to a sense of collectivity which is provided by the 
act of sharing the same space, actions and similar beaded costumes during the parade. Both 
the individual and the collective subjects are interdependent. The collective sense of 
belonging is provided by participation in a carnival band, which defines the collectivity 
through social and economic criteria. In addition, the conditions of exclusion and inclusion in 
a band depend on a physical aesthetic: body shape and fashionable style. Despite the variety 
of body types and diversity of skin colors in general that are on display in the different bands, 
in the most famous ones the players are usually slimmer, wealthy-looking, young and sporty. 
These characteristics imply a selective possibility of playing in certain bands.  
Large carnival bands have similar costumes, similar aesthetics and quality of fabrics. With no 
explicit differences, the competition is transferred to the access of visibility between the 
players rather than the official and national system of carnival competitions. Each band 
markets a homogenous visual representation of the costumes which their players buy into. 
There is no gender and class inversion in this form of carnival, but there is the affirmation of 
an already established or desired social representation.  
Mas’, when players play themselves, is therefore a collective celebration where players are 
able to express an individual story they want to share and to show publicly.  
 
 
2. To play Yuhself through the body 
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Players enact their stories through taking part in the parade which is expressed through 
the practice of masquing while dancing.  
The historical Jamet carnival bands recalled in the previous section entailed a dance based on 
specific gyrations of the hips as one way of parodying the upper-classes during the 
masquerade. The attitude enacted during this dance gave risen to the contemporary 
expression “Jamette behavior” declared and performed by female players when they claim to 
play themselves. It describes an attitude of decisive self-affirmation and rebellion to 
subjugating impositions through the body.   
Today, a contemporary carnival dance based on the gyration of the hips has been named 
winin’. The Bikini and Beads Mas’ winin’ takes place to the carnival soca music. Winin’, 
according to the female players, has mischievous and ironic registers that give a sense of self-
affirmation and, through the carnival performance, challenges the system of domination, 
while at the same time providing a sense of liberation. The dance of winin’ is a tool that 
allows each person to show their skills in order to display self-affirmation through body 
motion. The motion and the dance in the parade allow participants to occupy a space through 
the body of the player as a spectacle.  
The dance during Mas’ functions as a contention for a personal space within a collective one 
that is provided by the group players play with, and by the carnival band. While winin’ is 
danced by both male and female players, the media attention and the focus of the soca music 
lyrics is directed more toward the female dancers. As soon as carnival gained the epithet 
“Carnival Is Woman” in the 1980s, female players started wining in the parade and 
exaggerating their body movements especially in front of the cameras. From that moment, the 
dance winin’ has functioned as a public and media statement together with the practice of 
masquing and the players’ claim to play themselves.   
 
This dance allows an expression of ownership of a relational space where contention between 
genders, within the group or individually, is displayed. It causes a sense of ownership which 
is spectacularized by the media. I argue that winin’ is a functional dance that defines the 
sense of belonging to a group and allows dancers to highlight the personal and individual 
skills each player wants to display through their dancing, similarly to the act of wearing 
similar beaded bikini costumes which look uniform but are different in their details. Like the 
function of playing Mas’ itself, which is a practice that reinforces relationships between peers 
without seeking to meet new acquaintances or create new partnerships, the dance, which 
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allows the players to perform and interpret their stories, serves above all to belong to a group 
and then to stand out from it.  
Mas’ allows the players to determine a self-space with a relational and spectacular one.  
 
The self-affirmation is directly connected with the act of playing yuhself and the media 
presence that can easily distribute the representation. It is a way of engendering a space 
publicly individually, in groups and in couples. I explain during the thesis the body registers 
and the visual representations that are engaged in order to perform self-affirmation in Mas’.  
I continued by describing the recent evolution and a consequent generational gap between the 
senior players and the youngest ones who play Mas’. The dance being essentially a way to 
define an individual and a relational space, changes its registers due to pan-Caribbean 
influences which could disorientate the players of different generations when they perform 
together. As a consequence, the sense of agency of self-affirmation claimed by the female 
players is therefore changing, and the way of performing Pretty Mas’ along with it.  
With the fact that the parade is “monopolized” by female masqueraders and that the dance 
has tended to be performed mainly by women, men have started to assume a more voyeuristic 
audience position that could reduce female agency to a spectacle created simply in order to be 
seen. The relation between visibility and female assertion through the performance then 
becomes ambiguous in terms of representation and of dancing: it could provide both 
affirmation and objectification. Even this case, Mas’ performance tends to focus always more 
on its visual and spectacular aspect where the dynamics of contentions and the players 
themselves are shown.  
 
Playing Mas’ is a way to create a spectacular social existence through corporality. Taking 
part in the parade and dancing is a way of defining and asserting a narrative of the self 
through the exposed body. It creates new personal spaces that are competed for by other 
players through the exhibition of skills always in relation with other players. It provides a 
sense of pleasure through control of the self-defined space in relation with visibility.  
Moreover, the visibility of the players provides the possibility to achieve recognition through 
visual representation. This allows a proof of public existence and appreciation nationally and 
internationally. The sense of self-affirmation declared and affirmed by the players therefore 
does not depend just on the act of taking part in the carnival parade but also on the players’ 
visual representation and recognition which depends on the judgement of an audience. This 
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condition reduces and places under stress the sense of pleasure and of freedom of expression 
perceived by the players that should arise through participation in the carnival performance.  
 
I have observed that, in order to achieve both desires for freedom of expression and agency 
on its own representation through the parade, the younger generation of players, of both 
genders, added another action to those of parading and dancing while in costume. In the 
Bikini and Beads Mas’, the majority of players alternate their masqueraded marching and 
winin’ dance with the act of posing. I argue that this action allows the players to be the agents 
of their representation when it is frozen by the media, while in its absence they are able to 
play carnival freely, released from the anxiety of controlling the image of themselves 
publicly.  
 
Here again, visuality modifies the masquerading act of playing Mas’, of playing “yuhself” 
and the way of performing it through dance during the parade.  
 
 
3. To show Mas’ and Yuhself 
 
 In this thesis, I showed how the carnival portrayal moved from dependence on the 
costumes that cover the players’ bodies to becoming the player’s body itself. In this 
evolution, the individual person is not detached anymore from the role or the character the 
player wants to portray for carnival, but perpetuates it in the ordinary life mixing the 
dramaturgic staged performance, or the paraded one, with the ordinary front stage (Goffman 
[1959] 1969) that every person assumes in their social contexts.  
Since the costumes reduced in size becoming always more invisible in order to highlight the 
players, the physical esthetic and the focus on gender are the main characteristics that allow 
the player to narrate a story during Mas’.  
 
The media such as television and photography did not just make an impact on Mas’ 
performance but became an integral part of the narrative expression in carnival. Since the 
performance of Mas’ has been televised, and since the bodies of the players became the 
carnival costumes, I argue that the performance of Pretty Mas’ and its players are translating 
the masquerade into a spectacle that the players wish to embody. 
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The notion of performance is described by Schechner (2002) as “in doing”, which implies it 
is the fact of showing the action to an audience that gives the performance recognition. The 
performance can always be changed by the context and the interactions the performers have 
with an audience. On the contrary, the notion of spectacle (MacAloon 1984) gives primacy to 
the visual sensorial experience, which separates the relationship between the performer and 
the spectator, privileging the visual interaction.  
I argue that Mas’ today, from being an established historical performance of bottom-up 
rebellion has become at the same time a form of spectacle. Especially with the aesthetic of 
Pretty Mas’, since the masquerades started to be televised the players during the parade have 
claimed to be visible to each other. In this case, the embellishments of the costumes which 
were transferred to that of the bodies of the players are part of the visually enjoyable 
spectacle of the event. I argue that visibility, as in being seen, is an integral part of the Bikini 
and Beads performance.  
 
For the Bikini and Beads masquerade, the media outnumbers the audience of the parade. The 
entire parade, covered by photographers and video makers, provides an area of maximized 
and spectacularized visibility for the players. Mas’ is described as an arena of visibility, 
where the act of performing depends on the act of being seen by an audience.  
 
During the thesis I develop this connection between self-affirmation and visuality under the 
paronomasia: I/eye, where the “I” refers to the self-narration and the “eye” to the relation of 
being watched while watching the other participants. Mas’ is then a platform that allows a 
self-representation of players who narrate and show themselves or what they wish to be. I 
argue that the setting of the I/eye is an integral part of the self-narration.   
 
Physical appearance becomes the reference for the costume and the tool through which the 
players, in addition to the dancing, express and perform the story they want to show during 
carnival. During the parade in Town the place where national and international media 
visibility is most influential is the Savannah stage. This was the location for a beauty pageant 
before it was banned from the carnival organization for racism in the 1970s. According to the 
masmen, this change encouraged the formation of Bikini and Beads form of Pretty Mas’, 
where the female players wearing bikinis and portraying heroic stories (as the origins of 
Pretty Mas’) highlight and perform their beauty. The act of self-affirmation claimed by the 
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female players who argue publicly that they are playing themselves as an exercise of freedom 
and authorship, happens at the same time as the act of scrutiny and objectification that takes 
place through the exhibition of their bodies. The relation of pleasure derived from being 
looked at and looking at, could turn the player’s body from a tool of her authorship into an 
object of spectacle that could be exoticized by the marketing representations.  
 
Players play themselves and show it publicly as the representation and enactment of their 
own s-heroes. Following this interpretation, the self-affirmation depends on the visual 
recognition, and this provides a sense of self-evaluation. Players are simultaneously the 
subjects and the objects of their representation, and the scrutinizers of themselves. 
The act of narration is part of a process of self-evaluation where visibility functions as an 
integral tool in order to achieve it. In addition, the media and the carnival performance 
provide the possibility to extend the enacted self-narration encompassing geographical, 
spatial and temporal borders. In this case the players claim self-affirmation not just through 
the act of performing at Mas’, but also by being visible in it. However, while claiming 
visually to "play yuhself" through the act of participating in Mas’, players are faced with a 
compromise between self-narration and self-representation, where they need validation from 
an audience. In the Bikini and Beads Mas’, this comes mainly from the media. In fact, the 
audience made up of members of the public is dwindling and the players are replacing them, 
thanks to the media visibility where they can see each other during the performance and 
afterwards through posted or published images. This implies a change of perspective in the 
carnival performance itself where the unpredictability of the performance, which depends to 
the relationship with the audience and the environment where it takes place, remains less 
variable and more formulaic. 
 
Visuality therefore raises the question of representation, and the question of recognition of 
class and colorism which have colonial and postcolonial patterns. From the time of 
Independence, Mas’ has been both a platform for subverting historical and social 
dominations, such as colonial and elitist traces, and a space where self-affirmation takes place 
and is shown. I argue that Pretty Mas’ today retains both dimensions simultaneously:  it is 
both performance and spectacle.  
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4. Pretty Mas’ Bikini and Beads management and its Big costumes  
 
Carnival, in all its masquerade forms, has been adopted as a national expression of unity. 
Semiautonomous organizations institutionalized Trinidadian carnival as the appropriate 
image of nationhood to be transmitted to the world. From the 1990s on, the Bikini and Beads 
form became the representative masquing style of Trinidad reproduced in West Indian 
carnival festivals. Through direct exchanges of performances, craftsmen, musicians and 
promoters, the link and dependency between the Diaspora festivals and the Trinidadian 
carnival has been established. This marketing aimed and still aims to boost national morale 
while seeking international recognition.  
During my fieldwork I discovered two local rhetorics about carnival that are proclaimed 
simultaneously: the first is focused on Mas’ as a profitable touristic event where Bikini and 
Beads carnival bands are independent entities that can spread their work nationally and 
transnationally. The second is opposed to the monopolization of the Trinidadian Mas’ by the 
beaded style, not just because of its lack of costuming creativity, but for its touristic focus 
that could lead to economic dependency on foreigners' incomes, one that recalls the 
plantation system of the country’s history.   
 
I argue that the transnational flows of the exportable Bikini and Beads Mas’ shape the 
organization and performance of the carnival on the national soil.  
Based on my research, about half of the players of the Bikini and Beads bands in Town are 
traveling players from the Diaspora, while many of the costume designers are also traveling 
professional figures who share their technical and creative knowledge in several carnivals and 
festivals around the world with that of Trinidad.  
 
The traveling players, who are Diaspora West Indians usually with Trinidadian origins, travel 
annually to the Trinidad carnival, combining the need to find their family roots (Clifford 
1994) with a vacation. The Diaspora players, knowing Bikini and Beads style in their 
homelands as the form that characterizes Trinidadian carnival, expect to play that same 
masquerade genre when they are on the island. The Bikini and Beads large bands in Town 
base the rates of their costumes on the more profitable foreign currency carried by the 
traveling players, excluding part of the Trinidadian population that cannot afford it. The 
Trinidadian players who choose to play in the most famous Bikini and Beads bands 
frequented by mostly Diaspora players combine a sense of belonging to an economically elite 
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group with the possibility of participating alongside West Indians who share the same way of 
playing but do not live in the country.   
The Bikini and Beads Mas’ represents a fictional festive paradise in order to appeal to 
resident players who are looking for escape and economic prestige while also attracting the 
traveling players who see it as a way of maintaining or creating connections to their family’s 
roots. 
 
I continued the thesis with the description and analysis of Bikini and Beads bands’ structure, 
and the creation of Small and Big costumes.  
The professional figures of a carnival band differ according to its size. If it is a large band, the 
costumes are divided into sections. Each one has its own section leader who works 
independently under a general and hierarchical affiliation to the bandleader. In the case of the 
smaller bands, the different professional figures could be united in the same person. In 
addition to these two head figures – the section leader and the bandleader – there are Small 
costume designers, Big costume masmen and skilled and unskilled workers. Each band that 
displays Small costumes has its King and Queen Big costumes that open the parade. This 
category of costumes is created by more autonomous and skilled Trinidadian craftsmen, who 
could live abroad and work in Trinidad and vice versa. The traveling masmen are usually 
specialized in Big costume techniques but could at the same time create Small costume 
sections. The Big costume creators may work nationally or transnationally on commission; 
on the contrary the bandleaders are usually permanently based in the locations where the 
carnival parades take place.  
 
The organization of Bikini and Beads bands and the production of Small costumes are similar 
among different sizes and budgets of the carnival groups nationally and transnationally. The 
Small costumes could be created nationally or commissioned abroad, where the production is 
cheaper. The Big costumes, in contrast, are created on site. 
Even if the Big costume production differs from that of the Small costumes, because of its 
highly competitive creativity, I argue that even in this costuming category visuality is taking 
over the performance.  
The Big costumes’ performance should be totally dedicated to the costumes. The player 
should not just disappear into the costume, but has to become an integral part of it. I used the 
conditional here both in the conclusion and in the thesis because it seems that, like the Small 
costume players who claim to play themselves, the performers of Big costumes are 
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increasingly more detached from the enactment of the story related to the costume they 
interpret. A lot of performers tend to train separately from the costumes, reducing their 
capacity to face the unpredictability of the outdoor performance and competition. Moreover, 
the aesthetic of the most of Big costumes has become focused more on their embellishments 
rather than their mobility, reducing even this performance to a more boring spectacle.  
 
I conclude by adding that the dependency on visibility does not belong just to the Pretty Mas’ 
form of carnival. From discussions with some Traditional carnival bands, where the players 
wear traditional costumes, it emerged that the validation of the performance and the 
representation of the character always comes from the amount of media visibility a player can 
get. The visuality seems to take over the performative role of the masquerade even in the 
other costuming aesthetics. The evolution of the costumes and the performance of the players 
are strongly linked to the media, which treats them as part of the spectacle.  
Players and carnival costume creators look for mutual recognition during Mas’. The players 
gain it through visibility whereas the masmen get it through the sense of leadership they 
establish in the creation of the costumes and in the management of the bands.  
 
The form of Bikini and Beads Mas’ is used in order to spread a national brand internationally. 
This style is simple enough to be commercialized and reproduced everywhere else in the 
world starting from the West Indian Diaspora’s festivals. These take place throughout the 
entire year, allowing an extension of the production of the costumes and the practice of the 
performance of carnival to multiple sites. I argue that the price paid in order to establish a 
recognizable aesthetic and one that is easily reproducible is to reduce the freedom of diversity 
in the variety of the costumes, and therefore the creativity of the designers who are gradually 
becoming more and more producers and promoters rather than creators. A similar thing 
happens from the point of view of the players, who are evolving into clients and part of the 
spectacle, instead of active performers. I argue that the Bikini and Beads Mas’ and its 
propensity to spectacularize the carnival performance could be a condition for indulging the 
desire to establish an organized performance that can more easily promote a brand on an 
international stage.  
 
 
5. Future directions  
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At the close of this work there are some fruitful elements that would merit further 
research in the future.  
 
As I stated in the introduction to this thesis, the Pretty Mas’ Bikini and Beads style is 
proposed in new destinations around the world even to those that do not share the West 
Indian roots and history of carnival. It would be interesting to continue the analysis of the 
managements of these new forms of carnival festivals, questioning the issues of appropriation 
and simulation in order to export or welcome the masquerade.  
It would be interesting to understand the political and economic connections that are behind 
these international exchanges, observing how the new locations create hybrid forms of 
spectacle and performances with the Trinidadian matrix. It would be important to discover 
the international flows that are shaping new forms of carnival that aim to be a pan-Caribbean 
brand but that could be extended to the African continent, especially with the increasingly 
active collaborations between musicians from mainly hip hop and RnB genre from Nigeria 
and Trinidadians. In this case new forms of urban dance as well are solicited, not just 
Jamaican dancehall with Trinidadian soca since the 1990s as I have reported in this research, 
but other African dances and music genres that could easily benefit from the possible links to 
carnival or the entertainment events related to it.  
It would be interesting in this case to observe how the parade, the costuming and the 
organizational choices are modified in order to appeal to and better fit the new locations. In 
addition, it would be essential to observe the different representations or performances that 
take place with the same matrix and the reasons why they are or are not undertaken in order 
to create the new festivals.  
 
A second interesting aspect could be the interconnections between visual and performing arts 
and the practice of carnival.  
As I have explained in the course of the thesis, thanks to its transnational flows, the Trinidad 
carnival is at the heart of international collaborations between disparate forms of arts, from 
musical artists to visual and performance ones. Trinidadian Mas’ has already been treated by 
some artists and art curators as a powerful event that allows artistic creators to show off their 
skills through the masquerade on the island and in its Diaspora. The practice of Trinidadian 
masquerading has already been integrated into local and international artistic environments as 
well. Mas’ in visual contemporary art has been presented by the art curator Claire Tancons in 
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two arts exhibitions, at the Tate Modern in London in 2014, and the Contemporary Arts 
Center (CAC) in New Orleans with the art exhibition En Mas’, in 2015. In both projects the 
museums welcomed several artists who presented exceptional performance arts from the 
practice of masquerade in Trinidad and the rest of the Caribbean. In addition, many 
Trinidadian artists who include carnival in their creative practices collaborated in art 
residencies in South Africa, in USA, in Japan and elsewhere.  
However, in discussions with some of the Trinidadian artists who work both for carnival and 
separately for their artistic works, it emerged that the sensation of creativity that takes place 
during the parade tends to be silenced and flattened when displayed in museums or art 
galleries.  
Unlike the projects that have aimed to consider Mas’ as an artistic practice to be shown in 
museums, I think it would be interesting to focus on the visual and performance artists who 
take inspirations from the practice of Mas’ and deconstruct some of its elements in order to 
create their own works. Moreover, unlike what already happened during some parades in 
Trinidad, where some artists presented their performances along the parade with the 
masqueraders, I think that it could be interesting to analyze the peculiar elements of Mas’, in 
its ensemble of masking/masquing, improvisation, music and dance, as the starting point for 
artistic performances that could differ aesthetically completely from the carnival practice 
from which they emerged. This would be a way of studying the creativity of the 
carnivalesque by analyzing the disparate forms in which it could be used in the artistic 
domain.  
 
A third possible future extension of this doctoral research could consist of a comparative 
study between different Caribbean carnivals of the countries in the archipelago countries and 
the continental ones. It could be interesting to analyze a comparison in terms of costuming 
and performance between the Trinidadian Mas’, the carnival of Martinique (Les Cahiers du 
Patrimoine 2007) (which is at the origins of the historical and Traditional Trinidadian 
carnival and its night form of masquerade) and the one in Colombia in the Caribbean city of 
Barranquilla. This last assumes similar characteristics to the insular carnivals due to its harbor 
and history of enslavement (Arocha 1974 DOC).  
Martinique’s carnival maintains similarities with that of Trinidad in some of its masques, for 
example the Nèg gwo siwo-or Jab molassie in Trinidad, the Moko-zumbi or the Trinidadian 
Moko jumbies, and the practice of the carnival opening which in Martinique is named 
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Pyjama lévé and in Trinidad is Jouvay. The Barranquilla carnival has some specific costumes 
such as the gorillas that are shared with the Traditional carnival of Trinidad and it displays a 
class separation between up-town and down-town, with feathered costumes similar to Moulin 
Rouge spectacles (Fradcourt and Francis Dujardin 1989 DOC) that resonates with the 
Trinidadian evolution of Pretty Mas’. Moreover, it shares with that one of Martinique the 
practice of mourning the king of carnival, named the Vaval, who in the Colombian city is 
carried by the figure of Joselito, as the embodiment of the carnivalesque emotions. In both 
festivals, these figures have their widows and mourners; these are carnival players who 
parade at the end of the carnival in mourning, something that does not occur in the 
Trinidadian Mas’. 
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